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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates and analyses the Report of the Commission on Education in
New Zealand,1962, also known as the 'Currie Report', paying particular attention to
the policy process surrounding the written and oral submissions. Views expressed
during the submissions and their ideological basis are related to wider power
relationships within society. The submissions emanating from outside the Department
of Education are revisited as well as the departmental submissions to establish
whether there are any grounds to challenge the consensual, liberal interpretations that
have been attached to this important New Zealand historical educational document.

The issues raised and avoided in the submissions coalesce around specific themes,
which are related to the broader issues of the development of New Zealand
educational history.

Attempts to counteract, mute and marginalise dissent and to encourage optimal social
control are witnessed in the organizational structure of the commission and in its
methods. The interaction and networking of key participants is studied and the
important inter-relationship between central bureaucratic interventions and powerful
educational pressure group activity points to the continuing operational success of
central govemment processes.

The often competing forces of provincialism and centralism in New Zealand
education underlie many of the conflicts surrounding educational change. Religion,
race, gender and class are forces that continually interact to create legitimation crises.
The governmental attempt to minimise or at least rationalize these socially contested
differences in education from 1960-1962 is the subject of this thesis.

An analysis is made of the process by which public dissatisfaction regarding
education in the fifties and sixties was mediated and largely marginalised by the
educational bureaucracy. This is done by a thorough examination of the interaction of
pressure groups, unions, media and governmental agencies during the two year
submissions to the Commission on Education 1962.

The distinction between the commission'.s reporl and the submissions and
interrogations leading up to the report is important, as the primary data extracted from
the primary resource material in the submissions, at times, contradicts the
departmental view as expressed in the report itself. In this way it is hoped to move
beyond the rhetoric that informs previous commentaries and move closer to an
interpretation based upon the primary data.
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ABBREYIATIONS

The written submissions which number up to 409 are referred to in the text and
footnotes by a capital S. followed by the number it was given in the original archival
material (e.g. S. 263 would refer to the written submission of the Associated
Chambers of Commerce). A letter after the number indicates further submissions. A
capital letter after the S indicated a rebuttal. Hence SC 18 B would refer to the third
rebuttal to the second submission numbered 18.

The oral verbatim submissions were called 'intenogations'in the archive retrieval
system and are numbered I - 48, according to the day recorded. There were I 19 oral
submissions. In the text of this thesis they are referred to as Int. or Interros, with their
sequential number. For example, an oral presentation at one of the hearings (which
were held in the main population centres of New Zealand), would be recorded as
Interro. 39 X l. A full explanation of the coding in relation to the departmental
content coding can be found in the National Archives (M, r. 5g5tA)

AJHR. Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives.

ATL. Alexander Turnbull Library.

NZPD. New Zealand Parliamentary Debates.

PPTA New Zealand Post Primary Teachers Association and their Journal is
abbreviated to P. J.

El Report of the Minister (L-ater Department) of Education, presented to the House
of Representatives.

com. on. Educ. - commission on Education. 1960-1962. N.z. more commonlv
known as 'The Currie Report'.

lnterim Report. The Interim Report on Post-Primary Staffing and Recruitment
wellington. July 1960, conducted as part of the commission on Education.
No public who were not teachers or educationalists submitted to this report.

NZEI New Zealand Educational Institute. The Primary teachers professional
association.

Education Bulletins, were departmental publications designed for distribution to
teachers.

The Education Gazette is the official governnental publication on education marters,
issued through the department (now the ministry). It is also primarily for the
information of teachers.
The references to academic journals are standard.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER ONE

Themes and Processes

An Introduction to the Commission on Education 1960-1962.

This thesis provides an in-depth review of the Currie Report and its submission procedure

within a framework of its social and political context. Its main function is to provide

historicerl evidence that can be used for a re-interpretation of policy process in recent New

Znaland history of education. There has been minimal investigative interpretation of the work

of the Commission on Education ( 1962) in the thirty four years since the report was

published. The thesis suggests some reasons for this gap in our research knowledge. The

'Commission on Education'often referred to as the 'Currie Report'was intended as a wide-

ranging report on educational matters within set terms of reference. A substantive claim made

in this research is that the educational bureaucracy acted as a powerful, self-promoting

organism mediating the conflicts between public pressure group activity and Ministerial edict

and responsibilities. It is also suggested that the commission represented a close fraternity of
'insiders'who were able to influence the parameters of the commission's deliberations and

were able to encompass any public dissatisfactions within the already established frameworks

of bureaucratic provision. It presented the Department of Education with an opportunity to

demonstrate that it still retained organizational power over the educational system. How the

bureaucracy set the parameters and maintained the boundaries of their system is a kev

consideration.

Given that the Report on Education 1962 was a major government exercise, it is historically

important to investigate why the commission was instigated and how the commission was

conducted. It has recently been claimed by Openshaw, that the commission was a response by
the bureaucracy to a crisis in the liberal educational philosophy that had gained ascendancy in

the previous two decades and that it was concerned with consensus building around the

'ideological battles over the allocation of state resources'.1 Reading through the report'.s own

'openshaw, R. 'unresolwed struggle' Durunore press. palmerston Nort.h, 1995. p.gg
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rhetoric, Openshaw sees the commission's task as one of 'hamessing a potentially dangerous

opposition to the cause of further educational expansion'.

Such comments beg several questions concerning whether and how the commission

sponsored liberal aims and educational expansion, whether it acted a.s an agent of vested

interests and sponsored conservative retrenchment or whether it somehow fostered other

public agendas. To what degree were the general public able to express their views and were

these views acted upon?

How was ideological control exefted upon and through the commissioners and does the

primary documentation evidence support claims that the bureaucracy pre-empted educational

alternatives that did not correspond with their current hegemonic beliefs?2 The investigation

that forms the basis of this study exposes the principal bureaucratic techniques for

maintaining hierarchy and fraternal elites, through hegemonic reinforcement and the control

of finance. Explorations are made of strategies that marginalized dissent, the re-organization

of teachers' work and ultimately the marginalization of the Commission on Education itself.

The inteqplay of these elements are clearly seen in the commission's deliberations.

Thorough investigation has been minimal because:

l. The Currie Report has not received the attention it deserves as the

largest goverrrment report on education in New Z_ealand.

2. Previous accounts and commentary on the Currie Commission have

been suqprisingly superficial and have tended to proceed on the basis

of limited interpretations.

3. The Currie Report has not been adequately situated in its socierl and

political context.

The Currie Report is the largest and most comprehensive report ever conducted on the New

Tnaland education system. In the summing up of the commission the exceptionally large

volume of recorded material was refened to by the chairman.3 Its importance as a policy

"Bachrach, P- and BaraEz, M. 'povrer and poverty - Theory and practice,, oxford univ.Press, 1970 have discussed Ehe importance of 'non-becisions', and not.e EhaL power j-s ofE.enexercised by confining the scope of decrsion-rnaking Eo relatively .safe. issues, D. 6

. 'rn sir Georqe currie's suj[Inary at E.he end of the corunission hearings. it. was recordedthaE the verbatim evidence extended to ttro mirlion word.s, or 3,450 foorscap pages, after'interviews ltith 578 people on 52 days. trven this quan[ity of naterial represenLed onry aLenth of the original nunber of writ.t.en submissions.
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document has often been noted by academics and departmental officers, albeit for different

reasons. However, there has been no comprehensive commentary on the document itself, nor

of the submissions that were gathered during the two yeus of the commission's work.

Considering the educational resources, time and effort that were expended in creating and

maintaining the Currie Commission, it has received scant attention in the intervening years.

Recently, educational historians, notably McCulloch and Marshall, have noted this absence:

The Commission on Education in New Znaland lg6}-lg62,known as the Currie

Report after its chairman Sir George Currie, was a landmark in the history of New

Znaland education. Its importance has, to a large degree, been overlooked by

historians.a

Marshall has presented a 50 page critique of the report premised on the assumption that this

govemment document represented the commission and its submissions. It will be shown in

this research that the report was not representative of the submissions received. McCullochs

has also commented on the paucity of informed commentary on this historically significant

educational event.

Revisiting the Report.

The 850 page final report presented by the commission was long enough, wordy enough and

heavy enough to deter all but the most ardent enquirer or the sternest critic. Although

disseminated widely to all schools and libraries very few actually read the report in its
entirety, most choosing to read only those parts with which they were particularly concerned.

Beeby, the ex-Director of Education, did not read the full report until mzrny years later.6 Most

teachers would not have had the time or the inclination to digest such a weighty tome. Many
preferred to read only the recommendations which were conveniently placed at the end of
each chapter. Even those who commented on the report, confined themselves to those parts of
it which were of particular interest to themselves.

"Marshall, G- N. 'The Development of secondary Educacion in New zealand 1935 - 1.9?0,. ph.Dthesis, Waikato Univ. N.Z. 1989. p. ?06.

5Mccul.l-och. G- 'From currie to PicoL. HlsEory, rdeoloqry and poricy in Nerr, zealandEducat.ion'. Access Vo1. ?, Auckland University, 19gg.

6Author interview wlth c. E. Beeby october 19g9.
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The reporl was' however, only the tip of a mountain of written submissions and recorded

interrogations' To read all of these took a considerable time, (a task even the commissioners

themselves did not accomplish). Accounts of the 'closed session'meetings were impossible

to obtain as were records of many of the discussions which took place at social gatherings and

sectional group interest meetings. These were not recorded verbatim. Hearings took place at

Dunedin, Palmerston North, christchurch, Auckland and Hamilton. Sub-groups of
commissioners travelled in organized groups to many areas of New Tnaland,outside these

centres to obtain personal experience of what was happening in the schools. Each of the ten

commissioners and the chairman, had his or her specialist interest and was able to contribute

at least in their own areas at the hearings. The whole iurangement was strictly organized by
the Department of Education which supplied itineraries, secretary, research officers, typists,

important introductory material, and most importantly its 'Terms of Reference'topics.

On Monday 16 May 1960 the Interrogations begzur with Amold Campbell outlining the

departmental view and setting the scene for a two year marathon that wogld run a course

through the schooling system of New Znaland ard arrive back at its starting place. [n so

doing, it vindicated almost everything that the central educational bureaucracy was trying to
do and in large degree, endorsed the way in which it was being done.

The commission believes, that by world standards our system may reasonably be

claimed to be a good and, in some respects, an advanced one, comparing not
unfavourably with those in other leading countries in the western world and reflecting
credit on those who have contributed to its development over the yearsT.

The commission 'wanted to build into the system the means for its continuing growths and
justified its recommendations on four counts.

They were sound educationally

All New Zealand's children should have an opportunity to develop all their talents

through education.

' Commission on Education Report. p. 6.

sconrnission on Educat.ion Report." p. g-

l.

2.
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3. It believed the economy could afford to apply a higher proportion of the national

income to education.

and

4. Educational spending was a profitable long-term investmente.

The benevolent attitude expressed towards what was seen as a liberal-progressive and

egalitarian system underlies the rhetoric of the report and its 'faith in the strength and wisdom

of the state apparatus of education'|0 is clear. It contrived to maintain a particularly n.urow

and exclusive ideology of democracy and progress in tune with contemporaneous

departmental thinking.

How then did the commission come to the conclusions it did and were those conclusions an

accurate summation of the feelings of the wider community? Was the public able to express

its views democratically to the commission? What was the actual process? How was the

commission managed? How did the Government and the Department of Education act on the

findings? and what exactly is the relationship between public opinion and government

policy?

Why, as Mcl,aren asks, did this 'unanimous'report recommend 'fewer fundamental chamges

in the public school system than many hoped it would'rl and have so little effect upon the

1964 Act?

Was the commission simply a managed exercise in educational accountability and perhaps, a-s

such, a pre-emptive strike by the centralists?

The various chapters in this thesis focus upon these issues and present an alternative view of
the past. The thesis investigates historically the perceptions and relationships of the

participants as well as providing analysis of the copious written records which are then

related to current theories of policy process and historical interpretation.

ecommission on Education Report 1962. Conclusion Lo Chapt.er one, p. B.

roMcculloch, G, ,Fron Currie to picot,, fggg D. 5.

llMclaren, r 'Education in a smaLl Democracy' Roulledge and Kegan paul l-974. .The poliL.icsof Education' p. 34.
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The fact that there has been a noticeable lack of comment on the commission by those outside
education department circles during the past three decades seems to say as much about the
interests of educational historians and the direction of historical educational research in New
T.€aland, as it does about the report itself. Many historians of education have, post Currie,
tended to study 'inequality issues'such as gender and race and the more controversial topics
such as delinquency, intelligence testing, curricula and examinations. Research that links
policy processing, educational history and underlying societal structures is sparse, especially
when directed at a particular source such as the currie Commission, where the magnitude of
the documents and the restriction on their use has impeded critical research.

The departmentally produced report is the only extensive document outside of the verbatim
interrogation volumes that records the activities and processes of the commission. The
submissions made by various bodies and individuals to the Commission on Education 1960.
have received little attentionl2.

This thesis addresses these omissions.

The reason for the omission also noted by Marshall, can be found by a glance at the report
itself' It is a large document supported by even more extensive documentary archival
evidence' It is written in a turgid, officiat style that tends to mute controversial aspects and
emotional issues and is in many respects an 'in-house'document. It is a difficult document to
readl3 with its statistical tables and charts seeming to have little relationship to the resolution
of those problems as stated in the terms of reference. The report'.s difficult style and extended
length may have contributed to the fact that there has been little agreement as to what the
commission achieved.

Many references to currie tend to be brief and accepting of the introductory rhetoric of the
report itself' They exhibit a 'blandness'that confirms the received wisdom of consensual
progress and claimed neutral intervention. (a detailed critique of these earlier accounts is
found later in this chapter) It has therefore been difficult to locate the report politically,

!2Marsha11, G. N. 'The DeveLopmenL of secondary Education in New Zealand, r-935-1g70,. r.gggp.706.

lrThe
report. in

Eastern Auckland secondary school Boards of Governors for exampr.e, thoughg that .Theparts is verboselv historicar ot 
"t-ii"ti.a1,. 

pri-ncipals Report. rB/1,o/62. p. 3-
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socially, economically or ideologically in its historical context or in any body of critical social
theory.

Most accounts including those of Beebyta and Marshallrs, do not question the official formal
concerns with 'equality of opportunity'and meeting the challenges of the future that clearly
form part of the official discourse. A reading of the full report, alongside the trnterim Report
of 1960' combined with an analysis of the submissions to both, when viewed alongside media
and public response challenges this interpretation. The recommendations of the Currie
Report do not sponsor equality in terms of resource allocation. The evidence points to the
limited functional autonomy of the commission, both substantive and formal, in spite of
claims to the contrary at the time. The commission was confined geographically, socially,
politically and ideologically. The claim that the report originated from 'school problems, is
clear in many of the cornffients emanating from the dominant policy community of 1960 and
these comments repeatedly express concern over teacher shortage, teacher incompetence,

reluctant learners, delinquents, inadequate buildings and unsuitable curriculum. Whether
these were the compelling forces behind the Currie Commission is further investigated.

A study of the Currie Report presents the investigator with an enhanced perception of the
bureaucratic process' Individuals and groups who felt they had legitimate grievances were
pitted against the machinery of government in a controlled and direct manner. To this extent
the commission is useful as it presents the actors, process and outcomes in one place at one
time' Its effect is to concentrate the educational system by creating a forced amalgam of
potentially conflicting power and control issues into a finite time span.

Recent rather limited attempts to situate the Currie Commission within the broad
developments in New Zealand education have unfortunately continued to proceed on the
basis of a 'received wisdom'16 an alternative account is possible derived from a closer look at
the now unembargoed currie Commission'primary' documents.

In its attempt to provide an alternative and wider perspective of the Currie Commission, thi5
thesis makes use of a broader framework (based upon the actual submissions presented to

raPersonal interview with author 1990_

15op. cit. Marslnfl, c. N.

16By 'received wisdom' r refer Lo those accourts that rely soJ.ely upon t6e conmission
ff::::rg?::li.ii."r. be shown, was no! a Erue represencarion of pubJ-ic or sovernmenral
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Currie) both in its investigations of language use and in its re-assessment of those limited
interpretations that have been offered in explanation of this important piece of New Zealand
educational historv.

The reading of this historic educational document proceeds on the understanding that
bureaucratic institutions tend to represent the status quo and only have a timited ability to
change micro educational practice (even under the guise of progressive educational reform at

the macro level), and that the rhetoric which accompanies attempts at consensus building,
whether addressing 'moral panics'or economic expediency, often necessarily masks social
injustice.

After reappraising the Currie Report with the benefit of hindsight and viewing it
retrospectively in its social and political context, the thesis moves on to relate the genesis of
the Currie Report to the social and administrative imperatives of the time. The Currie Report
will be seen as a response to increasingly strident dissent, some of which was by-passing
conventional departmental channels and viewed in this way the report emerges as a

mechanism to re-establish departmental legitimacy. It will be seen as a necessary political
response to numerous legitimation attacks launched in the media which were associating
liberal teaching methods with social breakdown and the synchronous attacks from
educational interest groups who were questioning the expertise of the department itself.
The report was responding to problems that have $eat longevity in education and these in
turn were products of deeper social inequities that, because they were essentially beyond the
scope of educational solutions, remained unanswered.

The process of historical re-evaluation is on-going, and critical theory can enhance
understanding by providing conceptualizations of change processes that parallel historically
grounded re-interpretations. In this sense, sociological theory is woven into the fabric of the
thesis throughout all the chapters not as a limiting framework but as an explanatory force for
historical data. The critical theory is used to illuminate the contentious issues and social
tensions that surfaced before and during the hearings and which were exemplified in the
contradictory nature of some of the report recommendations. It also offers an explanation of
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the structural features shaping any attempt by a govefirment agency to mediate the on-going
crises between capital and labour, between the 'comfortable classes'and the poor.tt

The thesis data suggests that the activities within the commission's ambit were circumscribed
by wider societal forces- The powerfrrl forces of entrenched interests, strong bureaucratic
Ieverage and international precedent deterrnined the style of the final report, as well as its
processing method and educational boundaries.

In particular, the powerful departmental influence and controls that were exercised during the
conception, birth, and development of the Currie Report are clearly illuminated and re-
appraised' The point is made that the 'csmmission'as a group of well-intentioned people
connected with education is different to the 'report'which was a departmentally organized
account of the findings of the commission. This again is different from the 'submissions,that
were presented to the commissioners by various educational interest groups, pressure groups
and concerned individuals' Also the Government response to the report can be seen as a

discrete entity epitomised in the Education Act, 1964. Explanations are required concerning
how important recommendations such a-s extending secondary education down to form one
and the creation of district authorities to control primary and secondary schools were
sponsored by the commission and ultimately not acted upon.

How did the commission leave space fbr the Government in the Education Act (1964), to
alter the working conditions of teachers and yet avoid addressing the underlying educational
and social problems that surfaced in the submissions?

To accomplish this analytic task, and uncover the formal process of an historical event, the
thesis becomes an enquiry about an enquiry; a revisiting of the attitudes and issues of an
earlier time which involves a sustained and critical interpretation of a large mass of primary
data' It is about social, economic and political history, providing an historical reassessment

enlightened by sociological understandinss.

17r do not see critical theorvthe prirnary data. See coldt.horpe,
14. 'Sociological Research l,fethods ,

to their theoretical explanation, .

as necessarily providing a fixed conceptual framework forJ. 'The Relevance of Hist.ory to Sociology,. Lglz in Bulmer,' -'Lracing hist.orical patterns post falium d.oes not amounEp 190, but more as a flexible tbot of incerpretat.ion.
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It studies the process by which a real concem reflected in the Minister's request for an

investigation into the operation of the educational system was converted into a managed
appraisal for and by the presiding power brokers of the educationarl communitv.

Methodolow

Four main avenues of historical research are employed which involve a) Recording the
personal recollections of the protagonists. b) Revisiting and analyzing the extant records of
the early 1960's. c) Reassessing the interpretations of the Currie Report generated in the
intervening thirty years and d) l,ooking at the degree of implementation of the report,s
recommendations in later vears.

To achieve this a search was made of:

l.

2.

aJ.

4.

Primary source materials.

Secondary reports.

Personal recollections of those involved

Later interpretations and opinions.

History and Theory

I shall argue that the composition and boundaries of the commission were effectively, if
broadly defined by the department and that the push weui towards a more effective cenhal
control of the education system as defined by the Education Department policy makers. The
struggle for central control as an element of educational bureaucracy and more generally as a
pre-requisite of modern state capitalism has a long history.

The thesis proceed.s on the assumption that the educational policy community, (here defined
as all those who exercise, or claim to exercise, some degree of effective official control or
sanction over aspects of change and stability in education), is constrained by powerful
pressure group activity at the national level (beyond the democratic process) and by
intemational policy processesls both economic rurd social. This is made clear, when
parochial concerns are influenced by considerations of national and international factors
during the course of the commission's deliberations. The 'gentlemen's agreements,; the
overseas visits and visitors; the 'closed sessions'and the constant comparisons and references

,"Dale, R. ,National Reform, EconomicPerspective' . A.E.R.A. conference p.p"r-,
'solutions,, too, are constiained,
world economy. p.4

Crises and ,New Right, Theory: A New
San lrancisco 1992.
and bo an exEent channelled, by the

Zealand

nature of the
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to international educational change are important in the eventual rather circumscribed
processing of the Currie Report.

As Dale has pointed out 'Institutions do matter'as they circumscribe the Iimits of possible
strategies by favouring specific pre-defined interests. Institutions and bureaucracies shape

responses to the Government's assessment (or story) of the achievable balance between
production and distribution. The study of the New Zealand Department of Education,s role in
the process of implementing and transmitting policy is particularly revealing in relation to
wider social and political theory of praxis:

social and political theory is history-bound at its origin, since it is always traceable to
an historically conditioned awareness of certain problems and issues, a problematic,

while at the same time it attempts to transcend the particularity of its historical origins
in order to place them within the framework of some general propositions or laws.le

Institutions, such as the Department of Education, attempt to create a historically conditioned
awareness of the past in tine with their own developmental strategies. ln doing so, they take
pride in emphasising consistency of approach and demonstrate resilience in the face of
multiple objectors. This thesis argues that the commission was essentially incorporated
within this process. It argues that the commission created space for policy discussion to be
orchestrated by the existing policy community. It could not however allow new policy to be
generated within its confines, especially if the policy contradicted established assumptions.

Education history, viewed sociologically, is a continuing struggle between contrary belief
systems which are linked to the relative apportionment of power and authority over societal
resources' School provision is therefore inextricably linked with economic growth, GNp,
wealth distribution and public order.

The theory incoqporated into this work recognises the complexity of the policy process. It is
acknowledged that areas of 'non-decision'making2o are important in any study of authority
and power. Force and persuasion are not simple linear, one-way activities.

1ecox, R' quoted in: Da1e, R. 'what do Lhey knor,r of England who don,E. know Ehey,ve beenspeaking prose?' E's'R'c. Research seminar paper. univ. of warwick 1gg2. o. , '

2'Jop. ciL. Bachrach and Baratz, 1970.
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Bachrach and Baratz argue that:

non-decision making is a means by which demands for change in the existing
allocation of benefits and privileges in the community can be suffocated before they
are even voiced; or kept covert; or killed before they gain access to the relevant
decision-making arena; or; failing all these things, maimed and destroyed in the

decision-implementing stage of the policy process.2t

It is expected that in a participatory democracy there will be sanctions placed upon emerging
contraly ideas. Interest is here directed towards the systems and techniques that the
department and govemment used to mobilise bias towards 'the dominant values and the
political myths, rituals and institutional practices which tend to favour the vested interest of
one or more groups relative to others22.

The 'Terms of Reference'.

The terms of reference that guided the Currie commission can be viewed as a response to
structurally induced conflicts within New Zealand education and society. They can be
expected to be representative of those areas of concern and conflict that are hindering the
smooth passage of government policy. sociologically, they signpost areas where conflict can
be managed by the bureaucracy without challenging the underlying rules and ideological
structures.

As the introduction of the report informs us, the commission was constituted in February
1960 to report and make recommendations about the publicly-controlled system of primary,
post-primary and technical education and to consider the question of State aid to private
schools. specifically, the commission was asked to "enquire into:

l' The aims and purposes of the curricula, and the methods and internal school

organization used to achieve them:

'ribid. Bachrach and BaraEz.

22ibid. Bachrach and Baratz

1970 p.44.

p. 11.
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2. The organisation and scope of the school system, and the relationships

between the post-primary schools and the university and other forms of
further education.

3' The status of the teaching profession and its conditions of service, the

recruitment and training of teachers (including in-service training), the

staffing of schools and their physical facilities;

4' The distribution of public expenditure on education 4mong the various

objectives of educational policy;

5' The place of private contributions towards expenditure on education, whether

by way of fees, subsidised contributions, gifts or endowments;

6' The functions' powers, responsibilities and inter-relationships of the

Department of Education, education boards, school committees, post_primary

school councils, and technical school boards, and the need, ifany, forchanges

in the geographical areas of responsibility, the functions, constitutions. or
powers of such bodies;

7 ' The desirability and practicality of greater use being made of school buildings
and school facilities generally for community purposes;

8. The question of religious teaching in state schools;

9' Child welfare and delinquency so far as they have a bearing on the educational
system.

To consider also the question of financial assistance to private schools.

To report on these matters and make recommendations,,.23

within this order of reference, perennial structural conflicts are clearly seen. The tension
between the post primary and primary structures, the conflict of interests between state and
private provision of schooling, the shifting balance between local and central control.
religious education and secular schooling controversies and tensions between lav
community/profes s i onal control of facilities an d assets.

"Conunission on Education Report, p. 1.
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Historicitlly based dichotomies are structurally bound into the education system of New

Znaland and they have a continuing influence upon schooling provision. They can be clearly

traced in earlier reports and in the Currie submissions. The thesis argues that the importance

of these underlying dichotomies has not been fully recognised or acknowledged and that the

social resultant of inequitable educational provision has not been fully addressed by any

universal or systematic incorporation of egalitarian policy into schooling structures by

educational policy makers.

Structural and ideological factors that sponsor differing ideals and beliefs, surface continually

during the Curie submissions and indeed, the compilation of the following list was arrived at

on the basis of an analysis of the full submissions made to the Currie Commission. The topics

surfaced from the study of all the submissions. The key elements of each submission were

listed eurd later grouped by category. They suggest important polarizations of belief that

challenge the consensual myth advanced by central government.

The contentious issues that did arise during the hearings can be grouped into major topics that

are listed below and fully explained in chapter 10. These are viewed as the elements of a

persistent and unresolved struggle in New Znaland education. Most submissions can be

placed into one or other of these topics.

Underlyine conflicts in New Zealand Education

L,ocal devolution ..Cenralization of control

Urban........ .... Rural

Religious ... Secular

Private ............ State

Preservationist............ .......Social Education Reformers

Academic Traditions. Progressives

Professional Dept.......... ..Inspired amateurs

Bureaucratic State ..................t ocal Boards

Educationalists............ .. Parents

Selection... ........8qua1 provision

Instrumental .................. Liberal

One best system ..........Pluralist

Cultural Difference .................Assimilation

Single sex schools Multilateral co-education
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Many of these were difficult to slot into the terms of reference, which demonstrates the

differing agendas of those who gave evidence at the commission and the department.

Prior to Currie, the previous important governmentally led attempts to provide educational

direction by sponsoring curriculum adjustments also tellingly highlight some of these

underlying dichotomies. They were the Thomas Report on the Post PrimarySchool

Curriculum of 194324 and the NEF Conference Report 1938.2s The Currie Report aftempted

to present a broader and more comprehensive survey of the state system of schooling than

these earlier repofis.

Basic conflicts in the beliefs and ideals of the educational community, as outlined, surface in

all the official educational reports compiled during this century. Many conflicts reflect

inequality and as such they constantly challenge the entrenched egalitarian myth. Examples of

this would be the differing provision of facilities in rural aurd urban schools and govemment

aid for private schools.

In recognising today's conflicts, revaluation of continuity and change in the past can be

attempted. It is possible to track main themes of dissent related to these basic dichotomies

and the subsequent imposed Department of Education responses, back through time. Central

or provincial control, selection procedures, religious or secular schools, rural and urban

differences and differing types of school have been contentious issues since the beginnings of

centrally organized schooling provision and are clearly displayed in the Currie submissions.

The history of educational administration in this country is littered with unsuccessful

attempts to change the school system. They failed because the various reformers were

unable to convince enough of the general public to overcome the entrenched

pressures.26

zaThe Thomas Report advocated taking accounE of individual differences p. 30, school
courses should be adapted to local circumscances, p. 28, schools should help to re-establ-i-sh
t.he tradition of humane discussion p. 24, and 'Lhe E.radiLionaL academic approach was suitable
up to a point for the selecE. few, buL is guite inappropriate for t.he ordinary pupil... p. 7
In also clearly notes that the Stat.e is .trusLee for the community' p. 1.
Tirey emphasis the liberal/flexib1e t.enor of depart.mentat thinki-nq.

'5The N.E.F Proceedings for example included specific chapEers on 'e liberal education',
'Religious education in schools', 'differentiation and selectsior', 'Ehe rural school
curriculum'. Dr. Kandel, an important coniributor, although arg-uing for liberalization of
conErol noLes 'the tradit.ional pracEice of administration has been t.o control ewerythingr from
the central authority'. p. 59. Again the liberal,/democratic opEions were emphasised.

.EducaEional DevelopmenE. Conference 19?3 - Lg7A. Report of the working parEy on
organization and adminisE.ratj.on. Chaj-red by A.H. Nordneyer, Wellington :^914, p. 27.
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What does become clear is that many groups have an interest in shaping what goes on in

schools and have been prepared to pressure government policy makers in order to achieve

their own agendas. The continuing political and social conflicts that are generated by the

different demands of parents, teachers and central bureaucratic institutions are a continuing

impetus for potential change. Recently defined 'parentocracy"t in its modern guise is a

continuation of earlier attempts to manoeuvre conflicting opinion to the margins and away

from central decision making, under the guise of diplomatic consensus. In other words, the

strategy of consigning pressure group policy to democratic process at grass root level

continues. The ideological differences and the structural inequalities are then debated by

parents as specific school problems rather than presenting as systemic problems for the

administrators of the educational system. Democratization is therefore quite consistent with

the process of Currie in its claimed effort to achieve workable compromise within a disparate

system.

This thesis follows the deliberations of a 'community of interest'and records how boundaries

of influence were established and maintained and ultimately presents an alternative set of

statements about the past (in contrast to the commission's report and other commentary).

Skoglund, the Minister of Education, had asked for:

a full and impartial enquiry into the publicly controlled school system of this country,

neither unduly hurried nor unduly prolonged, with opportunity for the commission to

take and sift a wide range of evidence, to initiate and carry through investigation of its

own that it judges to be necessary, and, finally to bring down a report which will

enable us to see more clearly the direction of educational development and which will

recommend specihc lines of action2s

"The concept of 'parentocracy' is discussed in Brown, P. 'The ',Third Wave,': education and
the idea of parentocracy'. BriL. Jour, of Soc. of Educ. Vo1. 11,, No. 1. 1990.
Nash, R. has discussed sorne of the issues in 'Tomorrow's Schools: scate power and parent
participation'. N.Z. Jour. of Educ. Studs., VoI.24, No.2, 1989.

'BOuoLed in Mclaren, f. 'Education in a sma11 Democracy'. 19?4. p. 34. A let.ler from Ehe
Minister to Sir ceorge Currie (undated).
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even though, according to Mclaren, the folklore of New Znalandbelieved that:

the only useful purpose served by such commissions (or whatever verbal variation is

used to describe a committee of enquiry), is to provide reports for the mythical

pigeonholes of the Department of Education2e.

The rnajor questions that this thesis tries to answer are: Why was the commission

established, entailing as it did considerable departmental effort and expense at that particular

time? Whose interests did it serve? Did the recommendations of the commission relate to

the underlying problems of the education system or did it solely serve to reinforce the policies

that were already in place and hence support and reiterate 'long-standing principles of
policy?3o How much emphasis was given to the evidence and submissions received from the

public as opposed to that presented by the educational community?31 Were contrary opinions

expressed at the 'interogations'that belied the commission's eventual claim that the people of
New Zealand considered:

New Zealand is not only willing, but anxious to give the best education possible to all

the children in its state supported schools eurd to provide for all children from homes

rich or poor the equality of educational opportunity in which it profoundly believes32

The consensus and unanimity which pervaded the commission in all its dealings (Muriel May

one of the commissioners, wrote that in two and a half years it faced 'not a single snag or wet

blanket)33, did not convince some of the public or the press. According to the Christchurch

Star:

"ibid. Mclaren, r. p. 15.

roibid. Mclaren, r. p.30.

tlThe 'Atmore Report', noted in 1930 Lhat: 'rL has felt conrpelled, therefore, in theexercise of its judicial functions, Eo place more reliance upon the evidence of somewitnesses than of others, (p. 2). ceorge Currie during the hlarings often refers t.hecomnissioners and audience at the cornmission, Lo the importance oi specific departmentalwitnesses although most of the corunissioners would have known the departmental officialsbetter than Currie himself.

rzconrnission on Education Report. p. 6.

rrMuriel May- 'Freshly Remembered'. 1973.
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The general tenor of the report leaves the impression that all is well with the countrv's

education - a view with which a great many people disagree3a.

However, the report and its recommendations was published in July 1962 as an 850 page

document, after 3450 pages of verbatim material, 578 witnesses and 494 separate

submissions, three million words of submissions and one million words of background

material. From this corpus of evidence 'the contending voices'3-s and competing claims werc

orchestrated by Sir George, who, as we were informed, had 'a fine ability to co-ordinate and

synthesise diverging viewpoints'.36 How was this synthesis carried out? What was the

process by which it was achieved and what were the effects of the publication of the

recommendations upon the development of New znalandeducation?

The acceptance of the 'benevolent state' as a working premise was never questioned in the

report, nor was the time-honoured statement expressed by Peter Fraser3T of 22 years before,

that liberal egalitarianism was the philosophy which guided the school sysrem. The

department were operating within pre-set parameters and really had little interest in

alternative patterns or systems of providing education.

Some recent writings, notably by McCulloch,3s Renwick3e and Beeby suggest that these

overarching concepts like egalitarianism are essentially myths (a concept which is itself
problematic). Viewed as part of a myth-generating process, the Commission on Education's

final report was certainly effective in its rhetorical support for the underlying concepts of
equal opportunity, generous distribution of resources and progressive development. How it
managed to present the education system in this way, in spite of acknowledged deficiencies

and public and press criticism, is an important part of this study.

'oReported in NaEional EducaE.ion 3 Sept.ember 1962.

lsconrmission on Education Report- p. 1g.

tuEqq"g!._o4. March 1962. profile.

ttrt. is believed that c"E. Beeby wrote the famous oft. repeat.ed guotation.
rBrhe probtematic naEure of policy process is hiqhliqhEed by op. cit. Mcqulloch, c. ,FromCurrie to Picot; History,ideology ana policy in New-z""f""na education,. For a BriLishexampre of the difficulEies of moving from poricy co irnprementation. .The Norwood Report andtheSecondaryschootcurrj.cu1um,."i.."@fl/2Lg88.andinNe$'zeaIand:

Beeby. c. E- 'The etace o@e,. N.z. Listener, I November1"986.

reRenwick, W. L..Forty years
Renwick, W. L. 'Moving TargeLs,

on in Neh, zealand Education: A New Net Goes Fishing. j-9g6.
Six Essays on EducaLional po1icy,. N.Z.C.E.R, 1986^
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How and why the commission, with the assistance of departmental officers managed to

produce this consensual document in the face of multiple complaints from the wider

community and the media, is the major topic of this thesis. The Cunie Commission as a site

of social reproduction demonstrates the process of hegemonic maintenance. The deliberations

of the commission, (although recorded as exhibiting egalitarian principles), could be more

accurately described as re-affirming social relations and enhancing existing institutional

arrangements, 'setting the ideological limits of political debate and social reformaO. The

thesis seeks to remedy previous omissions and refocuses attention upon the institutional

process underlying the production of the Currie Report. It reinteqprets the submissions,

follows the peregrinations of the commission and eventually locates the commission within

the framework of the longer term development of New znalandschooling.

To achieve this level of interpretation required not only an awareness of recent theoretical

perspectives, but also careful grounded research.

Sources of Research

There was a need for the vast quantity of pressure group and individual submissions stored in

archives and libraries to be re-appraised in the light of recent developments in the theory of
policy process, language use and historiographyal. The departmental rccords of the

commission, which were unavailable to the public for twenty five years are now available for

research purposes.

The large quantity of written evidence, recorded in the many volumes of written and oral

submissions required systematic analysisa2, and these form part of the intentionally archived

historic documentso'. Thir was done bv:

{0Hogan, D. 'Examinations, Merit and Morals, 1992 D. :o<ii.

"rHistoriography rn
by op. cit - Opensharrr, R.
L. 1,992. Kyle, N. 1990.
past decade.

Austraria and New zeal,and during the rast decade woul"d i-nclude work
1-987 & 1995. petersen, R. 1993. Leinst.er-Mackey, D. p- :-gg2. Moss,Holbrook, A. 1992 and Soler, J. l-99j.. ANZHES proceedings during che

427 volumes of oral submissions and 409 wriLten submissions , in J-7 volumes (incl-udesrebuttals and second and third su-bmissions) stored at Lhe Auckl-and publi.c Librarv.
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Firstly, reading all the recorded submissions, both the written and oral, by precise and

recording from each submission key points and by drawing out the important threads

of evidence that seemed to form a pattern. The topics that most frequently appeared

in the submissions were recorded.

Secondly, the evidence so extracted was viewed alongside the evidence recorded by

the authors of the final report of the commission. Differences in emphasis,

incongruities and omissions between the submissions and the final report were

especially noted.

Thirdly, an explanation of the differences of interpretation and discrepancies in what

were deemed to be key departmental and public issues was sought.

The submissions were treated separately by interviewing most of those who made

submissions, who were still traceable and accessible alongside the incidental written records

which included letters between key participants, education board files and teacher union

records. These formed part of the subsidiary historic documents. Thirty interviews were

conducted with those directly connected with the commission. These included all

commissioners still alive in 1990, commission secretaries, the ex-Director of Education and

research and administrative officers.e Written records of the Department of Education, and

the education boards were investigated before the demise of both. From all of this material,

patterns evolved concerning the contested balance of power at the institutional level, between

the central department, provincial boards and secondary school boards and the effect that

newspapers and public opinion generally, had upon the relative balance of contending forces.

The importance of key individuals and their effect and inIluence upon the proceedings

became clearer as the research progressed. These empirical discoveries mesh with recent

theoretical explorations of 'networking'and policy groupingsas, an issue raised in Section

Three of this thesis.

alsheen K, .f .
Education. March
Archives; at some

'The corunission and its task' in "First rmpressions of the ReporE."
L962- where he notes that. 'The great majority of it wilr qo to th€ Nationallater date it may make a useful guarry for Eheses, p. 5.

a{The method of selectinq interviews is dealE with in che secEion on rnethodologiy-

4s"lesson, iI- has provided a modern example of Lhe power of influential fact.ions or elitesto determine the discourse and ideological underpin-nings of educaEional change. .New Rightand Education, the 1-991 activiries, its all in rfre uufl fund,, NZARE conference 1991. afso
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Interviews were alranged and conducted with most of the participants and others connected

with the report who were still alive in 1990, including members of the secretariat, the

commissioners and those presenting submissions. Both the difficulties and the importance of

this type ofresearch has been recognised.

The study of action and human agency makes an important contribution to the

understanding of policy networks by opening up the making, maintenance and

unmaking of stable patterns, and thus of institutions, to analysis, comparison and

further theorisingao.

Extensive investigations were made concerning the various roles that individuals played

during the commission, and in relevant cases these were followed up with research into the

backgrounds and networking of some key individuals. The various methods of selecting key

protagonists for this type of research has been an area of investigation in recent literarure in

the united Kingdom (J. Finch, c. Knight, c. Raab)41. The problem of identifying key

individuals as outlined in Raab's workn was not so acute in this thesis as the policy

community involved with the Currie Commission was relatively small and many are now

deceased. The method chosen to identify key individuals, was to start with the most senior

figures who were the key departmental officials especially K.Sheen, W. Renwick, and C.

Beeby, all ex-Directors of Education in New Zealand. These leaders of the policy community

were interviewed and asked to suggest whom they considered to be the significant individuals

within the educational establishment at the time of Currie. ln turn those who were suggested

were interviewed at various locations around New Zealand. This process was repeated. The

cross-referencing then became important and essentially by using this method, the policy

community were self-defined within the networking of the department. This important aspect

of policy communities is discussed at length later in the thesis.

Bachrach, P and BaraE.z, lI.197A, op. ciE. 'Networks' Heald, T. t{odder and Stoughton, 19g3.Dahl, R-'A criLique of the ruling eliLe model'4rnqr. pol. sc. Rev. 1958 p. 463-469. C. Wright.Mills, 'The Power EliLe'N.y. L954. Gewitz, s. ana ozga, .1. 'partnership, plurarism andeducaEional poriry: a reasses$nent'. Jorrr-_p!_g9gs-__pe!rgr r.990 vot. s tro.i pps. 37-48. op.cit.Kogan,M..ThePoliticsofeduca@Ranson,s.&Tom1inson,'].(eds)
'The Changing coverrunenE. of Education, 19g6.

a6Raab, c. 'Taking Networks seriously: Education policy in Britain,. 1990.

a?Finch, ,J' 'Research and Policy. The Use of Qualicative Methods j.n social and EducaE.ionalResearch'- 1985- Raab, C. 'Educa!.ion, Policy ancl Management, Univ. of Edin-burgh 1991. I(Ilight,c- 'The Maklng of Tory Educationar policy in post.-war sritain i.950-i-9g6,, rss0.
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The irnportance of one key individual, Sir George Currie (deceased) and his connection to

policy networks was especially developed. His influence during the commission's meetings

was profound as is clear from a reading of the verbatim submissions and the thesis attempts

to discover why at that particular place and time, he and the other commissioners, amongst

many possible appointees, were chosen to sit on the largest commission on education ever

conducted in New ZnaJand.

The Organisational Rationale of the Thesis

The thesis is divided into four main sections. 'Introduction'. 'Origins'. 'Process'and

'Outcomes'. The last three are essentially chronological.

The first section provides an introduction to the organization of the thesis, and backgrounds

the themes and processes of the Currie Report. The section locates the report within the

overall development of New Tnalandeducation since the 1877 Education Act and more

specifically within the historical context of the 1950's. In this section, discussion centres

upon some of the social and economic changes that were affecting New Zealand during the

decade leading up to the Currie Report.

After anchoring the commission to its historical context and relating it to the local, national

and international concerns of its time, the thesis moves on to conceptualise how the conflicts

within society and more particularly those conflicts surrounding the provision of schooling,

were received by the Department of Education. On a broader front, the thesis suggests why,

and records how, complaints that accompanied social change in the wider community, were

processed by the bureaucracy.

In the section entitled 'Origins', the Currie Report is placed into a comparative context to

demonstrate important similarities and differences with sprecific overseas attempts to manage

social change. International themes of liberal expansionism that were evolving in educational

discourse, such as 'enlarging services', 'improving the equality of provision'and the

'inculcation of citizenship as a part of school programmes', are commented upon. These can

be profitably viewed in terms of the perennial conflicts atready discussed. I-ater in the thesis,
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an enhanced explanation of the processing of the written and the oral submissions, is

presented, but at this level of investigation the nefworking and policy process are the key

issues. The key brokers in the education policy community of 1960 are identified and their

actions in relation to the report are described along with comments upon the importance of

discourse control which is also discussed in this section.

The end product of the olficial processing, the Cunie (Commission on Education) Report, is

then related back to the primary stated concerns at the time of the setting up of the

commission. This is done in the hnal section on 'Outcomes'(many of the departmental

concerns had been stated in the original terms of reference).

Publications and pressure group activity during the post Currie decade demonstrate the

continuing attempts to keep some key issues such as teacher shortage, delinquency, private

schooling and Maori education in the minds of teachers and in the minds of any of the public

who had interests in education.

The outcomes as depicted in departmental publications and other literature are compared with

the outcomes in practice, especially in terms of educational provision during the intervening

thirty years. Certain key factors are noted as having continuing influence upon educational

provision and these are seen in terms of wider societal forces over which the commission had

little control.

Retrospectively, the process of the commission is compared and analyzed in relation to

overseas commissions of the time and earlier attempts in New 7-naland to use this particular

type of government intervention to divert, delay and reframe public criticism. The point is

made that the general public were nol adequately represented at the commission hearings, nor

were they expected to be. Rather the commission acted within the understood parameters of

departmental discourse and marginalized any contrary opinion which could challenge their

hegemonic beliefs.

Various aspects of the processing, including the written submissions, the key networking of

individuals and their ideas, language control and the interrogations are seen in relation to

larger forces both national and international that ultimately curtailed the relatively few
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recommended changes that survived the two year passage from complaint to

recommendation. As a proclaimed response to public complaint, the commission was

ineffectual. Very few major changes filtered down to schools and this is seen as a necessary

concomitant to the process and structure of the commission and its members.

ln review, the preceding pages have provided an introduction to the organization of the thesis

in its four major sections by:

1. emphasising that the Currie Report is a complex and extensive document

which has been sparsely researched during the past thirty years. The

methodology which would be used to research the primary documents was

introduced.

2. demonstrating that the Currie Report is to be viewed as a reaction to wider

policy processes.

3. highlighting the non-consensual and often conflicting nature of the

educational change process.

4. emphasising the gap between bureaucratic educational planning, school

practice and government policy initiatives.

5. outlining the essentially dichotomous relationship of many educational

philosophies and introducing an alternative view of the Currie Report as a

departmental attempt to exert its own particular views upon a disparate

system.

6. demonstrating that the commission's report set parameters for debate over

reforms in education and hence acted as a site of social reproduction, re-

affirming existing social relations and hierarchical institutional arrangements

at the same time as it professed concern with egalitarian principles.
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Historical Research Perspectives and Methodology in the Study of New Zealand Education

Recent commentary by C. E. Beeby and W. L. Renwick, (both important figures in New

Znaland education during the time prior to the commission), has emphasised the place of the

'myth'of 'equality of educational opportunity'in New Zealandas. This can be distinguished

from other notions of equality such as equality of outcomes and equality of provision.

Beeby's definition of an educational myth is viewed by him as providing a positive force

supporting educational ideals and ideology. The departmental interest in maintaining myths

relating to egalitarianism and consensus unfolds as the thesis progresses.

Every person, whatever his level of academic abiliry, whether he be rich or poor,

whether he live in town or country, has a right as a citizen, to a free education of the

kind to which he is best fitted and to the fullest extent of his po*ersoe.

The 'myth of equality of opportunity', has been an extremely tenacious myth that has

provided a rationale for an expanding and specialized school system and bureaucracyso.

Department of Education and government publications, (annual reports, school bulletins) as

well as literature published by teacher organizations, (NZtrl and curriculum committees)

tended to support the liberal view of schooling, which was essentially that more schooling is

better for individuals and society and that schools can prevent some of the more extreme anti-

social attitudes and behaviours seen by the department as being concomitant with a lack of

schooling. It also involves the departmental view that a broadly based and common

knowledge base for the majoriry is better than subject specialization, early vocationalism and

disparate uncontrolled knowledge (hence the continuing importance and emphasis on the

colrunon core curriculum). Also embodied in the view of liberal schooling is the idea that

growth, planning and common curriculum's correlate with steady improvement for all. It is

only when we look closely at the conflicts that have been a persistent part of twentieth

century developments that we can question this myth of consensual progressive development.

The liberal accounts of New T.r'aland educational history by Butcherssl and Campbells2, for

aBop. ciE. Beeby, C.E. 'The Bi.ography of an Idea, 1992. and Renwick, R. L. ,Moving
Target.s' L986 esp. the 'InEroducEion, by Beeb, c- E.

4nComm.on Educ Report.. 1962. p. 11.

tocomm. on Educ. ReporE p. ?0. Also Beeby, C. E. .The Biography of an fdea, 1992.

5tBuLchers, A.G- 'Education in New Zealand,. Cou11s Sommervill-e Wilkie, 1930
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example, demonstrate a tendency to downplay the contested nature of schooling, and to

emphasis the socially beneficial aspects of schools. Schooling, they would claim, has been

made available to larger numbers of the population and this has enhanced society and

improved individuals'life experiences. Roger Openshaw, Roy Shuker, and Gary McCulloch,

three historians recently reinterpreting New Tr,aland schooling processes and presenting

alternative views of the past,'53 point out the political nature of what had previously been

claimed as 'neutral'and question some of the basic assumptions that have been made

concerning the egalitarian motives of schools and school systems. The claims made by central

government for increasing 'parental choice'have recently also been more fully examined in

relation to past departmental attitudes toward examinationssa and zoning-t-t.

The Currie Report and other educational reports including Thomas and Picot, which are

generated from within the system, present the liberal view of schooling. They attempt to

define issues and conflicts in bureaucratic termss6 and they marginalize public dissent.

Rosy, patronising often biographical educational histories of education, written for personal

posterity need to be explored in greater depth. The departmental bulletin profile of George

CurriesT would come within this categor5l. No account is value-free and there is a need to

reveal the embedded values, while at the same time admitting our own.

5zCampbel1, A E. 'Educacing New Zealand,. Dept of Int.ernal Affairs, 1941.

"rshuker, R. 'Political control and the Workers' EducaLional Association,, and
R. 'Upholding basic values: A case study of a conservaLive pressure grroup, both in
Issues in New Zealand EducaE.ion, , L987 edition. p. l-81. & p. 231.
Mcculroch, G. "'serpent in t.he carden": conservative protest, the ',New RighE,,. and
zealand EducaLional History'- History of Education Review No.1 199L vor. z0 p. 73.

Openshaw,
'Political

New

t{Greg, G 'From Rhetoric Eo Reality' Ph-D Otago 199L. The difficul-Lies faced by rhe
departmenL in Lrying t.o maintain a dual examination sysEen and Eheir aetempts E.o provide
differentiated curriculums, often aqainst parent's wighes, has been recently outlined by creg
Lee. The Depa.rLmenE. faced the 'difficul"cy of introducing a subject like vocltional educaEion
when parenEs don't warlc it, p. 346 'New Zealanders will not. accepf dual examj-nation
arrangements' p. 848.

"Mccul1och, G. 'Const.ructing the Community: Secondary schools and Eheir neigh-bourhoods i.n
20 cencury Auckland' Aust. Journal of Educat.ion, vo1. 36, No. 2 1992 pps 1-43-155.

'"neeby, C. E- 'Planning and the Educational Administrator,
Admin. of Educ'. (E.D.C.l I974, notes .Educational planning i.s
determining the policy, priorities, and cosLs of an educalional
economj.c and political realities, p. 12.

5tBickl-er, C. 'Sir Georgie Currie, profile EducaE.ion March

1967, quot.ed in 'Org. and
the exercising of foresight in
system, having due regard for

7952. p. 2O
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Changing Perspectives

Re-interpretation is never final as research is continually discovering new evidence and

linking this with new perspectives. Differing theoretical perspectives and further evidence

may in the future elucidate further the problems posed by this thesis. In its present form it
provides a large quantity of primary evidence that can support or refute some of the

previously held beliefs concerning 'democratic process'. It challenges pre-conceived notions

through its altemative interpretation of the primary data, which tends to make controversial

the previous rhetoric of consensus. This in tum presents a challenge to the old prevailing

myths.

This thesis was initially an historical research project involving a thorough re-examination

and reinterpretation of primary documents. Due to my preceptor's move to the United

Kingdom in the third year of the study, a new supervisor with a sociologicaVpolicy

background contributed a differing educational perspective which over the last five years

influenced the research more toward policy process. The thesis is however essentially

historical using all the available records of the past and avoids selection of material to suit

any pre-existing theory. The product of deep historical research does encourage a view of

wider society and where this has corresponded with a particular theory, the connection has

been highlighted.

It needs to be emphasised at this point that the thesis is concerned with the process of the

commission and is not simply an account of the report of the commission. This is important

as it explains the disparities between the rhetoric of much of the report and the reality of the

social unease underlying the report.
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Commentarv and Criticism of the Report in the Intervenine Yeans

Much of the limited commentary that does exist concerning the Cunie Report dwells upon

only limited sections of the report (mostly the introduction). Very often the same quotes from

the report are highlighted by commentators (notably the Beeby inspired quotation on page

one, chapter one) and consequently the philosophical and ideological positions embedded

within the report have not been fully uncovered.

There has been a series of limited commentaries on the results of the commission's work

during the thirty four years since the publication of the report.

Some of these contain inaccuracies and inconsistencies due to the limited scope of their

author's understanding or as a result of their selective reporting of the commission's findings.

For example, the president of the Association for the Study of Childhood ( 1963), commented

that the Currie Report was 'scrupulous in its attentiveness to the voices of the publicis (a

view challenged in this thesis). Beeby argued in 1992 that 'the Currie Commission was

arguably the most able and widely representative consultative body ever set up to advise on

education in New Zealand'se.

Ian Mclaren argues that the 'deep-drillers'as they carried out their exhaustive explorations:

served, as intended, as a forum for public opinion beyond Parliament or press; it gave

both Minister and Department of Education access to the views of experts and

specialists outside the school system.60

This thesis challenges this view, by noting that very few of the contributors were unconnected

with the school system that their views were already well known to the department.

The point is also made that the commission were most responsive to precisely the

submissions of those already well known to it.

58 ."t ho n,,-.i o -o-.=Port - A Cri-tique'. 1953 Lecbures. Foreword by Stroobant, R.E. Wellinggon1964, p. ii.

5eBeeby, C.E. 'The niography of an Idea, 1992 p. 193.

60Mc1aren. I- 'Education in a Smal1 democracy'. 1974 p. 34, Also reference to 'deep-drillers' in Wards, f. (ed) .Thirteen Facers,, N.z- cov't, 197g. p. 201-
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A full reading of the report alongside the interrogations and other evidence, including the

recently released departmental evidence, uncovers other interpretations.

Nash6l like many other commentators who make fleeting reference to the report, reiterates

Beeby's quote (Included in the Minister of Education's annual report to Parliament, 1938,

which was signed by Fraser62) concerning the egalitarian notion of a free education for rich

and poor according to ability.

Nash clairns that Currie was an endorsement of this principle. In fact a full reading of the

Currie interrogations shows that the prevailing principles although rhetorically expansive and

liberal were not ones of 'equality of opportunity'or supportive of that area of provision which

is currently known as 'compensatory education'or 'positive discrimination'. By the

avoidance of the issues relating to differences and inequalities (those who did champion these

issues arc fully recorded in the 'Process'Section), the report was giving tacit support to a very

unequal system. The report avoided dealing with delinquency problems in schools by

suggesting that they were the concern of social welfare.

It marginalized Maori and gender issues, and terminated the often very successful 'native

schools63. The departmental emphasis upon 'flexibility'can also be seen to be sponsoring this

view.

The 'non-decision6a concerning the future of private schools:

it is the commission's belief....that whether aid is given to private schools or withheld

from them is basically a matter for political decision, and not one that educational

authorities can well decide6s.

o'Nash, R. 'Education' in 'New Zealand sociological Perspectives'. Spoonly, P- Pearson.
D. Shirley I. eds. L982 p. 59.

62see 'The Making of High Policy' esp. pp 123/124 in op. cit. Beeby, C. E. 'The aiography
of an ldea' 1992.

61the 1964 EducaLion Act was Eo grant Lhe Minister Ehe power to establish a Maori DlsE,rict
High School in any locality or disesl.a-b1ish any such school.. Education AcE 1964 101 (2). IL
did nor ratify the afready advanced conversion of Nat-ive schools to Board instiEutions, which
went ahead regardless and was compleE,ed in a shoreer Lime than that recornmended by Currie.

Submission 197 from t.he National Council of Churches argiued for the conLinuation of the dual
sysE.em of Maori schooLs, as did the submission from the Educatj-on Boards AssociaEion.

6aop. ciE.. Bachrach, P & Barat.z, M. 'Power and PoverEy: theory and practice'. 1970 p. x.

65 Cornmissi-on on Educa|i-on ReDort. D. 708
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and the stated principle that the commission:

seeks to reinforce, as far as it may, the policy of the department, which is to

administer the regulations governing these grants and services as liberally as

possible66.

suggest that the report, in promoting these status quo recommendations was constrained by

more powerful systemic forces into maintaining in part intentionally and in part

unintentionally an already stratified system.

A fulI reading of The Currie Report and its submissions clarifies this discrepancy between

practice and principle. Currie is not only a status quo document supporting existing

ideological assumptions in the liberal tradition, it is also assuming the continuing control of

the decision-making process by educational administrators in a society of unequal power

distribution.

Although the commission states, that 'equality and expediency ... point in the same

direction6T, this is not the message received from a full reading of the report when read in

conjunction with its submissions. It is incorrect to assume that the tenor of the report or the

submissions to the report ratify an egalitarian viewpoint. 'Equality'as a topic is covered in

less than two pages in the report's index6s under the sub-headings of 'the education of the

majority'and 'the function of the schools'. The commission's :lssumption that we (we in New

Ze,aland) are all substantially agreed on what the term 'educational opportunity'implies6e was

proved invalid by the differences of opinion in the submissions and is itself a key example of

skirting important issues by attempting to create a supportive consensus out of disparity and

disharmony.

Although developments in sociology and history have challenged the validity of many of the

ideological assumptions underlying the Currie Report, the report itself and the submissions

56commission on

6Tcommissi-on on

6ecomnission on

6ecommission on

EducaE.ion Report. p. 705

EducaE.ion Report. p. T2.

EducaE.ion Report- pps- 15 and LT

Education Report. p. 16.
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made to it. contain documentary evidence that these assumptions were being challenged in

1960.

John Codd7o suggests the purpose of the Currie Report was to respond to the 'technological

imperative'which he says had given education a sense of urgency. Uke Nash he is accepting

that the stated rhetoric emanated from the commission's deliberations. [t must be made clear

that the commissions deliberations and the Currie Report are not synonymous. The reality

was that very few people presented submissions to the commission that could be related to

the 'technological imperative'. They are both however conect in noting apparent

contradictions over competing claims within the reportTl. There was a noticeable lack of

evidence in the area of technology or technological imperatives during the commission

hearings and certainly no inclination for the existing education institutions and interest groups

to support any change in this directionT2. The rather lonely but tengthy submission (100

pages) from W. B. Sutch (secretary for Commerce),?3 was a voice in the wildemess,

advocating future planning and New Tnaland based social and economic adjustments to the

new world economy. He was well aware however that there were forces operating within

society that were larger than schools or the educational bureaucracy.

Sutch's ideas corresponded with the liberal view on education and as Openshaw has noted

was supportive of 'the commission's task of harnessing a potentially dangerous opposition to

the cause of further educational expansion'.74

Sutch realised that it was the public as well a-s preservationist institutions that often stymied

educational change and that changing people\ attitudes was not merely a corollary to

legislation.

t0codd, J- 'Imaqes of Schooling and Lhe Discourse of Ehe StaEe.' in op. ciE. 'polit.ical
Issues In New Zealand Education' 1985 oos. 26 & 2'7.

rlop. ciE.. Codd, ,J. 'Images of Schoofing and the Discourse of Ehe SEaEe, . p. 27.

72The reader is referred to Ehe Chapter in this thesis 'working within ttre confines of an
agenda.' and the departmental list of topics in Lhe appendices for derailed evidence of this
por-nt.

TrAlt.hough not t-he longest submission, Ehe report. calfs W.B. Sulch's submission a 'thesis'
and refers t.o it directly and indirectly several E.imes during the report- see page 12, 274,
59, Commission on EducaLion. Sutch's father-in-Iaw was Chancellor of the University of New
zealand and well known to Currie. SuE,ch made several speeches around New Zealand about bhe
time of Lhe corsnission- See Bibliography. Sutch's role as principal private secretary to
walter Nash and 'his tendency to speak his mind' which 'continued to irk successiwe
goverrunent.s' is discussed in Sirnpson. T. .Shame and Disgrace' 1992. p. 183-

TaOpenshaw, R. 'Unresolved Struggle, 1995. p. 89
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The department was well aware that changing the structure and system of education was not

merely a matter of decree. Social attitudes and institutional barriers united to block

educational change. t' In one sense the department's strength and raison d'etre lay in the

disparate multi objectives of the public, and irny single submission or viewpoint could always

be overwhelmed by contrary opinion. This applied of course even to those submissions

sponsored and supported by the department such as the drive for technical education.

ff there was a 'technological imperative',76 it was operating outside the deliberations of the

commission. What the commission was doing was voicing the opinions of a few valued

individuals who were acknowledged by the department a.s having a broader and future

oriented view77. This was combined with the 'cheurge messages'it was receiving from

overseas authorities and similar commissions in Australia, Canada and Britain. The resulting

amalgam had little bearing upon the situation in New Tnaland, either as it existed then, or

judging by submissions, as the majority of submitters wished it to be. If the submissions

were, as has been claimed, representative, then it could be eugued that most New Zealanders

are not egalitarian. It could also be argued that the state appamtus contained and subverted

the more vociferous elitist elements as well as the extreme egalitarians in its attempt to find a

working consensus.

The right to define the problems, to interpret the relevant and to orchestrate the solutions are

key power moves, common to all bureaucratic management techniques. The process, practice

and vocabulary that has explanatory force for the historical analysis of the Currie Report,

reverberates in many current debates, notably the recent Ministerial directives concerning

'technology education'. The basic mechanisms of educational policy process, (definition,

interpretation atrd orchestration), are as apposite to Currie as they are to the more recent Picot

Report.

t5suEch, w. B. s.3 6l-. p. 43 .

76^^ 
^i F 

^-^-^Lap. crL. uperrsraw, R. 'Un-resolved sE.ruggle' refers Eo Ehe combined engrineeringT andmetal
Lrades submission as an exampl-e of technological imperaLive. p. 86. In fact the two
submitt.ers were only represent.ing employers of Wellington and had more concern with basic
standards of maths and english than wit.h any undersE.anding of technological advance.

ttIE is worth considering what. Leicester webb highlighted in 'The Control of Educat.ion in
New zealand' NZCER 1937. - the 'characcerisLic features of the sysLem have no posit.ive
jusE.ificat.ion. Their purpose is the negat.ive one of safeguarding uhe sysrem agai.nsL. such
abuses as parochialism, nepoLisn, and extravagance. The safegmards are now so elaborabe that
they make constructive acEion almost irnpossible.. pps. 124 - 125.
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For historical analysis to be of value:

Ths ireentive in all cases is an,interest in penetrating crrrefit debate and policy:, the

Irrocesses, practices andlv,ocabularies in urhich they are ernbedded, 4nd which they

refleet,aud engendefs.

The drifftculties frced by fte department in trying to 'csnver,t"the educational system werc

highliglted not only during the submissions but also in the continuing,efform [o mahbin the

cenual concerns of the commisgion through the following decade. FuIl use was Erado by the

departrnent of its publicity section during and after the comiirissiol to, 'spread ttre w,ord'.

?8s!rver, H,
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CHAPTER THREE

The Currie Report - Preview of Content and an Initial Appraisal

Almost 1000 pages of report and interim report resulted from the two years of deliberations.

The main submissions and 'lnterrogations'which included evidence from many sections of

the community, was much larger and is held in the main libraries of New Zealand. The

Currie Report was intended as a stocktaking as far as the Department of Education was

concemed. The department appraised the system of schools and educational administration

in New Tnaland and essentially justified its own concerns and activities. Because of the way

in which the commission was conducted, (an area which is expanded in the section on

'origins) the report was not a representative survey of popular opinion, nor did it claim to be,

but was rather a 'managed'presentation of vested interest group concerns. It served as a site

where those with vested interests in education, could have their views expressed and where

any alternative views could be vented in a controlled way.

The commission obviously could not engage in any widespread social survey, nor did

it deem it necessarv or desirable to do so7e.

The reasons why the commission expressed the above view are complex, but are essentially

to do with questions of who has definitional power and the wider constructions of social and

economic power relationships.

The report acknowledges its parameters as it informs the reader that:

All the commission has sought to do is to ensure that its recommendations lie within

teasonable economic bounds, as far as expefts can judge them, to examine the relative

urgency of various propositions, and to establish priorities.sO

The department effectively avoided individual contrary opinion entering into the final report.

The two members of the I I on the commission who were initiallv more inclined to ask the

Teconunission

8"commission

EducE.ion

Education

P6n^rf n 1 1

Rab^rf n 1 1

on

on
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more difficult questions concerning social causes and the efficacy of school responses to

problems or who dared question the department's veracity, were quickly silenced. The

structure and the organizational principles of the commission made it dif{icult for any

individual commissioner to research the more controversial aspects of the school system. As

is shown in the section of this thesis dealing with the selection of the members, time factors,

travel limitations, and other business responsibilities circumscribed the activities of the few

commissioners who might have challenged status quo thinking. Most of the commissioners

were chosen precisely because they represented known views, and were part of the 'trusted

few'. This aspect of the study is developed further in the section on the commissioners.

(Section 3,). It was an expectedly pliant commission in this regard.

The constant pressure group activity, often circumventing the department, had, during the

fi fties, become a governmental embarrassment.s I

Delinquency claims, the poor conditions in some schools, the new methods often referred to

in the media as 'play way'and 'Beebyism',82 were problems in which the incoming Labour

government of 1957 were not keen to become embroiled.

Overall, the commission's effect w:rs to marginalize dissent and reframe recurrent problems.

The commission, during its trvo years of operations effectively put parliamentary debate on

educational change onto 'hold'.83

The completed report presented a strong and extensive departmental view, which correlated

with the extensive Department of Education submissions which were presented over many

days at the commencement of the commission and at regular intervals throughout the

hearings of 1960 and 1961. The department presented the longest written submission and the

most extensive interrogation submissions as they detailed the minutiae of departmental

organization. The claim of the report was essentially that the enlightened ideas as expressed

by Fraser in the 1930's and the aims of 'equality of opportunity'were being achieved in a

gradual process of enlightenment emanating from the centre8a. With morc power and more

8lMartin, J 'A Profession of statecraft? victoria Univ. L988. 'Ehe twenty five years
Ieading up to l-970 were t.he high poinE. of pluralist. pressure g"roup poLit.ics in New zealand,p. 21

*'ibid. !'iarE.in, J. 'in educaE.ion, Beebf probably was Ehe catalyst.....instrument. of
advocacy for social reform' p. 23

srThe commission trad emanated from Ehe one Eerm
gained the Treasury benches again in 19601.

Labour goverrunent (The National parcy

EaThese views are clear for inslance in Beeby, C. E. 'The Education of the Adolescent in
Ner"r zealand' written in 1936, where the classic ]iberal rationale closely resernbLes the
departmenEal sutrnission twenty five years 1ater. The egaliCarian rheLoric ignores or avoids
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money the Department of Education believed that it could achieve even more- The

department's submissions as a consequence of their size and official status tended to

monopolize the commission's time.

The difficulties in schools which were being highlighted in the press (see 'Newspapers'in

Reference section at end of thesis), were seen by the department and the writers of the report

as temporary or unavoidable aberrations. Essentially the department and the report thought

that school and society problems would be resolved by the judicious application of more of

the same. The continuity of the report both with other reports overseas and earlier New

Zealand reports is clear from the many references to The British Ministry of Education

reports, and suggestions and quotes from the 1877 Act,The Atmore Report 1930, and the

Thomas Report:

It is very important to recognise that the department wished to be seen in the role of 'neutral

trustee'.

The state as trustee for the community has a duty to insist on certain minimum

requirements and to encourage progressive developments, but that it exceeds its

function if it tries to impose a cut and dried philosophy on the schools or to control

the curriculum in any detail (Repeated in both Thomas and cunie.)

According to the Director of Education, A. E. Campbell, 'Great progress had been made'in

the provision of suitably rich courses for children. The system had moved further in the

direction of achieving a completely planned and managed system along departmental lines-

The Director of Education stated before the commission his beliet

that during the past fifteen years great progless has been made, and over a

wide front, towards the objective of ...courses uue as rich and varied as are the

needs and abilities of the children who enter them.ss

as inconsequential the social differentiation of private schooling and social inequality'
Even Lhough at the t-ime I/'l of Ehe 35,123 pupils at post-primary schools were aL private
schools. lL condenns 'ghe undignified scamper for resulEs" p. 6' Beeby claimed that Ehe:
.post-primary education system Ehat freely cagers for 55t of the populaEion should be

somethlng totally differene in aims, meLhods and curricula fron a sysEen devi-sed for a

handful of the elect' P. 28.

*tcomm. on Educ. Report P. 39
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As an endorsement for the planners and administrators, the report records the 'very great ...

unacknowledged sacrifice..... of those connected with the school systems6

who 'have served New Zealand well',87 the belief being that education system personnel were

not receiving the support the report, (echoing the department) thought they deserved.

The politics of educational planning and control are at the heart of the report. The findings are

largely administrative in essence and there were few 'new'changes recoflrmended. District

education authorities were proposed and suggested changes were recommended for the two

year lntermediate school. Neither of these were carried out by the Government. In fact the

1964 Education Bill which was the official policy statement following the publication of the

recommendations, turned out to be quite a minor document with few alterations to the l9l4

Education Act.

This Bill is mainly a consolidation of the Education Act of 1914 and its amendments,

but it takes account of recommendations made by the Commission on Education in

New Zealand in its report of June 1962 for changes in the law relating to education.

Though most of the recommendations of the Commission on Education in New

Tnaland, including many that have already been adopted in whole or in part, do not

require legislative action. 88

It mainly tidied up the various amendments already made. The Bill did remind its readers

however that:

some of the more far-reaching recommendations ..... have not yet resulted in the

measure of agreement among the interested parties that is desirable before legislation is

introduced.Ee

Bsconun, on Educ.

ttconsn. on Educ.

ssEducation Bil-1

seEducation Bill

ReporE p.58.

Report p. 58

1964. Explanatory

1964. Eq)lanaLory

Note- P.

Note. p.

l-.

1.
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Marshalleo notes thar the 'reluctance of the Government to incorporate more of the Cunie

Commission proposals in the New Education Act drew criticism'. The Government still

continued to make small changes by amendments to the Act, as they had continued to do

during the commission's duration. The Educational Amendment Act of l96l (No. 56) made

provision for the continuing education of suspended pupils under l5 years, something that

was argued against in the hearings of the commission. The amendment also terminated the

right of the Governor General to appoint school boards, about which nobody appearing at the

commission had any interest whatsoever. Both the education amendment acts 1960 and 1962

(No.54), had passage through the House during the commission's deliberations.

The Status of the Commission

The commission was a departmentally structured and briefed enquiry, in spite of the claim

made by officials that once it had been given its terms of reference it was very much able to

proceed as it wished. Direct political links recorded in the archives were few and seem to be

confined to a short introduction by Skoglund, the l.abour Parry Minister of Education in 1960

and a one and a half hour private session with Blair Tennant, the new Minister of Education

for the National Party after their success at the elections.el

In 1959, it was intended that the commission would be under a 'Royale2 charter like the

concurrent Canadian commissions, and it was actually referred to by the Department of

Education as a Royal Commission in the early stages.e3 Ho*ever, the political manoeuvres

that occurred in early 1960 and the appointment of a chairman who was not a member of the

legal fraternity meant that when the commission commenced, it was not able to instruct any

particular interest group or person to attend. In fact it exercised less power than a committee

of enquiry, as it was Ministerially appointed, rather than being appointed by the Governor

General. (The Minister had announced his intention of setting up a Royal Commission on

Education in 1959 to study 'Educational Methods and Standards in Classrooms)ea.

eoop. cit. MarshaIl, c. p. 4?3

elBoth Ministers showed themselves content. wiEh the comnission
of iEs operal.ions.

e2op. cit. MarEin, ,J. 'A Profession or Statecraf t. 1988 noc.es
Connnissioo for the gravest cases p. 4?

and were equally supporEive

the requirement for a Royal

t'rother interesE groups such as the Mot.hers Union wich ilneil 22,000 mernbers referred
the Commission as 'Rova1'. S. 53.

i
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Interestingly it had been the NreI who requested a 'Royal'Commission. K.J. Sheen later

reported:

..this was not a Royal Commission. The reason why certain commissions are born

royal and others presumably, plebeian, base and lowly are inscrutable. However, if
this commission had no titles of rank, it also had no hampering obligations.es

When the idea of a commission was frst suggested at the end of 1958,e6 the major concerns

were with its initial status as a projected 'Royal'commission and then later with the choosing

of the chairman which was of crucial importance for the department. Initial manoeuvring to

incorporate the demands of the unions and parent lobbies had therefore begun at least fwo

years before the commission sat. The NZ,EL the largest teachers'union had asked for a Royal

Commission in 1948.e7 In 1959 Skoglund, the Minister, under electoral and newspaper

pressure, urnounced his intention of holding a 'Royal Commission on Education'to look into

educational methods and standards in the classroom. The eventual commission was to be far

removed from this goveilrmental initiative. The NZFI, in September issued an outline of the

dominion executive policy towards the forthcoming commission:

ealnterrogation (4L V 1). Mr Nesbitt of the N.Z.E.I sEates:
'in l-958 N.Z.E.I. requested the Gov€rrunent to set up a Royal Commission. We have been right
behind an enquiry into education'.
The NZEI had a longstanding wish for a Royal Commj-ssion. At their 65th Annual Meeuing in
Dunedin 10-14 l{ay, 1948. The Remit was passed that:

This Annual meeting considers that the eime has arrived for the set.E.ing up of a Royaf
Commission to enquire inEo Ehe whole field of educaEion in Nehr Zealand, with
particular reference Eo:

1-. Cootents of curricula.
2. Standards of achievement,
3. Provision of text books and g'eneral equipment.
4- Provision of adequaEe buiJ-dings.
5, \rpes of schooling.
6. Consolidation and its effect on pupils, teachers and the communiEy.
7. Training and supply of t.eachers.
8. Teacher welfare.
9. Adequacy of educaE,ion voE.e.
10. Administration.
1L. General.

(Fifth Session. P. 10.)

e5Education L962, p. 4-

'6whitehead, C. 'The Thomas ReporL'. NzJEs vol. 9, No. 1
replying to a request from BeeLryr, A.E. Campbell acknowledged
was wrong, or unreliable,..I am sure Ehe Lime has come for a
whofe sE.rucEure' . p. 59.

erNew zealand Educatj.onal lnstitute. MinuLe Book 1961. Wellingcon.
RepoIt of E.he 55ch annual meeting of the InsLiEuEe held in Dunedin. 10-14 May, 1948. 'This
annual meeting considers thaE Lhe time has arrived for the seEEing up of a Royal cotrEnission
to enquire into the whole fj-eld of education in New Zealand' and listed specific areas lhat
should be investiqated.

1974, reported thaE in 1957,
'Perhaps the Thomas conrniLtee
critical re-examinacion of the

I
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The policy is for evidence to be presented through the dominion executive only.
That the commission consist of nine members one member from each of the

following bodies, NZEI, PTA'.s, Education Department, education boards, private
schools,legal profession, independent member, and an overseas chairman (which was

amended in Auckland to that the commission consist of three overseas

representatives).eB

The Secondary School Boards Association, Technical Education Association, and ppTA, sent

a letter to the acting Minister of Education ee asking for the appointment of an independent

committee on post primary teacher supply under the chairmanship of the vice-chancellor of
the University of New Znaland' They had been impressed by the recommendations of the

in 1957 under the
chairmeurship of the vice chancellor of st. Andrews university.l00 Both unions waurted an

enquiry. The PPTA'.s suggested format was adopted and the NreI rnethods and aims were
incorporated into the Currie Commission.l0l

At this time the department became deeply involved in the further planning for a commission
of inquiry, and shortly after the 'Royal'was dropped lrom the title for reasons later explained.
Control of the organization and planning of the proceedings fell firmly into departmental
hands' Here was a recently elected Labour Parry Minister who was reacting to public disquiet
end in so doing providing political support fbr those who would challenge the autonomy and
expert status of the Department of Education.

The threat of a Royal Commission conducted under the tight guidelines of the l90g Act
would have meant that the commission would have needed to have been appointed in
executive council. A judge would probably have been appointed to preside and the
possibility of subpoena of witnesses may have considerably reduced departmental control

esNzEI Minute Book 4 M.s 1104 (17) 1956_1964 Auckl-and Museum Libra_rv-
t"Letter t.o the acting Minister of educaLion (24_fO_59). recorded in Cornmission onEducation. Sub. 8.

tooThe St Andrews scoEEish connection is relevanL. Currie studied there and his wi.felectured Ehere' see Moore, L. 'Bajanelras ana semilinas: aberaeen university and theEducation of Women 1860-1920,, tggt foi--a aescrlption of ffr"-Urri,r"."ity,s relativeJ-y liberalacaderni-c E.radiE.ions during this period.

ltlThe inportance or Lhis initial manoeuwring has been shou,n in other reporEs. Mccutlochhad noted for exarnple, Lhat it was the: 'n.egoE.iJcions 
",-,rrol.rrrai.rg the genesis of the Norwoodcomnittee that det€rmined both Lhe generaL icope and cir"-u"""a" or rimitaeions of theeventual reporE' 'spens v. Norwood: contest.ing the Education-l stut"l,, 7gg3. D. 15
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over the proceedings. More preferable to the Minister and the Department of Education
would be a committee of enquiry or ordinary commission which would not be as politically
important and which could act on advice from the Minister rather than the Governor General:

A Royal Commission has greater powers of investigation and is less flexible than

other types of enquiry.l02

The commission on education being set up administratively by cabinet without a warrant had
no statutory basis and lacked coercive powers. The proceedings are not covered by judicial
privilege'r03 Royal Commissions that were in session during the time of the Currie Report
were 'The Royal Commission on State Services'1961 and the 'Royal Commission on local
Authority finance' 1958. Concurrently, the Commission on the Arthur Barnett's Fire in
Dunedin was sitting in 1960.

In New Tnaland,the 1953-54

and Adolescents (Mazengarb) was the only similarly established type of commission of
enquiry in the years leading up to Currie. That special committee had been chaired by a
queens counsel' The downgrading of the 1960 commission even before it had been formed
can be seen as an important territorial manoeuvre which although down-played in interviews
with key persons thirty years later, does seem to have some importance.

standing bodies,like the advisory council on the penal system, are able to take a
robust view of their terms of reference; and Royal commissions tend to be wide
ranging and long-lasting. Which mechanism is resorted to depends on the seriousness
of the incident(s), the degree of loss of public confidence, and whether ministers have
a clear objective, wish to distance themselves from a potentially unpopular solution,
or play for time. What is clear is that straightforwzud assumptions about the political
methodology likely to be adopted in relation to one mechanism or another can no
longer be made.lffi '

r'2the quick action taken on the findlngs of some Royal connissions was shorr/n i.n tbe 1g5g'Royal conunission Report upon parliamentary salari-es ana ariowances,, which was irunediat.elytranslat.ed into increased salaiies in che same year.
i'lrnforrnation on the irnportant dist.inctions between different L1ryes of GovernmenEcommissi'on was gained-from frilson, "1. o- 'The papers or eaiiiaments in New zealand Libraries.25, No. B seprember 1952. esp. pil.-)B_zzq.
r'4Downes, D' and ry:sul,-R. "Hostages Lo fortune,? The politics of Law and order inil"3-?31"i'ii3il"a"i"":::":-fffi ";:*fl or crirninoi"sv;';l;. Mas,r:jre, ro. M"is-", R. Reiner,
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Any assumptions made concerning the choice of inquiry are likely to be based upon complex
causes' We can assume however that a particular choice will correspond with the best
interests of the Government and the bureaucracy as thev see it.

Within the university system there had been a time of readjustment immediately prior to the
Currie Commission. The Hughes Parry Reportl0-s had led to the establishment of separate

Universities within New Zealand which Currie himself had advocated in 1954. The personal

animosities and political intrigues that this engendered had some part to ptay in the creation
of the 1960 Commission.

The question of how much power the commission could exercise was raised not only by the
commissioners themselves, but also by the teachers'unions. tn the early stages everyone felt
their way cautiously. During the first year of interrogations, several witnesses asked

questions to ascertain the duties and powers of the commission. They were not however
given any definitive answers even though Sir George Currie seemed to be well aware of his
boundaries of enquiry- The New Ts,aland,Council for Christian Education - ,I should like to
ask you this. What is the commission's duty?' 106 

Professor Mitchell comments, ,I do not
know to what extent the commission feels called upon to make decisive or specific
recommendations?'r07 to which Currie replies, 'We have been asked to deal with it,.
presumably referring to the religion in schools controversy.

During the life of the commission not only were there Education Amendment Acts tabled in
the Housel0s but also there were other important governmental enquiries and commissions in
process'loe The Parry Report of the Committee on New z,ealand,universities had been tabled

'ots' 19' cunminq:, r. acting dean of Auckland university Education Facul"t-y discusses theParry report.

tn6rnEerrogations 1g. c, 2.

l"tfnterrogatj,ons. 1g. L. 1.

1081961 Amendment.Act No. 92 otago Girls and oLago Boys High school. and 1g61 AmendmentNo' 64 The universities Act. other JnactmenLs repealea included, 1960. No. 56. 1951, No. 56.
1;:3.*'54' 

and 1952, No' 129 The Rerigious rnst.ruct.ion and, observances in publ-ic schoors Acg
The Education Act chang'es 1957, on scaffing and salari.es, has obvious implicat.ions for theCommission three years 1ater.
cumrninq' r' notes LhaL 'in L961, when t.he Comnrj-ssion v/as st.i1l siE.ting, new reg.urations werecompiled relacing to the examination and cert.ification or ieactrers. They came into opera'ionon l- Februatv 1-962' 'cumning & cumning. 'Hisrory ot sdaie iJi"urion in New Zealand,. p. 3G4.

r0eother concurrenE Governmental enquiries were:.The Hunn Report,.
'The Corunission on the ArLhur Barnett.,s fire,. Dunedin-,Roya] Cornmission on SEat.e Servi.ces.. 196l-.
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on 8 December 1959, and there had been in-house reports on delinquency, state aid for

private schools and administrative reorganization. The Hunn Report, amidst considerable

controversy, had suggested that New Zealand should 'integrate the races where the

influences were good (schools) and segregate them where the influences were bad'

(prisons).I10 The new Government, 'was not adverse to providing public information which

pre-empted the commission'.1 I I

The Cunie Report seen in the light of other in-house reports is a key aspect of restructuring

and depanmental consolidation of state educational provision in terms of growth, control and

prediction. ln an important respect politically, the timing of the commission could be seen as

'stonewalling'. Mr Nash was able to talk of 'the need for full consideration of state aid by the

Commission'l12 and in Parliament Mr Tizard could claim that it would be premature to

comment upon educational issues until the government had received the commission's report

which was still in the process of being produced.

1 The Labour Party at the last General Election proposed as a major point that a
I

] commission should be established to go into all aspects of education.

I am definitely opposed to the Bill. I believe the question should be left in abeyance

until a final report is obtained from the commission.l13

On the vexed issues of state aid to private schools and religion in schools, Sir George Currie

himself, had already, in June 1958, chaired a conference on Religious Teaching in state

schools.l la These problems were perennial and the antagonists intransigent.l l-t

'Royal Commission on Local Auchority Finance.. l-958.

110Hrjnn, ,f , K. 'NoL Only Affairs Of StaEe'. Durunore Press, Pal.n- North, Ig82. p. l-52.

tlrNaL, Ed. 1 Nov. l-961, when Holyoake promised 'motherhood increment.s' 'one year courses
for maEuiE-iEi and women' 'increased quotas for trainees' but could not give an increased
starting sa1ary for primary Eeachers as 'the economic situation of t.he count.ry , . gives cause
for very real concern'

tttchapman, R. ,Iackson and Mitchel1, 'New Zealand PoliLics in AcEion - the l-960 ceneral
E1ecLion'- t962 p. 103.

lrrParliamentary Debates Fourttr Session 3znd parliament l-960. Education Amendment. BiII.
Mr Harker. Hawkes Bay.
pps. 1588-1589. Hansard.

114The ProLestart./anEi catholic dimension of policy in America. AusEralia, canada and New
Zeafand has been well documented- See for exarnple Jorgenson. L. p- 'The Oregon School Law.
1922. pub. CaLholic Historical Review 54, 3. 1968 and ryack, D. B. 'The Perils of Fluralisn.
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The major issues that divided the nation had been tackled regularly since the lg77 Education
Act' A' E' Campbell who was an important educational figurehead as Director of New
Znaland Education after C. E. Beeby, had himself been chosen by the Minister in November
1948 to chair a 'Consultative committee on the recruitment, education and training of
teachers', which was the other major concern of the commission in 1960.il6

Apart from the explicit functions and the recorded accounts of the commission, there were
implicit assumptions accepted by the commission as well as compacts negotiated outside the
commission's immediate ambit. They are not part of the officizrl record but still guided the
direction in which the commission moved. Meetings were held by interest groups and
pressure groups before, during and after the commission sittings. Many co-ordinated

approaches were planned by groups that felt they had the right to determine the curriculum or
organization within the schools. They were keen to ascertain that their beliefs about society
were a part of the schooling system. As is shown in the course of the thesis, some individual
members of the public with genuine grievances were successfully marginalized by a series of
administrative and bureaucratic hurdles which meant that the commission during its verbatim
evidence hearings mainly responded to those witnesses who were, or had besn, a part of the
education community. How this occurred is fully explained the section on .process,.

Those few education 'outsiders'who did negotiate the path to present written submissions
(thirty typed copies had to be submitted), were confionted by impressive officialdom and
organization,' tt by the comprehensive and well-rehearsed evidence of the department aurd the
unions and by the sheer bulk and organization of the official submissions. The department
rcally weurted a monopoly on information about the school system and several times at the
hearings, the difficulties that the small interest grolrps and individuals had in getting
information and facts and figures about education were comrnented on. Not only were the

+Cr+gg+ri+!ofrfa! Review '74, i-. 1968. r,lle carholicLonm]"ssron (s.63.) and the McFarlane Royal commission
EducaE.ion CounciL submissions to theon Education. ManiE.oba Supplement.

"'shuker' R' 'one Best-system?'. p.225 for a discussion or E.he .Blenheim debate, onsingle sex schooLs, and p.zEi tot.'pir"epti.re u.,rlysi=-oi-.Jri.gio.,s issues and confricc.
116'The Recruitment. EducaLion and Training of Teachers,- pub. Mccombs, T .H. 1951
tttThe DepartmenL vilas represented at all Ehe hearings, ofE.en presenting long scatisticaJ-

ff;il:i:::.on orsranizarion;l mart.ers ana proviai";-;;; Ji-p"opr" ro presenr rhe
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'complainers'in the general public noticeably absent, but so too were the business people and
employers. Indeed, on the first day of the Interrogations Mr Horlor 'deplored the fact that
only one business organization had made a submission as there had been many critical public
statement is made by National organizations'll8 - even though employers had been very
vociferous in the press throughout the decade prior to the commission's deliberations. The
silences in the evidence are, in this kind of instance, no less important than the major
articulated points of discussion. The silences and avoidance of some areas of conflict favours
an elitist rather than pluralist model of society as it:

takes account of the fact that power may be aurd often is exercised by confining the

scope of decision-making to relatively .safe'issues.

What does matter is that those in the key centres of decision, 'private,or .public,,

have the authority, - the right in the eyes of the rest of the community - to make

decisions that affect the allocation of values.l le

As Liz Gordon points out in her 1989 thesis, 'the task of the political historian is to
demonstrate empirically and contextually the precise relationship between power in civil
society and political society at a particular point'.120 The capacity of what the state can do and
what it in fact does, can be clearly seen in this study of a particular commission. The struggle
within the policy-making process, where the 'internal agendas conflict with the politicalty
dominant views'l2l are illuminated in detail. The structures, channels, and interactions that
control the parameters of debate become evident.

The constraints placed upon the deliberations of the commission highlight the importance,
not only of what was discussed, but also of what was omitted from consideration. At all
times it is revealing to ask the questions: whose interests did the proceedings serve, and was
there a hidden agenda? was the commission manipulated and restrained by direct or indirect

lisCommission on Educal.ion. lG May 1960. Mr. Horlor.
lleop. cit. Bachrach and Ba_ratz. p. 203

,rrr.'Sltii:' "'o' 'rhe Linits and Ehe capacitv or the sr,ar,e'. ph.D rhesis. Massey univ.

"t ibid. p. ?6.
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veto? The answers to these questions can point towards an alternative purpose and function

for the hearings and submissions and if these were different to the proclaimed purpose,

indicate the need for a broader theory of policy formation. Such a direction is suggested in the

writing of Carlos Alberto Torres, who argues that:

To study public policy formation, one must first identify concretely the institutional

app:uatus of the state and who directly controls this apparatus. 
ttt

Torres also notes that:

Individuals have choices, but they are prescribed by or constrained by historical

circumstances, conjectural processes, and the diverse expressions of power and

authority (at micro and macro level) through concrete rules of policy makingl23.

The Currie Commission provides the site where the state and civil society form a matrix. It

concentrates and focuses power relationships, individual preferences and group dynamics.

As a sociological and historical conjuncture, it presents an ideal opportunity to study the

workings of society in relation to education.

122Torres,

Sociology. 10

t'iibid.

'The Capital-ist
8s. 1989

Stat.e and public Polj.cy Forna[ion, . Bri-tish ,Journal of
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Contradictions Within the Report

The contradictions which are apparent in the report are symptomatic of the underlying

dichotomies from which the Currie Commission originally received its stimulus.

Although there is a consistent grand purpose expressed in the report at the policy level, which

encompasses f-airness in educational distribution and competence amongst the planners, at the

level of practical change, there are many seemingly contrary statements. For example, in

discussing the role of teachers, it refers to 'freeing the classroom of the undue dominance of

the teacher', and then later suggests that teachers should have greater powers over their

professional work.

The Currie Report argues that it is important to 're-emphasis the primary intellectual aim at

every level'l2a and then seemingly contradicts itself when it is claimed that the emphasis

should be on a vocational and broadly based child-centred curriculum. It argues both for local

and central control; for religion and secularism; and for central and local curriculum planning.

The Report is often ambiguous, as it tries to satisfy diverse claims. In an early attempt at

positive discrimination it recommends 'special measures for Maori to achieve equality of

opportunity'and yet does not recommend the structural changes that would lead to this

outcome. In other seemingly contradictory statements, the report recommended raising the

school leaving age to 16 and increasing the training period for teachers, (tactics which would

decrease the supply and increase the demand for teachers) at the same time as it emphasised

problems of teacher shortage. It praised the success of modern egalitarian methods used in

schools at the same time as it admitted to large numbers of 'reluctant learners'and the

importance of academic selection. In the reportl2s it is claimed that 'In general, New Zealand

parents content themselves with what they have', yet education is always a compromise and

as the report is forced to admit, again contradicting its f,rrst assumption:

there is some considerable uncertainty and disagreement in New Znaland upon the

aims and scope of education in our schools.l26

t24cornrn on Ed.uc. ReporL. p. 25.

rzscommission on Educalion Report. p. 222.

t'6comm on Educ- Report.. p. 17.
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which is rather an understatement following as it did, the mass meeting at the Wellington

Town Hall just before the commission commenced where complaints were raised concerning

the poor quality of schooling.'27 Also the largest education petition to parliament was

presented a year before the commission by Rev. Otto supporting Catholic rights in the

education of their own children. The poison pen letters received by the depzutment and the

refusal of Maori Iwi to even attend the commission point to greater controversy than the

central authorities were prepared to admit at the time. The claims of 'general agreement'

stand in opposition to claims of 'considerable uncertainty and disagreement'discussed in the

same report.

As Mr Hay of the Intermediate Schools Federation was to comment 'There must be an unease

in the country. Somebody must be concerned about education, otherwise you people would

not be here listening to me'.1?8

Language and Discourse

An important area for later study in this thesis is how language has been used to mask

political and social reality, especially during crises of control.l2e The Government, Codd

would argue, is in the business of the creation of believable discourse, in its efforts to control

and predict. 'Language rights'are a key issue in policy formation and dispersion.

Bowe and Ball, have recently pointed to:

the significance of influence in and control over critical sites of text production and

recontextualization in the policy process. tto

Labelling and defining leurguage eurd meaning has proved to be an effective method of setting

official parameters for educational discourse. The language of myth as Beeby has defined it,

is especially important in this respect.

127Thj-s is dealt wl-th fully in Section TVo of E.hj"s thesis 'Oriqins,.
lzBlnEerro. 36 N 1.

l2ecodd, .1- has written irportan! material in his area. codd, 'J. 
.Images of Schoo.l-ing andthe Di"scourse of the state.' in Codd, J. Harker, Nash. ,pol.itical Issues in New Zealand

Educatj-on'. 1985, p. 23.

rlcBowe, R. BalI and Gold. 'Reforming Education and Changing school-s? case studies inPolicy Sociology' L991. p. 9.
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How far language can assist us with this deconstruction is however debatable. The historian

constantly brings the rhetoric and the reality closer together, trying always to detect the

presence and purpose of myth and rhetoric in past policy.

By noting omissions from earlier recorded educational history and discourse, important points

can be made concerning social, economic and political factors underlying educational change.

The continuity that the Currie Report had with earlier reports can also be studied.

Specifically, the New Z.ealand 'Thomas Report' ( 1943) on Post Primary Curriculum and the

Atmore Report (1930) contain important continuities with eadier and later reports including

Currie. It is apparent that there are 'key'topics related to change that are evident in the

recurrent themes of educational discourse and rhetoric. A study of the relationship of these

themes with the social and political interests of society at large, may in turn challenge some

of our own common-sense assumptions. These continuities are fully explored later in the

thesis.

As the most extensive report on education in New 7ed,and, Currie exudes the rhetoric of

consensus. The language ofconsensus and the processing and control ofthat language

deserve special attention.

Departmental Diffi culties

The essential difficulties for the central department were clear during the commission:

l.

2.

3.

4.

Justifuing the conversion of taxation to school finance

Ensuring a plentiful national teacher supply

Controlling the key curriculum generating processes.

Avoiding'outsider' tlu€ats to the bureaucracy.

The report claimed that 'there was a plain desire to have done with old controversies and a

wish to find new directions in which to advance'. Untbrtunately 'old controversies'tend to

become 'new controversies'. To avoid head-on confrontation with these controversies, the

commission was structured to confine discussion within established boundaries as this thesis

will show in detail. In this sense it was a consultative charade. The Currie Report, it will be
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argued, can be seen both as a simple piece of departmental re-armament and as part of the

govemmental delay process. As such it was an attempt to placate the tensions engendered

between capital accumulation and social welfare principles. Important recommendations such

as transferring intermediates to the secondary system; not providing any further aid for private

schools; maintaining the compulsory secular principle; having a fully certificated teaching

force; establishing university institutes of education to control teacher education; introducing

fourth form internally assessed leaving certificates; limiting the maximum sixth form to

twenty pupils, renaming Intermediates as junior high schools; establishing district educational

councils, were all sponsored in the report and were all not achieved. Although recommended

by the report all the above changes were sidelined by more powerful societal determinants.

Internationalism

Many aspects of educational change in North America and educational change in the United

Kingdom can be directly traced in the westernized sructure and policy processes of New

Tnaland schools. The concern with staying abreast of the latest trends and European

experiments (especially with types of schools and the psychology of the individual child) was

paramount in the thoughts of educational leaders in the early sixties. 'In all the countries of
the world, there broods a new urgency regarding education'r 3'. In consequence of this

perceived need, the commission's eventual recommendations included, the establishing and

expansion of the research facilities of the department, the NZCER, and communications

branch. John Watson (research officer for NZCER), who himself went on to become

Director of the NZCER, Keith Sheen (the secretauy to the commission) and Professor Bailey

(one of the commissioners), played a large part in developing this area of the commission's

recommendations.

Cremin also reminds us of the importance of individuals in other fields such as economics.

The treatises on the relation of education and economic development of Theodore Schultz

and Fritz Machlup display similar themes.l32 The importaurce that intemational organizations

such as UNESCO and Carnegie play in the shaping of education also has importance.

Camegie Corporation for example:

lllcommission on Education RFnnrF n -l

it2cremin, L. 'American Education, The Metropolitan Experience 1g76 - 19g0-' p. 423.
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in the nineteen thirties under its Commonwealth prografilme promoted the exchange

of educational researchers between the United States and Australia and New Zealand

and played a crucial role in the establishment of the Australian Council for

Educational Research and the New Zealarnd Council for Educational Research.l33

The attempt to 'internationalise'the rationale of the Currie Report by including a Trade and

Industry spokesmen, economic advisors, professors of finance and 'international experts',

(even though few on the ground) testify to this cross-fertilization of societal and educational

ideas.

The New Education Fellowship conference reported on in 1937 by A. E. Campbell and C. L.

Baileyl3a can also be seen as an earlier deliberate attempt to change the perspectives of the

general public of New T.ealand and to shape the public's attitudes towards education by

emphasizing the world-wide progressive consensus on educational trends that supposedly

existed. The English, Scottish and Irish influence in New Zealand before that time had been

strong and had indeed shaped the school structure. With the emergence of secondary

education for all, the public had to be convinced of the 'rightness'of the values and the

methods used in state schools that were to be advanced during the rest of the century. The

Currie Commission on Education, twenty years after the NEF, can be seen as a continuing

attempt to shape the consciousness of the public in the traditions of European education

linking a planned and progressive educational system to social improvement.

trribid. crenj-n, L. p.680,
Beeby, C.E. 'The Biography of an ldea' also records the inportanL international i.nfluence of
Carnegie and U.N.E.S.c.O. and their part in sE.i.nulating educational initiatives and shaping
educational ideas in New Zealand.

l3{campbell, A.E- 'Modern Trend.s in Educat.ion. The proceedings of the New EducaE.ion
Fellowship conference in N.Z. iiuly 1937.' 1"938. William Boyd, Professor at clasgow and Dr.
C}ril Nonrood of Oxford were amongsf. oLher kelmote speakers.

Professor Bailey in Interroqafion. 9 D 1. said Lirat in his ex;rerience .Ehe most imporLang.
single i-nfluence in New Zealand education, the Hadow Report 1931, was a far more profound
influence than anyEhing fron America or anywhere else,.
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The Continuitv of the Departmental View

InterestinglY, the majority of the eventueil 340 recommendations were already in place or

already part of departmental planning before the 1964 Education Act. The longevity of many

of the attempted changes is clear, for exermple the emphasis that was given in the

recommendations to regular testing and assessment and the support for a core curriculum and

controlled parental involvement. These are traceable through Thomas, Currie and Picot, and

have been reintroduced in the recommendations of 'Tomorrow's Schools'. In the long term

historical view of government control functions however, the recent moves toward greater

strategic govemmental control at the centre especially in relation to the regular testing of
children and standardised centrally approved curriculum can be seen as quite compatible with

pilst attempts at educational change in New Znaland. The continuity of policy as expressed

consistently by key individuals assumes prominence when viewed alongside the shared

assumptions amongst leading policy makers.

Through a comprehensive research of primary material related to the Currie Report, this

thesis demonstrates fundamental processes of policy formation including the networking of
key figures in relation to this process, which can be used to penetrate current debatel3s.

The report could never resolve the deeper philosophical, economic ernd social conflicts within

society. For those who were involved in instigating the report, (the thesis will argue), - it was

not intended to.

rl5op. cit- christopher Knighc Lerms this networking, the ,loose-nexus, linked try personalfriendships'. p.19.
C' E. Beeby in che New zealand context, refers t.o 'the farnily atmosphere of Lhe N.Z-C.E.R-,'The Biography of an Idea, 1992 p. 119.
R.c, Petersen has corrunented 'Today as anyone knows who has anything to do withadministrators, decisions are worked out by phoning, and memos onry confirm decj.sj-ons taken,while crucial deals are worked out. over h:lches'. iHistory of Educacion research,. p. 16. rhave found no evidence to suppose that t,his was differenL in 1962.
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CHAPTER FOUR.

Currie. Crisis and Theorv.

This section explores;

Revisionist histories of education.

Critical policy literature, sociological theory and historiography.

The history of policy initiatives in education in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The tension befween practice and theory.

Applvine Theoretical l-everage to Our Educational past

Until the mid 1980's, the educational past of New Tealandhas, in the main, been viewed from

a liberal perspective of steady yet heroic gowth and improvementl36. It is essentially

pluralist, emphasising the checks and balances of 'partnership'and as a consequence it has

avoided real engagement with the essential power and clecision making process within the

educational state. The benignity of the state and state institutional controls of education have

not been critically investigated. Any controversy that has arisen has been viewed as a

localised problem or non-systemic in nature. The problems are generally seen as ones that

can be dealt with by individual perspicacity and doggedness within the school system, within

the confines of a structure that has been developing and moderating the growth of schooling

in New Zealand since the end of the nineteenth century. The social fabric and claris

boundaries that pre-date and structure problems are usually viewed as being beyond the scope

of educational intervention and provision.

116 BuEchers, A.c, .Educacion In New ZeaLand,. 1930
Campbe)_l, A.E. .Educating Nev, Zealand, . L941.
Mclaren, I. 'EducaEion In A SmaII Democracy,. L974.
cunming, I & A. 'A Hisc.ory of staLe Educatlon In Nevr zealand,. l9?8.
Ewing, .1. L. 'The Development. of The New Zealand Primary school Curriculum.1871-1970,. 1970
Dakin, J. C. ,Educat.ion In New Zealand,. Lgj3"

and the many accouncs of indivj-dual schools and EducaLion Boards in New Zealand, whichcornmonly Erace an heroic history of steacly progress, in the face of consL.ant economlc, socialand polit.ical- dif ficult.ies.
Examples of Ehese would be Curming, I. 'clorious Enterprise, 1959, Northey, H.'Auckland Girls Grammar school' 1988, 'DilrrrorEh scrrool', DilworEh TrusE Board 1966. Deaker,o. 'Not For School But For Life,. 19?9.
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In much educational literature there has been a basic acceptance of the value of schooling and

the 'good'work that has been done by the established bureaucracy, the schools and other

educational institutions.l3T This has served the interests of the preservationists and

encouraged the continuance of British, Irish and Scottish traditions in many New Zealand

schools leaving the assumed consensus of educational change largely unchallenged.

Controversy and dissent are treated as minor incongruities that occasionally beset the system

and which are appeased in a controlled and democratic way. Contrary opinion, it is assumed,

can be treated by ameliorative adjustments and any uncomfortable dissidence can be

interpreted as a temporary aberration away from a norrn. Complaint has often been regarded

as uninformed and unjustified interference, standing in the way of linear material progress.

Societal 'good'however often results in individual or minority group inequality.

The linking of social improvement with education and bureaucratic planning in New Znaland

has been carefully analyzed by Richard Bates.

'the legitimating rhetoric of scientifrc order and control', has been 'added to the claim

that education could ameliorate social pathology'and 'system planning and

meritocratic justification provided a powerful sustaining rhetoric for education'.138

Although both the Labour Party and the National Party clung to the established educational

rhetoric, by 1960 the rhetoric was being increasingly attacked. Social discontent was

sensationalised by the press and the escalating public and media complaint was fuelled by

constant accusations of 'public apathy'from administrators and school officials.

Also recorded in the newspapers of the time were accounts of the borstal riots at

lnvercargill,l3e calls for more schools in Auckland,la0 reports of 'unteachable children'l4l and

11?A recene example of this is Beeby, C.E. 'Biography of an idea, N.Z.C-E.R. 1992.

':'tBates, R- 'Education, Conununity and the Crises of Lhe State.' centre for Concinuing
Education. Auckland 1986. p. 7 aod p. 10.

ireThe Tnvercargill riots and probJ-ems wiE.h school certificaE.e examinations were recorded
in The New zealand Herald Monday L8 January 1950. This publiciey, along wiLh Lhe Alberrnarle
Report tr'hich was known to the conunission would have emphasised the teenage problems that were
currently facing New Zealand society. The degree of severity of our problems in New zealand
howewer needs furEher research.

1a0New zealand Herald, L9 January 1960, p. 10-
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staff shortages in schools.ra2 The politically sensitive Mazengarb Report on juvenile

delinquency'ot in 1954; the well publicized Christchurch matricide committed by a teenage

girl. Prison escapes and rioting and the heavy attack conducted by the major newspapers on

what was seen as a break down in discipline, were leading to embarrassing questions in

parliament at a very politically sensitive time. Eight people had been hanged since 1951

when the death penalty had been reintroduced after eighteen years without capital

punishment. The Labour Party comrnuted all death penalties in 1957 on taking office.laa

Whether or not there was any substantial proof of declining moral standards, the L^abour party

were concerned to be more than a one terrn goverrrment and with elections again in 1960

were not inclined towards controversy or politically sensitive activity.

The movement since the sixties, has been one of challenge to the internal operations of the

schools and lately renewed challenges to the wider administrative structure in order to paciff
the competing claims of capital and labour, the need being to shift the focus of blame for the

intractable problems, which accompany the inability of the Ministry to serve two masters. In

this respect the commission could be seen as a reflection of state interests. The contradictory

nature of the State as it constantly seeks to create conditions for capital expansion by

ameliorative action presents one interpretation of the commission's activities, another might
be the attempt by the state to engender hegemony.

McCulloch'os has argued that 'existing policy critiques avoid an engagement with historical
analysis'. He suggests ways in which to challenge:

^,^^::?.ryfF+! 
leading arricle 11 SepEember 1.959 described .rhe dailyo:.sclprrnarran. against .unLeachable chil&en, -

baLtle' 'of one noted

la2New zealand Herald, Tuesday 2 February, (Edit.orial) and two days later on 4 February,rtre calt Tor extra teachers collEges in Auckland 1n an art.icle by Dickie. This disconEent inAuckland is further investigated in the section of this thesis investigacing the reaction ofthe Education Boards to fhe comrnission.
q!g-+g!+!qE!gl 29 eTune 1960, clai-rned that teachers were available bur brere ,Deterred fromTeaching bry Pension Reduction-' They went on to discuss .r"riorl" submissions Ehat emphasisedthat the shortage of ueachers was ciused by the difficurties of the job rather than rherebeing a definice Lack of gualified sLaff.

totsoLer, J. 'Drifting Towards Moral chaos. The L954 Mazengarb ReporE.. A Moral panic clver,Juvenile hmoraliEy., Thesis, Massey University 19gg.

s' 3?0 included important reference to Mazengarb when Dr. cook of the child Health cLinicexpressed Ehe view that 'rE is quiE.e possibl- that the disE.ribution of the r"po.i of thespecial conmitcee on moral derinquency (1954) co every home j-n the counery may have done morehann than good" They.had consulCed peopte fron vario-us walks of life excepE. psychiatrists.opposition Eo the anti- corporat punishrnent view of psychialrists was prt ?"riruiJin Nag.Educ' 2 occ' 1961- -'The siEuation is such that psychialrists who oppose corporar puniE6Entmay have to deal with gibbering idiots who were once the teachers ot these difficultchildren'. p 41L

i{{Newbold, G. .National conservatism in Ehe fifties., p. g2.

la5Mccul1och, G- 'serpent in the garden, conservative protest, the .New Right.,, and Newzealand educat.ional history-. ttistorv of educacion F_eview-r,rJ]1 rggr pps. 76.& ?7.
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the established historical literature .... penetrating the prevailing discourse and

assumptions embodied in education policy in New 7*alandthroughout the twentieth

century- It entails locating a role for dissenting political viewpoints hidden or
concealed by the consensus.

To do this, he argues, we need to:

shift our attention to public opinion, to local attitudes, to the media, and to the views

of schools and parents, especially in their efforts to influence or respond to the

policies of the state.

and suggests that:

educational history requires a revisionism that is sensitive to different opinions,

interest groups, and ideologies, and their relationship to social inequalities and

political differences I a6.

It is in this area that educational theory concerning the policy process when closely linked to
historical data can effectively illuminate the sites of contestation where public opinion
diverges from political and economic policy. These sites are often masked by rhetoric and
jargon, and therefore it is important to delve below the surface of language to explore the

meaning and intent of policy.raT

The way in which specifically educational language is 'normalised'according to the interests

of dominant power groups and the clash that ensues when alternative language generates

from groups who are challenging for ascendancy is consequently important to this study. The

tn6ibid. p. 84.

la?The 'deconstrucLion' of educational language has recentry received. rnore ernphasis.Langruage as a Eool can be viewed in its role as i mediurn for opinion. periphrasis andcomplex shared and unshared assumptions fescoon the langmage surrounding the currie Report..Societal controls over langnrag" .re explored inLabov' w' 'The ReflecEion of social Prlcesses in Lingmistic strucEures,. Geertz, c.'Lingn-ristic Etiquette' p.2g2 in Fishman. ,r. .Readings in the sociol.gy of Language. (eal.)1.970 p. 24O
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'universe of discourse'shared by those involved in the educational bureaucracy in 1960 was

to be re-affirmed in the currie Report. The 'insiders'view was to be paramount.

Recent work by Olssen has suggested that:

policy makers often do not realise how the taken-for-granted elements of their

discourse are drawn from common sense culture, but these elements, especially of a
moral and political kind, become embedded in their texts and are characteristicallv

masked by a rhetoric of science and instrumental reasonlas.

The Currie Report is particularly suitable for this type of analysis where a mass of written
material and verbatim evidence was drawn together into a consensual report and one chapter

of this study deals with this aspect of the report, when the rhetorical portrayal of New Tnaland,

schooling as being universally liberal and progressive along with the often voiced claims of
an underlying unanimity of purpose is challenged.

Even though questions had been asked and incidents had occurred, which, with the benefit of
hindsight, were pointers towards a more controversial future, the Government departmental

bureaucracy successfully contained zurd marginalized most of the dissent that has arisen in the

teaching profession and in the commuoity.'on The 'partnership'principle that gave credence

to the primary teachers union (NreD,'to was seen as part of the apparatus to effectively
channel the complaints emanating within schools and communities through a professional

organizations. The power of the primary teachers union (NZEI) lay in its well developed

avenues of communication to the Department of Education. This union's status as an

educational force and its effectiveness in achieving its members'aims was increased by the

constantly proclaimed 'teacher shortage'. Teacher union power in relation to the dominant
policy community was at its zenith during the early sixties. Keith Middlemass has researched

ra*olssen, M' 'ldealisL rmpulses and struct.uralist rmperat.ives of Educationar policyProposals" in 'Poritical rssues in New zealand Jociecy, 1990 second ed.iE.ion. codd, J.Harker, R. Nash, R. eds. p. 150.

. 'no'The Hastings Blossom Festival' and 'The Mazenga-rb Report, have provided Lwo recentreinterpretaLions of^r:2. History- see openshaw, n. Jnd ucrJnzie. ,Reincerprecing cheEducacional past, - l-99?

r5ocord.on, L. 'pieot and the Disenpowerment. of Teachers,. Delta 41, May 19g9 p.23 hascomnented upon the .sigmificant' policy rnaking influence of'tire NZEf, the consensual naEureof their acEivity and the difficurties now faied by ehem jport-pi."oc,, 
i-n regards Lhe recenEaEtempts to remove Leachers fron t.he policy process.
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and theorised on the place of this type of organization within the policy process in England
and his findings have relevance to the .study of the New Znalandsituation at the time:

representative organizations or 'governing institutions'had a vested interest in dealing
with government, while regulating their own members'aftairs with the minim'm of
outside interference' Self interest and a certain altruism, expressed as particular views
of the general interest, went hand in hand.r-5t

The self interest of particular power groups in New Tnalandwas mediated by the Department
of Education, which had been able through the fifties to establish and maintain a working
compromise' The increasing demands of these groups led in part thirry years later to the
eventual demise of the department. The department's inability to satisfy a sufficient number
of competing demands led to a political by-passing of the department by some groups and
individualsl'52 and it became progressively more difficult for them to marginalise the more
contentious issues.

In the British context, Harold Silver and Brian simon have made note of the societal forces
mid-century (both political and economic), that were challenging the rights of state planners
to define the system. Janet Finch argues that the early sixties 'represented a high point of faith
in the efficacy of the social sciences and in the possibility of planned interventions by
Government to secure social reform'.1s3 The world-wide trend toward a Marxist academic
analysis and inteqpretation that occurred in the sixties brought with it a questioning of the
underlying functions and motives within schooling systems, which was further developed in
the late seventies and eighties in the writings and radical interpretations of perceptive, often
neo-marxist writers in New Zealand,l5a who in turn had made much use of the writings of the

l5lMiddlemas. K. ,povrer, Competition and the St.aEe,

'57The Catsholic 1obby_had taken a peEition directJ.ybeen held by dissat.isfi"d parencs 
".ra-="*" paren!.s had

- 'u'gn. cit. Finch, J. ,Research and policy. The useeducational research,. 19g6.

vo1.1.1986. p.4j.

to parliament. public meelingrs haddirect access Eo the MlnisE.ei.

of qualitative methods in social and

tt"op' cit' openshaw, R- & McKenzie, n. ,Reinterpretinq the educational past.,. 1gg?,Shuker, R. .The One Best System,. 19g7 
--

Nash, R. .Schools can,t Make ,Jobs,. l9g1Ramsay, p. .Family School and conununiLyi. t"al fgea,
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United States revisionists, Katz and Hogan. The 'New Right'of the seventies and eighties

were able to commandeer this theoretical space by using the complaints about school

achievement to attack the very systems that had been developed supposedly to maximise

societal 'good'. The contestation within society evidenced in the submissions to Currie

suggest that the report occupied a pivotal point in the contest of liberal rationalists and

preservationist conservatism in New Zealand society. The 'New Right'later emerged to

argue the previous radical line that some schools dont work. Assigning blame to teachers and

parents was a continuation of departmental attitudes clearly in evidence at the time of Currie,

albeit from a slightly different perspective. Schools were blamed rather than the imperatives

of international and national capital accumulation. This process was essentially pluralistic and

led to the avoidance of important questions regarding the key political decision makers and

closed policy networks.

This has been a consistent trend which in our present decade has resulted in further

challenges to the organizational structure of the schools system, with the governmental

disestablishment of the Department of Education and the rise of the 'New Right'philosophy

often sponsored by Treasury cost analysts. Public disquiet over educational outcomes and

frustration with policy makers who wished to reform the power relationships towards a

central and more autocratic control have been major issues.t5s Increased teacher unrest and

pay claims bring the focus back to the strategic role of the state in relation to the teaching

work force and for this to be interpreted adequately we may need a more state centred theory,

where senior policy makers are seen as having important decisive influence over policy

process.

Recent approaches to the history of education using critical tools of social theory and drawing

on Foucault, Poulantzas, Bourdieu, and Boudon and others, have been exemplified in New

Znaland in the recent work of Gary McCulloch, Roger Openshaw, David McKenzie, Richard

Bates, Roy Shuker, David Battersby, Sue Middleton and Richard Harker amongst others.

"'The effects of New night policy ln Education has been discussed by crace, G.
'Education: corilnodity or Public Good.' 19Bg and 'Welfare tabourism V The New RighL: The
Struggle in New Zealand's Education Policy.. 1991
Lauder. H. 'Human Capital Theory and the Wastage of Talent In New Zealand.' 1989.
Singer. P. 'Individual Right.s And The Free MarkeE., l_999.
Ball-, S. 'Education. InegualiLy And School Reform: Values In Crises-, I9g0
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Each had presented a new angle on the educational past, differing in their emphasis but
providing important relevant models for this thesis.l-56 MccullochtsT reminds us that:

few today believe in the existence of an objective and impartial historical truth whose
significance cannot be challenged. History can be seen much more as a contested
property that can illuminate, condition and lend weight to different and even opposing
arguments on the basis of conflicting interpretations of the evidence that is available.

To these writers the thesis owes much in its method of interpretation as it pursues the process
(educational conceptualization - policy formation -implementation) and the framework,
within which the 1960 commission on Education was ro operate. The English studies of
Martin Bulmer' Harold Silver and Gerald Gracels8 contributed a generalized understanding of
policy analysis and policy process. Also the recent comprehensive and detailed work of
McPherson and Raab (198s) in relation to the scottish education system,lse is important.
Peter Gosden and his precise account of the generation of education policy during the Second
world waf and Denis Lawton with Peter Gordon, who have written in detail upon the work
of the English lnspectorate, which although not strictly revisionist, provided examples of
precise historical research in education which can constantly challenge current educational
theory and understanding.

The third part of Cremin's major work on American education - The Metropolitan experience
- is another useful reference point for an understanding of the past thirty years of New
Tnalartd education, in that it emphasises the point that educational movements are world wide
in their influence and implications. Cremin in his account of 'the closely integrated
government controned metropolitan communities" showed how:

ls6These 'modern' revisionists owe many of--their concepts to the earlier AmericaninterpreEaEions of writers 
"".f, ".-t"V."f'.rra Kogan (see eibtiography).

157Mccu11och, G. .rhe Secondary E.echnical schooL _ Usable past.?, l-989 p_ 26.

"rrnlTt#J"idrfl 
'"u""a.ion. chanse and che policy process-, 1990. crace. G. discussion wirh

cerard crace' 'werfare La,ourism v The New Right: The s'ruggle rn Neh, zearand.,sEducation policy, . l-991.. Durhan u"ir"ilitv.
Bulmer, M. .Social Science and Sociat policy,. (ed.) l-986

rseThe author especialJ'y acknowredges the. work of charres Raab and the discussion with himon 'Nerlirorking, amongsc rh- potiry eriJe. uainburgh, J"iv-ig"gb.
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aur educational opportunity offered to all tended to be used most by those who already
enjoyed many of the advantages the educational opportunity was intended to
confer. 16o

pointing towards a mismatch of reality and rhetorical claims in American educational historv.

Although intemational movements were taken note of at the Currie hearings and in the report,
only a minor acknowledgement of the significance of New Zealand's changing economy in
terun's of govemmental intervention in education was given at the time. Even though
emphasis was placed in the report upon the need for increased educational spending as a
percentage of GNP this was not viewed from the perspective of any radical restructuring or
from any appraisal of constraining international economic contingencies.

Power in the reform process, both internationally and nationally was ignored at the hearings,
even though power pervaded the deliberations and structured the commission itself. It was
not until later in the sixties that sociologists began emphasising this crucial precursor to
educational change. Middle class male bureaucrats had no reason to question the system in
terms of social class, racial and sexual divisions. The Director of Education in 1959 openly
admits that he did not fully understand the effects of gender on the allocation of power.t6t

The emerging left wing view expressed in the seventies was that:

The school system reproduces existing class, racial and sexual divisions in sociery.
and hegemony 'mystifies and conceals existing power relations aurd social
arrangements'. | 62

The reinterpretation of educational experiences from a sociological perspective, developed
post-Currie by New TnaJndwriters, questioned the stated aims and looked more deeply at

r60cremi.n, L. A. 'Arnerican EducaEion. The MeLroporican Experience. 1gz6_19g0,,which he showed how librari"r. *""",_r*.-""a .rf q.ii";G'ifri rormar and informalresources were appropriated by the middle class, 
"rr"., vrt"r-trrey had been espousedbas i s of count.eract.ing disadvlntuq". -p. -a 

f i
r'-'lBeeby, C. E. ,Biography of an ldea, , :rgg2. p. 299
t":ishuker, R. 'The State, Schooling and Hegenony,. SiE.es, 12, Autunn l-9g6.

1988. In
educati.ve
on the
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the social effects of schools. In doing so they refined the concepts of ideological
transformation and hegemonic forces that were already well documented in overseas

literature.l63

The sociological theory of Boudon for example, and his highlighting of .The unintended
consequences of social action" has been followed up in the education policy area by Smith,
who has recently looked at the unintended transformations of control over education.l* on"
of the major questions of current educational research concerns the extent to which policy
scholarship and research 'can'or 'should'be used as a policy making tool. Gerald Grace has
recently reminded us thatl

the study of education policy always runs the danger of becoming preoccupied with
specific policy proposals and technical details. ln other words, it can become a policy
science rather than policy scholarship.t6-s

Educational researchers are awa.re today of the political sensitivity of their work which seems
often to be clouded in ethical dilemmas. The added difficulties that a researcher faces in
uncovering potentially contentious information and the complex, nature of information
gathering in a computerised society, has led to a shift in research from independent
orgaurizations and universities into rnore easily controlled areas of government departments
and private companies. 166

The writings of the French philosopher, Foucaultlut hau" important implications for historical
research' Social history and historiographyusing broadertheoretical interpretations such as

that provided by Foucault, who unmasks the faniliar to make it problematic, can further

r;:1 Bowles, S and Gin.is, H. ,schooling in CapiEalis. America., Ig76.I11ich, r. ,Deschooling Society.. l-97j.Willis, p. .Learning Lo Labour-, Ig:.7.young, U 'Knowledge and Control., 1971..Apple, M 'rdeofogry and the curriculum., r-g7g. and .cultural and Economi.cReproduction in Education,, 19g2.

l6asmj'th' D' M' 'uninLended Transfornations of conEroL over education: a process ofsEructuring' (1989)' in which he conunents Lhat. 'ttre ouicones-or actions taken by ministers inresponse to particular substanLive problems^Tr3l gf:en, very different from trrose initiarry
:l::::?:'"ti;;: 

rn"" recosnised rea co acrions tob'ards cenr,rilizalion noe envisased ar .he

r65crace, c. .Education: Commodity or pu-blic Good., 1"9g8. p. 1G.

r66op-ciE. Finch, J. .Research and policy., op. cit. 19g6.
l6rFoucault, M. ,power and knowledge, 19g0.
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enlighten the rules of policy process. However the practical application of this type of

theorizing has been limited. Re-inteqpretation of primary documentation in education that

relates to the traditional 'movers and shakers'. where critical analvsis can uncover alternative

accounts of the past, is sparse.

Recently, some interest has focused upon groupings within bureaucracies and the networking

of ideas between the bureaucrats themselves and the way in which this relates to public

domain knowledge. Peter Gosdenl6s has elucidated the political manoeuvring of key persons

in the policy process during the Second World War, in England that pre-empted reform

planning. Important policy community members, he claims, can be seen as creating and

monopolizing the key language and discourse possibilities as part of the control of any

possible radical policy developments. These frndings can be applied profitably to the Currie

Report and are elaborated in the chapter concerning 'language control'.

To develop these concepts ftrrther involves a study of the 'system', especially the policy

community, involved in maintaining the bureaucracy and exerting public influence.

the problem of understanding the system is common to politics and academe alike,

and is not simply a consequence of limited information or of a misplaced attempt on

our part, to rurn familiar events into theoretical fodder. It is the familiar itself that is

problematic, both for the practice and for theory, and it is the problem of the familiar

that makes the arbiffation of competing explanations difficult, and intrinsically

political.l6e

The Currie Report was a 'familiar'document for the educational bureaucracy. It moved

within the known boundaries and definitions of the educational state that were accepted by

l5acosden P. 'From Board to ministry: The hpact Of The War On The EducaLion Department.
HisE.ory of Education Vol. 18. No - 3 , l-989 . pps . 183 - l_93 .

Gosden, P. 'EducaLion fn The Second World War. A srudy in policy And Adminisrration.' 1976

cosden, P. 'The Educalj-on System Since L944.' 1983

16eop. cit. McPherson and Raab. p. 499.
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the power brokers of 1960. The objective here is to de-familiarize the report and present the

report against the submerged background of its social problematic and its bureaucratic

response.

The current thesis develops within this politicising perspective, although it has a different

slant from McPherson an Raab, in that the tradition of Marxist analysis does inform this

appraisal of recent New Zealand educational history. The thesis acknowledges that primary

data as well as secondary data are filtered and refracted records of reality. lndeed, the policy

community, as McPherson and Raab have demonstrated, can be an intrinsic part of the

structural apparatus that 'systematically misrepresents'experiences.ltn A key theoretical

argument of this thesis is embodied in the unravelling of the motivations that control the

interpersonal relationships of key figures, the 'networking'within a model of society that

acknowledges that there are hierarchical structures and also acknowledges that the forces of

power and knowledge are key determinants.lTl McPherson and Raab's172 claim that:

the assertion that a particular society has a power elite (as opposed to a political elite)

is far from trivial as it involves definite and contestable claims about the actual

exercise of power.

has an importance for this study, as the debate during the submissions to Currie can be seen

as precisely a battle between the competing interests of political expediency and the contrary

claims of other influential power groups in society.lT3

The continuity and longevity of some of the bureaucrats involved in the policy process is also

noted. Holdforth, has recently noted in relation to TAFE in New South Wales that:

the same group of administrators who were responsible for implementing the 1974

reform were responsible for the implementation of the 1989 reform, the continuity of

rToibid, p. 501.

r7lsee for example, Scott, J'Who Rules Britain?' 1991 esp.p. 113 on Ehe'upp€r circle'.
informal social networks and the conversion of wealLh into culLural assets throuqh education.

lt:op. cit. McPherson and Raab. 'coverning Education, p. 118.

ITrChristopher Knighc's tracking of the influence of 'congenital Tories' l-950-L986
emphasises ttre influence Ehat rnany indivi.dual power brokers reel Ehey have.
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their executive influence and their adherence to the status quo is reflected in their

implementation and management strategies. 
I 7a

New Zealand has its own history of bureaucratic longevity within education, C. E. Beeby and

A. E. Campbell being examples of this.

Although the thesis includes much quantitative material and primary research content, it is

primarily a piece of qualitative research in that it attempts to place the material into a

framework of current scholarship in the discipline of history. We are reminded by Finch that:

quantitative research enables administrators to categorize the population as a basis for

developing more efficient bureaucratic methods of control, (whereas) qualitative

research is much more likely to offer up findings and insights which will disturb the

status quo.'7s

The Commission of Education 1962 is a suitable topic with this aim in view, as it presents an

interface between power groups operating within the education arena and in society at large.

The thesis investigates public opinion and the contributions to the commission made by

interest groups, exploring whether they contributed to the formulation of the

recommendations eventually made by the commission. Whether this type of governmental

procedure formed an intrinsic part of the process of change or stabilization within the

educational community, is a key question.

The commission was unlikely to achieve any radical policy initiative because of the tight hold

that the Department of Education had over its operations from its beginnings. (many people

recognised this at the time from previous attempts at bureaucratic controlrT6 as they alluded to

lraHoldforLh, D. 'Historical Policy Analysis: In search of a contemporarlr policy
paradigrm'. ANZHES October 1992. Adelaide. Proceedings- p. 255.

I7sop. ciE. Finch. J. 'Research and Policy. Lhe use of qualitatiwe methods in social and
educat.ional research.' f986.

lt6Mr Davis, a member of the commission, during interrogation 28 H 2 in reference Lo the
Bowen Acc of 1871 asked 'I was just wondering wheEher our reconmendations would have fhe same
fate as those?'
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the fates of Atmore,'tt 1930 and Thomas, 1943) and yet Sir George Currie and his ten

commission members dutifully carried out their two year enquiry as requested by the

Minister, P. Skoglund, with no real sense of the ultimate purpose of their pronouncements.

177one of Lhe major failures of Atmore was iEs inability to achi.eve its aim 'to see
accomplished a complete shifting of ernphasis for Lhe grreat bulk of our children from academic
studies to E.hose which re]-aEe to our primary industries, p. 32.
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SECTION 2: ORIGINS

CHAPTER 5

Mvths. Currie and Earlier New Zealand Education: Ouestionine the Mvths

The origins of the Currie Report can be seen both in the short term palliative measures which

acted as a response to current sociarl and schooling problems and as part of longer term

developments and conflicts in New 7*aland education. In both the long and short term the

underlying need was for centralists to justif,i their position as ultimate managers of the school

system.

In the shorter term, specifically the two decades prior to the report, it has been already noted

that there were a host of contentious issues emerging as part of the breakdown of the liberal

post-war consensus. These issues centred around the unequal provision of schooling and a

perceived lack of effective communication channels between many of the ad hoc educational

interest groups and the Department of Education.

The media interpreted the issues singly as absenteeism, delinquency, teacher disillusionment,

sub-standard buildings, Maori problems, religion in school and declining standards, whereas

pressure groups commandeered these issues as it suited their own beliefs, auguing for more

conservative preservationist type schooling or alternatively for a more liberal expansive

system.

The short term origins of the commission lay in the governmental response given to these

specific issues, which are clear in the topics raised during the submissions. In the long term

the origins lay in the slow development of universal school provision over at least the

preceding one hundred years and the evolving social structure of a relatively youthful

developing country. The problems manifest in the long term were those related to the

provision of educational facilities and manpower in relation to scarce resources. It is seen in

the long fought battles between those sponsoring selective and elitist education in contrast to

the demands of the Government for a basic education for all children and it can be seen in

the continuing struggle between more favoured groups in society and the poor for control of

educational resources.
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What Simon has termed 'The breakout'of the sixties was better described as a 'controlled

escape'during this commission, which welcomed some criticism as a safety valve for the

rising democratic forces of egalitarianism.

Because the department were unable to re-allocate resources in any major way, they relied

upon a system of altruistic goal-setting, which was mythologised in claims of providing for

all children, who would, they thought, be able to develop to the best of their abilities. The

department assumed the role of arbiter as to what was best for parents and children. This was

seen for example in their policies encouraging standardised and formalised curriculum and

the organisation of school structures so that pupils neither retarded or advanced too far from

the norm. The creation of a conforming and ordered system through the amalgamation of the

Maori schools into the state system and the emphasis upon PAT testing throughout primary

schooling which correlated individual progress and attitudes in relation to others in the child's

age-group, were part of this standardising process. The general aims of schooling as

expressed by the department were difficult to realise in practice. Schools varied widely in

type and function and children were unhelpfully diverse. However the mytrs were a useful

device for focusing the schools philosophy and as a response to some critics.

Beeby, the ex-Director of Education in New T,r,aland regarded educational myths as having a

dual function.rTs Firstly in the creation of valuable goals and ideals and secondly, leading to

distortions of reality, which ultimately affect peopleb judgements. Marny myths have infused

our school system during the twentieth century, often encapsulated in such succinct phrases

as 'education of the whole child', 'survival of the fittest', 'equality of educational opportunity',

'education for citizenship' and'educational excellence'.

What is clear, is that the generated myths are closely related to social, economic and political

movements and inevitably parallel social change. Parallels can be seen in Australia, where as

a response to a more pluralist society, the rising tide of egalitarianism, dogmatic assertions

concerning beliefs, morals and ethics were to a degree replaced by overarching myths .l7e In

combination with demographic and social pressures this led to a 'tramsitional crises.lso

tt€Beeby. C. E. 'The Place of Myth in gducational Change', N-2. tistener, Nov. 3 L986.

lteAlan Barcan has dissussed t.he devel-opj.ng 'democratic and utilitari-an spirits' in
reLation to education in New South wales during the pasL two centuries which forms an
interesting cornparison r.riEh t.he development of New Zeatand educational nryths. A. Barcan. 'Two
Centuries of EducaLion in New South Wales,. NSrd Univ. press pps. 333-339,

t8oop. ciL. Barcan. A. p. 235.
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This section on origins delves deeper into the social changes and forces that were challenging

the status quo and which were often reflected in the media of the time. It also investigates the

departmental and systemic responses that were congruent with these challenges.

Although the New Tnaland Department of Education, during the nineteen fifties and sixties,

claimed that they were operating to better the chances of all pupils and often repeated their

claim that they were value-free and without a philosophy, in practice there was a clear

agenda, the genesis of which can be traced back to the beginnings of state funded, universal,

education in NZ in 1877. The trend was to entrench and tighten bureaucratic power and

nullify political and social challenges. This is clearly seen in the Currie Commission

deliberations. The deeper problem of where power should be located was avoided, the

assumption being that the centralists rather than the Government or the public have the

unchallengeable right to define the educative function. Structural issues in society have been

avoided in favour of ameliorative educational goals.

A Short History of Mass Schooling in New Zealand

This section considers the upsurge in pupil numbers starting at the end of the nineteenth

century, the social forces and resultant administrative actions that caused aurd accompanied

this increase and the attempt made by the bureaucracy to contain and control the structures

that developed during the construction of a schooled society in the twentieth century.

In some ways the 'Picot Report'of 1988 was not a radicarl departure from earlier initiatives in

NZ educational reform, as the myth of 'equality of opportunity'can still be traced in its pages.

Fiscal considerations are today seen in the recent moves by the Government to commodiff

education as a product to be traded by those able to pay. The rhetorical emphasis on providing

market choice by allowing parents to select schools for their children and exercising control

through school boards can be seen as yet another attempt to move away from the basic liberal

expansionist view of schooling which formed part of welfare state provision from the 1930's

to the 19703.181 The demand currently being for more 'accountabiliry'. During the last ten

years, we have seen the introduction of a 'New Right'essentially Tory perspective in New

Tnaland which has important similarities and some differences to the New Right initiatives in

l8ribid. The E. D.c. 'organizat.j-on and Admi-nisEration. ' 79'74, not.ed 'the most signif j.cant
development.' since Currie has been 'Ehe discovery of educat.ion by t,he econonj-st'. p.11
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Britain. The basic dichotomies fuelled by ideals and ideology a.re once again at the forefront

of policy change.

Recent changes are not incongtuent with earlier attempts to redesign the school system.

Whereas deschoolers have gone as far as advocating complete dismantling of the system or

developing new strategies ofeducation because ofcontinuing class structured unfairness and

the inability of the present school system to 'raise the political consciousness'of its clientele

(Goodman through to Freire), the classic departmental view has been one of recognising

inequality as an inherited defect and supporting localised adjustments within the schools, in

an attempt to readdress some of the more obvious social inequitieslst lAt all times however

maintaining the right to define which inequalities will be addressed). The over-riding

consideration and 'the main art' is 'to prevent tension degenerating into conflict'.183 A key

issue for example has been the continuing attempt of the bureaucracy to define the field. The

problem of 'truancy'for example has been noted by Petersonlsa as being 'a question about

who has the right to talk about school attendance and who has not'. The issue and definitional

power over 'schooVsociety'terms such as delinquents, illiterates, and even school 'pupils'is

commandeered by the bureaucracy.

Changing the structures of curriculum, examinations, and school organization, provides a

controlling authority with the power to redefine. Redefinition might eventuate under the guise

of structural readjustments or at an even more ftindamental level, changes to the social

contract itself.

Social contracts,lS's the 'New Right'argues, need to be renegotiated. The appeal is to fairness

in relation to Just deserts'. To the 'New Right', the schools are not 'a permanent unchanging

reality'and rapid system-wide changes are encouraged. In this respect, the initiatives of today

can reflect back interestingly upon the conflicts of the past.

I8zThe Currie Report. noted Ehat. 'rura1 comnrlnit.ies have always been held to need special
assistance for their children'p 14. It. noted also Ehat Ehe departmenL had'duties in both
directions' p 22. academic progress for some and general education for the rest 'according co
their abiJ.ity' .

ttlcorun. on Educ. Report. p. 94.

r81PeE.ersen, R. C. 'History of Educatj.on Research, p. 15

ltschicty, c. 'Tor,rards a new educaLion syst.en: A vLct.ory of the New right?' Falmer press
L989. Marginson, S. 'Productivity and efficiency in education' Aust. .four. of Educ. Vol. 35.
No 2.1991 pps 201-21-4. Grace, G-'Welfare reformism V the Ne\", Right: The struggle in New
zealand's educaEion policy' Univ of Durham mimeograph 1991. BaIl, S. EducaE.ion, inegualiL.y
and school. reform: values in crises' Inauguraf l-ecture, Centre for educ, scudies 1990.
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As the myth of equality has been an evolving myth during this century in NZ schootng, we

might profitably look back at the early establishment and development of schools to see the

reasons for the mass provision of compulsory elementary schools.ls6 Before the 1877 Act,

there was provincial interest in building schools and monitoring their function. Some

provinces were providing extensive schooling. Nelson, for examplehadTDVo of its children at

school with the poorest given free education and small fees for the others.

Mass schooling, since 1877, has only slowly adapted to the changing social structures of the

twentieth century under the pressures of economic and technocratic change. In 1893, the NZ

Premier Seddon was quoted as saying that education was directed by large land-owners and

the well+o-do, recognising that class factors from the earliest days were intimately bound up

with educational provision. Recent research has suggested that the causes and development

of mass schooling in the late l9th century can be profitably viewed from the perspective of

changing class and patriarchal relations.lsT

The history of education this century can also be seen as a continuing attempt by an

expanding middle class to capture the state apparatus of schooling. The contributions of

liberal reformists have tended to adjust civil society in line with the demands of labour and

capital. Seen in this light, the myth of 'equality of opportunity'as discussed earlier, has been

important in creating structures to enhance the superstructure that supports capital

accumulation and its concomitant social readjustments. The notion of 'equality'has, in these

terms, been managed by policy makers and has essentially been harnessed to the service of

capital. Examples of this would be the emphasis upon 'equality of opportunity'interpreted in

practical terms as 'core curriculum's'rather than individual idiosyncratic development, the

continuing attempts to channel students into technical, grammar and commercial streams and

the emphasis upon moderated examinations. Complicating the inter-dependent relationship

berween capital accumulation and schooling have been explicit and implicit objectives

managed through controlled agendas and the hegemonic manipulation of language. The

importance of language in agenda setting and in the creation of political ambiguity has been

r86scott., D. 'Omaka - Ehe sma1l rural school
L994.

Perth conference

187see for exafiple Pavla Mi11er and Ian Davey 'PaE.riarchal governance, schooling and the
staEe'. T992. ANZHES proceedings, p. 331.
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well illustrated by Beilharz for example in his analysis of the ALP-ACTU Accord Policy

documents in Australia.

Equality is identified with problems of income, not wealth: Equality is somehow

made the signifier for 'full'employment, the object of achievement of which has

never been equality. 188

In the nineteenth century, in New Znaland there was a concern that some sections of the

communiry had lax morals and standards, for example sailors at Russell, Chinese gold-

diggers, and Dalmatians in the gum fields. The behaviour in certain quarters was

unacceptable and not conducive to the development of a righteous, middle-class, capitalistic,

oligarchic society.lse Education was seen from the earliest days as an attempt to readjust the

behaviours of the lower classes. Prostitution, drinking, blaspheming and the general

problems of wealth mal-distribution have been constant problems for those who professed a

knowledge of correct standards in civil society (i.e. upper and middle class, Christian and

literate commentators).

It is not coincidental that the first book published in New Tealand by William Colenso in

1835, was the Bay of Islands 'Report of the Temperance Sociery'.

The poverty/class riots in England during the lgth century were, potentially threatening to the

emergent New Zealand society.leo 'Different economic forces produce different criminal

trends'. The Queen Street riots, waterfront workers strikes and riots, South African rugby

tours and mass labour disputes are important sites where underlying conflicts within society

surface.lel Because of the non-consensual nature of capitalist society, the'control'function

of school provision guided much of the early legislation and parliamentary debate. In 1867

during a parliamentary debate, Major Heaphy said that any expenditure on education would

be true economy as: 'the more the natives were educated, the less would be the future

expenditure on police and goals'.

rssBeilharz, P. 'Reading Politics: sociaL Theory and social policy'- ANZJS vo1.23, No. 3,
November 1987. Paqe 401.

lBesee Tony Simpson, 'shane and Disgrace' 1992, p 38. for an accounE. of t.he huge economic
and political- influence thaL pert.ained t.o a relaL.iveLy few indivi.duals in New Zealand.

teoArcher, J. 'By a Flash and a Scare, - 1990

ltlA Gramscian analysis would view Ehese siE.es as part of dial-ecE.ical materialism, where
social disharmony has an int.erdependent arld yet confLict-ing reLationship wiEhin civil
socj-etsy. See O'Nei1, A. t4. - Thesis (M.A. ). p.5,
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Seven years later in 1874, the Albert Barracks in Auckland was demolished. For twenty three

years, it had stood as a reminder of the social difficulties that still affected the colony.

Schools would be cheaper than a ganison of Irish soldiers.

Schools were to continue to be viewed by reformers a-s places where social adjustments could

be made, where juvenile anti-social activity could be controlled and where racial and class

differences could hopefully be de-sensitised.

In 1876 it was claimed in the New Zealand Parliament that, 'we need a comprehensive

system of public schools, adapted to the needs of the colony'the sectional nature of the

colony was apparent in the view of the 'common'man and woman who were so often

portrayed in policy documents as being 'misguided'or under-informed.

Hogben, Inspector General of Education 1899 could still declare that he was interested in 'the

amount of knowledge possessed by each individual child.' Rote learning of facts and rules

was considered important. However with expanding school populations, social problems

persistently challenged the purely intellectual inteqpretation of what schools were for. It

became more difficult to isolate the broader range and increased numbers of pupils fiom

impinging social changes which disturbed the isolation of grammar curricula and aesthetics.

The 'protection of the child'gained ascendancy. Pupils were seen as needing protection from

societal evils,le2 with urban children seen to be more at risk. Well into this century,

compulsory schooling was not obligatory for rural families. Great expense was devoted after

the Compulsory Schooling Act, to enforce attendance with 'home visitors', earlier called

'Truancy Officers', and the police who attempted to convert children into regular pupils.le3

With the advent of compulsory schooling in the twentieth century, the increasing time spent

at school, and the parliamentary Acts that required all schools to admit specific numbers of

free scholarship pupils, there developed a crisis, especially for the traditional grammar

1e2A retiring head of Auckland Girls Grammar 1884 asked for a wa1l Eo be builts aE the back
of the school to protect. the girls from Lhe sighE of fhe boarding houses around the school
where prostitutes were conrmonly plying Eheir trade. Cummj-ng, I. 'Glorious Enterprise'.
(Heath, A.c.c.S. 1884.)

rer Auckland Archj.ves. Dept. of Educ. EB - A 3 March 1,959 -2 Feb 1960 . On 24 .Tune 1958 'On
Fridays a regnrlar wat.ch is kept on Queen sLreeL and Karangahape Road. Picture theaLres in the
city are an aeEraction to chi]dren who play truanE'....' it. is now pleasing to reporL there
are now fewer children in the streeEs without lawful excuse'. 5 July L961 A meeting was held
wiEh Ehe city West Tribal conmittee 'to discuss school aLEendance problems and oEher problems
of Maori peop]-e who had moved into the city'. The visit.ing teacher blamed poor housing for
school t.ruancy.
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schools. This challenged the prevai-ling myth which was, according to Beeby, already
changing at the turn of the century from 'survival of the fittest'to 'education of the whole
child'' The new pupils from a greater cross-section of society were assumed to be unsuited
for the old academic traditions and the subject centred curriculum. The .Gramma.r, 

was not
designed for the early leaver.

Earlier Controversies.

During the frst half of this century any public controversy about education had been
marginalized by central government and often sanitized by an essentially conservative media
who although inflaming the public consciousness over single emotive issues, tended to accept
the consensus philosophy of the dominant educational policy makers. There had been
widespread debate at the time of the Thomas Report (rg4z-rg44); argument abour
'Beebyism'during the fiftieslea and continuing controversies over religious differences and
standards in schools.le't The consensus often alluded to and actively searched for, was at best
fragile' As the cenrury progressed, education became more and more the site of obvious
contestation and conflict. The currie Report became the last major document of its rype that
could rhetorically claim to be a unanimously agreed survey and investigation of .the direction
of education development'. It was essentially in the mould of nineteenth century
commissions both in its structure and its procedures and although making claims as to its
impartiality and operating under a pretext of genuine consultation, never achieved this.re6 [n
many ways, it was already an anachronism in the nineteen sixties, both in the way in which it
was set up and its method of operating.

This brief outline of earlier New Zealand education has directed attention to the historical role
of schools as social reformatories, intimately linked to changing social and economic
conditions' The point being that many of the .submissions to currie were throw-backs to

te4'Dr' crarence Beeby and George Parkin added some sanity to Ehe Mazengarb ReporE ondelinquency in 1954-,op. cit. Sirnison,-,t. tggZ. p. 25g.
le5Beeby, C.E. ,Annuaf Report of the Director of Educatior,,- E. 1. 195g. .Today.s problemsspring directlv from yesterday,s sorucion,.-p- s-. as eeeby-Ld been director for 18 years,we can assume chaE many.solutions had Eherefore been 

"i"ti'a*?rn "rra amel-ioraEiwe.Beeby clairned ac interview to t""" r,"a-"o inEerest ot ;;;;i.aE.ion with the connission,however in a r'etter from sir c""-g'"-i"t;ie to 'Dear Beeb, on j.6 Feb. 1961. (DaEe of ,closedsession' 29 F 3l ' a fulr account 
"u"-gi""" of the 'cornpiete--loyalty, of Arnold campbelr.(Departrnent of Educar.ion Files, w"iiiisiJ"r Appendix 2.

1e6The 'pretext of genuine consu]Lation'. notable in many Ewentleth century connissionscontinues in the fgfO,s s.o.c and-1gASJi""a reporLs.
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earlier sites of contestation, concerning the role of sc

problems of truancy, delinquency, school control, and

a long history. The importance of these issues to the submissions to Currie is described in the

following pages.

Important social and economic re-adjustments wele being made during the 1950's and 1960's

in most developed countries. Although somewhat different in outcome in New 7a,aland,

many of the forces acting upon post-war society had similarities world-wide' Aligned with

this, the interactions and mobility of key bureaucrats had international significance and effect,

which tended to reinforce the world-wide pressures for change.

In England, Brian Simon sees the sixties as a 'breaking out'le? when challenges to

contemporary myths became more strident. David Marquandle8 places the year 1960 in the

centre of a collapse of consensus and saw it as 'a crisis that brought Keynesian social

democracy to grief.lee The years immediately following the second world war, Marquand

sees as the 'heroic phase'with 'arms length'economic management occurring between the

hfties and the early sixties in what he terms as 'Max Weber's legal rational procedures at one

remove'. From 1.962, the year of Currie's presentation, Marquand considers a 'hands on

phase'began. It could be argued that in New Zealand a similar process was at work with the

Currie Commission attempting to bolster the department of education and give it the power to

act more directly with 'hands on'control. The bureaucracy supported the rather complacent

view that the Government was benign and competent. Attacks upon competency needed to be

marginalized and the Currie Commission was an ideal vehicle for achieving this. In this

respect there are some similarities between Britain and New Tnaland. There was a perceived

need on the part of the Department of Education to practice 'dynamic conservatism'which,

Marquand would claim, is 'the tendency of the threatened social system to fight to remain the

totsi.mon, B. ,The Tory coverrunenE and Education, L951-1960: background to BreakouE,' HisE'
of Educ. , 14, 4, pp 283-297.

le8t'larquand, D. 'The unprincipled society'. 1988. pp- 41 & 42'

teeThe fantasy of consensus and universaliLy of wi1ls has been shown by Foucault to be

suspect. He considers Lhe social body to be more 'the materiality of power operating on Ehe

.r"rj, bodia" of individuals'. ft is constructed and 'funccions on the basis of particular
po*.tr, myriad issues, nyriad effects of power'. It is on these grounds that this thesis
ques!.ions lhe consensual claims of the conrnission'

\
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same'.200 The key to this concept in relation to Currie is the reference to 'dynamic'. The

urnderlying structures can be maintained whilst surface alrangements can be altered.

Departmentally led commissions of the Currie ilk can be viewed as part of this process of

dynamic conservatism.

The evidence that New Zealand was experiencing a time of public disquiet is demonstrated in

the media commentary outlined in the next section and the process of the commission in its

many outreach visits demonstrates an attempt to achieve a more direct 'hands on'contact with

the schools to assuage the school critics.

The commission could be seen as an ideological tool working in the contested space between

capitalist enterprise, public demands and governmental provision. Within this triangle of

competing forces at best it could only dampen any criticism of the existing system by

marginalising the more extreme claims of the contenders.

By marginalization I here refer to the process by which contrary viewpoints are moved away

from centre stage. Besides the outright avoidance of issues, other tactics of marginalization

include demeaning the messenger, raising the status of other competing or more manageable

issues and altering the meanings and language associated with the issue'

In the face of challenges from the media and from right and left wing opinion, government

bureaucracies are forced to mediate and regtoup. In 1960 the complaints and general

disagreements about the aims, theory and principles of education were gaining momentum.

Groups within the expanding middle class of New TnaJand, (even though often represented

by limited numbers of individuul*tot) were becoming dissatisfied with what they saw as the

liberal tendencies of the Department of Education.tot

2onibid. Marguand, D. pp. 2I2 & 2].3. also Schon, D. 'Beyond the Stable SLaEe" 19'lL'
Chapter Two.

201op. ciE. Colin McGeorge in his discussion of lfason cancelJ'ing Ehe religiously
controversial .how E.hil]gs begun', noEes Ehat alLhough Lhe suggesEion was that 'the offices of
the l4inister had been inunaaiea with leElers of protest', in actuality, the ban was brought
about after receivlng a ,small number of letcers-' from uilne(a church ninister) or members of
his organizagion. .A conslderable proportion of letters were in favour of resumpEion'- (p'
214\ .

The suppression of 'How things Began' looks like a nice example of a vocal minoritj-es
effecl.ive veto over school maEeri;I. Indeed ic looks like one man's success'. (p-216)

pressure groups represented at Lhe Comnission hearings were often questioned on the numbers

of people Ehey represenLed, AlEhough as Mcceorge points out, one small group can have a Iarge
influence, it does not rule out the possibility of Ehe group beingr representatsive of many
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The commissioners acted as mediators of seemingly irreconcilable views which are i'ully

documented in the chapter of this thesis entitled 'The Written Submissions'.

The increasing mobility of a highly literate middle class during the sixties was challenging

the department which was more and more being seen as a status quo institution, moderating

and essentially conservative in its approach to schooling. The strident demands of individuals

who were not necessarily prepared to front up at depMmental commissions but who were

keen to obtain the best life chances for their own children by harnessing the system and the

schools, was in conflict with the professed egalitarianism of the department who were

sustaining the myth that schools were for societal betterment rather than the extension and

promotion of individual difference.

Irreconcilable Views. The Influence of Newspapers. The Media Issues of 'Zoning'.

'Financing Private Schools'.'Maoris'. and'Delinquency'

The discontent that was recorded in newspapers2o3 and through letters to administrators from

dissatisfied individuals and pressure groups did not surface to the degree it might have in the

submissions. The commission noted that:

When it is remembered that public criticism of the system of education was

voluminous and widespread in the years before the institution of this Commission on

Education, the paucity and indifferent quality of most of the submissions on the aims

and purposes of education in New Zealand from laymen and lay bodies is perhaps

surprising. The submission which Professor Blaiklock 2oa undertook to write did not

materialize and the role of antagonist has consequently fallen by default to Mrs Offen

other si-rnilar groups or large nurnbers of sj.lenL supporters. The evidence for example from Ehe
submissions of women and church groups t.o currie would suggest that this was indeed Ehe case.

202op. ciE, Barcan, A, 'Two Centuries of Education in New souLh wales', sees the years
1950-1955 as a 'trarsitionaf crisis' r^rith the 'humanist-rea.List. curriculurn under challenge'.
p 235. The regular contacE beEween New Zealand and N.S.W curriculum and adminisEratiwe
officers as oullined elsewhere in this thesis, suggesls EhaE Barcan's interpreEalion could
usefully be applied !o New Zealand-

203 Tony Taylor has noLed Lhat lhe tendency in 1889 in BriEain was for Lhe nedia to change
thei-r tone when nearer home and practise t-he use crf cover-up euphemisms. 'As Ehe OId Cock
Crows E.he Young Ones Learn' Hist. of Educ. Vol. 23. No- 1, 1994. p. 89-106. During Currie,
Ehe media reported controverEfEl irrcidenLs at Lhe same time as it published official-
propaganda.

204Frof- E. M- Blaiklock is remembered for his acLacks upon 'the New EducaLion' at Ehe
Cime of Ehe Mazengarb ReporE. op. cit,. Simpson, T. 1992. 'Shame and Disgrace', p. 263.
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and Mrs Rabone. For protagonist there has been the redoubtable Mrs Slack,

representing the views of the National Council of New Te,aland Parent Teacher

Federations, whose submission is 'that parents and teachers in affiliated groups (in the

federation) are generally in favour of the aims and purposes of the curriculum in the

school today'(S 8l B).20s

It is interesting to note that it was expected that Professor Blaiklock who had written many

articles of an essentially conservative nature to the Auckland newspapers, did not

'materialize'as the antagonist. It appears the commission wanted some submissions from

people advocating the old scholastic methods of teaching and in fact did allow full expression

of this view as presented by Mrs Offen and Rabone. It then allowed the department to present

what it thought was a much stronger argument for the liberal egalitarian ethic, to mop up the

pool of 'modern method' dissenters.

The first newspaper report of the commission members being appointed was on 15 February

1960, when the New Zealand Herald carried an editorial on the Currie Commission members

and carried an extended article on page l0 entitled 'Universiry chief for school enquiry -l I

chosen'. The popular conception as expressed through the commission's written submissions

was of a school enquiry whereas the department preferred to see the commission as a general

educational enquiry. In the same way, the Minister's early suggestion of an enquiry into

curriculum and practices in schools was essentially bypassed. Curriculum ernd school

practices, - topics about which the public did show concern - were only a small part of the

final report. Investigation of these matters so appealing to the press, was avoided by the

commission preferring to leave the summation of the current state of affairs in schools to the

departmental reports and inter-departmental committees and in so doing maintaining

departmental authority within to use Max Weber's term 'the iron cage of bureaucracy'.2ffi

The Catholic request for greater state aid in the nineteen fifties and sixties was aired in the

newspapers under the 'Aid for Private Schools'banner. The clear differences between the

Anglican private schools and the Catholic schools although repeatedly brought up at the

surbmissions was never fully discussed in the media.

tnu Sulr-Cormittee brj.efings. (A). Commission on Education. 'Lay opinion'- p 32. National
Archiwes. A.A.A.D. 981 a-e.

206 Weber, M. 'On Charisma and Institution Buil"ding'. Eiseristadt, s. N. (ed). Univ of
Chicago Press L968. Page 75. where he records EhaE 'hrhere the bureaucratizaEion of
administraeion has been compleEely carried Lhrough, a form of power relaEion is established
EhaE is practically unshatterable'.
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iThe Reverend Callaghan who represented the Catholic viewpoint was to complain at the
I

Cunie Commission hearings of 'the official adherence to Dewey's pernicious philosophy of

intrumentalismt0T as he demanded the parents right to be able to choose freely their child's

school without double payment through taxes and school fees.

There was much media debate during the early stages of the commission with emotive issues

frequently aired in the main national newspapers.tos These included Maori problems, zoning,

delinquency, religion and State aid. In contrast,local papers tended to concentrate solely on

individual issues that were known to be controversial in the distribution area of the

newspaper.

The commission was surprised to discover that the level of complaint at the hearings was not

commensurate with the level of public debate before the commission commenced. We must

then ask ourselves whether the complaints were genuine public grievances and if they were,

why they were not forthcoming at the hearings.2oe The underlying causes of public

dissatisfaction as expressed in the press were not a recent occuffence, but were rather part of a

long line ofsocietal dissent related to unequal chances for school children that reached back

to before the beginning of state funded education.

The newspapers were a key tool nurtured and used by the department.2l0 Articles and

editorials helped to shape public attitudes through their reporting of some of the proceedings

and findings of the commission. The most important arspect of the newspapers'role seemed

to be the publishing of general articles about education during the course of the submissions

(not necessarily directly related to the commission, but just to bring education generally to the

forefront of the readers'consciousness). Editorials, at times, presented strong elitist argument

in support of established schools as well as criticism of the department's attempts at change.

The media had much to say in relating what they saw as declining standards in society to the

20? Catholic Sul:mission to the Conwrission on Educacion !962. page 30.

208 See newspaper headlines in the reference seccion of this Ehesis.

'0' Moss, L. (1991) on t.he 1943 Thomas Reporu writes 'vihile Lhe conmiEEee seems to have
been prepared to receive individual subnissions, i-c screnuously avoided making the conEenE of
its deliberat.ions fhe subject of broader public debaEe. What was clearly inEended was that.
discussion should ensue only when lhe publicacion of iEs reporE had clearly established ehe
terms of Ehat debate' p.22.

"0 The power of newspapers and the controls over them is well recorded \r Elsie Locke
(who present.ed a subnission to the Cornmission). in 'student at the cates' p. L31.
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lfailure of some schools to impart what they considered to be conect values.2lr In spite of

lBeneralized attacks, the over-all tenor of the newspaper reports was supportive of the work of

lthe commission, a fact which is noted in the chapter on the oral submissions. This was

acknowledged by the chairman at the last hearing of the commission. At times the reports of

editors and newspaper articles were refened to by those presenting submissions,2l2 for

exarnple, on l6 August 1960, the New Zealand Herald, commented on the zoning

controversy, Revised Boundary Lines Set For Urban Area.(p.3). The l50%o increase in

secondary school rolls that had occurred in Auckland since l95l seemed to require a re-

zoning of schools by the department. This involved an attempt to dispense with the Grammar

School 7nne.

' Tnning Retards Education'

Some of the schools with the finest and longest traditions are being

increasingly restricted for their minimum intake to areas where the courses for

which they are noted hold no particular appeal. It is disappointing to find the

criterion for enrolment still dominated so largely by geography.t''

The Auckland Girls Grammar PTA claimed at the hearings that zoning 'denies the right of

the parent to choose'and in Auckland 'which like all big cities has its affluent and

impecunious areas', zoning has led to Auckland Girls College having 200 parents a year

applying from out of zone. They claim that:

an educational institution should surely be free to lead the neighbourhood, not be

subject to it.2la

A problem for them was that only a small proportion of their academic forms came from the

zoned area.

2rlMichel Foucault has pointed t.o failure of earlier reformers 'to perceive the rnaEerial
and economic components of opinion'....failed to see that the media 'would necessarily be
under the comrnand of econornico-political inLerests' .p.L62

t12 newspaper corunent on educaLion vras a potential annoyance for other groups as well as
the Department. On 3Lst 'July. the NZEI were considering instigating lega1 action against
Robert Gilmore an 'Auckland Star' columnisL over stat.ements he had made concerining Teachers
and University educat.ion. (NZEI Mlnute Book 4 M.S. 1304 (17) Auckland Museum library)

2rrN.Z. Heral-d, editorial, Tuesday 15 Auqnrst 1950. See also submj.ssion 38 C 1 which makes
reference Lo this editorial as a complaint aqainst the DeDartment.

"n s. 197. P-T.A. Auckland Girls Grammar School.
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the only limits placed on schools should be the limit of numbers they can

conveniently accommodate having regard to their established character, their staffing

and the courses they are geared to offer.2ls

The zoning controversy was inflamed by the media and hence added weight at the hearings to

the relatively few submissions on this topic.

Answers had been long sought for the demographic problem of the increasing numbers of

pupils.In the past, zoning and segmentation through ability and subject differentiation were

part of the system that blocked and re-directed children according to school and department

expediencies. This process included the setting up of intermediate schools, and the earlier

technical and grammar schools, along with complementary classifying examinations. The

recourse made by schools to protect themselves from the influx of children who in previous

centuries would not have been sent to school have been analyzed fully by Gary McCulloch in

his paper on 'Imperial and Colonial Designssl6 in which he refers to the constant battles

throughout the twentieth century over zoning restrictions and attempted parental avoidance of

the restrictions. Individual schools attempted to select pupils according to their own social

criteria and used zoning as a method of achieving this aim.2t' Tnninghas been a key element

in not only controlling the total roll of schools but also manipulating the type of pupil

enrolled in schools by the process of locational selection. The Auckland Grammar School

Trust in 1850 declared the school to be 'for persons of all classes or races who may inhabit

this colony'pupils were 'to be in all respects equally admitted'. Today's reality is quite

different due to property prices in the zone and selective entry requirements.

During this century, in Christchurch, three schools zoned the city themselves and left out a

whole geographical area which none of them wanted. In Palmerston North, the head of the

Boys College made a zone a few feet from his office door. Auckland Grammars have

changed their zones according to the social make-up of their immediate area, variously

215 ^ .^-5 - r> / .

"u Mcculloch, c. 'Imperial and Colonial Designs: The case of the Auckland cramar
School'. Hist. of Educ., 1988, Vo1. 17, No. 4, 257-267.

217 The Auckland Star (5/5/1961), reporLed EhaL 'boundaries for some schools have been
changed-EaEh-@Ed-for Lhe past nine years, bor.rndaries have not remained Ehe same for
Ewo years rulning', demonst.ratj.ng the flexibilicy of zoning as a method of controlling school
intakes -
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]expanding or contracting their out-of-zone numbers. Very few schools wanted an equidistant
I

I perimeter zone iuound their schools. With the expansion of schools in the fifties and sixties

re-zoning had often become a political issue. In 1960, the Currie Commission however 'does

not seek to lay down the details of this controlrls preferring to leave the matter in the hands

of the district secondarv school boards.

The early nineteen sixties were a time of increased challenge to some educational myths in

part due to the rapidly increasing school rolls and the difficulties faced by central govemment

in trying to keep pace with the financial demands of a burgeoning education system. It was

the perceived fallibility of the department in their relationship to the schools that was

attractive to the press during the years leading up to Currie. The sensationalist stories of

Maori youths at one North Auckland school attacking an inspectolle were raised at the time,

yet there was no real debate of the reasons behind the public unrest. The piecemeal and

selective reporting of education whilst the commission was in progress, however, suggests

there arc limits to the mediab ability or its willingness to compromise established

bureaucratic structures.

The newspapers became a key propaganda arm of the department by shifting public attention

from the moral panics of the fifties towards the pre-defined departmental concerns outlined

by the Currie Commission, thus bringing attention to those aspects of school provision that

were within the existing structural resources of the Department of Education.

The commission was not equipped to answer the difficult questions of how to prevent

delinquency, how to deal with Maori issues of inequality or how to bring about equitable

school experiences for school children. The final repon in 1962 was to be rather circumspect

about recommending practical solutions for these particular social problems.

There was no concerted challenge to the prevailing educational myths during the time of

Currie. The liberal/humanist view built into Welfare Statism was to remain unassailable and

individual assaults upon specific problem areas in the educational system were to some extent

zlscorunission on Education ReporL. p. 219.

'l! This report was given during Ehe Sheen interview, There is no wrillen ewidence excancin the subrnissions.
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amoliorated by the cornsriesion. The ruaintenirnce of :a high-pofiIe eommiSsion establis,bcd

the gpoundnrles forthepress and led them to csneenhate on contrurensies thatwereless

datuaging ts the departmental bureaue-racy- The media wse dirrcrted firorn ssme of'the more

contnov€rsial topics that might have qlestioned fundamental v'akaes and power structures and

the myft of edmationalequallty:and democratic oonsensus continuedesucntially ulrc-bsugpd.

I
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CIIAPTER 6

The Second World War to 1964. Social Chanse and Increasins Disharmonv in New

Zealand Societv. The End of Beebv's Directorship.

Would you suggest the maximising of divine discontent in the community would be a

good thing?

Well, as long as it is divine Mr. Chairman. Yes.

(laughter).220

The economic, social and political contexts of the commission are in this chapter related to

the centralizing tendency of school control. Myth generation is se€n as a control mechanism

which is useftrl to the processes of capital accumulation and is a contingent response to social

discontent.

Educational planning is politically embedded in economic choices, but the significance of this

is rarely investigated by most participants in the processing of educational change. Planning

for education cannot be construed as planning for schooling as what occurs in schools is

distanced from the administrative complexities and planning involved in the provision and

control of the macro educational site. In this respect, the history of education can be seen as

quite distinct from the history of schooling. This thesis presents a further analysis and

interpretation of the relationships between educational administration and educational policy

and in so doing relates schooling to state educational planning through the analysis of

educational policy process. Shilling's221 thesis for example which posits a theoretical

segmentation of educational governance could possibly have provided a satisfactory

framework for the research, but segmenting the policy process to macro, meso, and micro

analysis evades the essential fact that key policy shapers purposely move between and

influence all levels. The actual effects of policy moves are however unpredictable and seem

to diverge further from the original intent, the greater the distance from the progenitor. The

importance of key individuals in the bureaucracy is in their real or latent potential to alter the

balance of education provision and distribution and their power to effect the careers of others

who are part of the educational career structure.

'2" rnt. 4?.K.1.

2r1 shilling, c.
Economy'. L988.

Chairman Eo Sutch.

'The Vocat.ionali-saLion of che School Curriculum; Society, SEaee and
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The civic and economic visions that form the core of the Cunie Report provide a basis for

investigation in this thesis. The members of often competing networks, (each of which at any

given moment is attempting to rally shared visions and personal interests) and their attempt to

influence policy, become the objects of enquiry.

The Currie Report, because of the tensions between its philosophical perspective and

practical societal realities, displayed an inconclusive quality and its statements of unresolved

opinion can be used freely to support or attack most philosophies and interpretations of New

Tnalandeducational change. As a record of the views of most educational interest groups and

professional organizations of the fifties and sixties, the verbatim records can be used as a

historical record of the major educational issues of that time. The submissions not only

provide a record of the various points of view, including criticism, expressed by the

educational pressure and interest groups ofthe period, but also provide a record ofcontrary

evidence from the department which mirrors the delicacy and complexity of its position

through the complexity of its organization. The 'honest broker'claims of the department are

here investigated more fully.

The recognition of the changing notions of what constitutes 'social evil'over time is

impoftant, as it is the constant problem of historians that they are studying past society in a

new age. Equally problematic is any attempt to study the future through the eyes of today or

through the eyes of our immediate past as inherent within changing time perspectives is the

problem of anachronistic description. The changing nature of social and community attitudes

together with interesting underlying continuities are acknowledged in this research (as the

problems of anachronistic recounting of events are highly relevant in both this and earlier

references to the Currie Commission).

In the period immediately leading up to the 1964 Act there had been fundamental changes in

society. W. Sutch222 an important contributor to the commission had made decisive moves in

his role as govemment advisor on trade and industry, to industrialize New Tnaland. An oil

refinery was to be built. Aluminium fabrication began and plans were made to establish a

steel and cotton industry. The first borrowing was made on the New York capital market and

222for further details, see under 'Sir ceorge Currie,
submissions' in this thesis. Sutch, W. B. .progranqne for
'Educati-on for Industry' 25, cov't plinc 1960.

and 'general corrunents on Lhe rrrritten
crobrth' 26-2'l Gov' E. Printer 1950 and
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in 1960 the Commonwealth Conference in Montreal marked an ending of the privileged

status of New 7*aland having access to the protected markets of England. New Zealand still

had a British admiral in charge of the navy and the SIS had in 1956 been pafferned on MI5.

Governor Generals were still chosen from the British aristocracy. The ties with Britain were

however being severed and this was a portent for a more international future.223 The changes

throughout society concomitant with the re-positioning of New Tnaland internationally were

in many ways responsible for increasing the economic and social pressures.

Demographically, the youth population was a large prclportion of the total population2'o due

in part to the so-called post-wa.r 'baby-boomers', and contiguous to this, the expanding middle

class were exercising their increasing power to alter social ,urangements by joining the

expanding bureaucracy. fn" middle classes were also aware of the political influence to be

gained through use of the media. Education policy process was an important mechanism

through which clashes of self interest were mediated and ideological direction was

formulated which often mirrored social changes.

It is when education plays its part in the social system in helping to produce a

maximum number of individuals whose intellectual and aesthetic interests go well

beyond their daily work, that the best sort of civilised society will eventuate. It is no

special reflection upon New T,r;aland education to say that this appears as a still

distant prospect. For this is a large problem in which the aims of the schools and the

quality of their tuition are only single factors. Much depends upon community

attitudes and communitv cultural facilities.2zs

The fact that the commission's report saw education as part of a social contract is clear from

the rhetoric. Its constant reiteration of the Thomas Report ideology (including direct

quotations) and its emphasis on 'developing citizens beyond their vocational needs'by

221 Mckinnon, M. 'Independence and Foreigm Policy - New Zealand in Lhe Wortd since 1935.'
p 105

?z{ New zealand has a relaE.ively sma1l population, which, according to the 1955 census
fignrres was 2,774,062 (a million more !.han the populaLion at the time of the Thonas reporE. in
1943). This al.mosE dou-bling of che populati-on belween Thomas and Currie had created many of
the demoqraphic stresses within Lhe country which manifesced in expanded schooL building
prograrunes, increased numbers and t)4)es of teacher and immigrarion problems. Many of t.he
issues that surfaced in the currie Report and i.hat were being broadcast i-n the media were a
result of this rapid demographic change.

22tcommission on Education Report. 1962. p. 367.
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insisting that 'education must be much more varied and variable'stands in contradiction to its

strong push for technical and vocational educational advance. The multitude of logical

inconsistencies, the constant mismatch of rhetoric and reality and the clashes of rhetoric with

unstated assumptions festoon the report. They reflect the conflicts that exist between the

submissions and the final recommendations of Currie. The above quote does however direct

attention to the exigencies of popular opinion and the social ambiguities of an unequal

society, acknowledging that government provided educational provision is only one of many

factors that shape people's attitudes and life chances.

New Zealand at the time of Currie was a regulated and controlled society, maintaining strict

controls on the freedom of the individual. The banner headlines of the N.Z Herald on 16

August 1960 for example was 'Customs Raid Steamer'in which the main item of news wuls

the discovery of 20 pairs of binoculars, 66 transistor radios and American cigarettes illegally

imported. This was in a society which had the second highest per capita income after the

USA.226 The boundaries of tolerance for acceptable society seemed narrow.

The PPTA227 in their well publicised submission to Cunie claimed that youngsters were

being brought up in an age of:

noise, rowdyism and gangsterism. (in which) Social misdemeanours are more

common.(p.53)

No school system can hope to counteract the evils to be observed at large in the adult

community or withstand the influence of radio, television, film, pulp literature, or the

comic strip.228

""Ian Shirley records: 'On 3l- March 1956, only five unempl-oyments beneflts were being
paid, and thus there was some subsE.ance Eo Ehe claims of poliEicians that they knehr the

lrnemployed by narne'. Taylor, I. 'The Social Effects of Free Market. Policies'. p. 353.\
?2t The PPTA subnission was sympathecically recorded in the Auckland scar lI|/'t/19601

ur.der che headline 'Post-prjrary teachers anxi.ous over drop in efficiensy'. The N.Z Herald
(29/6/601, also carried a reporE. of the PPTA submission. The Dominion in a series of arE.icl-es
referred to the Maori issues raised in the PPTA submission anA C. eailey's comments,
't.eachers pay criEicj.srn' and 'no teaching for bad pupiLs' {18/5/60). The Evening Post
(L8/5/60], also carried PPTA co[unents on 'count.rv service..

228 Submission 8, PPTA. Child Welfare and Delinguency. p.2.
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The commission itself was not immune to difficulties of anachronistic description. As Beeby

has noted:

The commission did see the first signs of some of the changes that were to loom up in

the years ahead, but they viewed them through the eyes of the 1950's.22e

Society was then, as today, hierarchically and bureaucratically organized. In many areas of

public domain, including education, respect for authority was being challenged. The

newspapers of thirty years ago, reflect a picture of rather rigid moral standards, conservative

viewpoints and simplistic commentary.23o Newspaper stories concerning youth and education

were often of a sensationalist nature as has been shown for example in Janet Soler's study of

the Mazengarb Report of 1954. [n New Tnaland, the 1920's, the 1950's and 1980's 'have been

identified as periods of boundary crises'211 where relatively minor incidents were combined

or exaggerated into moral panics.

......the linking of the Hastings affray with the alleged shortcomings of modern

teaching methods. For a decade, a major national debate over education had been

conducted which, by the late nineteen fifties, was reaching its peak ..... these concerns

crystallized into an irresistible demand for a full enquiry into falling educational

standards.232

Earlier in 1949, The NTI had commissioned a report on 'Educational Maladjustment in

New Zealand School Children', so the problems were not new.

t2e Beeby, C. in Renvri-ck. W. IJ. 'Moving Targets'. 1986 page xxxv.

?l0.fanet Soler and Roger Openshaw. have pointed out che potenLial conceptual difficulties
of rrsing this t,heory.
Soler. J. and Openshaw. R. 'When is a moral panic not a moral panic? Some difficul-ties in
ut.ilising the theory of moral panic i:r educat.ional history' in Hist. of Ed. Review, Vo1 21
No. 1 L992 p.19-28.

"tsoler, J. 'Drifting Towards l'loral chaos? :Lhe 1954 Mazengarb Report'. M.Phi1- 1988.
Massey UniversiEy, Palmers[on North.

2l2see also 'tt o.l-igans at HasE.ings: react.lons Eo Ehe Hastings Bl-ossom Festival affray,
SepE.enb€r L96O.' in Hlstory of Education Revierd. No.2 1989. Volurne 18. It highliqht.s 'the
linking of the l{astingrs affray with Ehe alleged shorEcomings of modern Leaching met.hods'. p.

Shuker, it. in 'Popular Culture ald Moral Panic: from comics Eo video nasties' Access Volune
Nunlcer 2 1t86. Auckland. Universicy. has placed this form of moral proselytizinq inE.o ics
comparaLive a -l hislorical con!.ext..

It was noticeable lhat sorne individuals presenting submissions to the commission referred Eo
the problems in Hastings. Sub. 311 reLated the recent problens at the 'Blossom fesEival- at
HasLings' to delinquency and blamed education.
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The accusations of declining standards in schools, the proclaimed 'apathyc33 of parents, the

calls for back to basics, and the problem relating to declining discipline in schools were given

copious newspaper coverage. The newspapers seemed to be aghast at the breakdown of

shared cultural and social values, during and in the period leading up to the commission. The

assumption that these shared values did indeed exist, proved to be a dilemma for the

commission, which was to lead eventually to much ambiguity in the final report.

The Minister of Education was reported in The Evening Post on 12 May 1959 as establishing

a Commission which 'was not forced upon the department by the current controversy in

education'. He was disappointed that:

reputable newspapers had been zealous in attacks on New Zealand's education system

without a knowledge of the facts on which to base their opinions.

There had been a large and very stormy meeting at the Wellington Town Hall, led by an ex-

army major who had lambasted the standards and discipline in New Zealand schools.z3a The

press were also publishing derogatory articles concerning the new methods of 'Beebyism',

,play-way'and were reporting on the lack of control and declining standards in the nation's

schools. According to C. E. BeebY:

One of the purposes for which the commission was set up was to assess the results of

the changes in education since the advent of the Labour goveilrment in 1935.23s

Different commentators provided different reasons for the establishment of the commission

according to their own interests and concerns. Beeby, for example, saw the commission as an

overview of his own period as director from Thomas to Currie.

2ll This apathy continued unabaLed after the commission. See
St.ar. 'Apathy is a threat. to present system'. 27 April 1955. and
C6ffiictees, SuggesLions for increase in interest' 10 June 1965'

2l{ ReporEed to Ehe author in the Keith Skeen inLerview and by c'
in the J.w.Armstrong (comrnissioner) interview.

?r5 Beeby, C. E. IlcroducLion Lo Renwick, W. L. 'Moving Targets'

for example the Auckland
Christchurch Star.'School

E. Beeby. Also recalled

1986 p. Xxxlv.
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Newbold236 has written about the years lg57 - 1960 as 'The Troubled Years337 and notes that

the Secretary for Justice had recorded in 1959 (The Barnett report), a prison population jump

of 25Vo in two years. There had also been a 4ffiVo borstal population increase since 1950.

One of the written submissions to the commission recorded the case of a 14 year old

murderer in New Plymouth gaol.

we see the effect in the large number of murder, crimes of violence, v€I] frequent

cases of rape, sometimes six or seven males with one female, the trouble at Hastings,

the raid on the Bishop Bennet hostel.238

The author of this submission thought that a 'struggle seerr.s to be developing between

Christianity and Communists for the soul of mankind', showing that there was a wish on the

part of some individuals to interpret the single incidents of social unrest as being

symptomatic of larger movements and ideological struggles within society'

More alarming were the media reported facts that in 1958, '39Vo of all those received into

borstal were Maori'. In July 1960 a third of the prison population was under 21 and a third

were Maori.23e When Mr Robinson of the Hutt Valley Youth Club pointed out to the

commission during his impassioned oral submissionzo0 that the 'borstal population has

doubled in the last four years'he is told by the chairman that there is 'no time for questions'.

In spite of these well reported and well known facts, Newbold considers that 'the political

consciousness of the general public was low ... the fifties was a time of national conservatism'

and 'fear of Soviet expansionaal. It could be argued that there was no problem with the

Newbold, G. 'Punishnent and Politics' 1989.

op. cit. Newbold, G. P. 66/57.

5- ZtZ,234

2le The Evening post of June 29, 1960 published 'Maoris Depressed Mi.noriEy in Education
and t"rore-nET!-r.tEEEEd;-Tn which they suggested Maoris were a 'sociaL danger and naEional
1oss,. Maoris they said were 'becoming-vocationally depressed'. The submissi-ons of Kaitaia
College were quoLed. The Dominion -fune Zg published 'Questions on Maori ajms in Education"
(see appendices).

240 Hut.t vall-ey Youth club DirecLor.
New pllmouth- s. 272.

2a'op. ciE. Newbold, c. p. 82.
Sub. 205 poinled ouE the Russian success
Russian miqht be the appropriate second

(46 N 3). The same point was made by Mr. Hatherley

in nrlff.ind fhp firsr. man in space and suggested!.r yuLur.rY

language.
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political consciousness of the general population. lack of concern might equally have been

due to an acceptance of the situation. People were able to live with it.

It is not surprising that on the day of publication of the Currie Report, in spite of being primed

with handouts and extracts by the department, the banner headlines were not about the

commission's report but about 'Man goes berserk with axe in lrvin'.za2

Moral policing of traditional values saw the govemment of 1960 ban books and films such as

.Lolita, and 'Mandingo'. On 13 February, 1960, Judge Spence2a3 recorded 'the first marijuana

case for ten years'. Individual cases were seen as harbingers of moral decline. The Hastings

Blossom Festival affray was in the newspapers and copies of 'Mazengarb', which had been

issued free to all households, were still in some homes.2#

Ausubel's criticism of New Tnalandschools2a5 was considered at the commission sub-

committee briefing on curriculum, (although records do not exist of the actual debate or

specific criticism.) Ausubel had blamed the 'repressive'discipline of New Zealand high

schools and the authoritarian nature of an all-embracing welfare state- When l,aurie

Cameron, an ex-inspector and commissioner, asked at the commission hearings whether

Ausubel's criticism of post primary schools was oa reflection of New Tnaland community

opinionaa6, he was voicing departmental concern.

z42 Reported in the George Francis interview with author, May L991.

241 The important role of the judiciary and t.he police in defining rnoral crises has been

referred Eo in Soter and Openshaw. op.ciE'

2aa As the 1-959 reprinE of Lhe Thomas ReporE informs us (F'N' p'54) : rn 1955' Lhe New

Zealand Department of Health issued a seriei of pamph)"ets useful to parenEs and teachers'
Titles in this series are: Sex And The Parenh; SLx enO The Young Child;; Sex, The AdolescenE

AIrd Parenti Sex Artd The Adolescent Boy; Sex And The Adolescent GirI'
This outpouring of pa$phlets seems to have been sEimulaLed by the activities of a very small
group of rRilk bar girls in Lovrer HuEt, whose activities had been grossly magmified by the
rnedia.
Reference Eo this El|pe of media exaggeraLed moral panic can be found in: Shuker' R' 'Popular
cul-ture, Moral Panlc And Schooling: NeW Zealand yourh ac The l"lovies'' in: codd', J' (ed)

Policical lssues in New zeatand Eduqatj-9n' l-990'-
Lealand, G. .Beyond The classroom: Americ-an Popular culLure, New Zealand Youth And Moral
panics,. j.n Philips, D. (ed)The Impact of Anerican Ideas on Nev, zealand's EducaEional Policv'
Practice 440 f!i!\!ng- 1"989 p. 273 -

ffisatHlstings:reacEionsEoLheHastingsB1ossomfestiva1affray,
slptember 1960'.- Hist. of Educ. Rev- No' 2' vol' l'8 1989'

za5 Ausubel, D. 'The Fern And The Tiki,. AngNs and Rob€rtson" Wellington. 1960- 'for a

parliamenEary democracy htith a l-iberal tradilion Ehe counEry is rea11y governed in quite an

autsocratic fashion. Grass rooEs democracy is pracEically non-exisEenE'. p t27 '
eiifr""sft no specific references to the complaints and criLicism are made in Che Currle
Report, iL was reporEed EhaC Lhe 'educationaf rifual' of caning was referred to' Further
menLion of this can be found in Middleton. S. 'American Influences On New zealand Sociologly
of Education 1950-1988.' in Philips D. (ed) (1989) p' 59'
James Rilchi,e. psychoLogy lecturer at Victoria, refers to Ausubel in suhnission 191. comm' on

Educ -

2dt, Commission on EducaE.ion. Sub-conmittee A Curricuhm. Convener - Caneron. L' Recorder
May, M. National Archives A.A-A-D- 981-
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The social services committee of the General Assembly of Churches in 1959 produced a

'Report On Maladjusted and Anti-social Youth'.247 In 1961, the detention centre was opened

at Waikeria as a new form of borstal-like institution. Holyoake, who became National Prime

Minister in 1960, had issued a three point plan to combat delinquency and as reported in the

Auckland Star (November 3 1960) 'more emphasis should be placed upon civic

responsibility in the school'. Meanwhile, Dr. Beeby was to put forward a New Znaland

resolution whilst Ambassador to France 'authorising UNESCO to work in the field of

juvenile delinquency.tos The national complaints over delinquency had been

intemationalised and hopefully as far as the department were concerned put into a less

immediate and more considered perspective.

Roger Openshaw believes that the moral panic surrounding delinquent youth and the

consequent blame attached to the schools for poor standards were major contributing factors

in the sefting up of the Currie Commission.

......these concems crystallized into an irresistible demand for a full enquiry into

falting educational standards. Despite the release of an Education Department survey

favourably comparing the attainments of New Zealand pupils with those of several

other countries.2ae

In the same way that Openshaw claims that the real victors at Hastings were 'the

professionals in education, in health and criminology', so too, the victors, post-Currie were to

be the department, the NZCER researchers and the training colleges; the point being that the

problems facing the Commission were to be tackled conservatively so as to enhance the

progress of post-war reconstruction and consensus building. The department saw itself as

masterminding the development of an educational system that was to be standardised,

controlled and predictable and in line with the attempts of central bureaucracies to take

control of schools as was occurring in Australia and Great Britain. The problems were to be

presented in a form that would relate to international movements. The result was that

141 Referred to in fnterrogations (20 C 3). presbyterian Church of New Zealand.

t'nt See Auckland Star December 8 1960.

2!eop- ciE.. openshaw, R. p.l9-
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peculiarly New Zealand problems were fitted into a framework of international concerns.

Maori delinquency would be seen in terms of cultural integration and language development.

RuraVurban differences would be seen as necessitating larger more centralised schools and

improved transport arrangements.

The revival of the cultural dignity of Maori was another important movement developing

during this period of tinre.250 'The cultural rehabilitation of the Maori people'as an important

part of reducing the preponderance of that race within the crime statistics was receiving more

serious attention. In 1959 and 1960 there had been strong media interest in the 'No Maoris,

No Tour'proclamations. The belief that 'Maori language should be taught wherever

possibleasl was gaining a foothold and becoming acceptable as a potential curriculum area.t52

The Chiefs'of StaffJoint Services Project published in 1960, which investigated youth

entering the armed forces, was made available to the commission. The project uncovered

startling facts such us '25Vo of registered recruits were medically unfit', and 'more than one in

tjve Pakeha and over half the Maori fail to complete two years of secondary schooling'.253

In the schools, problems in the classroom and teacher burn-out were reported to the

commission but did not feature to any great degree in the final report. lnstead claims that the

school 'is a controlled and strongly moral environment, in which very little actual delinquent

behaviour actually takes placeasa underlie the tenor of the report. The concern was more with

the mechanisms of control rather than with the acknowledgement or treatment of school

problems2ss. ln general, the commission viewed problems in society as being caused by

factors outside of the schools and correspondingly the way to deal with them was through a

'50 The Auckland Star 120/9/1956) hact devoLed an ediEorial to 'Trends j,n Maori Educatlon'

tut S. 205- Conm. on Educ. Northland Colleqe SEaff.

25: The N.Z. Herald (4/1/60) reporE.ed Ehe fonnation of the FederaLion of Maori students,
who were to make exLensive sutrrnissions Lo Currie, There is no further record of these
submissions. Their emphasis \,ras to be upon Lhe developrnenE of Maori langruage.

zsl 'An Analysis of the abiliE.ies, attaj-runents, and occupaEions of eighteen-year-old males
i-n New Zealand'Appendix general No. 8. p. 2, 1960. c. Francis papers.

25{ commission on Educat.ion Report, D.6?2

z55FoucaulE, M. 'Pob/erlKnowledge: selected Interviews and oEher wriLings 7g72-Ig77.. 'The
bourqeoisie could not care less about. delinguents, abouL E,heir punishment and rehabilitation,
which economically have liEtle importance, buE iL is concerned about the conplex of
mechanisms with which delinquency is cont.rolled, pursued, punished and reformed'. p. 102.
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Department of Social Welfare. Vocational Guidance and the Psychological Service were

seen as being the department's answer to delinquency.2s6 There existed on the part of the

commission a profound faith in the schools and the ability of the social services to effect

social transformation. [t was precisely this prevailing liberal inability to 'child save', that was

being emphasised by the media arnd in many submissions.

Union Discontent

The teachers who were battling in the under-privileged areas knew that the schools were not

providing education consistent with the rosy view presented by the department. Some of

these teachers were making their voices heard through the teacher unions. The quick-fix

response of bringing teachers from overseas in response to classroom difficulties did not

convince many classroom teachers. Overseas teachers obviously were not aware of the

difficulties under which some teachers in New Tnaland laboured.

Interestingly an Micle in the N.Z. Herald of January 29 recorded that there were 1000 U.K.

teachers keen to come to New Zealand and Skoglund, the Minister reported that 150-200

applicants were to be recruited. The Govemment, in order to encourage teacher supply, were

to build 300 teachers houses. This was before the commission's interim report of July 1960

amd before Currie's temark about the 'gentleman'.s agreements concerning the number of

teachers that can be recruited from other countries'which is commented on in the section on

oral submissions. There was however resistance to employing overseas teachers in some

quarters. Mr Baigent, during the PPTA submission notes the point that:

people coming in under recruiting schemes from other countries havent the

same attitudes as ouf own people in New Z.ealand.z'7

He may have been aware of the Auckland board's application to bring in 30 Filipino teachers

in 1960.

256 The N.z. Education Boards AssociaLaon
Laught. at. school is undermined by parent.s at

2s't s. 25. t1. 2.

in their submission thought that 'the discipline
home' (9. I p 76. )
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The meetings at the Epuni Hall in 1960 concerned with deficiencies in the schools (which

was evidently patronised by amongst others 'the retired teachers at Hutt Intermediate) were

only concerned with primary schools as the NZEI and the PPTA 'were not talking to each

other'.2s8

Not only were the criticisms coming from some of the general public but more importantly

for the department, teacher unions, especially the PPTA, were not playing the game. At the

PPTA Conference August 1962 from which press and outsiders were barred, A. E. Campbell

reported on the letters he had received from the union that were 'unwarranted suggestions to

which we shall register our strong objections when we reply'and 'this has been a bad year for

relationships between officers of the department and your association'.2-5e He speaks of 'a

deterioration in relationships. Only too clearly, relations have become seriously strained -

without, I believe, any profit to anyone and with a good deal of harm all round'.260 In the

s:une speech he notes;

There is a feeling among some teachers, I know, that the department and especially

those of us in the head office in Wellington do not fully understand the problems of

the schools and do not present the educational case to the Government as effectively

a.s we might.26l

Many teachers themselves were in revolt against educational policy and by potentially by-

passing their unions, were a threat to the unions and the department. 'Some voices of dissent,

however, have been raised sometimes loud and long from teachers who are opposed to

official policy in education'.262

In committee briefings for the commission, it was recorded that the PPTA was strongly

opposed to the fundamental reorganization suggested in the NnI proposals.263 The

258 George Franci.s int.erview.

2se Campbell, A.E. Fie1d notes fr>r speech t.o P.P.T.A, August 1962. Department of EducaLion
Files. Wellinqton.

2iocampbell, A.e-

r6lcampbell, A.E.

2u2 sub conunittee
A.A.A.D 981.

2r'l commission on

speech to P.P.T.A. August J.962.

field notes 1962.

on Curriculun of !.he comnission on educaLion. p. 29. National Archives

EducaEion. Corunittee brief ings. Nat.ional Archj-ves A.A.A.D 981 a and e.
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egalitarian mood of the NreI was not matched by the PPTA. Many of the PPTA,

submissions from individual post primary schools had been strongly supportive of elitist,

sectorial and parochial ideas although it was often a matter of degree rather than absolute

difference of philosophy. As has already been demonstrated, the NtrI were, in some

submissions, displaying a bias toward selection of pupils, meritocracy and differentiated

provision of education. This disagreement between the secondary and the primary teacher

union was an added difficulty for the commission and the department.

The department viewed the post-primary system as moving further from their grasp'They felt

a fragmentation of the system was taking place. The department was concerned about the

'increasing fragmentation of post-primary control'.264

In the annual report to Parliament in 1960, the Director recorded that:

A number of teachers who in normal times would not have gained even temporary

employment are now in the schools .... In fact the refurbishing of their knowledge,

often gained marny years before, and the strengthening of their professional attitudes

and their teaching techniques in the subject in which they are assumed to be qualified

aye said to be the most pressing tasks facing the school authorities and the inspectors'

A. E. C:unpbell is aware of the inherent tensions that exist within the triangular partnership of

unions, boards and department but as he says 'we are creatures of the crown', (page 5 speech

notes to PPTA 1963,2651 and in the same speech goes on to add:

In my opinion, the commission has, on the whole, diagnosed the problems and

shortcomings of education in New Zealand today very colrectly; and although some

of the solutions it proposes are open to a good deal of argument, its report gives

powerful independent backing to the efforts of all New Zealanders who want a better

education for the countries children (page l4).

26acampbe11, A.E. Speech notes Lo Ehe EducaLion Boards AssociaEion. 26 Septefliber 1961.
p.5. when he also expressed Ehe concern of the departmenE to encourage local responsibiliby
and yet reEain financial control in the deparEmenE and Treasury.

?05 original Speech noEes kindly given to the auLhor by l'lrs campbell.
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Now that the commission's report has been published we are entering on what must

be a very extensive series of consultations. I have informed the Minister that on many

matters, major and minor, the department will not be in a position to define its own

attitude firmly and in detail until we have had very full discussions with other

bodies.266

As I have indicated there is plenty of room for argument about some of the

commission's major proposals; and my Minister has said decisions on these will not

be made until all the interested groups have had time to study them and until

consultations have taken place. On the other hand, many of the things recommended

would be regarded as desirable.267

The Slow Bureaucracv.

The previous quote demonstrates the government's expectation that the commission would

operate deliberately in 'the fullness of time'. It tends to add weight to the complaints of the

Kindergarten Association for example, who during the commission, bemoaned the fact that

the department's actions were:

rather more slow-moving and conservatively protective than we would have them.268

The slowness and cautiousness of the department was emphasised in many submissions' A

scientist, Joan Anderson of Christchurch complained of her six month unsuccessful battle

with the department over paying a bond and how she had eventually suffered a 'slow

strangulation in red tape'.26e

Campbell admitted in his speech to the Education Boards Association in September 1961 that

'the amount of duplication and delay with our present machinery can be exaggerated; but it

266Campbel1, A.8.

267carnpbe11, A- E.
notes.

'u8 s. 258-

?6e s. 327.

P,P.T.A. Speech Noces. P. 12.

Christchurch Business Men's c1ub. 6 August 1962. p. 13 original speech
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certainly exists'. He thought that the district council's proposals to unify primary and

secondary control, and employ a staff of public servants, would eliminate this problem.

The delays experienced by those dealing with the bureaucracy were however not a matter of

type of personnel or organizational arrangements. They were essentially a necessary device

to cushion society from rapid change, to protect the administrative mechanisms, and to enable

competing sides to rationalise and adjust to new ilrangements.

The department had its own conception of middle New Zealand, and a political conception of

the parent of the average child. The 'silent majoriry', would or should, they assumed, support

a liberal progressive view which it believed would surface in the due course of time.

Summary.

To summarize this chapter, we see that New Zealand society during the late fifties and early

sixties was entering a period of important demographic and social change. These changes

were adaptations to world wide movements and readjustments (such as expanding school

populations, curriculum modificationsn and the expectancy of social improvement) as well as

controversial responses to specifically national pressures. In education, the challenges to

traditionalism continued, social unrest was receiving media attention and indeed some

incidents were being sensationally exaggerated in the newspapers creating moral panics. [n

tandem with social change, the teacher unions were flexing their muscles. Compounding all

of this, the burgeoning adolescent population with the possibility of imminent increases in

delinquency wefe a spur to the school system to make adjustments.

The underlying problems of race, religion and class, permeated most of the debates but

tended to be dealt with conservatively, in an attempt to avoid head on confrontations such as

had occurred with the 1951 water front strike, the Catholic petitions to parliament on separate

education provision and the issue of separate Maori schools.

Some restive parents had increasingly been directly critical of the work in schools and

newspapers had been openly critical of departmental attempts at liberal change. 'Playway'

and new methods had been increasingly attacked during the fifties and as a consequence, the

schools were being blamed for many societal ills. When Beeby left the department at the end
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of the fifties to take up the position of Ambassador to France in 1960, the 'breakoutaTo was

well under way. Examinations such as the School Certificate were under pressure, because

they were being used for a sorting process for which they were originally never intended.

Schools were having continuing problems sorting out the children they particularly wanted or

did not want through zoning mechanisms and the system was beginning to stretch at the

seams. The Director of Education for the preceding twenty years was based on the other side

of the world and the commission was left to field the complaints and resolve the conflicts that

had been growing like a many headed monster since Thomar2Tl had tried to deal with school

curriculum problems twenty years before.

Many of the problems within school systems were being faced in other countries that were at

a similar stage of development as New 7*aland. The next chapter looks at overseas

commissions on education that were concurrent with Cunie and which were tackling many of

the problems outlined above that were arising from the underlying tensions developed

through the transitional maladjustments concomitant with social restructuring.

2?rsimon, B. refers to Ehe'breakout' from the scrictly imposed system of Ebe 1950's
during 1958-1959 as 'Lhe first real turniug point i.n education since l-944'. 'Education and

CiLizenship in England Pedagogica HisLorica XXIX 1993, 3- p 268-

2tll,ogan l"loss has cornJnented upon t.he 'consunmaEe performance' of Beeby in managinq the
Thomas neport in 1943. Moss, L. 'Who WroEe che Thomas ReporL?' 1991'
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The Comparative Historv of Commissions

This chapter presents a brief history of commissions and enquiries on education in New

T.ealandand overseas. Its purpose is to emphasis the major similarities and some important

differences that pertain to the early 1960's batch of commissions on education. The chapter

also includes recent historical critiques of earlier reports and commissions which support the

argument of this thesis. It is searching for parallel and longitudinal concepts that are

applicable to all commissions and looking for fundamental recurrences of form and function

within the archetypal structure of commissions.

This chapter at a macro level:

l. Emphasises the tension between nineteenth century 'elite'commissions and the

twentieth century commissions such a.s Currie, which attempted to adopt a more

'consultative' style.

Raises the issue as to whether commissions reflect single monolithic State aims (if

such things exist) or fragmented, contradictory interests.

Develops the notion that there were consistent aims and principles that surfaced in

various educational commissions in different countries during the 1950's and 1960's.

Many of the submissions to the Currie Commission were well-informed with supporting

evidence from the secondary sources of earlier reports and the comparative data from

concurrenf commissions in other parts of the world. Apart from the documents that were set

before the commission as background reading which included Canadian and British reports,

other commissions and investigations were referred to during the hearingt.tTt Because of the

importance of these references which were obviously shaping the ideas of contributors to the

"2 These included reference to the ideas of Lord Hai.lshan The British MinisEer for
Science, The Albermarle Report (45.M.1), Ehe Crowther ReporL Q5.L-2t. The Leicestershire
experimenc, Lhe Rockefeller Repor!. on 'The PursuiE of Excellence', E.he Mazengarb ReporE

125.L.2'). Reference Eo SchulEz 'CapiLal Formation by Education', The New Education Felloltship
143.D.2, 47.R.2\, Ehe ScoEE Report., and many references Lo Ehe Thomas Report (43.D.2, 41 F.1,
47.R.2\ .

2.

3.
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jhearings as well as the commissioners themselves, it is important to be aware of the content

and messages of these documents.tt3 It is also useful to compare other commissions in terms

lof aims and objectives, degree of success in implementation and theoretical cross-fertilization

]with the Currie Report, in order to more fully understand the wider social forces that

eventually shaped the final Commission on Education Report and the international

imperatives that shaped the eventual Education Act of 1964.

The comparative study of similar governmental enquiries should provide fertile material

relating policy change process to wider considerations of power and influence in society.

At a primary and secondary research level, this section considers three areas of policy history,

looking for common threads:

l. It outlines and comments upon New Zealand enquiries and commissions which have

a significance for the reinterpretation of the Currie Reporl.

It provides an analysis of specific overseas commissions on education that exhibited

similar strategies, structures and recommendations, that directly or indirectly related

to Currie or which operated using a similar format.

It reviews other educational enquiries both before and since the Currie Report that

have been the subject of recent academic critical study.

Educational policy process since the commencement of state funded schooling has been a

disputed territory for a variety of interest groups, parents, teachers, administrators, and

government. Maintaining authority over the competing claims for educational control and

funding has led to a series of governmental initiatives designed to maintain hegemonic

advantage. The seemingly democratic process of debate and discussion leading to a claimed

consensus of opinion has unjderscored governments desire to institute 'public'enquiries when

the system is being challenged by the media or powerful lobby groups. It has also been useful

to conduct 'rational'commissions and enquiries when the department, and/or professional

2.

3.

2Tlseveral submissions
exLracts from the report
youlh service in England.

included references Eo overseas
of Countess Albermarle which was

reporEs.. S. 308 for example guoEed
set. up in November 1958. on the
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tteacher organizations are planning to make changes, either to bring the New T,ealand system

linto line with foreign initiatives or to disseminate government and depafimental

organizational ideas. The constant reference to English precedents and contemporaneous

, ovemeas studies during the commission hearings bears witness to the importance attached to

keeping the New Tnalandeducation system in step with other countries.2To In the process of

achieving this result, specific selective versions of history are often used to support current

changes. However, as McCulloch has pointed out the 'assumptions about the past'are 'often

quite unhistorical'.27s lnterpretations of previous attempts to shape policy are often one-sided

and to present a top-down view of educational change. The records of past commissions are

often departmental reconstructions of the actual events.

Where individuals at the commission hearings referred to specific reports from the past, they

concentrated on specific aspects that sometimes misrepresented the tenor and principles of

the reports mentioned. Other witnesses, referred to the fates of previous reports in terms of

political and educational resistance to change. Dr Wild in his submission2T6 talked of the

'Consultative Committee on Agricultural Education which had been started by Algie

(Minister of Education) but had been handed to Skoglund, 'who was probably not so

interested in his predecessor's doings'. The report had vanished from sight with no public

corunent, due he thought to, 'government failure to direct attention to the report'. The same

fate was to await Currie, in spite of the best efforts of the department and other potential

beneficiaries of the rcport.

The most important report to have historical significance for a study of the Currie

Commission was the Thomas Report - a wartime committee of 1943/44. [t was published by

the New Tnaland Department of Education after being set up by the Minister (HGR Mason)

in 1942 to look at 'The Post-Primary School Curriculum.' The Thomas Report was termed 'a

consultative committee'consisting of 14 members and chaired by the rector of Timaru Boys

High, Mr W. Thomas.

2t4Many Engtish reports ald connittees were referred
WelLington Teachers College poi,nced ouL the 'importance
educational curriculum'. S 352.

2?5Mccu11och, G. 'Histsory Ideology and Policy in New
at L,he annual conference of the New Zealand AssociaEion
Decernber 1988-

276 s.349. Dr. L.wild of ot.aki Farm rnsElt,ut.e.

. Mr. scot.c, principal of
Ehe Hadow Report in shaping

Zealand Education' . Paper delivered
for Research in Education. Massev.

Eo
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I

It was asked to consider and report upon:

'the implications for the post primary school curriculum of the proposed introduction

of accrediting for entrance to the university'.

A E. Campbell acted as joint secretary with Mr H D C. Somerset.277 ldirector of the Feilding

Community Centre).

H D C. Somerset, whose views were respected in New Zealand education,z78 had spoken to

Miss Gilbert2Te and the Reverend Walsh who were to make submissions at the Currie

interrogations, showing that there was a communication network amongst those submitting

alternative views to the commission which acted as a foil to the departmental communication

networks.2so

In the introduction to Thomas, we learn that their task 'had been defined with some precision'

and that:

questions relating to the organization of the post primary system and to the

recruitment, training, and employment of teachers lay outside the scope of our

enquiries.

Again an example of pre-empting contentious areas of debate which were left to fester for a

further twenty years until the Currie Report, was asked to deal precisely with these issues in

the Interim Report On Post Primary Staffing And Recruitment. July 1960.

2t7somerset., H.c.D. 'Lir.Lledene: pat.terns of change, (Wellington NzcER, 1974). somersec
had been inf.l-uenced by Robert and Ellen Lynd, Middletown and Morris, H. The Village col1eqe,
which hints at the incernational processing of educat.ional ideas and Lhe rapidicyE
transfer. Shelley had suggested to Somerset Lhat. Oxford New Zealand rnighL be ca}led,
'LiLcledene'. (see Williams, B. 'structures and AEtitudes in N.z. Adult EducaE.ion 1945 -
1A?q, n A

"8 The author was direcE.ed to the book 'Litt.ledene' both by Ehe secretary of the
cornmission and by one of the consnissioners as demonscrating t)rF)ical New zealand,

2?e Miss Gilbert, who presenE.ed submission 86 which the department. classified under
'miscellaneous topics' was considered as a difficult ex-Eeacher by Sheen and cameron.

'80 The GilberE. and walsh submission was put forward as an individual submission scaLing
the importance of history and geography rather than social studies In schools. They brere not
happy about everyone learning abouE Ehe 'United Nar.ions'. Again, Currie Chanked then 'forputLing a point of view which is rather opE.irniscic of democraey'- (47 B 2l
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A claim of the Thomas Report was that it had 'drawn upon'the knowledge and experience of

several hundred people mainly 'working teachers'.28' The second paragraph of page one of

the report is a premonition of the Department of Education submission to Currie, when it

informs us that it has been concemed:

With the question of the proper limits of State control of the curriculum. Our general

view is that the state as trustee for the community has the duty to insist on certain

minimum requirements and to encourage progressive developments, but that it

exceeds its function if it tries to impose a cut-and-dried philosophy on the schools or

to control the curriculum in anv detail.

It complained that the universities had 'willy-nilly'dominated most of the work of the

secondary schools and unfortunately 'employers and parents continued to demand 'Matric'.

The committee wanted schools to courageously take 'the hard road', re-examining 'their

whole theory and practice and make up its mind about the real needs of the pupils'.282

The general aims stated in Thomas relate closely to the aims of the department as expressed

to the Currie Commission. ln the Currie Report however they are distanced as departmental

submissions separate from the final report. The high ideals are, it is claimed, often pushed to

the background by 'economic pressures'and a 'demand for attainments that can readily be

marketed'. By appealing selectively to history, the Thomas Committee bemoaned the market

forces at work in the system that threaten their liberal progressive ideals as is shown in the

following quote from Thomas.

There is need in the first place, for a fairly general change in approach. The traditional

academic approach was suitable, up to a point, for the select few, but it is quite

inappropriate for the ordinary pupil, who learns best through methods that give scope

to his (sic) urge to be doing things.283

281 Thomas ReporE. p. vi

282The Thomas Report on The PosL-Primary school Curriculun. appointed 1"942. Dept. ofEducation. p.4.

281 Thomas Report page 7.
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(This passage was another that was quoted verbatim to the Currie Commission and had been

an'Atmore' comment.)z84

Thomas appeals to the ideas of The Spens Report, Sir Percy Nunn, Dr Aikin, Biaggini,

George Sampson and Sir Fred Clarke as well as quoting parts of the Norwood Report

(verbatim) that have 'application in New Znaland'.zBs Important reference is made to the

English Board of Education white paper on educational reconstruction after the war (1943)

and an obscure English Board of Education pamphlet on sex education as if to add weight to

the argument for change in New Tnaland. The need for effective citizens for the democracy

is emphasised and the need to 're-establish the tradition of humane discussion'in the

'common interest'.

The Thomas Committee also appeals to 'what any intetligent parent might expect'.286 One

thing they claim an intelligent parent would expect for their daughters for example is 'the

knowledge, skill, and taste required to manage a home well and make it a pleasant place to

live in'. Later they comment that 'fitness for marriage or parenthood at a high level must of
necessity involve a period of waiting'.287 Although claiming no specific phi-losophy of child

psychology, the report says 'every child can be trained to be an intelligent reader within the

limits of his own interests and capacity'. Like Currie, obvious contradictions and mixed

messages festoon the report. Although school supplies are not adequate, 'never before has

the outlook been so full of promise'. 'In spite of bombs in Paternoster Row', (the war did

impinge to some degree upon the literary streets of London) 'the department has established a

generous precedent', by providing more books. The one reference to 'bombs'reminds us that

the war was in progress, strangely muted in the background. Reference to the war is notable

for its absence in the Thomas Report and it seems, in the planning of educational

z8aThe 'Acmore Report, 1930, noted:
'the children.of higher ability and L.he qricker workers are actually retarded to waitfor medium chil&en; they unconsciously get a so-slow habit....The very slow childrenworking in the sanne class with clever chil-dren get a badly developed inferioritycomplex; Ehey oversE.rain, t.hey are the butt of Ehe impat.ienc teacher and Ehey are, Eoa certaln extent., neglecced,- p. 19.

2tt Th" Norr"rood Report was published in ,iu1y, 1943 and shows how quickly the DepartmenL ofEducation had managed to obEain a copy and use its ideas.

28u Thomas Report. p. 12.

2t' Thomas Report p. 54.
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reconstruction in England.288 The planning process was unstoppable and in fact gained

momentum from conflict. Certainly, there seems to be no consideration as to eury change in

educational administration if the war was lost. In England at this time, the appointment of the

Norwood Committee on Curriculum and Examinations in Secondarv Schools was seen by

simon to be 'a masterstroke'and he reminds us that their politics were:

devious and multifarious, even its origin is shrouded in a certain amount of mystery.

Simon notes that shortly after the English Education Boe6d officials had turned their attention

to reconstruction in the autumn of 1940, the decision was taken that they needed an

'independent'committee to 'advise'on the whole structure of 'secondarv education'.28e

McCullochze0 reminds us that the Norwood Report, was a victim of the interests of wielders

of power (unions, universities and schools) and demonstrates by reference to this report that

the policy process is not linear, not straightforward. It is problematic with 'resistance, inertia,

and subversionaer involved in the negotiation of the curriculum. Whereas the Norwood

Report led to a tripartite system in Britain, the Thomas Report of the same era, Ied to a

continuation of the dual system in New Tnaland, with more liberal rhetoric concerning the

role of New Zealand'.s multilateral state schools. Even though the end product of these two

contemporaneous leports varied, there were similar themes running through the

recommendations, for example the valuing of pupil effort as well as achievement levels and

the strong emphasis upon the notion of 'citizenship'. What is important is the fact that similar

pressures (national and international economic and social imperatives) were steering events

and a similar bureaucratic style was shaping the course of educational policy in both cases.

Reports of this type, are rarely final or binding upon the schools or the government. The

presentation of a report is but one stage of the refining process that modifies the suggestions

or recofilmendations. In the case of Thomas, the consultation and discussion lasted a further

288 spens and Norwood were both war!.ime reports designed to shape school orgranizat.ion andphilosophy after t.he war.

"tibid sirnon, B. D. 3g.

290Mccu11och, G- 'The Norhtood Report And rhe secondary schooL curriculum,. Hisb^r\, ^FEducation Review Vol.l"?. wo-2. 1"988. p. 33 v!' vr

2erop. cit. Mcculloch, G. p.36.
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two years before the proposals were embodied in the 'Education (Post Primary Instruction)

Regulations 1945.' These were still being revised in 1958, with the common core losing

subjects, gaining subjects and being altered by new prescriptions'. The process continued with

the regulations meeting 'some initial suspicion and opposition in certain quarters'.2e2 The

success of the department was seen in its self assigned role:

protecting the general education of all pupils against the natural enthusiasm of
specialist teachers, against the perhaps uninformed demands of some parents, against

utilitarian pressures directed towards a premature emphasis on vocational training,

and against an undue preoccupation with the subjects of the School Certificate.2e3

Many themes running through the Thomas Report can be traced back to 'Atmore'and were to

continue through to the Currie Commission on Education. The 'suspicion in certain quarters'

commented upon in Thomas, was still bothersome 19 years later as the suspicion on the part

of some witnesses at the hearings suggested that systems were being changed and reorganised

if not in a secretive manner then in a manner that was rather non-contestable.

Attention to the Thomas Report as a major document linked to Currie by themes and

personnel is important. It shows the interconnections that exist latenrlly within the system

and longitudinally over time. The consistency of cenain claims, philosophies and arguments

is important if the Currie Commission is to be placed into the mainstream of New 7*aland
educational history.2ea The underlying consistencies of these reports is clear. The underlying

protest and the attempts made by those with contrary views, to obstruct any policy

implementation that touched upon particular ideological change is apparent. McCulloch

suggests that the protests in the ca.se of Thomas were centred upon conservative viewpoints

clearly traceable through the New Zealand Herald editorials and the writings of Blaiklock.2es

2e2 Thomas Report. p- 85- The'suspicion'referred to by Ehe report suggests that therewere chose in Lhe conrnuniEy who did not accept the ideas contained in the-iepor6. The
P1li:|:"tion'initial' also sugqesEs Ehat this dissidence was considered brthe cornmit.Eee tooave Deen won over.

2el Thomas Report.. p. 95.

2ea These common ideological threads and persistent problems are analyzed furly later, andinclude questions of demand and supply of ceicher raboui, t.eacher quality, ,.rrr"q1.r.idistribuEion of educational service, poor facj.lit.ies and the religion in-schoois controversy.

'es ibid. Mccul_roch, G. p.79
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In the same way, in relation to English Educational History, Brian Simon,2e6 suggests that the

1944 Education Act was a 'Tory project'and notes Wallace's research which suggests that

'the Act was largely the product of civil service thinking before Butler took over'and that 'the

true interests of Labour were effectively side-stepped in the long process of discussion,

negotiation and legislation'.2e7 Simon points out how chapter nine of the Spens Report with

its suggestions of bringing all post primary education under a common code of regulations

had:

'immediately been rejected as visionary, on the advice of officials at the board, by the

govemment of the doy'.t"

Simon considers that the 'moves taken at key moments to ensure acceptable solutions'can be

seen as a 'case study in manipulative politics'.2en Mcculloch expands this argument by

pointing to the way in which issues can be kept open by the setting up of committees:

the board would continue to oppose any general shift in the character of the J.T.S.'s,

the issue remained open, largely due to the setting up of an enquiry into secondary

etlucation by the board's consultative committee under Sir William Spens.3m

Currie can also be viewed in this way, in that it sanitised certain issues making them safer to

manipulate and in doing so maintained interest in departmental agendas and sidelined

alternative strategies.

The system interactions and personal links with key characters within the system, Beeby,

Renwick, Campbell, Parkyn and Sheen become clearer through the comparison of other

commissions and enquiries. It is notable that key personnel have career longevity in the

department. One of the research officers on Currie is still involved in the Ministry of

zecsimon, B.
No.1.1986.

29tsimon, B.
1944 Act' ,

2essimon, B.

2!es j-mon, B -

'The 1-944 Educacion AcE: A ConservaLive !{easure?.. History of Educat.ion Vo1.

'The 1-944 Act'. p. 31- guoting Wa11ace, R. c. .The Origins and AuE.horship of
History of Educat,ion, 10 (4) Dec. 1981. and Wal-l-ace, R. G. ph.D Lhesis.L980.

'The 1944 AcE.'. P. 35.

'The 1944 Act.'. p. 37.

G. 'Secondary Technical Schoo1s,. p. 37
rooMccul loch.
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Education today over thirty years later,3ol and several other departmental officers still exert

influence upon policy today. The links that key persons had with other reports in New

Znaland and overseas becomes clear. The recent research of Christopher Knight on British

post-war education policy emphasises just this point. Specific key individuals, in lfuight's

case conservatives, have important roles in the creation and implementation of party

policy.30z The recent visit of Stuart Sexton to New Tnaland,suggests that the politicising of
educational practice is international in scope, politically influential and a continuing practice.

The process of networking amongst policy makers is also clear in the Australian context.

Kevin Smith in his work on the Wyndham Report'03 tabled in New South Wales in 1957, has

shown that the basic recommendations of that report can be traced back to the Wallace

Report of 1933 demonstrating its historical resilience. Smith also emphasises the primary

influence of temporary groupings of coalitions of temporary leaders in shaping the initial

impulses of Dr H S. Wyndham, the Director General of Education in New South Wales.30a

By using a sociogram connecting key 'recalcitrant'characters in 'the delaying sub-committee

of caucus', Smith is able to show how certain personalities have greater influence over the

speed of policy implementation. He was particularly concerned with the development of
delaying tactics to prevent the implementation of the report's recommendations and notes that

the sub-committee members representing industrial electorates were especially concerned

with the cost of implementation as the proposed fourth year of secondary schooling would

increase family expenses considerably. Smith does note that:

Evidence relating to persons influential in contributing to the delay in implementing

the Wyndham Report was not easy to obtain. Informants were especially guarded on

this issue while some persons interviewed were quite lacking a.areness.30-t

lolFrancis c.A.K. Interview.

lo2Kogatl, M. has emphasised Ehe importance of individuals in the politics of ecluca..ionalchange in 'The Policics of Educati.onal change,. Manchester univ. press 19?8.

r0rsrnith, K- 'Political Influences Behind The DeJ-ayed fmplementation of The btyndham ReportIn New Sour.h Wales-. in Broadbent. R. F. (ed) .Educacional eolicy Making tn nustialia,. Igg2.
io4The politj-cal. id.eol-ogical and economic 'crises, and .settrements, of educationalchange were theoretically cleveloped in 'Unpopular Education: schooling and social clemocracyin England since 1944, (Cccs, j-g8l-).

tossrnith, K. p. 182,
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This research is also particularly interesting as it makes connections between Wyndham and

the ideas prevalent in New Znaland at the time of Currie. The influence of the Catholic

population was potentially much greater in Australia at the time however, as most members

of their caucus were Catholics, a situation quite different to New Tnalandwhere the

Protestants and Anglicans were in the ascendancy. The Curie Report actually tabulates the

numbers of each religion in New Tnalandwith the obvious acknowledgement that the

Presbyterian and Anglican religion had many morc supporters.306

Smith uses a Beeby quote to explicate the process of policy formation3o7, demonstrating its

relevance for Australian education as well as for the New T,e,alandeducational process. He

suggests that certain attributable factors were most pertinent to the desired outcomes and lists

these as:

A. The timing of the report in relation to the election of 1962.

B. Setting achievable goals. ie those that would be acceptable to contrary opinion to

some degree.

C. Control over jobs and who was chosen to implement policy.

D. Access and influence in the Teachers Federation, especially in relation to fbrming

coalitions.

E. Interaction with influentials and opinion leaders.

F. Control over information and media.

G- Access to coercion and sanction over others through the power of state executive of

the party.

H. Eminence, status and reputation of key individuals through other roles and power

positions.

I. Controller and holder of knowledge.

J. Access to, or control over organizational facilities. (especially the skills of the

Department of Education staff).

lo€The combined church of England and Presbyterians formed 58.LBB of che population
whereas the Catholics represent.ed i.4.291, Appendix T (1956 Census). commission on EducaE.ionReport 1950. p- 829.

rot Beeby, c.E. 'Pranning and Ehe EducaLional Adminj-sLrator,. paris, uNEsco 1967, p.15. -'A conrnon procedure has been for an educat.ion commission to draw up sweeping reconunendaE.ionsfor reform within its Eerms of reference..
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These forces werc brought to bear upon the critics of the report, in particular, the Catholic

ALP group, also those in favour of selective schools and as Duffreld has pointed out the

opposition of the Public Service Board was also reduced in this way.3ot

Bill Connell has noted that the direct ancestry of Wyndham was the Thomas Report 'which

was almost copied verbatim by Wyndha.'.3Oe Parkyn went to meet the Wyndham committee

in Australia and Wyndham himself ca.me to New Zealand during the process of preparing his

report. Beeby and Renwick would have been well aware of the Wyndham Report and would

no doubt have shared views on its implementation. Wyndham and Macrae would both have

read the Scottish Fyfe Report which also had echoes of the Thomas themes although much

more parochially Scottish. The importance and interconnections in theme and International

'networking'of the Fyfe Report, which is developed later in this chapter, adds further support

to claims of an international policy communiry.

Improved methods of transportation by road and rail, that were made available between the

time of Thomas and Currie ensured much greater geographical mobility for the

commissioners and departmental officers. Currie was to use a similar method to Wyndham

and travel all over the country. This had the political effect of creating greater public

awareness and calls for action. In the same way as Currie, the Wyndham Report confirmed

what it thought were the best trends of the time, which were; extending the multilateral

comprehensive school principle, sidelining the Catholics 'recalcitrants', and tending to

support centralized decision making, especially controls over curriculum. The underlying

ideology was the same as it had been in the thirties. The emphasis was still on structured

external examinations and the differentiation of pupils by ability. The presentation of the

report for public consciousness shaping and media attention was crucial. Jill Duffield has

recently noted that 'presentational reasons seem to have been the ultimate raison d'etre of the

Wyndham Committee'. Wyndham:

totDuffield, ,J. 'Independant Advice, Edinburgh 1990 p.6g

toeletE.er from BiIl connel-l t.o ,Jill Duf field Februarv 1989.
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I wanted to involve public and professional interests, and saw the enquiry as forging a

] pofitical tool to be used in a political process.3'o

The similarities of Wyndham and Currie are highlighted in Duffield's comment that:

I The enquiry was planned from the outset as an open one; all members of the public

and interested organizations were invited to participate as witnesses... Wyndham

commented on the volume and length of the hearings as evidence of the openness and

broad based involvement of the public. However the mass of outside evidence was

supplemented by a substantial volume of Department of Education research material

and special reports were produced for the committee.3"

Recognising the cross-fertilization of government reports, it is not surprising therefore that

the NAI on the third day of the oral submissions to Currie, refer to Atmore, McNair and the

'Fyfe Report'.

Jill Duffield3r2 in the conclusion of her comparison of the Scottish 'Fyfe' Report and the

'Wyndham'Report suggests several issues about which there is a need for more comparative

study. These are equally worth consideration in the context of New Znaland. They are:

The role of women and girls in education.

The'anglocentric' curricula.

The notion of 'education for citizenship'.

Political education and the teachins of social studies.3l3

troDuffield, ,J, 'Ind.ependent Advice: A conparacive Study of Secondary Education policy
Making: Scotland and New South Wales 1943-1957'. M.A. Dissertat.ion, rnrffield, .I. (Edinbuigh)
p. 61.

rttDuffiel-d, J. p.62.

312The author discussed rrrith Jilr Duffield the interconneclions of key concepts andpersorrnel in t.hese conE.ernporaneous reporLs at rdinburgh- June J-991.

r13Duf f iel-d, J. p. 68.
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The summarising last paragraph of Dufheld's comparative study has great relevance for an

understanding of the Currie Commission, especially in its reference to the opposing forces

that act to reduce the impact of new initiatives. She cites the Catholic lobby, the Public

Service Board and a few individuals in power positions who do not agree with the liberal

changes.

Privately disappointed at the retention of the Intermediate Certificate, the persistence

of selection by ability for the historic high schools, and the failure to organise a full

programme of courses for different levels of ability, Wyndham felt that a permanent

step forward had been achieved (sic).314

The (sic) above was inserted by Duffield. Like The Wyndham Committee, the department's

influence was pervasive, not only having a departmental secretariat but also supplying the

research data. Again, quoting Duffield on the Wyndham Enquiry:

Departmental influence was not confined to the membership of the committee. The

Education Department Research Section, headed by Alfred Webster, carried out

substantial work on the committee's behall producing statistics and factual reports on

early school leaving, pupil numbers and their geographic distribution....even more

importzurt the Committee's secretaries were departmental officers chosen by

Wyndham.3l5

It is also notable in the case of Wyndham and the later Currie Report that none of the

committee members were union people only and tended to be nominations chosen for their

individualism and tried and tested views, rather than direct or attributable representative of

any major power brokers in the education system. They were fintly departmental people and

secondly union representatives. Their age and longevity within education tended to prevent

surprises or radical alternative proposals.

31{Duffield, J. p. 40.

rlsDuffield, ai. 'The Making of ttre Wyndham Schene in New SouEh wales,. p. 31. Hiscory of
Education Review Number One l-990
rt is noticeable thaE ltyndhafi like Campbell had long experience of cornmissions and committeesof Enquiry as well as in-house reports. see htlmdham, H.s. 'Class Grouping in the primary
School'. A.C.E.R 1932, compared to A.E. Canpbel-l's earlier research topics for Ehe NZCER
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Consciously or otherwise, the Currie Commission in contrast to Wyndham omitted Catholics

from the member list and hence marginalized this potential conflict with more success.3'u It

was easier to do this in New Tnaland where manv of the battles had been alreadv won bv the

Anglican/Protestant maj ority.

Like Wyndham:

The committee devised a method to screen out time wasters and eccentrics from the

hearings. They required a written submission in advance, so that approved witnesses

could be invited to appear and speak to the submission.3lT

In private hearings, Heath (Wyndham Committee), queried the propriety of hearing the Union

of Australian Women. 'Who are they? How maury members have they got?'Similar

questioning occurred in Currie in relation to certain women's groups.ttt

The dissemination of educational ideas from specific countries or more specifically, Iocalities

within countries, is interesting, Commissions seem to resonate with others of a similar type

and yet also have an innate nationalism in their procedure. As this thesis will make clear,

there is however a driving principle of purpose and status that is peculiar to the genre of

commissions worldwide.

Many educational leaders are aware of historical precedent and comparative attempts in other

countries to change policy. This knowledge of the policy formation process can be used to

substantiate their own 'insider'position in the decision making process and strengthen their

argument.

"€As has been noted
source of embarrassment

rlTDuffierd, J..The
33.

the Cat.holic subrnissions and petit.ions Eo parliament. were already
Eo lhe Government,

Making of the ulyndham scheme'. HisE. of Educ. Rev. No. l-. 1990. D.

l1e The place of women on
Ambrose, IJ. 'Workj-nE Day and
- 1948'. Hist Studs. in Educ.

conrnissions is an interesti-ng topic in
NighE to Help Dick: Women on Lhe Youth
Vol- 3 No.1 Spring 199L. p. 75.

its own right. See
Connnission in Canada 1942
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Mr McCanhy, the Auckland Education Board manager, for example refers to the Atmore

Report3le and the provinciaVcentralist arguments of the past to support his arguments. He

makes the comment that:

in order to preserve the appearance of local control in New 7.ealand. New Zealand is

really paying two educational administrators for every one in Victoria and New South

Wales'.320

Another interesting point of comparison between Wyndham and Currie, is the similarity of

comments made by the chairmen. Currie and Wyndh:un were both concerned about, and paid

special attention to, the non-alienation of veteran campaigners who hovered around the

commission.

the background presence of the veteran campaigner seems to have agitated the

members.32l

Likewise the PPTA official recorders, and Elsie Locke,322 Phoebe Meikle along with other

'known carnpaigners'at the Currie hearings are treated with caution.

Currie is also quick to dismiss any reference to 'pre-decided'issues. Wyndham also elicited

the same response:

Although the committee was clearly obliged to evaluate and interpret the evidence

before it, the chairman was on occasion quick to resent any idea that prior decisions

on outcomes had been taken.323

rleThe AEmore conuaittee -i-930 'Educational Reconstruct.ion in New Zealand,. peter Fraser
l^tas on Ehe commit.tee. Tbe report proposed the legali.zing of the 'Nelson SysEen,, which wasnol enacted until afE.er Currie.

"osub.GD4.
rzlop. cit. Duf f ield, J. p. 33. v,Iyndham scheme.

322E1sie Locke is well known for her wrj-ting in the school journals. rn a letter to theauthor 29/1'0/90, she cotnrnent.s that her inLerest in Educat.ion stenmed from the NEF conference
of 1936 and that 'she had aLways goE on weII \ilith the staff of the deDarLmenE,. She also
'knew W.B. Sutch guj.te well and read vrhat. he lrrote,.

rziurffield, J. p. 34.
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As with Currie, Wyndham makes little reference to specific costs, only saying more money

will need to be allocated by the government.

1/Like Currie, Wyndham also bemoans the fact that:

After more than a year of public hearings and very valuable support in the press, the

number of individual parents who have come before us has been disappointingly

small.32a

Those witnesses whose views did not tend in the direction required in the hearings of both

committees were thanked but virtually ignored. Currie's excuse was invariably a lack of time,

or stmtegic timetabling of the submission meant that other people were waiting their turn. It

is important that no 'official'submissions, such as that from the Department of Education or

the NZEI were ever cut short and in fact took up days and sometimes weeks of the

commission's time with what was often no more than administrative arrangements and

generalized commentary about messo-educational issues or organizational minutiae.

Wyndham, like the Department of Education in New Zealand, used the authority of position

and departmental resources to seek 'wide opportunities to commend the scheme to public

audiences'.3t-t The ideas that Wyndham incorporated into his scheme have been attributed to

his American experience at Stanford, New Education Fellowshipst6 ideos, the Thomas

Report and the Scottish plan for 'omnibus schools'included in the recommendations of the

Fyfe Report. These influences were all evident in the department's submission to Currie.

It appears from a comparison of commissions that similar processes are at work in the

shaping of policy. Certain themes and strategies are corrmon to many reports. The

importance of political factors and influential individuals is crucial in determining the report's

progress into policy. The movement of that policy into implementation is a further question

that requires the study of many other factors.

r2aMinuEes of V[mdharn coruniiLee hearings . 'l/1257, 2g .Tuly 1955-

rz5Duffield, J. wlmdham scheme. p. 39.

"uThe NEF of July 1937 was reported in Campbel1, A.E. (ed). .Modern Trends in Educat.ion:
Proceeding:s of the New zealand NEF Conference'. 1938. An iJnporEa-rlt' documen! desigmed to
dj.sseminate 'ner^t' approaches and ideas on educat.ion. Dr CyriL Norwood. Dr Susan Isaacs, Dr
William Boyd, Hon. P. Fraser, Dr 1. Kandel, al1 contributed. C. Bailey helped with the
editing. Dr C.E.Beeby and Mr H.C. Mceueen .lent a hand in severaf wavs,.



Commissions on Education.

Education commissions before the great education acts of last century share similarities and

continuities with those of modern times. Colin Shrosbree,3tt has recently shown how

lpublicity incited public interest and supportive witnesses were encouraged to appear at the

JClarendon Commission. The importance of these strategies has already been emphasised in

the Currie process, where major issues of inequaliry were by-passed in favour of maintaining

1 
already existing structures within departmental privilege.328 Harold Silver has further

developed this concept by recognising the importance of publicity and the creation of

manageable crises which in turn justifies policy making.32e

In higher education as in other areas of public policy, the American political system

seems unable to engage in a serious debate about policy change - let alone to

undertake action - unless some form of doom is widely felt to be impenditrg.t'o

Certain factors then can be seen as being corlmon to many educational enquiries. The

manufacture or redefinition of crises being one salient factor. Poor service delivery in schools

is often attributed to poor buildings and resource limitations33l and orchestrated resistance

often prevents most of the recommendations getting through to the legislative stage. The

controversies of 1860 were pre-empted or sideJined:

there was no reflection at all in the Bill of the great educational debates that

accompanied the appointment of the commission and the publication of the

Clarendon Report.332

l2?Shrosbree, C. 'Public Schools arrd private Education.
1854, and t.he Public Schools Act.' 1988. esp. p. 46.

tztibid- In the case of Clarend.on, Shrosbree claims that
Ehe criticisms that. 1ed Lo the Royal Commission. Shrosbree,

The Clarendon Conanission, 1861 -

Clarendon trimself helped iniE.iate
p. 48.

rzesilver, H. 'Education, Change and the po1iry process,. 1990.

"t'silver guoted Alice Rivli-n. 'RefLections of cr,renty years of higher education policy.
Educational access and achievemenE, in tunerica'. New York College Entrance Exani.nat.ion board,
1987.

rrlop. cit. StEosbree, C. Poor conditions and standards of teaching are blamed upon fiscal
and fiiaterial const.rainEs. p, L04

3j?ibid.. shrosbree, c. p. 181.
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fn" fuf P for Portsmouth comptained in 1868 about 'certain gentlemen who were on every

ionuilssron, anq a rittle change wa-s wanted'.333

i

fen years later, in New Zealand, the OR.orke Commission, 1879-1880 was sitting, enquiring

lnto the operations of the University of New Tnaland and its relations to the secondaryt^
I

Nchools of the colony. Its commissioners, five Scotsmen and five Englishmen (no women)

trvere to face similar problems.33a

I

ilhe New Znaland statutes under which the ORorke Commission operated were the

lCommissioners Powers Act, 1867, and its amendment Act of 1872. The main Act enabled

members of a commission appointed by the Governor in Council to summon any person to

attend a sitting and be examined on oath. In spite of this legislation, the commission met a

few obstacles when some educational bodies were able to take refuge from inspection behind

foundation deeds which were linked to religious denominations and endowments. To be

specific, the goveming bodies of Nelson College and Christ College Grammar School,

Christchurch and the Presbyterian Church Trust in Otago did not cooperate fully with the

commission.33-s

Even having a 'Royal'commission did not guarantee truthfulness or accuracy.

The commission, as we are informed by Cumming spent:

hours listening to witnesses, the majority of whom spoke hesitantly and made

unfustwofthy statements of a reminiscent kind.336

rtribid. shrosbree, c. D. 201.

rr{curnminq, A. 'The Making of A Royal Cornrnission: New zealand's o'Rorke Commission, Lgig -1880.' Journal of Educational Administration and Historv. 1989.

ll5op. ciL. Cwruning, A. p. 53.

r'€ibid.. p. 54.
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fhe schools mentioned above were well represented during the Currie Commission hearings
I

I

[l presented a submission) and the likely possibility of this occurring may have been a spur

ir 
deciding to make the commission non-Royal.

lhe jealousies of North versus South, Auckland against Wellington, Canterbury against

)tago, the provincialists against the supporters of central government caused dissension and

[ncertainty. 'Politics and provincial selfishness rather than disinterested endeavour to

fmprove the colony's higher education prevailed.n3T and it had 'little beneficial impact on

education within the colony'. 'Home'referred to Britain, which provided the scholastic ideas

and ideals for the ORorke Commission. This, according to Cumming, combined with the

lack of cooperation between educational bodies and led to the failure of the commission to

bring about change.

I

Jffre 
Onorke Commission, had been appointed it claimed when 'the time was ripe to make

recommendations for the improvement of education in the colony of New Zealand'. The

terms of reference for this Royal commission were wide. Its Whiggish view was that it was

right and proper to expect much from the Royal commission and it was clearly intended to

present an establishment appraisal of the established system. However this was not to be:

The countries education continued to be at the mercy of groundless opinions of dense

lawyers, the careless drafting of parliamentary bills and regulations by unobservant

civil servants, numerous party officials with no ability to manage anything, and

legislators both provincial and central, whose enthusiasm for education, especially for

girls, seldom rose higher than inditference.'3t

Another interesting recent study33e into the intricacies of the Newcastle Commission in

Britain emphasises just these aspects of the power struggle between strategic individuals and

their attempts to influence policy through commissions of enquiry. It proved to be an

endorsement of a system that the government already intended to introduce.

t"ibid. p. 52 .

t1c.. . ----l_brd. p. 55.

ileMason, D. 'Peelite opinion And The cenesis of Paynent By Resulis. The True Story of The
Newcastle Cornmission. (of 1861)'History of Education. Vo]' L?. No. 4. 1989. p. 269.
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brought (payment by results) from the margin where policy options multiply

luxuriantly and unregarded, to the centre of the political ground.34

Witnesses were asked to give evidence to the Newcastle Commission because they were

known to be in favour of 'Payment by Results'.34l

Points of comparison with Currie are clear. It seems more than coincidental that similarities

can be seen in key areas such as the appointment of chairmen, selection of commissioners,

the controlled airing of veteran campaigners views and the contrived nature of official

attempts to moderate social change through the auspices of governmental commissions.

Cornmissions on Education During the 1950s.

Immediately prior to the Currie Commission, Australian commissions were in progress and

important Canadian commissions were looking into the education services of various

provinces. A few of these very recent reports were placed before the Cunie Commission as

background resource material. Some of them, for example the Manitoba commission was,

according to the Currie Report, 'specially brought to the notice of the Commission'.'u2 They

are important because the department viewed many of them as containing information that

supported many of its own arguments.

The report of the Royal Commission on Education in Alberta.343 (t959) was remarkable in its

similarity of themes to Currie.

r4oibid. Mason, D. p. 281.

r4tibid. l"lason. D.
'systems which could be described as .paymenc for resu1t.s, r4rere already in €lxrstence,
or had been considered. rt. remains of great int.erest how t.he idea came into the
Newcastle Commission's Ehinking, and in Ehe particular terns it did- The immediaEe
anshler remains sLephen's leE.ter. To inquire further, as Eo how the idea entered his
ttrinking raises at the sarne ti:ne consideration of the commission,s choice of wi.tnessesto giive oral evidence.' p. 275.

raz consnission on Education report. p. g49.

laiReport of the Royal Commission on Education in AlberLa. Comrnenced. 3l- December 1957 andsat in Edmont.on for 200 days over 22 months. It presented 280 recommendations. obtained from
Teachers 1ibrary. Halifax, Nova scot.ia Department of EducaEion. Arcad.ia Universi-ty. WolfvilIeN.S. Canada. Hon. senator Donald Caneron l4sc. LL.D, r^ras chairman. ft is usually rlferred coas the 'cameron report'.
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It was 'Conducted with the complete co-operation of the departmentia and its 280

recommendations compared with the 340 recommendations of Cunie. Its method of

operation was by 'interviewing experts, industrialists, business men and parents'.

Unfortunately for their Education Department, unlike Currie, it was not a unanimous report.

John Cormack Q C, one of the members presented a minority report to the Lieutenant

Govemor. He did not agree with the other commissioners and claimed to be a champion for

the support of 'the forgotten parent'. As the only 'non-professional'member, he claimed to be

a traditionalist and said that the rest of the commissioners were 'of a progtessive feather'.

ln its five pages on Teacher Supply, it acts as a precursor to Currie with its claim that the

'shortage in terms of educational attainment is even greater than the shortage of numbers'.34s

They report that 'teachers must be persons of culture and be recognised as such'and that

unfortunately the 'present selection procedures thrust into the classroom persons of mediocre

ability, poor study habits, or uncertain vocational aims'.346

Their problems were related to the fact that '70Vo of teachers are women and 5/6 of teacher

trainees come from country tueas where less than half the population live. I5Vo of the

provinces teachers were choosing to leave each year, mostly to other jobs, and they go

daringly further than the discussion during the Currie hearings by suggesting that

'substantially higher salariesiaT are required, 'as teacher remuneration has fallen from 1926 -

1956 in relation to other workers'. The Currie Report was to suggest that teachers were not

being treated as professionals and yet as 'it was outside the competence of the present

commission to make recommendations upon matters beyond the jurisdiction of the

department of Education'348 the Currie Report admitted it did not wish to 'divest the

Government of its ultimate authority in the determination of the salaries of teachers'.34e

raacameron Report. p. 481.

r45cameron Report. p- 266,

tnncameron Report. pps. 269 and 271.

r4tcameron ReporE., p. 272.

raECommission on Education Report. p. 579.

iaecommission on Education Report. p. 579
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The internal contradictions are just as apparent in this Canadian report as they are in Currie.

On the one hand they want character, personaliry and health included in selection procedures

for teachers350 and yet acknowledge that '[n Canada we continue to measure a man's worth

largely in terms of his income.n5l

The Currie report was to see teachers as inculcators of a sense of values. They saw the

teacher's role as fosterins:

the inculcation ... of those attitudes in which the moral aspirations of the community

are properly reflected, responsible behaviour, feelings of tolerance and respect for

others, the appreciation of what is just and fair'.3s2

This is from a department that professes to hold no philosophy.

Likewise several of the Cameron Report recommendations;

have the express purpose ofprotecting society at large from the authoritarian zealof a

particular philosophy or philosophers.3-t3

A clear reminder of A E Campbell's claims concerning the position of the New Zealand

Department of Education. They too, like Currie, claim the prognostic power to divine the

future.

More and more boys will require an education that will qualify them for highly skilled

and professional occupations; growing numbers of girls will require preparation for

clerical and i ntermedi ate professional empl oyment. 
3sa

The glowing rhetoric that seern-s to pervade commissions on education is clearly seen in this

rcport.

l5oca*eron Report.- p. 271.

t5lcameron Report. p. 26g.

rs2Comrnission on Education Report. p. 570.

r5?camero.r Report. p. 434.

r54canne.on Report. p. 4g2.
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They claim that 'much minority opinion seems to emanate from misunderstandings and

misinterpretation'.3-55 'Briefs'as their submissions were termed, came from many groups.

Few in fact were from parents. The Catholics, The Department of Education, chambers of

Commerce, university faculties and departments, Women's Christian Temperance Union,

University Women, Property Owners Association, Kiwanis Club, Jews, Lutherans and

Ukrainian's.

The only aspect of education that they did reach consensual agreement on was the importance

of the 3 R's, the development of an enquiring mind and learning the 'habit of figuring out for

oneself.

The dissenter's views, (John Cormack Q C) are worth considering in more detail, as they

epitomise dissent of the traditional kind that surfaced and sunk during the Currie

deliberations.

He claims that;

the present educational paffern in Alberta has departed from what parents who have

appeared before us, would wish that pattern to be.3-s6

He says that:

the general unease concerning education throughout the western world, was present

everywhere in our province

and,

the professional groups left me with the impression that they found little wrong with

the system which could not be cured by the professionals [hemselves.3-s7

l55cameron Report. p. 435.

ttu.lohn Cormack. cameron ReporE. p. 512.

lst.Tohn Cormack. Minority Report. tabled wirh che Cameron Report.. p. 5.
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He saw a great divergence of opinion between professional and lay groups. The others saw it

more as reflecting the dissent of a traditionalist in the face of modern progressives.

The importance of the Cameron Report for this thesis is its close affinity with Currie, both in

the style of its deliberations and in the attempt to minimise the problems that it was really

facing.

Its recommendations, as Marshall3-t8 has pointed out 'are similar to Currie'.

The Royal Commission on Education in British Columbia was appointed on January l7 1958

urd reported in December 1960. It is interesting for its key differences to the other

departmental commissions and its similarities with Parry, the New Tnaland university based

enquiry. This commission, chaired by S. Chant produced 158 formal recommendations, some

of which resonated strongly with the Currie emendations: That religious instruction in the

schools not be extended beyond the present provisions, that more attention be given to school

libraries, that improved counselling services be provided and greater use be made of school

facilities. Other recommendations went further thiur Currie: that holding powers of rural

schools be improved and that teacher certification be upgraded.

The key aim was however clearly different:

the primary and general aim of the education system of British Columbia be that of

promoting the intellectual development of the pupils, and that this should be the

major emphasis throughout the whole school programme.s'n

It is interesting that the chairman of this commission was a dean of the University of British

Columbia. It is perhaps not surprising that its main aim of academic excellence differed

considerably from that of the Currie Commission. The British Columbia Commission only

had three members and it was constructed on lines similar to the Parry Report in New

Tnaland. As academic achievement was high on the list of recommendations, it sought to

r58op. cit. Marshal1, c. p.449

r5eBritish Columbia, Report of t.he Royal cownission on Education, 1960. in : cary F-
Goulson (1981) 'A Source Book of Royal Commissions and Other Major covernmental Ilquiries In
Canadian Education. L787 - 1978.'
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bring about changes directly in the schools in terms of changing curricula, programmes of

study and method, all of which accorded with its stated purpose. This does suggest that those

commissions operating under the auspices of universities have different agendas and differing

objectives to those commissioned by the government through education managers.

The Royal Commission on Education in Manitoba which was appointed on 15 May 1957 and

reported on 30 November 1959, had five members and was chaired by Ronald MacFarlane.

It was to be a 'general'report, with emphasis upon: administration, finance, buildings,

curriculum and standards, supply, training and employment of teachers, inspectors, special

education, libraries, school attendance and its enforcement. There were, in total l2 specific

areas to report on. Its recommendations were:

More financial aid to be given.

That equalization of educational opportunity be sought.

That larger administrative units be adopted.

That entrance requirements to teacher training be upgraded.

That the teachers'college be affiliated to the university.

That standards of inspectors be raised.

We see from all the Canadian commissions of the time, that there was an overriding concern

with improving the academic standard of teachers, and with the need to convince the

government to put more money into education. Around these central issues, the conflict of

traditionalist arguments and liberal egalitarian ideology generated the other

recommendations. These in turn seemed to be in accordance with the views of the chairman

of each commission

We can also note the important similarities and the relatively minor differences in underlying

problems that faced these commissions in all the countries referred to and the important

differences between those commissions that were university based and those which were

controlled by the Department of Education. The prevailing liberal progressive tenor of the

arguments put forward by the bureaucracy, complemented moves which were designed to

lead to greater centralization and larger geographical educational areas. The maintenance of

the continuing myth of equality through schooling was common to all the commissions of the
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time. The cantankerousness of each parent who wanted individual advancement for their

own child, however, frustrated the efforts of the centralists who were trying to design a

system of schools that would mesh with the political economy.

There were still vestiges of the nineteenth century 'elite'commissions within the Commission

on Education 1962 and other overseas commissions. The attitudes of the chairman and many

of the commissioners to poorer sections of society, the unquestioned belief in the tradition of

academic excellence and elite schools and the acknowledgement of higher powers in society

who or which could arbitrarily delimit the scope of the commission's deliberations. The

'style'of commissions was however changing. Commissioners were chosen from a different

social class than the commissioners of the nineteenth and early twentieth century. Under the

influence of the Department of Education, teacher unions, research organizations and

'experts', a certain liberality entered their discourse and they ranged over a broader area of

1 
education in what they would have professed to have been a more 'consultative'way.

Education was viewed in a wider perspective than earlier commissions, with an

understanding that economic and social forces were key factors in the formation and growth

of the schooling system.

Commissions in the 1950s seemed to be both reflecting state bureaucratic aims aurd mediating

between these aims and the conflicting ideals of those outside the immediate policy

community. The great mass of the general 'public'as in past commissions continued to be

non participants.

A noticeable factor in the comparison of commissions in the 1950s in Australi4 Canada and

New Zealand, was their underlying unity of purpose, their structural similarities and their

common belief system. These consistent principles and aims included egalitarianism, future

planning, central control enhancement and 'citizenship'advanced through 'consultative'

channels. They appear as colrlmon threads in those commissions that were organized by

Departments of Education. The university based reports (including the Sir David Hughes

Parry Report on New 7*aland Universities, 1959.) presented a more elitist and sectorial view

of educational purpose, making no pretence of involving the general public.



ln
The eady sixties wils a time of commissions. It has been shown that several commissions

were operating in Commonwealth countries around the time of Currie and that to a large

degree they were attempting to deal with similar issues. The premise has been that

commissions qua commissions are cornparable in terms of structural factors, inherent

limitations and regulated processes. The cornparisons that have been made are longitudinal

over time and latitudinal amongst concurrent commissions and it has been demonsbated that

the factors of structural control, delimiting terms of reference, and the shadowy nature of their

genesis are comparatively common-
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SECTION THREE: PROCESS

This section explores the main issues confronting the commission and how topics were

processed by the Department of Education through the terms of reference. It notes how the

selection of the chairman and the selection of the commissioners aided this process. The

department's organizational arrangements and methods circumscribed discourse, who said

what, where, when and how, demonstlating the managed nature of the process. The section

places the commission into a larger perspective in which the orchestrated venting of protest in

a planned and co-ordinated way can be seen as tending to obscure bureaucratic control. Under

the guise of a pluralistic democracy, the state acting through the Department of Education

maintained its hegemonic control and its license to act.

CHAPTER 8

The Chairman. Memberc and Supnorters

In this section, there is discussion of the reasons why this particular form of enquiry was

chosen to examine the education system of New Zealand in 1960, including commentary on

the selection of the chairman and commissioners,360 the explicit assumption being that

personnel and organizational structures circumscribed the activities and recommendations of

the commission. Controls on the channels of communication, regulated the message and the

medium, demonstrating how the state and its seryants exercised a powerful influence over the

?rocess of the commission. Commentary on the actual submissions and the departmental

response to them brings attention back to the importance of the class interests of the policy

eli[e.

Witlt the benefit of hindsight and the tools of modem theory it is possible to look back at the

educetional changes of the nineteen fifties and sixties from what can be an anachronistic

high-point using modernist, and 'deconstructive'techniques and understandings. Foucauldian

philosophical interpretations or the sociological expositions of Polantzas for example can

provide theoretical models on which to base pragmatic analysis. These writers use well-

developed, powerful explanatory theories and concepts which caur be used to explicate the

160A short biography of each commissioner is included in the appendices of this chesi-s.
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past and to revalue history. The actors of that past however, obviously did not have the

advantage of historical perspective from the vantage point of the 1990's, although they did

have their own historical vantage point and their own theories. The problems faced by

politicians and the bureaucratic responses were more immediate, their actions often reactions,

their responses variable according to competing aims and beliefs. What provided the

motivation for the actors of a past era becomes part of a complex pattern of political and

ideological manoeuvring. To escape from what is often an illusory shifting image of the past

requires sharp re-focusing. This in-depth study of the educational policy community3ul during

a relatively short period of time is an attempt to focus attention more upon the actions of the

individuals who make up those elusive pressure gtoupstut; the governmental bodies, the

unions, the Department of Education and the locarl boards of education. Education, as a key

governmental arena, during the twentieth century, is extensive and its importance to a large

number of individuals is highlighted by the sheer numbers of interest and pressure groups that

have formed to try to influence the policy making process. Their actual influence upon policy

' however is debatable. As an aside to the key question of whether individuals or groups can

effectively make a difference, it remains clear that these policy groups are made up of

individuals often with their own ambitions aurd vested interests who 'believe'that they can

effiect policy. The belief in often couched in terms of a pluralistic partnership. Some may

appear as more altruistic individuals forming the vanguard of progressive charnge who are

'well-meaningly'trying to encourage educational reform for societal good but the relationship

\ between ambition, personal interest, altruism and class interests is complex for policy
I

\makers. Noeline Kyle in her study of rural schools and the state in New South Wales has

emphasised this aspect in the pragmatic approach of an Australian Department of Education;

Historical analysis of how policy is determined and how it has been implemented

presents a broader view of the intersection of geography and educational development

' in New South Wales. The invasion of mass elementary schooling into country New

South Wales was not a copy book policy plan. White male bureaucrats, intent on

forging their own destinies as much as those of poor white children, had no grand

16rr have clained EhaE t.he community is sel-f defined within deparcmen!.al paramet.ers.

r6?Hogan, D. 'Examinatj-ons, MeriE and Morals;..' L9g2. - has recently eflphasised Ehe
i-mportance of a consideracion of purposeful erct.j.on of school officials, whiih .reguires some
notlon of ideology and some accounE of the intricaEe incerplay of inE,ention and ideolog.y,.
p. 34.
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plan for equality and quality. They appeared to have no great vision. They were

pragmatists.363

In the same way as she sees the 'small rural schools as being anathema to city policy makers"

so too the Maori schools in New Tnaland,were effectively expunged from the system with the

support of the Currie Commission. Importantly, the 'ideological and political dimensions "'

often ignored or underplayed the real advantages of the small bush school'3s in a similar way

as the clear benefits of rural Maori schools were overlooked and the claimed benefits of

district highs were emphasised in 1962.36s

Recent attempts at explaining educational change and policy initiatives have rediscovered the

importance of the individual actor in the process. For example, Hogan, Ball, Kogan' Salter

and Tapper, McPherson and Raab, Knight, Ozga and to some degree Cremin366 have

interviewed key people in the process of educational change and although often stopping

short of conspiratorial theory have identified collusion, trading off of policies and background

politicking as important parts of educational advance. (C E. Beeby as ex-Director of New

ZnalandEducation in his recent autobiography, records how mistakes that are made in

education 'for political reasons are peculiarly difficult to correct because the reasons for them

can rarely be openly admitted1.367 An investigation of interpersonal interactions based upon

primary data suggests the need for a State or elite grounded theory, to challenge the many

'6 
tKyle.

ol-onial New

i 6n ibid -

N. 'Policy poLltics, parsimony and pragBaLism: The sEaEe and the rural school in
souch walei'. Historir of Educaeion. 1990 vol'19 no'1 p' 54'

Kyle, N. p. 48-

r65The New Zealand Herald 2S/6/1960, carried Lhe headline 'Protesl at cheap educaEion.

corlncry-pupirs not treatea rairly'. (see appendices)

t..BaII, S. .I. .polit.ics and Policy making in education. Explorations in policy
so.r\orJiii. idsg. ""p""iaLly the gov"rntnent id.ri"ot" and civil servar'ts who were 'Lire

ii"rr\it""t= of Lhe nalional surriculum and naEional-!""t-ilgl
i"r", n. BaIl, s wiLh cotd, A 'Reforming Education and Changing Schools, Case Studies

In PdjliLical Soci.ology.' (1992).
i'"rilisn.",--C. 

t.T1; 
M"fi.g- of Tory Education Policy in PosL war Brj-Eain, 1950-1986'' 100n

on the: i-rnportance of a few key conservative preservaEionisls',
satLer,g.andTapper,T..PowerandPolicyinEducaLion.Thecaseofindependenc

school.ing' . 1985.
Fisher, p. ,External examinations in Secondary schools in England and Wales 1944-

Lg64'.1982, In witicir ire tiqttLignt. the inportance ot individuals in the generation of new

legislation.
Kogan, M. 'The Politics of EducaLional Change'' L97B'
Mason, D- presents an hisEorical account of the importance one man, Fitzjames

sEephen, had in introducc.ing 'Payment-by-resultss' inEo trhe thinking of the NewcasLle

cornirission. in 'peelite opinion and the genesis of payment by resulEs.'
cerwitz, s. and ozga, J- ,parcneiship pluralism and educaLional policy: a

reasses6ment'..Tour. Educalion Policy. vol'5, No'L, 1990' pp 37-48

r5?..- r:it-- Beebv. C. E. 'aiography of an ldea'' L992 p' 276'
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pluralist attempts to explain policy. The pluralistic emphasis upon 'partnership', hides

fundamental 'elite'and 'class'considerations which could provide a more accurate assessment

of policy process. The difficulty in apportioning influence to individuals, lies in the

complexity and secrecy of interactions between key insiders and the contradictions inherent

in many political and ideological statements. Whilst acknowledging that this complexity is

certainly coffect, research often stops short of an identification of where the ultimate power in

educational policy lies, a state centred theory could explicate this problem although the initial

progenitor of policy remains frustratingly elusive. It appears that individuals effect policy

according to the degree in which it reflects bureaucratic state and capital requirements.

Amorphous groups like the New Right or quasi-governmental bodies are often ciled today as

influencing policy, with vague suggestions that one or two individuals in strategic positions

of power, control the high ground.368 Peter Fisher, in his research into examinations in

secondary schools has demonstrated the importance of individuals in the generation of new

legislation in England and Wales.36' Sharon Gerwitz and Jenny Ozgf7o have noted how in

Britain, 'the Ministry succeeded in establishing its tri-partite policy within a public

framework of negotiation and the local autonomy, couched in a rhetoric which played down

'control and direction'. This was done with 'the co-operation - even collusion - between

off,rcials'.371 A problem with policy studies of recent change is that they may be too close to

the real actors to achieve an accurate understanding of power relationships which is lost in the

smoke of hegemonic and ideological battles. It is often difficult to see the ramifications and

indeed the unintended consequences of political action until much later and hence the

perpetrators of change may not be obvious from close up.ttt

'r68crace, G. and Lauder, H. on t.he influence of the Treasury and the 'NewRight' in New
zealand Education policy maJcinq- crace, G. sociaL Policy Reforrn Session Feb 1988 Victoria
Univ. 'welfare Labourism V the New Rights, Educat.ion, commodity or eublic cood?, Labour and
education: The crises and settlements of education po1icy.,

Lauder, H. 'The Neb, Right and Education Policy in New Zealand. and; (eE al) 'The
Third wave; a critigue of the New Zealand t.reasury,s report on education,-

3tt'Fisher, P. 'External Eixaminations In Secondary schools In England And wales 1944- 1964,.
1982. rn which his dehailed account of the inr.roduction of the c.s.E. hiqhlights the key
roles played by Beloe and Roseveare and the fact chat. public need was ascertained wiEhout any
recourse to pu-blic opinion.

rTocewicz, s and Ozga,
'J. of Ed. Poli VoL. 5,

J. 'Partnership, pluralism and educational policy: a reassessment.,
Nol-, 1990. pps 3?-48.

rtlibid. cer,ritz & ozga p. 46.

]?2Boudon, R. 'The Unintended consequences of social AcL.ion,. l-9g4.

\
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As well as the difficulty of tracking policy into practice, researchers face the added diffrculty

of the often conflicting evidence of grounded research and current theory. As Silver has

commented 'the tension between abstractions, generalities and theorizing on the one hand

and concrete experience on the other hand has been central to historical debate3?3 Salter and

Tapper and McPherson and Raab have higtrlighted this tension in their studies of the

networking of key figures in education. It is often through the idiosyncratic actions of

individual power brokers, that theoretical liberalism has been lost to the incessant demands of

practical realism.3Ta It is precisely this tension that creates the rhetoric surrounding education.

It is with these thoughts in mind that it becomes useful to make an in-depth study of a

specific, clearly delineated period of educational change, in this case the years 1960-1962in

New Zeadand using oral histories, and written history to explore the effectiveness of

individuals and groups in the perpetuation of a manageable system.37-s The recognition is that

individuals shape the system at the same time as they are shaped by it but some individuals

have a much better chance of influencing policy than others. McPherson and Raab have

recently sought 'to relate individual identity and the micro-politics of personal relationships

to a wider analysis of powernTu . Similarly this thesis seeks to situate the commission on

Education in its micro-political dimension and explore its place in state power and control

mechanisms. In so doing it relates theories of policy with the histories of policy.

The Commission on Education was set up at governmental level using trusted members of

the education profession and was instigated at a time when the 'consensus'philosophy was

still workable but was increasingly under attack. As Silver notes:

Governments appoint committees and commission research when they already have a

target and wish to legitimate their existing opinions.377

l?3siLver, H. 'Education Change and the policy process,. 1990. p.9

lTat>p. ciL. Soler and Openshaw have spoken of che currenL need to inrresE.igaLe ,"Ehe role
of certain 'catal-yst' groups or individuals,'. J"992. p. 24.

"tHogan, D. using an essentially Foucauldian perspecEive, noEes that 'explaining
historical events requires atLenEion to both human ageney and inLentionality,. - Hogan, D.
'Exa$inations, meri.t, and morals: The Market. revolution and disciplinary power in
PhiLadelphia's Pu,bl-ic Schools, 1838-1868., HSE/RHE 4, I L992. p. 34.

:75op. cit. McPherson and Raab, 'Governing EducaEion.. p. xii.
rttsilver, H. ,EducaLion, Change and the policy process.. p. 25
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It may be viewed as the long final chapter in the drive by reformers to extend and consolidate

mass schooling. It represented the final demise of those who espoused the Fraser/Beeby

dream of an egalitarian, government-led, stable society. As the NruI noted at the time, the

commissions purpose was to 'direct National thought in this decade of development'. They

sought to take control of public opinion. The report itself admits that for example that its

recommendation to institute more tests was 'designed purposely to allay public disquiet'1?8

Even after the rapid increase in population during the preceding decade, New Zealand still

had a relatively small population and this is an advantage for the researcher in that it makes

pressure groups more identifiable for anerlysis and makes it easier to locate definable grcups

of key players. Thirty years historical distance is helpful for a research study as some of the

more inflammatory topics have cooled and yet interviews with some of the key people who

were intimately involved in the policy process was still possible. Also, and probably most

importantly, the government embargo on the departmental records of the commission have

only recently been lifted, so it is the first time that a researcher has been able to look at the

full transcripts and the departmental archive materials. As is detailed later in the chapter on

oral submissions, the verbatim evidence of the commission was vast in quantity and the

background papers and documents provide invaluable primary evidence although the sheer

quantity of materiail makes it difficult for any casual observer to get to the heart of the report,

and its deliberations. The attempted justification of resource allocation at a national level

alongside system adjustments at micro level, are complex and mystiffing as is demonstrated

by the recent educational reform acts in New Zealand and the United kingdom which exhibit

this same quality. It must be remembered in what follows that although the members of the

ccmmission were visible and prominent in the process, it was specific supporting individuals

sunounding the commission who were often of more strategic importance and were certainly

the key actors who had the power to translate the commission's findings into practice. If they

so chose, they could also marginalize the more divergent opinions and sideline the

opposition. These mandarins will be the subject of a later chapter which looks behind the

scenes at the priorities of departmental officials and potiticians who were influential in

making changes.

"*Com*. on Ed. Report. p. 37.
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As already noted, there was no single purpose for the commission. It corresponded with an

era of international commissions on education as well as acting as a response to the media

incited moral panics that were embarrassing a new Labour government. The central

involvement of the Department of Education, whose efforts it eventually ratified, meant it

also provided a role and platform for key educational commentators as it sought to validate

liberal change within the schools. No one particular aim seemed more important than the

others.

As an important government enquiry which arguably had the potential for altering discourses

about education, it was immediately of great importance to choose the right people to serve

on the commission. This chapter on 'Members and supporters'establishes the criteria under

which the members of the commission were chosen. Those chosen had an informed

understanding of the practicalities within New Zealand schools and had a stake in the system

as it then operated. They were philosophically in tune with the tenor of departmental thinking

and were able to arrive at an equitable, unanimous and non contentious set of

rccommendations, They represented major players in the educational hierarchy yet had a

moderate approach without being too strident in their demands. This was to be a

Commission leading to a report which would provide positive support and enhancement for

conservative and pro-department educational interest groups as well as validating the

Department of Education's past and current attempts to create order in a rather chaotic

system. It was to show the public that everyone was doing their best in difficult times. The

Currie Report would enhance and endorse the department, justiff the course that was being

followed by the educational officials and government, and hopefully provide the authority to

act. Competing interests were to be pacified and the mythical nature3Te of consensual

progress was to be even more ideologically entrenched. The problems in schools and the

community would not however go away and whilst the commission sat and reviewed the

departmental progress of the previous thirty years the strident demands of those sections of

dissatisfred clientele continued somewhat muted in the background.3so The ne*spupe.s38l

'?eBeeby, C. E. 'The Place of Myth In Educational Change', in N.Z. Listener, I NovenJcer
1986,

380op. cit. Soler and Openshaw, 1992 refer to'the irresist.ibLe infrasr.ructure of
churches, women's orgalizations, educat.ional and youth groups,. p. 24.

lBlMcculroch, G. 'serpent in Lhe garden', conservative prot,est., E.he .New Right,, and Nerr,
Zealand Educational History- in History of Educati-on Review Vol. 20, no.f t99t page 73.Thispaperinc]'udesimportantpoin!sre@aciveinfIuenceexertised
throug:h the media and public opinion which work in anEithesis to the prevalling ideological
myth.
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had the ambiguous task of presenting the confident claim-s of the commission that all was

well with education and yet at the same time report instances of delinquency, truancy,382

racial problems and discipline problems in the schools. 'Education system cannot escape

trial'proclaimed the editorial of the New Zealand Herald on Saturday 12 March 1960. The

process was not to be so simple however. [n its attempt to marginalize the troublemakers and

those with divergent views, the commission had to be powerful enough to quash the contrary

views that were put forward and yet not strong enough to commit the government to radical

change. To achieve this careful balancing act, (befween state, civil society and capital) the

choice of who should sit on the commission and chair it, became of the utmost importance.

The selection of Currie as chairman was therefore controversial. The Minister and the

Director with the assistance of the chief research officer, Keith Sheen, were responsible for

selecting the members to sit on the commission. (during interviews with key personnel, no

one admitted carrying out this task, although K. Sheen wrote to all the commissioners with an

invitation to take paft).383 The selection would have been done on the advice of important

educational bodies and inJluential individuals. For example, it was reported that J.W

Armstrong was the NZEI nominee selected by dominion president Hawkins. J. L. Cameron

became the post primary inspectors'representative. Ron Cumberworth was selected to

represent the technical education lobby. Professor Colin Bailey was the university education

representative and an NZFI nominee. Suitabiliry was judged by the organizers of the

commission after recommendations from the professional organizations. Informal contacts

between the department and these important educational bodies would have resulted in the

short-listing of possible members at an earlier stage. These relationships are explored further

in the section on individual commissioners. Nominations and affiliations are highly relevant

in explaining the non-controversial nature of the proceedings. The recording of these

affiliations make it clear that the members of the commission were not 'lay people'as has

often been claimed.

rqzrn Sept.ember 1961 the Auckland board reported 69 prosecuEions for irregular at.tendance
39 Prlinary, 29 posc- primary and private. 235 warnings had been given.

3srlBeeby, C. E. has recently ackrowledged that Lhe Mj-nister set up the Currie Comnission
and that he, at the personal request of Sir David Smith (Uni-v. of N.Z.) and Ehe l4ini-ster u"as
resrJonsible for the negotiations that enabled Currie to become chairperson-
'T.n February. the Minist.er set up che Currie Commission r.o review t.he whole educaEion system
b'blow the university level, wit.h both professional and lay members. and wiEh Ehe widest. E,erms
ctf reference. I welcomed the move, and at the personal request of the MinisE.er and of Sir
pavid Smilh, chancellor of Ehe universiEy, T underr.ook t.he delicate negotiations thaE enabled
Sir George Currie to relinquish his post as vice-chancellor and becorne che fuIl time chairman
of che conunission- Apart from thaL I Look no part whatever in setting up the commission'.
BeebDr, C. E. 'The Biography of an ldea' L992. p. 193.
Whitehead, C. has noted that the Thomas corunit.tee November 1942, 'was recruited under Beeql's
directj-on'. 'The Thornas Report -a study in educat.ional reform'. NZJES VoI. 9 No.1 19?4, p.
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It is interesting to look at how the NnI viewed the setting up of the commission and the

choice of commissioners. The report of Hawkins, the dominion president, in September 1959

stated:

I do not think that the institute could be satisfied with a commission comprising a few

people as the present decision of the Government can be said to arise from

representations by the executive following remits asking that a Royal commission be

established. More recently the public outcry supported and led by certain newspapers

against the 'play-way'and falling standards doubtless forced the Government to set up

the commission. If that is a fair deduction, the public is not likely to agree to anything

but a representative commission, peripatetic, and hearing evidence both verbal and

written. We know that the selection of the chairman has been giving the Minister

some concern and as far as I know, the chairman has not yet been found. My own

view is that it is essential that a chairman should be selected from overseas. The

immediate point of these notes is to suggest that we should have a representative from

the NEI on the commission and that we should now be giving serious consideration

to the type of person we want..... We, (Mr Ashbridge and Mr Hawkins) both feel that

perhaps Mr J. Armstrong who is retiring from Teachers Collegen Dunedin, would be a

suitable nominee. Other names we thought of were Professor Bailey, George Parkyn,

David Forsyth and lrs Meek.

It is intriguing how well this letter prefigured what actually happened in the commission and

names two of the eventual commissioners.

Who then were the members of the commission and what part did they, as individuals, play in

the process leading to the 1964 Education Act in New TnaIand?

Sir George Currie, the chairman was vice chancellor to the University of New Zealand in

Wellington and continued to hold both positions throughout the commission. It was to be his
final contribution to New Ze,alandeducational policy formation. There was a possibiliry that

Sir George might become chairman of the new University Grants Committee that was being
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established with the changes to the University of New Tnaland and its constituent colleges.

Dr Beeby recorded that he had played a part ... in discussing with George Currie:

whether he should take the chairmanship of the commission or seek the chairmanship

of the new University Grants Committee that was to be set up.tto

Sir George Cumie was appointed for a limited tenure and was expected to end his relationship

with the New Zealand policy community at the end of the commission.

Currie left the country to return to Australia before the report of the commission was tabled in

the house and it was left to Mr Bolt, one of the commissioners to actually present the report to

Mr Tennant the new Minister of Education. The appointment of Currie to the chair of the

commission, is important because it underlines the complex ilray of forces and influences

that lead to the appointment of any particular person to this sort of enquiry. Keith Sheen

(secretary to the commission and later Director of Education), had this to say about the

appointment of George Currie:

He came out of the blue a bit, I think it was because he was available. He was from

the University of New Znaland. You see before our report on the commission on

Education there was a report, the Hughes Parry Report on Universities and Sir George

was the last chairman principal of the university of New Znaland...I was on the

Grants Comminee myself later on, and so was Amold Campbell before me... George

Currie was chairman from the beginning. He had an accident at New Plymouth Girls

High school. Bruce Allen was principal of the school then. He (Cunie) suffered a

very bad accident on his knee, 1960. It was set up by that time. I had been appointed

secretary and I was in some worry the chairman might change for I knew George

Currie. Id met him somewhere. I dont know how I meet people and he struck me as

an admirable choice for chairman.lss

and later in the same interview:

lt4ln a Lett.er from Lhe ex DirecLor of Education to Ehe auEhor daLed 28 Julv l-990.

ss5Transcribed personal interview lriEh Keith Sheen ttuledin. January 1990.
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It was a solid commission. [t would not have suited Currie to have a Royal

commission. He was at his best in an informal situation ... might have been why he

handled it so we11...... George Currie's style of running a commission was in an

informal way. He and Lady Margaret had us round to talk and so on.

The political appointment by Skoglund is clear, what is not so obvious is under whose advice

he was operating. In the absence of contrary evidence, it may be supposed that A E.

Campbell in consultation with Nordmeyer and David Smith, the Chancellor of Victoria

University were crucial in the selection of Currie to the position. There is no written evidence

to prove this categorically.

Sir George Currie

Cunie was an interesting choice as chairman. He was born on 13 August 1896 on a two

hundred acre farm in Deskford, Banffshire3s6 a North- eastem province of Scotland and

resided there until his late teens. He attended the Keith Grammar School, which had strong

academic grammar traditions, and later Aberdeen University, where he met his wife to be,

who was a lecturer at that university.s*t Th"y married at lnverurie on 5 April 1923. The

Scottish influence was not lost on respondents and Commissioners who often commented

upon the 'strange northern accents'. At various times Currie would lapse into Northern

, hemisphere recollections of youth and had to be reminded that the 'far East'for example was
I

really 'the near North'. He displayed a benign confidence and natural authority during the

proceedings. He was highly regarded by the department and played an effective conciliatory

role with supportive words to say about the system and thc cfforts that those within the

edtrcational bureaucracy were rnaking and he appears in the re-reading of the minutes to have

had a shrewd awareness of the policy making process. He was fully aware of the boundaries

withjn which he was to operate and was well briefed by the department. Currie, during the

comnrittee briefings, declared that the educational system consisted of:

'many problems lumped together, and my aim is to detach them one-by-one'.

rB6The author was able t.o vis.iE. currie's birEhplace and school in Scotland. June l-991, to
speak Lo oLher family members and later visit Perth, Australia, to speak wiEh some colLea$tes
of Currie aL lhe Universicy of Western Aust.ralia.

lETBanffshire Herald report. saturday g,January 1950. and 12 May 1984,
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We would today view him as a traditionalist with a Scottish canniness. Coming from a

farming background in Scotland and with his personal experience of a small close-knit rural

primary school, he really had limited knowledge of the system of schools in the fast growing

urban areas of New Zealand, although he would have recognised the organization and

philosophy of some of the South Island traditional schools, which maintained strong Scottish

traditions.3*t He was happy to visit the outlying Maori schools of Rotorua and the Bay of

Plenty he declared, because he was 'very interested in finding out about the Maori people'. Sir

George Cunie and Muriel May escorted by Keith Sheen visited some schools in these areas

but unfortunately did not visit the schools in the East Cape and the far North where some of

the most challenging problems existed. As mentioned elsewhere, it became increasingly

difficult for the commission to really get a clear picture of what was going on in the Maori

schools, as Maoris were so under-represented at the hearings. In debate with Mrs Maitara

(Northland College) Currie says:

Might I suggest that a solution to the Maori problem might be the way the Scots re-

invaded England after England had defeated them, educated all the people, took over

the Government through the McDonalds and MacMillans and so forth and that kind

of solution might be for the Maoris...

It is obvious you are Scotch sir (laughter).38e

Since Aberdeen University in 1923 and a degree in agriculture, George Currie had a rapid rise

id fortunes during sixteen years of organizing research into cotton and noxious weeds in

between managing his uncle's cotton farms in Queensland,3eo and working for the Council for

Scientific and industrial Research. After completing his doctorate in science at Aberdeen in

1936 (George Currie's doctoral thesis was entitled 'The symbiotic association between

388.f1dred-crigs, S. 'A sout.hern centry', lras however pointed ouc E.ha! ,'the t\rpical south
Island landowner....was an upper-c1ass Englisbman. Scotsmen were numerous, buL not as much as
some rewisioaisEs of the 'aristocratic myEh' would have us beliewe". p.?6. The Boards of
Governors of Ehe 'elitisc schools' pp. 84, 158. were overly represenLed in the sutnnissions of
l-960. The conservatiwe bastions of private schooling, religious education and aestheE.ic
curriculum subjecEs of l-ast cenEury were still t.he underlyingr conflicts in 1960.

3telnterrogat.ions 38 M 2.

leoceorge Alexander Currie was managrer of
assistant ent.ornologisL, Dept. of Agrriculture
craduates L901-l-925. Aberdeen University.

Salter EsEate co. Ltd.. Koumal-a, Queensfand;
and Stock, Brisbane. Recorded in E.he Roll of
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nematodes and gall insects in gall formation in eucalypts (1936)), he became Professor of

Agriculture at Perth (1939-1940). There was evidently some controversy over this earlier

appointment in Australia:

Dr Currie was quick to live down any resentment caused by the manner of his

appointment; he was, indeed, able to exploit the fact that he had been long enough in

occupancy of a chair to see the universitie's academic problems from within. He

never-the-less maintained something of the detachment, and therefore the

independence, of one who, though in the university since 1939, had not yet become an

established part of its academic family before he became its administrative head.

Again, the circumstances of the war and its aftermath gave the Vice-Chancellor

opportunities peculiarly suited to his experience and his personality.tn'

George Currie had arrived at Perth during continuing debate and acrimony over the status of

agricultural education in the State of Western Australia. The preceding battles over the

relative status and influence of technological, basic and academic research based agricultural

education and the eventual setting up of the Faculty of Agriculture at the University of

Western Australia has been recently analyzed by White.3e2

The role of Curie within this process presaged his later efforts in New Znaland.

Two years after arriving at Perth he became Vice Chancellor of that University, where he is

remembered as a practising Christian, and a Rotarian who:

liked to air his French .........he had an extensive and up-to-date repertoire of 'shaggy

dog stories'and their equivalent. He was perhaps least happy and effective in the

i more formal functions favoured by society with a capital S.3e3

Whilst at the Universiry of Western Australia, Dr George Currie and Mrs Currie attempted to

facilitate inter-faculty staff discussions and generate more and improved contacts between

senatcrs and staff, however it was recorded by Alexander that he failed because:

lelAlexander. F. 'Campus at Crawley'. UniversiEy of western

le2whib.e. u.A. 'Ag'riculEural Education in Western Aust.raLia:
(esp. pps. 11-14).

rerop. cic. Alexander, F. p. 283.

AusEralia 1963. p. 271.

HisEorical Perspectives'
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some of the more sophisticated among the staff scoffed at the value of Tuart House

(the venue) seminars, at which wives were present and which might even degenerate

into the current Currie parlour game. A few also resented the absence of a generous

and varied supply of liquor ....the second full-time Vice Chancellor had

not only the native shrewdness of the Scot but also a certain administrative toughness.

He knew how to hit very near the belt when the principle at stake seemed to him to

demand such action.3ea

When George Currie left Crawley, in May 1952,'at the height of his powers'it was

recognised by Alexander who has written about this part of Currie's life, that it typified:

the restlessness of his spirit and his continuing search for new fields of activity while

still grappling with problems of the old. This impatience, of which Dr. Currie's

friends were very conscious, certainly produced results; it could also lead to impulsive

actions not always fully thought through.3es

Ten years later he arrived as Vice Chancellor to the University of New Zealand. His

Australian work is remembered in the botanical community by having the honour of having a

species of grass seed named after him in its latin form (Curriae).

After the last sitting of commission, Currie returned to Australia almost immediately. In spite

,, of a request by him to return to present the report, he was not invited to do so. Later when
\
past retirement age, he chaired a Commission on Higher Education in Papua New Guinea.

Colin Bicklers profrle of Sir George Currie3e6, comments that his 'behind the scenes

influence'was of great extent and records him as being 'a genial gentleman, but all steel

inside'. He was an adherent of intellectualism and would have valued mental effort (a point

of intcrest in relation to his clash with Beeby over 'accrediting'early in the decade). He never

did fully understand the 'large percentage of academically non-able'and during the hearings

seaibid. Alexander, F.

touibid. Alexander. p.

'nuBickler, c.'Profile

pps.212-274.

274.

of Sir George Currie' Educacion. March 1962 pps. 20-23.
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was quite startled by the reports of the piteous situation in some of the nations schools.

Bickler says that 'watching him at senate meetings, sitting quietly, smiling knowingly,

through the most acrimonious debates between rival university leaders, one always felt that in

the long run he would be in control'.3e7 'Above all he has a fine ability to co-ordinate and

synthesise diverging view-points'. It is reported that Sir George got on better with his classics

master in the Scottish Keith Grammar School than he did with his maths teacher (Bickler p

2l).tnt His mastery with words was apparent throughout the hearings. Bickler reports that

Currie did not like to write things down but loved to develop the logical argument in the true

classicist tradition. A professor who worked in his department at Perth informed the author

that George Currie's writing was often illegible and recounted the story of receiving a memo

from George Currie which the professor was unable to read. He wondered how to get around

the problem and resorted to asking George Currie's secretary to translate the memo. She could

not read it either and suggested he go and ask George Currie to read it to him, which he did.

However George could not read his own writing and said it probably was not of any great

importance and threw it in the rubbish bin. His verbal wit came to the fore at several points

during the hearings, for example when complainants criticized the poor writing of scholars he

reported that people criticised the standards of hieroglyphics at the time of the pharaohs. He

is the major reliever of tension with his personal asides and references to the lighter personal

incidents that occurred during the sinings. 'He loved telling Scotch storjesnee Here was a

man who could be trusted to achieve the correct balance between the classical

, reformists/preservationists (those who sought to include more basics and the maintenance of
\
\ standards in the schools) and those progressives with reformative ideas that had, during the
\
\directorship of Beeby, been able to a degree to incorporate their ideas into the recommended
\

ctlrriculum of the primary schools. The myth of equality of opportunity would have been
\

ea$,ily recognised in his Scottish homeland. The New Zealand myth took a similar line of

argqment.ano Sir George Currie exercised a temperate but unquestioned control over the

expression of some of the extremist views that were starting to proliferate in the newspapers

rttibid. Bickler, c. p. 23.

iD8Currie's at.t.iEude t.o curriculum was clear during the NzEr oral submisslon in which he
said that t.here was less emphasis than he would have liked on uhe 'old fashioned way of
schooling' (reporEed also in Ehe Dominion. see appendices) "

lseKeith sheen inlerviei,, ,January 1990.

a00op. cie. And.erson, R.D. 'Education and OpporEunity in Victorian scotland', l-983. for
the Scottish interpretation of rhe equality myth.
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and guided the commission through the mine-field of potential controversy surrounding

educational policy discussion. His standing as Vice Chancellor of the University gave him

the respect of the other commissioners and enabled him to speak with the voice of knowledge

and authority. His control of discourse was unchallenged throughout the two years.

Currie was an outsider as far as the school system in New 7*,aland was concerned. He was a

university person from overseas and in this sense was suitable from the NZI point-of-view

as he might possibly provide a comparative view of education internationally. He was also

suitable from the department's view as he was unaware of the differences and problems in

New Zealand schools in any depth. Currie, had no particular axe to grind as he had very little

to do with New Zealand schools, however, he did show interest in the Maori education

question (even though it was not one of the terms of reference) and during the time of the

Commission, and as already mentioned, accompanied by Muriel May and the departmental

secretary Keith Sheen, visited Rotorua and the Bay of Plenty. Nothing was written at the

time, but later notes were made by Currie which were developed by the secretary into the

Section on Maori education (Chapter 8).

Although George Currie couldnt write, he never-the-less wrote the one on Maori ...

well he produced a basis and I expanded it and he accepted it.a0l

ln a letter to David Smith Q Coo'dated 2 February 1960, Currie reported that the Government

had asked him to chair a projected committee on education which he considered 'an onerous

tpublic duty'and goes on to inform David Smith that he would not be available for

consideration as chairman of the new University Grants Committee.403 He was keen to

corttinue as the Vice Chancellor of the University until the end of 196l as he says his position

had been terminated 'earlier than anyone could have foreseen at the time of my

aorInterview with Keit.h Sheen tfan.L990. Drnedin.

aozDavid smich was born in Dunedin 1888 and wrote on agricultural coll-eges 1959/1950 and
Lechnology 1957. He was a life member ot t.he Maori EducaLional Foundation. As Chancellor of
the UniversiEy of New zealand, he was irnrolved wiEh Beeby in the appoinEment of George Currie
!o the chair of the Corunission.

aorBeeby, C. E. informed the author by leE.ter 28 JuIy 1990 'Ehe only part I took in the
set.Eing up of the commission vras at the speclfj-c request of Ehe minister and of the
Chancellor of the university of N.2., Sir David Smith, in discussinq wiEh ceorge Currie
whether he should take the chairmaaship of Ehe commi.ssion or seek the chairmanship of che new
UniversiEy Crants Conunittee EhaL was to be set up,.
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appointment40a From the time of his appointment in May 1952 for a five year term to the

university, he had continuing correspondence with David Smith. ln a letter dated l0

November 1953 for example he claimed that the New Zealand system was 'censorious',

indulged in carping criticism and expressed 'grudging acquiescence'.40s These other, not often

reported views and feelings of Sir George, sometimes surface in the archives and present

another side of the claimed harmonious nature of power relationships. ln a letter dated 28

February 1956, George Currie writes:

Dear David,I regret very much that you felt you had to talk as you did last night. For

me it was unexpected and painful.affi

showing that there was some antipathy between these key personnel. What the painful

discussion was about is not made clear in this letter.

Shirley Smith Q C, the daughter of Sir David Smith, told her father that after hearing Currie

speak she thought he was 'a second rater'. David Smith had 'a passion for throwing things

out'in his later years, which is a sad loss as there were obviously important connections

between himself and the commissionaoT and the loss of these important records is a loss to

New Zealand historical research. Shirley Smith Q C married W B. Sutchaos who as the

government representative of Trade and Industry as already mentioned had a major role to

play in the commission hearings, presenting one of the longer and lucid statements. In the

years leading up to the commission, Sir George Currie was often faced with controversy and

ict. He was engaged in confrontational dialogue with others in positions of importance

met considerable resistance in his attempts to bring about change in the university

This continued after the commission with the Government tuming down a request by

of Education to pay Sir George's expenses to return for the offrcial report

acaDavid Stnith Q.C. PersonaL leEters to and from Currie during the fiflies and early
sixties. Turnbull Library of Wellington. M.S. Papers 3i76 L/2/47 A.

a0sTurnlru11 Library M.S. papers - 37"16. L/2/47 A

a06Personal LeEters. Turnbull- Library. I\t-S. papers. 3776. I/2/4'1 A.

July 1990.ao?Telephone conwersation wit.h Shirley Srnith e.C.

ao8william Ball Sutch. Born in England Lg07. Lg44
Smtsh. ( Chancellor Univ. of N.Z. until 1961) . Sur.ch
Nelson. He was a prolific writer and ediLed .poverty
many other social,/economic t,reatises.

married Shirley Smith. d. of Sir David
had been a teacher at Wanganui and
and Progress in New Zealand'. 1940, also
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presentation. However he was well rewarded financially with his full salary of 7,600 pounds

as V.C. plus 557 pounds sitting fee and a payment of 5,700 pounds for leave and repatriation

at the end of the commission. This was a considerable sum when compared to the proposed

starting yearly salary of teachers which was to be 665 pounds p"r unnu-.4oe This figure can

also be compared with the total spent from the education vote on the commission over three

years which was:

Financial years 1960-63 nJ 10 Pounds.aro

During the time of the commission, for the two years, there is no trace of altercation or

argument. George Currie seems to be contentedly passing through his last two years in New

Zn,aland avoiding contentious issues and mediating divergent views. Was this a change of

personality or were these aspects of his chairmanship not recorded? George Currie was also a

member of the Atomic Energy Commissionall which was another contentious issue in New

Tnaland during this period. On 8 August 1962, banner headlines were given to Sir Ernest

Marsden, 'the doyen of New Znaland nuclear scientists'who was off to Niue for a month to

see why they had the highest natural radiation in the world. These 'nuclear'headlines were

diverting public interest away from the summaries of the Cunie Report which first appeared

in the N Z Herald on July z}th 1962. Marsden's comments upon the Currie Report were

published in the N Z Herald (8t9tl962) where it was reported that the report was 'three times

too long"dealing with details at the expense of principles'and had been 'too generally

approved by educational bodies'.

Thirty years after the commission, Laurie Cameron4l2, a commissioner, had this to say about

the appointment of George Currie:

a09ltroposed sal-ary scales are given on page 589 of Ehe Report of Ehe Cornrnission.

4r'rTotal expenditure is recorded in parliamentary paper B.? (PE.1) pages 77, 78, and74.
(figs. provided by C. Morris for conEroller and auditor-qenera1. 25 July 1990)

ott.our aim is education for democracy in a christian communiLy, fot the atomic aqe.'
Currie, c.A. 'A Scient.isc in Search of Education'- Univ. of Queenslald- L947. In Ehis leceure
Currie observed that. Iife was a sEruggle between good and ewil. A race between educatioa and
disast.er p. 4 .

al2lnterviewed in christ.church by Ehe author on 23 January 1990.
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The fact that he was appointed was in the full knowledge they were getting a good

man, and they did. He was chosen for his worldwide knowledge of education,-

Scottish and Australian and apparently as a personality. His appointment had to come

through the Government. Beeby may have had something to do with it....Sir George

Currie was A.l. He knew how to handle a situation.

We all got on very well together. We had an excellent chairman.

The peripheral network involvement of Dr. Beeby and Sir George Currie is unclear as Beeby

informed the author that he had no influence over the Ccommission. However a letter from

Cunie to Beeby in France dated 16 February, 196l (appendix 2)ar3 suggests the connection

was not as tenuous as has been suggested. Beeby, whilst in Paris met both Renwick and

Sheen and it is difficult to imagine that the commission was not discussed at that time.

(Beebyala informed the author that he had shared a bottle of wine on a grassy bank with Keith

sheen and Bill Renwick in Paris during 196041s;.4t6 The overseas notes4lT of Renwick and

Sheen record Renwick and Beeby at the N Z Embassy Paris, discussing teacher training', 'the

sense of professionalis m',' admini stration' and' i ntermediates' a I 8

The genial atmosphere and the efficient organization of the commission was reported by all

those interviewed who had been parl of the proceedings. Sir George Currie was remembered

for his excellent ability at controlling the proceedings, although as I-aurie Cameron said 'we

were a good crowd, there was no one subordinate to anyone else'. The assistant research

officer reported that Currie was 'my first acquaintance with a gentleman'a person who

'erxercised extraordinary control without appearing too charming. He was fond of stories'.ale

4t3F.N.378 - uni of N.2., Box 8035, National Archives, Wellingcon-

'ttnDr C. Beeby uras an 'inEernaLionalist' within the education conununity. He had during uhe

fifties for instance presenEed papers to the 'Advancement of science' conferences along with
leadingr British corrnenEators such as Bantock, Dent, Seth and Ehe Lhe CouDtess of Albermarle-

arrTntservLew wiEh Beeby. ? septenber 1989. at NzcER.

ar6The relationship of Beeby to Ehe commission is referred Eo in: Alcorn, N. 'Beeby and
Educacional Reform: Concext and Administration. A Preliminary View'. p. 20-

4ttThe 'o.r"tseas noLes' included wiLh the Commission on Education docu.ments in the
NaEional Archives, WeflingEon.

alBDept. of Educ. Fi1es. Commission on EducaEion. overseas noLes'

4lqInlerview- author wiEh George Franci.s, the assistant research officer for the
Conunission. May 1991.
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George Currie became a lfuight Bachelor in the New Year Honours 1960 at the

commencement of the commission. He was 62 years of age. The prestige of being Sir

George added to his mana in the meetings of the commission. He proved to be a strong

statesman-like figure who gave the commission hearings excellent leadership. He had a

belief as he states in one submission,oto in the philosophy that 'children must be educated for

state purposes'and this underlies his attitudes towards schools. He took as his model the

Scottish example of his own youth as exemplary and in this wa.s much in tune with the

centralist arguments supporting general guidance and ultimate power within the department

combined with strong provincial governance and local administration.

The system of provincial delegation was also in tune with some of the old established

Education Boards in the South Island of New Znaland which were inclined towards this

Scottish model due to the patterns of immigration in the late l9th and early 20th Centuries.

However this was not such an acceptable pattern for the rapidly expanding and culturally

divergent North Island. Auckland in particular had quite a different history. In 1900 seven

out of ten Aucklanders were of kish descent and therefore represented a significantly

different cultural and attitudinal background. Militarism and the Maori wars had an

important influence upon the beliefs of Northerners which differed importantly from the

Scottish and English tradition of the South.

In particular, the provincial system of education was under great pressure in the countries

largest city Auckland and the Northerly drift of population and the Maori and Polynesian

ghettos forming within Northern cities were leading to problems with which the provincial

system was unable to cope. The relatively stable or declining population bme which had

allowed for an excellent schooling system in the North of Scotland where Currie had grown

up was not really the one required for the organization of a society in flux. The problems that

were presented to the commission were precisely those that result from the rapid urbanization

and int:reasing school numbers that provincial Education Boards with all their rivalries and

parochialism were ill-equipped to solve. In this sense, the eventual demise of the Education

Boards thirty years later in 1990 can be seen as a gradual process of government planning

already apparent in 1960. From a complainants point-of-view, George Cunie was ill-

o'ornterro. 34. u. 1
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equipped to address many of the main issues facing the commission, but from a departmental

and ministerial standpoint he provided a safe figurehead maintaining the status quo.

The consensual power brokers at the time of the Currie Commission on Education, were able

to maintain their hold on the system for another two decades until the pressures which were

so clearly rising to the surface in 1960 could not be contained and new alliances had to be

formed. In some sense then the commission was the end of a cycle. It can be seen either as a

'break-out'in Brian Simonb terms, or the ending of a myth in Beeby's terms.a2l The pressure

was building for change and from 1962 onwalds, challenges to the system would increase

with the Provincial Education Boards fighting a rear guard action into extinction.

The members of the commission could be viewed even in 1960, as elderly representatives of

the traditional past; preservationists, waving the flag in the face of new hegemonic forces.

The harbingers of the new right were already in the wings.

Sir George Currie died in Canberra, Australia, on 3 May 1984 at the age of 88 years.a22

We are most of us strictly lay men except perhaps one of our members'- Sir George

Currie.a23

members chosen for the commission were representative of the major bodies that the

nt saw as having a rightful say in the policy process of New Znaland education.

e department had immediately captured the high ground by assuming the right to choose

nembers of the commission. More importantly perhaps the secretarjat included two

directors of education, a curent officer of the education policy unit, and a future

{Z?eeby, C.8. 'The Place of Myth in Educational Change.,N.Z. List.ener. 1986-

{22The record,s concerning Georqe Currie's life were obtained from Ehe tibrary
ay District Council, especiall"y the Elgin Library, Scotland, (visiEed in riuly

:Drary staff provided Ehe arti-cles on Currie: 'Deskford llan had a Distinquished
ffshire 1d. l-2 May 1984. and:

Knighthood for Dr c.A. Currie' Banffshire Herald, 9 January 1960.
which is stil-l
early life.

Service of
1991 ) .
career'

run Lryr hisauthor aLso vj-sited the farm where Sir George Currie vras born
t.her's Eanily b/ho provided background material on Sir ceorge,s

a?rrntenog. 23. A. 2.
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professor at Auckland University. Arnold Campbell, the then Director of Education, wils

according to Keith Sheen, fully involved in the selection of commissioners with the advice of
his department officials.aza The members of the commission would have had to be politically

acceptable to the Labour Government as well as having professional respect in the field of
education. Compounding the difficulty, the members had to be potentially acceptable to a

National Government as an election was to be held during the course of the commission.

They had to be acceptable as nominees of unions and influential bodies and also were

rcquired to be in a position to devote at lea-st two years of their lives to commission activities.

In the circumstances Amold Campbell seems to have made an excellent choice. Only one

member died during the two years (G F. Bartley) and the others managed to produce a

unanimous report that did not embarrass the government, the department or the schools.

Everyone within the administration was to be enhanced by the results of the commission's

report. The ex-Director, Dr Beeby, around whom much controversy had centred, had

meanwhile been appointed Ambassador to France immediate preceding the commencement

of the commission and did not return for ten yea$. The commission continued its enquiries

and interrogations unhindered in their specially prepared departmental house on Kelburn

Parade, Wellington, opposite the universiry. They were physically if not ideologically

separated from government and departmental offices for the two vea-r duration.

Keith Sheen initially approached prospective members and sent out the letters of appointment

acting on behalf of Arnold Campbell. Professor Ralph Winterbourn, who was an expert in
child psychology at Auckland was the only invited member who actually turned down a

position on the commission. It is interesting to note at this point the importance of those who

were not chosen. The potential members who were left out tells as much about the purpose

of the commission as those who were included.

A rural representative, public service representative, representatives of the inspectorate and

the university and two female representatives were all included. The members were weighted

in favour of liberal arts graduates. Omitted, were politicians, representatives of major

industry or govemment departments concerned with the economy. Religious leaders,

a2aArnold campbell rdas a Departmental rnsider during the 40,s and 50,s. He had beensecretaS/ of the Thomas committee. He had edit.ed rhe rvnr conference proceedings andrepresented the department overseas. He was chosen by Beeby is nis successor in theDirectorship (che position was only advertised in ariin-troirse circular), ar.,d had succeededBeeby as Director of Ehe NZCER)
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scientists, science graduates, technologists, medical doctors and lawyers were also absent.

The selection of members for committees tends to legitimate its sphere of interest and hence

the avoidance of other possible members tends to make their concerns illegitimate. The

selection of commissioners and control of terms of reference both tended in imponant ways

to delimit the proceedings.a2s In the same way as teacher's employment and conditions were

marginalised by the transference of the topic to an interim report another contentious issue,

delinquency, was transferred to the Commission on State Services. This is an important part

of the marginalization process, as the culling of those with contrary opinions as well as the

restriction and diversion of subject matter during and before the commission are important

tactics of discourse control.

what is allowed to be discussed and by whom is then strictly monitored.

Unscrambling the work and activities of the commission requires detective work that not only

uncovers the key players and their inter-connections but also highlights motives for action. A

study of this sort can therefore become an ethnography of elite political culture, where the

complex nature of educational policy making through the parallel actions of many

participants can be seen. It allows the research to avoid what Balla26 calls 'the tidy

generalities'and attempts to delve into 'the messy realities of influence, pressure, dogma,

expediency, confl ict, compromise, intransigence, resistance, error, opposition and

pragmatism in the policy process'.427

Around the core members of the commission were arranged a bulwark of departmental

employees. These consisted of the full time secretary, Keith Sheen and research officer W.

Renwick, (both future Directors of Education) assistant research officers, George Francis,

(who is still employed at the Education Review Office, l99l), M. Corballis (currently

Professor of Psychology at Auckland University, l99l) and the administrative officer G.

Palliser.

a25The currie commission Repor! in its cfrapE.er on delinquency, comnented thaE. 1csrecornmendations were restricled: 'Since its terms of reference are limiced in the matter. analit underseands that this problem is in the hands of anoEher conrnission,. p. 664. (stateServices Comnission)

a26Ba1l, s. .f- 'PoliLics and Policy Making in EducaE.ion. Detorations in policy
Sociolog:y. ' Routledge, 1-990.

42tibid. Bar1. s. D. 9
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Also of importance were the stenographers appointed by the Department of Education. They

seemed to be held in a certain reverence by the departmental officers.a28 Using the latest

typewriters, they were 'fearsome as they smoked cigarettes and drank coffee'.a2e Social

contact between commissioners and departmental officers was to extend beyond the duration

of the commission.

Guy Palliser's M A education thesisa3o was to be supervised by Colin Bailey another

commissioner. Beeby and Bailey had continuing contact with the MacKenzies and Colin

Bailey continued to regularly visit Muriel McBride, the stenographer until 1991. Muriel

McBridea3l had been stenographer and typist for other enquiries for government departments

and possessed important knowledge about insider methodology.

The commissioner's biographical details are included in the appendixa32 and as can be seen

they represent a strong coterie of influence in New 7*aland schooling in the decades prior to

1960.

What then can be said about the selection of these particular people for the commission? First

the comment at the head of this section by Sir George about the commissioners being

'laymen'was inaccurate. The 'we'referred to, could only have referred to himself and then

only if considering a limited part of the education system. Seven of the commission were in

fact practising or past teachers. Of the others, two were important members of education

Boards and the other was president of the PSA. Added to this, three had been or were closely

related to the Inspectorate and three were on the controlling council of the main teachers

union, the NZI Cumming's remark concerning 'excessively fluent commissioners433 also

atrsNoeline Alcorn records: 'Muri.el McBride (stenographer) was invaluable to c.E, Beeby,
who consulEed her on issues rerating to the approaches t.o goverrunenE and Minister.-.. I,iurtelhad powerful connect.ions, being secretary to other important government process and policygroups and worki-ng for Miss Elphick's Eeam of short.hand typisrs., 1991.('the 240 words per minuEe EeaJn'- auEhor interview wirn u. McBride 199I). she also .dj-d
report a nunber of commissions' and'helped Conrad BLyth set up the office of the newInst.itute of Economic Research, (letter to author Zf Jufy 1990).c E- Beeby and c.L. Bailey were still corresponding ana visitinq Muriel McBride in 199j,.

n"Interview wj"th G. Francis. 12 May 1991.

o]0PaLliser, G.c. 'Locus of Power in t.he Education system,. unFubtished l,{.A, thesis,Victoria University 1966.

{lrrnterview with author l-991. rn which she comnented upon her close associag.ion wj-gh thePrime Miniseer walt.er Nash, with whom she often travelred Lo work.

ajzAppend.ix 
1,2

{rrop. cit. Cununing and Cununing. p. 337.
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requires investigation, as some of the members could not be described in these temrs. He may

have assumed that the report which could be described as 'excessively fluent'was the work of

the commissionets. However the commissioners had little to do with the writing up of the

report. Almost half of the commission members had been born outside of New TnaIand,

mostly in the United Kingdom, although almost all received their education in New Zealand.

The majority had obtained arts degrees through Victoria College Wellington or Otago

University and went to either Auckland Grammar, Wellington College, Southland Boys or

Girls High or Otago Boys College. Professor Bailey went to school at Greymouth College. R.

Cumberworth had, like Arnold Campbell been educated at Palmerston North Boys High

School and this was the same school at which the Minister of education, P. Skoglund, A E.

Campbell and Muriel May had earlier taught. Palmerston North Boys High School seemed to

have links in several of the policy community biographies. The South Island experience of

most of the members was unrepresentative of the population as a whole, as most of the

population of New Zealand were North Islanders and the demographic trend was for more

New Zealanders to reside in the North Island. Indeed, the expansion of population in South

Auckland provided one of the intractable educational problems that the commission needed

to address. The provision of school facilities and finance was not keeping pace with this

demographic change. With the death of Mr Bartley early in the proceedings, the commission

was left with no Auckland members. This did pose a problem, as the Auckland Education

Board was the most powerful in the country and was the site of another major concern for the

commission, which was the establishment of new provincial boundaries for education boards

in arean of rapid population change. The members of the commission were, as can be seen,

very much involved in education in a professional sense. The selection of these particular

commissioners gave the depentment, (represented by inspectors and NZCER and NZEI

members), an important controlling interest in the discourse at the public hearings and during

the private meetings of the commission.

Within the membership were those who knew each other well before the commission and at

times sub-groups formed which were related to these previous acquaintanceships. This

happened when groups visited other areas of the country and at some private briefings during

the course of the commission. Currie, Cameron or Bailey were on all sub-committees.
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Much more important as far as the process of the commission is concerned is the selection of

the secretariat and the people who were chosen to advise the commission; assigned to provide

research material to the commission; and iurange the activities of the commission. This part

of the proceedings was firmly in the hands of the Department of Education. The secretary for

the commission, Keith Sheen. went on to become Director of Education for New T.raland.

He had been chairman of the National Advisory Committee on teaching Maori language, had

been Chief Inspector of Post Primary Schools in the central region and had connections with

the same school as two members of the commission. He had served as a teacher at Otago

Boys High earlier in his career. He was a driving force behind the commission, the one who

had really put the work in and the person most awarc of the politicking that was an integral

part of the process. It was Keith Sheen who had contacted the members to invite them onto

the commission on behalf of Amold Campbell and it was he who with W. Renwick's

assistance was to write up the findings of the commission into the final report. He would also

have been aware of the Director's thinking in the initial stages when the terms of reference

were being decided upon, although Keith Sheen himself was not the original drafter of the

terms of reference.o3a It seems that Arnold Campbell possibly in discussion with

Nordmeyera''t wa, the compiler of the topics that were to be discussed by the commission.

Almost thirty years later, when being interviewed for the purposes of the current research,

Keith Sheen was able to comprehend the totality of the commission's work. He had a clear

recollection of the 1960-1962 period, still had contact with others connected with the

commission and was able to talk with authority about the other participants. As ex-head of
the education bureaucracy, he was able to talk more openly than some who still retained the

lifelong mark of the careful bureaucrat.

When discussing Currie for example, he had a frankness which told as much about himself as

about Currie.

'He (Currie) was a very open minded man you know. He couldnt write which was

fine by me. A chairman who cant write or doesnt write. I was secretarv. He would

- .asacorrespond.ence from Dr Keith sheen to author 15 Novr:unber 19g9. in which he reportedhaving' no recollection of drafLing Lhe order of reference.

, .alsNordmeyer, A. H. was laLer Lo chair the EDc working party on organization andadministration- 1973, when Amos, P- was tti.nister of education.. prof- Holmes who exerclsed asl-rong influence upon the 1962 Corunission on Education tras later chairman of Ehe Advisorycouncil on Educational Planning, which acLed as steering corunig.tee for ghe EDc.
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accept anything I wrote ru long as it was sensible or anything that Bill wrote. Bill

Renwick who also had quite a lot to do with the writing of it. We had only six

months to do the whole report.a36

Arnold Campbell had discussed the topics for the commission with Keith Sheen but mostly in

terms of which topics would not be included.

He had said something to me about it. Even the exclusion of the universities which

was sensible of course as there had been a report on the universities, even that wasnt

discussed with me. The order of reference was accepted. It had to exclude a whole

tot of things on the curriculum for example. Beeby, he had an influence on Arnold

Campbell but not on me.

As secretary, Sheen saw his job as 'maintaining the chairman'. He was very concerned when

Sir George had an accident and reported that the injury to Sir George's leg meant that he had

to keep moving it throughout the sittings and that it eventually wore the carpet out, which

they then had to replace. The insights into the characters and their foibles was an interesting

aspect of the Sheen interview. On Cameron for example, he stated he was lucky to be alive

today at 9l as his health was so bad in 1960. 'He had a serious illness otherwise he would

have taken Bill Renwick's place on writing'.t37 As the meetings could go on all day and the

sheer monotony of the longer submissions such as the department's numerous volumes, were

rather tedious, it would have been quite an effort to maintain interest. The departmental

officials who presented various sections of the major submission were able to move in and

out of the hearings whereas the members were committed to sit through the whole lengthy

proceedings.

W. L. Renwick, who was research officer for the Commission on Education went on to

become Director General of Education in New Tnaland(1975).438 He had earlier been a

member of the Primary School English Revision Comminee. Renwick was to continue

fostering the ideals and beliefs that underlay the Currie Report. His position as research

{r6Keith Sheen Int.erview .Januarv l-990 Dunedin.

alt K. sheen interview with author. Dunedin, 25 ,Ianuary, 1990.

arssee cumming, I. & A. 'History of State Education in New zea.Land 184O-Ig75,. D.34I.
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officer could be seen as a priming for later office. It marked a privileged starting point on the

departmental ladder and the opportunities afforded to him to travel overseas gathering

information on education systems in 'Commonwealth countries'especially were part of the

initiation into the liberal democratic tradition. The 'overseas tour'reports of K. Sheen and W.

Renwick included comment on how religious controversy had been dealt with in Canadian

schools.a3e There is no record of either Sheen or Renwick presenting oral evidence to the

commission on the results of their researches.a0

The biographies suggest that the members of the commission formed a particular sub-policy

community which had loose links with a group of closely knit central policy creators. The

authority within the educational bureaucracy was essentially a small goup surrounding the

Director of Education, who were chosen specifically to sponsor the ideology of the Director.

The role of departmental administrators who were on the periphery of the inner sanctum in

relation to the Currie Commission, was to adjust any wayrard recommendations back

towards the Director of Education's ideals. This is precisely what was to happen in the period

between the publication of the report and the eventual Education Act of 1964.

The continuing process of gaining acceptance for the report's recommendations was not

however without controversv.e I

The commission's policy creation opportunities were strictly controlled by the department

before, during and after the official two years of the deliberations. An essential part of

departmental control during the sittings was to have members on the commission who would

not be expected to rock the boat. This was successfully achieved. Another avenue of contrary

opinion was effectively closed.

In summary, the members and the terms of reference were kept strictly within the ambit of

departmental influence. The members were tried and trusted members of the educational

areNational Archives, WellingEon Corun. on Ect.rc. 2lL2l3 453 No. 29. and 53.

aaoBoth names are otunitted from Ehe rndex of Submissions and Verbacim Evidence. Educ.
Serials list M.1 595/ A, National Archives- Wellinqton,

{alwitness Ehe controversy in the Auckland Educat.ion Board. surrounding ghe assiscang
director's (Mr Graham) attenpE.s to explain the report's recommendation for the creation of
District Education authorities, Let.ter to the Acting l{inister of EducaEion from N.z.
Educat.ion Boards Associalion, Occ. 63. (copy sent Eo all Board.s).

'It is extremely doubtful whether Lhe pub1ic...can see any real justification for making the
drastic changes in administration recommended by Ehe Commission on Education,- pres. of N-z
Education Boards AssociaE.ion. New pl]mouth Aug. 1953. p.g (to all Education Boards).
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co{irmuoity who cs.uld be relied upon ts firtherthe status quo aims of the depaltrrent and

who would argue for a fidylng up of the school sy.stem. and accepa eornpromise. Any

conftov,€fsy was:essentially tokenisrn centrod upon peripheraL issuas allowing the core statisJ

rrequirements foran efficient, cheap and effiective sohqol slFtern to rc.wdn unchallenged"
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CHAPTBR NINE

The Secretariat

Key members of the secretariat have been mentioned earlier in this section especially where

they had direct influence upon the commissioners. In the more detailed exploration that

follows, an understanding is gained as to how the commission's work was processed by these

departmental officers.

On page two of the commission's report, a formal acknowledgement is given to 'the Director

of Education and all officers of his department.'

The commission wishes to pay tribute to the secretary, research officers,

administrative officer, and clerical sterff, who have in their various capacities served it

with quite outstanding loyalty and good-will. Any commission that spends over two

years on a task of such magnitude as faced this one, must rely in no small measure on

the efficiency and ability of its secret ariat.ez

In particuler the commission here expresses its gratitude to the secretary for 'his signal

contribution to every phase of the commission's work'.

The importfiult contribution made by the secretary Keith Sheen who himself was to become

Director of Education, cannot be understated. He was the primary contact with the then

Director Arnold Campbell, and was the chief reference for any points of order that might be

difficult for the chairman to explain without further advice. He wrote to prospective

commission members#3 to invite them to sit on the commission for the two year duration and

he would have been closely associated with the other mernbers of the secretariat who were all

members of the department.

He had close association with that relatively small group of people who were leading

administrators and because of the hierarchical nature of the public service was very influential

a{2cornrnission on Education Report. Acknowledgernents, p. 2.

aalrnterview notes. Keith sheen 19g9.
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in framing the ideological assumptions of the deparlment. The department hierarchy was

able to a large degree to define its own assumptive world which was expressed through the

Director. One of the major introductory submissions was contributed by the department

itsell enabling Arnold Campbell and Keith Sheen to present the school system to the

commission as seen through the eyes of the department. It was precisely where this wodd

view was opposed by individuals responding to the commission that conflict was most

noticeable. The principal of New Plymouth Girls High School was opposed to this official

interpretation and was opposed to official policy. She thought that they tried to 'surround the

simplest things with mystery', reminding us of the later comment of Parkyn:

One of the easiest ways to get people to overlook a matter of principle is to get them

involved in a detailed consideration of ways and means, methods and techniques.*

Father Callaghan of the Catholic Education Council says 'the department has imposed a cut

and dried philosophy'that is 'unacceptable to a great many, probably to the vast majority of

New Zealanders'.4s It was important for the department to minimise these awkward and

contrary views and maintain the departmental view as being correct. Keith Sheen was in the

vanguard of this effort. It required a strong platform (the commission and the press) and

constant consultation with the select group of policy makers to achieve this.

Bill and I went overseas to France. I'd been to France before and Sweden, ... met

Beeby and we had wine on a picnic round about Paris. I'd been to Paris many times. I

went as chairman of Unesco automaticallv.aa6

As District Senior Inspector of the South Island he had a useful knowledge of the established

school system as it had developed from its Scottish origins. The emergent North Island

power base however was undermining the established order and very few of those involved

with the commission had deep knowledge of the area of New Znaland north of Wellington

aa{op. cit. Par}qm, G. W. 'The Currie Report: A Critique., p- 43.

aa5see Submission A. 63. A. (page 5) CorlrniLtee Briefings Eo the Commission
A- A. A- D- 981 a-e Natj.onal Archives of New Zealand. Wellington. page 29 and

aa6lnterview Witb Keith Sheen Januarv 1990.

on Education.
page 30.
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where the pressure for change was greatest. (Most of the 'difficult'submissions came from

the north of New Tnaland.)

As a disftict inspector, Keith Sheen came late into the department. The Senior Inspector

Central District suggested he take the job in the department as Assistant Director.

I could always talk to Amold Campbell. I knew Arnold Campbell quite well. I had to

interpret it (the terms of ref'erence) straight away, a-s there was the question of what

was involved. Arnold Campbell would have had a lot to do with drafting it (the terms

of reference). I think he would have consulted the Minister.4fT

The links between the department, the Inspectorate and the NZCER are at their strongest

when one considers the appointments of directors of education. Arnold Campbell the Director

during the time of the commission had himself been assistant secretary of the NnI and Chief

Inspector of Primary Schools and Director of NZCER before Sheen. He married Nancy

Combs a member of a family whose name is well known in New Tealand education and

uncle of Frank Combs the Labour MP who was president of the NreI and close colleague of

Frank tnpdell at Wellington Teachers College.

It is clear that some individuals were able to move freely between the NZCER, the

inspectorate and the department. They would have seen themselves as a 'community of

interest'and united, could provide a powerful lobby group to the Minister. Arnold

Campbell's career path to the directorship also demonstrates this tendency for 'closed shop'

centralism.

On l8 June 1952, Amold Campbell had written to the Carnegie Organization of New York to

inform them of his appointment as Chief Inspector of Primary Schools and that he was 'sad to

leave the NZCER as its financial future was uncertain'.a8 Arnold had stated his position

when on taking up the departmental position in 1952 he had written to the Carnegie

Organization (H. Shepardson) on 14 July:

aatlnt.erview with Keith Sheen-

aascampbelJ-, A. E. papers. File: personal biographical. obtained by the auEhor from Mrs
Nancy Campbell.
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Parkyn may well take over as director of NZCER, and would do a good job, Maybe I

had done as much as I could do.

Again the change I arn making can be regarded up to a point not so much a break

from the NZCER as an extension of its inJluence. At least that is the way, I and some

others, see it. The work of the NZCER has certainly had a considerable impact on

educational policy and practice in this country, but like many research men elsewhere

I have often been aware of the gap between research findings and the detailed

application in daily practice.

What I want to do now is to help close that gap - and I1l take with me into the

department everything I've learnt here during the past thirteen years. Though my

immediate responsibilities will be with primary education,Ill have a voice in

educational policy in nearly all the fields with which the NZCER has concerned itself.

Finally, I was influenced by the fact that a good many people whose opinion I respect

were rather emphatic that I could render a particularly useful service in the Education

Department at the present time. These included Beeby and those closest to him in the

Department, but others outside the Department iN well. And Iwould add that by and

large the people who thought this way were those with the highest opinion of the

NZCER, and its work.

It was pointed out to me that the position would lead to that of Assistant Director of

Education fairly soon, and then eventually, as I am some years younger than Beeby to

that of Director of Education.4e

The importance of these inter-connections and the pre-planning that went on amongst a

relatively small group of people who form the dominant policy community is clear in this

letter. C. E. Beeby, the Director of Education for twenty years until the time of the

commission was obviously a key figure and indeed still has a role to play in the NZCER to

this day. The trusted few who formed the nucleus of policy strategists knew each other well,

had followed similar cateer paths and were closely connected to the major power brokers of

adecampbell, A. E. papers File: Personal Biographical. IJeE.t.er to w.H, Shepardson. carnegie
Organization 14 ,July 1952.
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the central educational system of 1960 -the NffiI, the NZCER and the Inspectorate.aso

Beeby was well respected by Keith Sheen and others in the departmental hierarchy and in

many ways the commission can be seen as a defence of 'Beebyism'. This interpretation forms

one of the central tenets of the thesis.

The Director and his assistant were the f,rrst point of contact with the Minister and his

department acted as a buffer between the public and the Government. Keith Sheen

recognised the political importance of Nordmeyer and had been in contact with the then

Minister Skogland before the commission. He had escorted the Minister to the Ngati

Memorial College on the East coast at Ruatoria, as representative of the department, for

example.

Skoglund, however had very little direct 'official'influence on the commission. Apart from

the initial meeting where he welcomed the members, he is not recorded as having visited the

commission and by the time the commission had completed its work a new Minister, Blair

Tennant, was in office who also showed no inclination to visit or become involved with the

deliberations of the commission beyond his introductory remarks at the time of taking up

office as Minister. Tennant, the National Party Minister, also from Palmerston North was a

dentist and stock agent and as the commission's secretary records 'he didnt query anything,

which was a great relief to me of course'.45l Skoglund was 'not a bad chap'. The department

knew him as a Palmerston North commerce teacher and he was not really of any great

significance during the commission process. The inference here is that, political parties had

little to do with the commission. The commission was seen by the department themselves as

operating outside of political interference. This suited the department and the Minister.

George Chapman-Cohen was however considered by the Director as important. As secretary

of the NAI he was 'quite an old hand'and 'really on the ball'for as Keith Sheen

acknowledged: 'the NZEI were really much more than the PPTA' 'He had been there for

years and years and knew the department inside out. I called him George always.4s2

"'oFor a particularly relevant recent piece of research concerning policy comnunj.ties,
'Governing Education' by McPherson and Raab should be consulEed. The findings of twenty years
research of the Scottish education system policy network has great importance in terms of the
undersLanding of New Zealand education.

{5lThese conments were recorded aL interview with K. sheen, in D:nedin, Dec. 1989.

as2Notes from transcribed Keith Sheen interviewJan 1990. Durredin.
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Skoglund wasnt there for long. I dont know whether he was a driving force. If
anybody would do it, it would be Nordmeyer. Nordmeyer and Skoglund were close

together. I think youll find Nordmeyer was the driving force. I dont think Skogland

was anything much in the commission at all.a-53

For Arnold Campbell's retirement speech,asa Dr Sheen reports on 'the all-embracing nature

of Mr Campbell'.s influence upon New T,ealand education over the past quafter century. (He

had been Director for six years). But, he comments,

there comes a time with all large ranges of systems when the man at the top ceases to

be able to embrace within his own knowledge all areas of the system he in fact

controls. His touch may still be felt in all directions, but his grasp must be less

comprehensive.a'55

His depth of knowledge, according to Dr Sheen, came from the historical perspective gained

while he was Director of the Council for Educational Research, which enabled him to write

historical surveys with 'a unifornrly scrupulous presentation of fact'. His Just and exact

statements'to the commission were a 'model'of departmental style. His competence with

commission presentations may also have come from his prior experience as joint secretary on

the Thomas Committee when he was chairman of the Teacher Training Committee. The

close links between other committees within New Zealand and in Australia, Britain and

Canada has been developed in the chapter of this thesis entitled 'The Comparative History of

Commissions'. Keith Sheen as a young teacher had met Arnold Campbell in Christchurch

(ust after the Thomas Report had been presented), when he 'had been summoned from

decent obscurity in Dunedin'and had discussed New Zealand education while Valking along

the stream that meanders through St. Andrews grounds'. The connections were being formed

that would lead to the student eventually taking over from the master. Arnold Campbell had

recently suffered a stroke aurd Dr Sheen informs us jokingly that:

n5rsheen rntervievt. as above.

a5jspeech by Dr K. Sheen on the ret.iremenr.
Education: 29 April 1956 - Departmental files.

as5Dr sheen's speech as above.

of A.E. Canpbell, DirecE.or General of
Department of Education, Wellington-
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there has been for some years a conspiracy against you among the senior members of

the department. I know that when I came to head office some years ago,I was taken

aside more than once by very senior men and warned about burdening you with any

unnecessary work ....over the past few years senior officers have been trying to spare

you at least some things.a56

The networking of those in influential positions within the department is public knowledge,

what is more difficult to gauge is the interactions of outsiders and those with personal

influence over the departmental mandarins.

The truth concerning personal interests and policy decision-making is difficult to untangle.

The claims made concerning the public and civic duties of officials and their efforts 'in the

public interest'is often tangled with development of personal career paths. The reflections

and written records of policy makers will generally be positive statements of unbiased

progress, and personal sacrifice. The reality is not so clear cut. The need to appea-r in the best

light is a general human trait. Some who claimed to have no connection with the commission

in interview, for example, were found to be recorded in the written evidence of the time to

have had more than a passing interest. The difficulties of research are at their most

demrurding in these situations. Where there are discrepancies, we need to ask more about the

motives of those individuals. Was it purely a memory lapse or an attempt to bathe

themselves in a mellow light of acceptable history?

How then did Dr. Sheen view the Commission on Education in terms of educational change?

In a paper 'Education in the Sixties'given by Sheen in l97}as7 ,he looked back on the work

of the commission over the intervening ten years. Starting with the statement that A. E.

Campbell presented to the commission concerning the trends of New Tnaland education, he

proceeds to explain the change in emphasis and scope during the intervening years without in

any way detracting from the original statements of policy which were (page 2 paragraph 3):

a56Direct.ors ret.irement speech 29 April J-966.

aETAddress given at ghe time of Lhe seEcing up of Advisory conmit.tee on Educational
Planninq by Sheen, K. ,J., Direct.or ceneral of educat.ion. in D. Horlor papers in author's
possession.
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an effort to provide equality of educational opportunity, in the full sense of the

idea;

an effort to give pupils at all stages, a richer and better balanced education

than they have had in the past;

an effort to improve personal relationships in the classroom, and to relate the

business of schooling more closely to modern knowledge of the nature and

needs of children and adolescents;

an effort to seize the educational opportunities, and to meet the educational

demands, of our own changing society and the changing world.

(c)

He considered that item (a) was as strong as ever but that (b), and (c) had receded in

comparison with (d). He considered the sixties to have been the decade of the commission's

report, but noted 'the obstinate nature of certain educational problems'.

The Commission on Education made a signal contribution both through the public

discussion it engendered on education while it was sitting and through its report and

recommendations. It provided the Government, the department and the public at

large with an agenda for further discussion and decision making. Not all of the

commission's recommendations have been carried out in the way it envisaged. But

with one or two exceptions..its major recommendations have become the basis of

policy and have during the last seven years either been carried out in full or are under

action at the present time.a58

Important points here are that the department welcomed the recommendations, that the

controlled public discussion which ensued was valuable in raising public consciousness of

educational policy and that the recommendations were seen as an agenda for further

discussion. At no time were the department prepared to accept any coercive moves to

legalise the recommendations but wished to be seen to be carrying out the necessary changes

(b)

(d)

458'Education in the Sixties' - Keith Sheen paper L9?0 in D. Horlor papers.
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voluntarily. As they had already shaped the recommendations and diluted the criticism, all

that remained to be done after the commission was to rank the order of recommendations in

the way they thought best suited department agendas.

The commission seemed to be open to submissions on many topics that were rather remote to

education, and these tended to cause frequent diversions from the initial order ofreference.

Although claiming to steer clear of 'University Education', (the Parry Report of December

1959 had effectively pre-empted further discussion on this topic) many submittors with

university connections were permitted to address the commission. The unions (Post Primary

Teachers Association and the New Zealand Educational lnstitute as well as some individuals,

(P. Smithells, Dr Wild, Professor Gordon, Rev. Callaghffi, M. Bull. Mrs G.igg, M. Bull and

others) had already submitted to the Sir David Hughes Parry Report and Prof. Holmes, who

had a large input into Currie, was the joint secretary of the Hughes Parry Committee on New

Tnaland Universities. Hughes Parry had operated on quite different lines to Currie, in that it

selected its oral submissions from the Minister's invited 138 written submissions. The

universities were treated as a cornpletely separate entity from the schooling system and there

were no public hearings. It was an in-house, internal enquiry, conducted by a committee

drawn from outside of New Z.ealand,, who met with 'leading citizens and industrialists'. The

Department of Education, as with Currie, provided the secretarial services. Parry effectively

removed the universities from this consecutive report of the education system. The public

were effectively denied the possibility of being able to present their views, and this pre-

emption, sidelined the debate about elitist subjects and curriculum in schools and hence

effectively marginalised the contentious debate over University Entrance. This in turn,

reduced the pressure upon post primary schools to justify their elitist assumptions and

avoided much of the complaint conceming racial and class inequality in school promotional

practices and university selection.

Recommendation to lnaction

Advancing the recommendations of the commission to govemment wits the task of the

departmental officers. Bill Renwick, the research officer and Keith Sheen, the secretary, were

primarily responsible for transferring the recommendations to the Director and thence to the

Minister. The assistant research officers, George Francis and Michael Corballis who were
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young and new to the department were not involved in this process. ln an interview with

Michael Corballis who is now Professor of Psychology at Auckland University,os'the author

was informed that the task of assistant research officer was purely to prepare statistical and

mathematical tables for the appendix to the report. He had on-ly been on the commission for

one year in 1960 seconded from the Child Welfare Division and felt that as an outsider, (he

had moved into education from the AMP Society in 1958), his exceptional qualifrcations

rather embarrassed the department. As an ex-pupil of Wanganui Collegiate, a prestigious

private school, he may have been out of kilter with the state egalitarian ethic of the

departmental officers or at least with the myth of egalitarianism that they were trying to

foster. He felt he played a minor role and recalled his major contribution as being that of

providing Keith Sheen with statistics, (for example, the Auckland Department of Education

tables on the Auckland secondary schools in which he was required to list them as working

class, and middle class). He made it clear that he had no prior knowledge of any of the

Commissioners or departmental officers, and saw himself as an outsider. The commission

was, he thought a rubber starnp, 'continuing the status quo'.

George Francis, the other assistant research officer, who was still an officer of the Ministry of

Education when interviewed on 12 May 1991, stated that he too was young (24 years of age)

and a relative outsider at the time of the commission. At the time of interview, he was

Direcror of Special Projects with the Education Review Office. (Te Tari Arotake Matauranga)

in Wellington.

He had been working as a teacher at Hutt Intermediate 1960-1961 and had applied through

the Education Gazette for the position as assistant research officer. He was responsible to

Bill Renwick during his time on the commission which was from May 1961 until September

1962. George Francis replaced Michael Corballis on his move to Auckland. He too was

involved only in providing statistics. The prose linking his statistics was left to Bill Renwick.

A Department of Education inspector, the husband of Mrs Mackenzie, (one of the

commissioners), had been George Francis'teacher at Hutt Valley High School. These

constant overlaps of key individuals'Iife experiences with others in the same area, lends

support to the thesis that the education policy community in New 7-naland is small,

interconnected, has shared agendas and intemal cohesion. The policy group does not

a5ernterview wiEh Lhe author september 1990.
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necessarily need to be definsd by outsiders. There is a commonality of career purpose and

often shared ideological assumptions which enables 'insiders'to define their own policy

group.

The interactions of this closed community of shared interest is difficult to explain using any

single 'elite network'model, and it does not conform to the ruling class model or the 'plural

elite model'. The educational community of policy makers displays some of each model in its

social homogeneity, its value consensus and personal interactions. It has been recorded that in

the cases of American and Australian Elites:

the most striking pattern in both countries is the prevalence of political leaders and

govemment officials among central circle members.a60

The education policy makers in New Tnaland provide very few members of the central circle

(i.e. those most active in international affairs as well as national decision making). They act

rather as a second or third tier of the government policy-making machine, which goes some

way to explain the relative lack of importance attached to the commission's findings by the

Government and the lack of interest shown by both Ministers in the proceedings of the

commission.

ot0Moote, c- et al. 'National Elit.e Networks in t.he Uniced StaEes and AusLraLia'. ANz.ls
Vol- . l-6, No. l" March 1.980 p. 14 .
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CHAPTER TEN

The Written Submissions

This chapter presents important grounded research based upon the written submissions to

Currie. It revisits the original submissions and refers to all the topics raised in those

submissions. Interesting comparisons can be made between the interpretation of the written

submissions as recorded in the Currie Report and the primary evidence as detailed in this

chapter. Because the submissions were rather haphazard in presentation and covered a wide

variety of educational viewpoints, any restatement of them tends to be fragmentary. After

exhuming all the submissions, I structure them as frequently expressed topic groups, rather

than the pre-set categories that underpinned the Cunie Report analysis. Many submissions

needed to be stated verbatim here, especially where they represent public and organisational

concerns that were downplayed in the repoft itself. later in the chapter, the submissions are

coalesced thematically and demonstrate important areas that have explanatory force in the

comprehension of the tactics of departmental and pressure group policy communities as they

try to harness and re-formulate complaints about education in New 7.ealand.

The section records the diffrculties of making submissions to the Commission and the

limiting of dissent by the use of 'terms of reference'and pre-emptive categories. It deals with

substance and processing.

The emphasis is not solely on 'what'the submissions recommended, so much as 'why'the

submissions were presented in the way they were. Where the submissions presented material

that differed from the 'prevailing myth'and general tenor of the Currie Report, they have been

recorded in this chapter in order to show the quantity of such submissions as well as their

ideological content. The chapter provides evidence for an 'alternative interpretation'of New

Znaland educational reality at this time. A brief outline of the submissions of the

departmental and professional bodies is included, both to emphasis their relationship with the

final Currie Report recommendations and to act as a foil to most of the other submissions.

The topics that were not fully aired in the written submissions are also pertinent to this

analysis.
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The difficulty with any analysis of the submissions arises because of their bulk and their

study is made more difficult by the scrambling of the basic issues throughout all of the

submissions. However a re-analysis of content produces specifrc themes that pervade the

submissions. These are:

The preservationist attempts to maintain traditional school curriculum aurd social

arrangements of the past.

Efforts to control teachers iurd attempts to influence the school as a work site.

The use of international comparisons to prove particular claims of system imbalance.

Around these forces were ranged the liberal centralists and the progressives who advocated

self discipline, curriculum expansion, and NEF ideas. Claims were often made about the

secrecy of the educational bureaucrats and teacher employers, with claims of nepotism,

unfairness and manipulation of teacher supply figures.

This re-visiting of the submissions does not at this stage reflect the treatment that they

received or how they were valued, which is ultimately shown in system re-adjustment. The

appraisal in this chapter is more concerned with the content of the total submissions. Where

they conflict with the frnal report or where they raise issues ignored by the final report, they

have been included in this account. It was clear that some submissions were more welcome

than others. This was shown when the person submitting was treated as a familiar,46l where

submissions were treated in a lighter vein, and where more time was devoted to the

submission.out This is not to say that there was not a pretence of treating all submissions as

equal in value, and indeed at times an effort on the part of the chairman to debate some

contentious issues. These were however short-lived.

Some of the submissions were sent directly to the Director of Education and letters continued

to be addressed directly to the department. Rev. Father Callaghan, for example wrote directly

to the new Minister of Education, Blair Tennant on 20 June 1962. (The Minister had not read

a6lThe value aEtached t.o submissions is easily seen in Ehe welcome introduct.ion given t.o
some submittsors by Ehe chairman, by the sinceriLy of thanks and olher support.ive comenEs as
well as Lhe use of humour- IE. is also reflected in the tininq or curtailmenE of some
submissions.

1 
a6?This kind of evalua!.ion was not nelv, the ALmore Report L930 'felE. compe11ed.... in che/exercise of iLs judicial functions, to place morE refianEEupon etre evidence of some

witnesses than of others' o. 2.
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the report).46' The Beggs submission from Christchurch Teachers College was sent to the

department directly 'you will be glad to have a confidential copy of this work before it is

considered by the commission'. The Wellington Institute of Educational Research

submission also went directly to the department.

There was a need in this chapter to present more of the actual content of the submissions,

with the clear statements made. The reason for this is that the inteqpretation of what people

were saying differs to a large degree from the interpretation and emphasis of the final report.

ln order to make the critical points necessary and to reinterpret the overall thrust of the

submissions, it became important to give many examples directly from the submissions to

substantiate the strength of contrary views at the time. It must be remembered that the

extensive submissions represented from the department, unions and research organizations

formed the bulk of the final report. There seemed to be little point in repeating these

relatively non-controversial aspects in the submissions which invariably came from the power

$oups and organizations that already held authoritative positions. These are clearly recorded

in the Currie Report itself. It seemed more important to look further at controversies

mentioned in the report or omitted from the report.

This re-visiting of the submissions involves a searching out of the ideological reasoning that

underlay the various points raised. This involves a search for the germinal ideas, ideologies

and interests, the clear identification of them and observation of where they surface in the

various submissions.a6a The results of this study can be expected to present 'An alternative

Currie', putting back the omissions and reading between the lines. The following pages

outline the thrust of various submissions which are sometimes grouped under categories of

interest to make a specific point. The categories chosen were readily apparent in the written

submissions. i.e. where large numbers of submissions coalesced around a central topic. It

must be remembered that the topics raised are a selection from many volumes of written

evidence. Again they are self-generating, in that they were selected if they received extensive

comment in the submissions. It is also worth noting that the written submissions were

different 'in kind'from the oral submissions. They were essentially a formal 'one-way'

| .-.
f ""DeparEmenE of Education Files- 'Corrnissiona
t ^.,{ -"'see Lukes, S. 'rndividualism, (1973) p. 44.
l'Easks facing the hiscorian of ideas,. Lovejoy,
Mass. 1935 pps.5-6

on Education' . Wellinqton.

and the discussion of Lowejoy's accounE of
A- O. 'The creaL chain of Being.' Cambridge,
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avenue of complaint. Only a small number of these initial submissions were to advance to

the oral interrogation stage, where fundamental beliefs were, in some cases, more fully

questioned. At the end of this section a summation is made of the underlying themes and the

political and organizational portent of these written submissions.

There were 409 separate written submissions to the commission, each of which was

presented as 30 copies. The necessiry for this number of copies would have prevented many

who did not have acce.ss to copying equipment from making submissions. The copying

equipment was much more primitive in 1960.

The submissions ranged from extensive, well-researched statistical documents to crank letters

(One predicted the Third World War occurring within ten years) another wrote about her

'occult training'that she was giving 20-30 boys and girls aged 5 - 12 after school.a6s

Many letters were devoted to an advocacy of a particular social or political inclination which

they thought should be propagated through the school curriculum. Submissions were received

on'pacifism' for example.

Another submission completely written in italic script was concerned with the quality of

handwriting.o66 Submission 299 considered that the pupils needed 'instruction in syllogism

and fallacies'. Others came from sectional interest groups with often nrurow or parochial

concems such as that from the British Union for the Abolition of Vivisection.

One submission wanted epileptics better inte$ated into schools. The IHC complained that

some of their children were in 'mental institutions'. Many submissions were saying that those

children outside the mainstream average were clearly not being fully catered for. Some of the

groups making submissions were recent in origin and one wonders whether they might not

have been formed specifically to barrack the commission.46T

465 ^

{56s. 268- InvercargilL. A later Submission 368, argued

oots. 395 society for Educat.ion through Art, S- 403 New

Ehe exact opposile.

Zealand Travel and Holidays
this int.erpreEaiion.[rssociation and some of the parent groups rnay cJr:alify under
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Others, perhaps more informed, were aware from the beginning that the commission was

manacled.

ln view of the need in the past and at the present, for commissions and committees on

education and the strength of their recommendations which for the most part do not

seem to have been adopted, we recommend: That the present commission urge the

government most strongly to adopt its recommendations in the interests of the

education of the young people of our country.68

This submission from Division C. Christchurch Teachers College, is of interest as it seems to

pre-empt the Currie Report by assuming its recommendations will be in line with their

thinking. It is written as if they know what the eventual recommendations will be. The

influence of the teacher training institutions was a powerful force in the sixties with college

principals, staff and Div. C students providing extensive submissions to the commission. It is

interesting to note the recent work of Hymes on teacher autonomy in Victoria during the

sixties which 'reveals the dominant role behind the scenes, of the small and influential group

of college principals as catalysts of change'.46e Coll"g" principails in New Zealand held a

similar symbiotic position in relation to the Department of Education and the research

organizations.

Graham Beard, a narne connected with the Wellington Education Board although not

mentioned as such in the submissions, accuses the department of 'empire building in

educational administration', and 'poor planning and direction'.470

I Maoy submissions were to take up this theme.
I

I

I The importance of the 'basics'and the 3 R's was often referred to in the submissions, but
I

I tnese were balanced to some degree by those people wanting more advanced learning in
I

I schools. There was much support in the submissions for traditional autocratic teaching styles
I

II

I no*s.382

I a6eHyams, B. 'Towards Teacher Autonomy: The Interaction of vested rnEeresE.s in VicEoria,,
41964-1972 '. Hist. of Educ. Rev. No.2. 1992 p. 61-

l, ntos.3B3

{l
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and the inclusion in the curriculum of traditional conservative content. The attempt by many

submittors to revert back to old syllabi and methods was a strong thread running through the

written submissions.

One quoted snippets of poetry with moral messages such as:

Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey

where wealth accumulates and men decav.

from Goldsmith's 'Deserted Village', and

Oh the sin

Done for the things there's money in.

from Masefield's Everlasting Mercy'.47 
I

A few submissions were less poetic than the above example, and less myopic, presenting cold

hard economic appraisals, throwing curses at Treasury or deprecating the procrastination of

the department (education boards were leaders in this area). Others contained personal pitiful

pleas to improve the educational and behavioural position of their own children, decrying the

injustices that they had been dealt by the system. There were complaints about the

curriculum and standards. A number of teachers wrote to say they had been treated unjustly

by the system.aTz One ex-teacher complained that the text books were state produced 'by

talented faddists responsible only to themselves'.473 The same 32 year old teacher

complained of the many changes of teachers in schools, low morale and a 'faulty grading

system'. The reason for mentioning these particular written submissions is because they did

not resurface at the oral hearings to the same degree. One respondentaTa had compared the

subjects studied at Harrow County Grammar School with a school in New Tnaland and found

form one in England compared with form three here. Another said the sixth form in New

Tnaland was two years behind Britain. The injustices inflicted by the system upon English

immigrants was recorded in three submissions. There were many submissions relating the

a'Is.2L2.

a'2s. 259. was one which presented a record or personal difficulties on arrival from
Australia to take up a Teachers College appointment.. (withdrawn fron Archives). Three others
had similar complaints, Many more complained about. the poo! employment condiEions of
teaching.

"rs. 301

a?asub.21i.
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education provision and developments in England and Scotland to educational provision in

New Zealand. Generally comparing New Tnaland unfavourably with the 'old country'. Many

more wrote 'in an attempt to preserve the way of life in which we believe'.47s

Others wrote submissions because they were failing and needed help.

One Maori in four comes to the attention of child welfare by 16 years. Half the Mt.

Eden prisoners are Maori. The real failure is the schools. Our failure is not due to

our own inertia.aT6

Others submitted letters because they had a specific, rather nilrow belief that they wished to

impart upon the system, or a particular organizational gripe such as overcrowding on school

buses. Yet others presented written submissions because they felt they had a better

understanding or intellectual grasp of the whole system and the way that it should develop.

Not the least of these was the Department of Education.

In the first submission at a public session which was numbered 3 from the Department of

Education, Arnold Campbell, made a general statement concerning the positive educational

developments of the previous thirty years, and noted that 'officers of the department often

initiated changes'.

The 'quantitative growth'factor, the 'rural inequality', the 'equality of opportunity myth', and

the Fraser statement of 1939 were constantly referred to in this submission. He admits he was

trying to 'convert' ('the old world) school system constructed originally on the basis of

selection and privilege'. Education he says is a right 'to all who want it'(and of course to

those who do not want it), in a'democratic spirit'of evolutionary change, which it is claimed

relates to 'the $owth of concentrated and complex industries'. He attempts to prove that

teachers and the department are in agreement on the way the system is developing. (Other

submissions show this to be a controversial and debatable opinion). The inadequacies that

arise he claims come from 'staff shortagesaTT Campbell emphasises what Beeby stated in an

interview with the author in 1990, that School Certificate was being attempted by those

\
\

a75New zealald Educat.ion Boards Association. S- 210-

4 r6D̂. raq.

a?7op cit. Campbel1, A.E. p. ?. see also Auckland Girls

I

Granunar sukrnission.
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children with very modest abilities, for whom it was not designed'. The status of School

Certificate seemed to be high on the list of department priorities. It was claimed as being one

of the few recommendations of the Thomas Report that was actually brought to fruition.

The only recommendations of Thomas that have seriously affected the schools was

that dealing with the School Certificate examination. The report's fundamental

change of spirit seldom has had any opportunity to blossom.aTs

The rest of the Director's introduction continues in this vein of repeating the message of the

Thomas Committee (of which Campbell was joint secretary) and the Mason Report, with the

message that the education system was to take control of the whole of the child's life by

'broadening the curriculum'. The great achievement according to the department was the

'abolition of the proficiency exam'(later submissions, for example from the Engineers

Association wanted the 'Proficiency Examination'back in schools.), demonstrating the

underlying conflicts that pervaded the commission. The Department claimed to have a liberal

and 'realistic approach'to the curriculum; though their allowing teachers to become involved

in the decision making process; and their recognition of the importance of 'visiting teachers,

school psychologists, child welfare officers, school medical officers and other people

concerned with the welfare of children'.47e

Campbell interestingly notes that the department is supportive of the lntermediate schools as

they are more economical and efficientaso and refers the commission to the work of John

Watson on this topic.asl The commission's eventual confusion over intermediate education

and the ignoring of their recommendation for secondary education from form one to seven are

pertinent here. John Watson in his submission on intermediates said that they left more

questions unanswered than answered. His research was 'inconclusive'and noted that there

was evidence to show New Zealand primary schools were below English standards in terms

atBS.93 e Commission on Education.

otelE i" noticeable that. the psychologists were concerned, trrlLh the social consequences
corporal punishment. This represented a major shift when compared co earlier ReporE.s such
spens in 1938. where psychologists such as Cyril Burt were concerned mostly wiEh IQ and
selecE.ion.

I 
ntotfr" ML. Roskill Int.ermediate Principal (S l-93) bemoans Lhe facL that: .Ehe subsidy

] system is an excellent one but it. does not exLend even Eo supplying gear reguired for the
I curriculum Eo be taught. IE is a grave aromal_y,

\ 
atrrrank Milner, who had a great influence upon educat.ional thoughE. (see Waitaki

\submission) had rr/ritLen a report on Ehe American Junior High Schools. (16 Oct. 1921-).\

of
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of facilities and space. He said that many children were 'not progressing commensurate to

their ability'and were unfit, displaying 'low muscular strength'.

At all times the department was concerned to be seen as representing 'the best professional

opinion'of contemporary minds, against 'the older ways and attitudes'. In almost religious

terms, the Director describes the widely shared values of people as being 'good faith,

tolerance, mercy towards the weak, equality before the law and so on'. Many of these

'broadly liberal'assumptions were to be sorely tested in later submissions.

The NtrI submission was presented in a splendidly emblazoned crested folder along with the

inscription 'fac et. spera'. As a powerful educational organization, it saw itself as an integral

part of the policy process and talked glowingly about educational reconstruction since 1944

and their organization's influential part in this. Their links over time with the department and

their assumed importance to the policy community in general is clear. They claim correctly

to have important links with policy-process and highlight their function as an intermediary

with their policy network links with the NZCER, the department and influential teachers.

The extensive submissions of the Welling(on lnstitute for Educational Research May 1960,

echoed most of the department's submissions and supported departmental intentions and

actions. They declared that 'the school is the instrument of society'. and they obviously had

clear ideas about what sort of society that should be:

we wish that youth learns to dress sensibly, manage his social relations with the other

sex decorously, to listen to an orchestra, to participate in serious drama or other of the

arts and to find his own level gracefully.o*t

They were concerned about the low status of teachers and 'unacceptable juvenile conduct'.

academic excellence (in the teacher) can lead to pedagogical deficiencies when

confronted with lower stream classes.ass

ttts 93 b. WelJ.ingEon rnsEitute of EducaE.ional Research. They took solace in the facE Lhat
their recommendations were in line with neebtr,s .Educat.ion Today,, The ScoE.tish Reporb. on
Primary Educat.ion 1946. The Harvard Report; 'ceneral Education in a Free society,. 1948.
'Primary Educahion' HMSO. 1959 and LINESCO, 'Improvements of the School Curriculum. , ).957.

n6rs. 93 e. Comnission on Education.
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They wanted secular schools and no aid to private schools. They had a 'servant and master'

ethos and made continual reference to 'his seniors'and the need for inspectors to check on the

performamce of teachers. In their suggested teacher training course curriculum there is no

mention of Maori studies or language, and re-reading the submission today, the tone and

content appears both sexist and culturally insensitive. The departmental records of this

organization includes their view that:

The public expect schools to help pupils pass examinations. There is a need for better

public relations re: other purposes of post primary schools.

Teachers are dissatisfied generally because they realise their inability to provide fully

the liberal education envisaged in 1945.48a

The Religion in Schools and State Aid to Private Schools Issues: Official and Unofficial

Agendas

There were extensive, often overlapping submissions concerned with religion in school. Very

often they were bound up with related topics of correct parenting, censorship and private

education. I have chosen to place these topics in the category of 'social affiliations of adults'.

(Category C of the theoretical model outlined earlier).

The Catholics continued their battles with the Anglicans over who should finance private

religious schools. They included with their submission, The Report Of the McFarlane

Commission on Education in Manitoba 1959. (Chapter l0 on Private Schools) and put

forward their claim for 'an equitable share of State finance'. The Anglicans on the other hand

were content to finance their own schools through school fees, endowment income and tax

breaks but they rebelled at any sign of government interference. The Catholic Statement of

Rebuttal June 1961, emphasised the rights and duties of parents towards the education of

their children:

every child has a right to be educated in a way that will fit him for private, public and

social life in the community and it is the duty of parents to see that the rights of the

child are satisfied.

a8aDept. of Education Fi1es. Corunj-ssion on Educat.ion. Wellinqton. p. l-2
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and claimed that the commission's answers to this question of finance would have:

ramifications in the realms of politics, of sociology, of religion, of education and of

family life'.48-5

The Catholics view was that present theories 'were lacking in sound philosophy of human

nature aurd in understanding of the basic processes of human behaviour'.486 - a direct attack

upon departmental hegemony. The Catholic submission caused laughter when it was argued

that there was 'an agreed opinion to express no opinion'.

The Catholic Parents of Opotiki also thought that:

parents had the prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their

children.asT

and wanted their share of the education budget.

There was some concern shown by those advocating religious education in the schools that

'cranks'should be kept out of the system which demonstrates that it was not generic religion

in its widest sense that was being supported by most Christian $oups. It was a more

circumspect restricted form of the established churchb interpretation of religion that was

being advocated. It was not surprising then that the United Synagogues were opposed to

bible and religious instruction in schools and the Mormons who in spite of exerting an

important influence amongst some sections of the Maori population were ignored. One

respondent to the commissionass emphasised in a recent interview with the author, that the

control of who was allowed to proselytize in the school was an important consideration in

making his submission. He could see the religious element reasserting itself in the nation's

schools today in 1992,'having gone full circle'.

{"ts.63. st.aEemenE of Rebuttal.June i-961. Catholic Education council for New zeal-and.

n86s. 63 A. p.a.

ntts. 184.

4E8Bernard Gadd. s. 254 on behalf of the Methodi.st Pukekohe Circui.r rranted religious
educaE.ion in primary schools in accordance with the agreed sy11abus. The author was abl-e to
discuss Ehese views of 1,960 with B. Gadd in l4av 1992.
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Submission 272. from a teacher/vicar in New Plymouth, emphasised the attacks upon the

Christian ethic and noted that 'the state is the guardian of the common good but the parent,

not the state owns the child'. Here again is a key dichotomy. The philosophic role of the state

relative to the parent was contentious. He wanted a referendum which he thought would

show that 90Vo of Protestants and Roman Catholics wanted scripture in schools, but, he

complains, the NZI is against it.

Another submission that quoted the same terms of the Atlantic Charter was S. 328 from The

New Zealand Protestant Federation Inc. of Dunedin. They called the 1877 Act 'The

children'.s charter', and said that it was passed because of the failure of state subsidized Private

schools. They thought that no state aid should be given to private schools and pointed out

that both Savage and Ward (New Zealand premiers) were Catholics and explained that the

secular system was not 'godless'.

Many submissions were received on the topic of state aid to church schools. The Catholic

Education Board presented a very strong case for more government support. The well

researched submissions by the Reverend Callaghan and Walter Otto,48e presented a detailed

and well argued summation of the historical precursors that had resulted in the difficult

situation in which the Catholic schools found themselves in 1960. Since the separation of

church and state in the Education Act of 1877, the Catholics argued that they had been

expected to fund more and more of their children's education. The national petition which

was circulated in 1956 generated much support and rallied the Catholic parents. Its

presentation at Parliament was extensively covered by the media and the threat that some of

these schools might be forced to close was a concern to the department.ono The Anglican and

Protestant religions were however not in favour of more state aid, as they feared it would

result in more state control of their curriculum and controls upon who would be appointed as

teachers in their schools. The Catholic schools had developed mostly in working class areas

and were dealing with a different type of pupil from the Anglican private schools, which were

fee paying and operating more in the manner of English public schools. The Catholics

presented a compellingly argued case to the commission on the grounds of equity and fairness

ntow. S. otlo had correspond.ed with the departnenE. in 1958. emphasising the catholic wiew
on state aid E.o privace schools and parenLal choice.

aeowalber otE.o. Pet.it.ion No. 25 Appendix 1ol2. state Aid for privace schools 195?.
Parliament.ary archives.
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and yet the few recommendations that were made by the commission in effect ultimately

provided greater assistance to the Anglican schools. The major recommendation being that

no change be made in the present public policy relating to the granting of aid to private

schools'which was essentially the Anglican view.

A leading article in the Dominion newspaper four years before the commissionael noted that

no action would be taken over the previous attempt at gaining more government funding as

secularists and other churches are opposed to the Roman Catholics. The agenda at the

Commission was already set. The Nelson systemoe2 was operating in primary schools quite

successfully, although illegally and the department wished for that system to be given official

and legal standing.

Teacher Shortage

There were clear statements related to the proclaimed shortage of teachers. In the earliest

submissions Anton Vogt of the Wellington Teachers College claimed:

the department is remarkably reticent about 'wastage'and, in general attributes it to

'nafural causes'. Moreover it has no statistics for low morale. Yet there can be no

doubt that many teachers feel frustrated because of bad conditions or poor pay: and

even if they do not resign, they teach in a spirit of resignation.4e3

Submission 296 from a teacher with six months experience of secondary teaching, refers to

the discipline problems, the poor conditions and the unacceptable work loads placed upon

teachers.

Mr White, who had been a teacher claimed he was unable to get a position in the teaching

service and claimed that positions were been given to people unfairly. He gave examples of

rules being bent to give retired civil servants teaching jobs in the correspondence school.aea

aelDominion. Leadi-ng article, 25 Oct.1956, .StaE.e Aid for Church Schools'.

"trr j-s worth noE.ing that s. 94 B. which supported secul-ar educacion againsc. the Nelson
system was ratified by many leading educat.ionalists and comnentators of the cime including
Ernest. Beaglehole, Keith Sincl-air, Dr Sutch, RoberL Chapman and Elsie Locke.

atlsu-b. 5. comm, on Educ,

ae{one of these reE.ired civil servants who vras relief teaching in Tauranga complained of
Lhe indj.scipline in schools, E.he lack of knowledge of basics. children not. doing homework,
Maori probl-ems and 'ganging up on ceachers,. S. 350,
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Comrption and nepotism in the bureaucracy was mentioned more than once by individuals,

but the investigation of these charges was obviously not part of the commission's agenda. It

was claimed by one correspondent that:

the real rulers of our democracy are the permanent civil service heads.aes

Auckland Girls Grammarae6 complained that 'though many parents continued to express a

desire for single-sex schools, the department was prevented from opening more because of

the acute shortage of women teachers'. The department was more likely declining to create

more single-sex schools because of other social reasons.

The Christchurch Girls High Board of Governors claimed:

the shortage of women teachers is becoming so acute that every girls school in New

Tnalandshould be placed on the 'country seryice'list.ae7

This is interesting in that it emphasises that the shortage related to women teachers and it

Iogic:rlly points to the fact that there were women teachers unemployed in the urban areas

who could be re-allocated by forced direction and by pay incentives which were part of the

'Country Service'ruirangements. Again the inference from this board is that there is no

'absolute'shortage. It is interesting that the Epsom Girls School submission supported single

sex schools and opposed 'country service', as did the submission from Otago University.

country service of two, three or six years is an unduly large portion of the average

teaching life of women, which we are told is barely five years.aes

Again, internal contradictions and conflicts of interest are clear.

The South Auckland Federation of Parent Teacher Associations, representing over 100

schools also alludes to the acute shortage of teachers in country districts but say the cause is

to be found in 'the dripping tap'of teachers going overs"as.o'e They too saw a need to stop

oets.1o5/f.7.

496c 1O?

nets. z 15

ntts. 252

aees.242. p.2-
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teachers 'squatting'in city schools. Tawa schoolsm thought that many young teachers were

lost to the system because of oversize classes, some of which they claimed had over 50

pupils.sor

M.Riske, who claims to have seen the last lot of department figures and by his 'own careful

analysis of advertisements in the Gazette'concluded 'a) the shortage is amongst women's

positions b) the shortage is distinctly rural c) the shortage is among specialists in non-

academic subjects and d) there may have been actual surpluses of young men in the primary

service at different times, in spite of the overall shortage.'

On page six of the submission it is claimed 'Nepotism in appointments is still rampant in

post-primary schools', 'injustice, nepotism and down-right dishonesty'in appointments is

claimed and the writer notes:

the non-promotion of teachers is virtually at the whim of the post-primary school

principal, (this he suggests) 'stifles free discussion before such a body as the

commission'.

There are several instances where those making submissions allude to this feeling of being

restricted in saying what they really believe because of the negative effect it would have on

their jobs. No mention is made of this in the final report.

The problem of administrative secrecy is also mentioned in several submissions, which claim

that the department does not divulge statistical information or sensibly chooses not to answer

questions that might embarrass them. F. W. Mitchell referred seven years later to:

an inherent conflict in the functioning of departmental officers which requires them

on the one hand, to preserve secrecy as servants of the Minister but which necessitate

on the other hand, some measure of open-ended discussion to encourage presentation

5oos. 251 -

so1see Ewing, J. L. 'The DevelopmenL of the New
]-9'7O'. p. 161 concerning the actempted reduct.ion of
Lhe appointment of 300 addit.ional assistanE.s.

Zealand Prinary Schoo1 CurricuLum, L8?7-
classes rri[h over sixty pupils in 1924 by
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of ideas, the clarification of issues and the working out of practical and acceptable

solutions.5o2

The Wellington Institute of Educational Research supported unified control of primary and

secondary schools and supported the decentralization recommended in the Atmore Report,

with democratic parliamentary franchise elections for a proposed number of thirty districts. It

saw a need for this to offer protection against:

the various debasing practices which all too frequently invade the sphere of

appointrnent...making it a statutory right of appeal to be exercised with full

publicity.so3

This would be valuable as 'Malpractice seldom likes daylight'(p.4). They disagree with

primary schools being able to appoint teachers. Contrariwise, they support a hierarchical

structure and agree with government money being spent on independent schools even as they

complain that:

entrenched interests now makes a reforrr, so often before held desirable, more

difficult to achieve (p.10).

They argued that:

several competing school systems would have a disastrous effect educationally

(because) educational reforms would be hard to implement.'5@

5ozMitchell-, F. W. (ed) .Looking Ahead in l,ilew zeafand Education'. p 16.

5ors. 323 .

toaibid. p.23.
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Delinquency. Corporal Punishment and Reluctant lrarners

As a privileged member of the educational fraternity the Professor of Education at Otago, had

the advantage of being able to read many of the other submissions before he presented his

own written submission to the commissionon2T June 1961.

He was however, able to add his interpretation to the proceedings by pointing out that

delinquency was a world-wide phenomenon. In New Zealand it was more common irmongst

Maori boys of 14-16 years'and he offered the simplistic response that it was often related to

bad parenting 'aggressive and heavy-handed fathers'and working and hospitalized mothers,

'incompetent housewives' and divorced or separated parents.

Rev Callagh*tot, thought that 'delinquents challenge and defy accepted standards of

conduct'. Alan Lrvett's submission also emphasised the relationship of school and social

failure with family situation by stating that divorce was predominantly low social status

behaviour and noted its connections with delinquency,sffi which he said was 'concentrated in

some areas of the cities'.

As a preventative measure he advocated re-defining the role of the visiting teacher. Professor

Winterboum in a later submission pointed out that all the visiting teachers in New Tnaland

*ere women.Sot The problem of teenage delinquency was further discussed in J.Hobsonb

submission. He was a lecturer in psychiatry at Otago and recalled studies in New York which

showed that delinquency was related to the parents use of physical punishment:

an important factor causing crimes of violence in New Znaland is the climate of

public opinion which encourages the use of physical violence in homes and schools as

a means of enforcing discipline. This violence is maintained by newspaper pubLicity

given to statements by apparently educated people (especially magistrates), who are

almost completely ignorant of the recorded effects of the treatment they advocate.s08

uots. 315

506s. 329, Levett
c.he comnission to the

5ots. 339 .

J. J+!.

who was assistant lecturer
1954 publicat.ion of Nixon,

in educaEion at Auckland University referred
A. J. 'Diworce in New zealand'.
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The PPTA referred to problems with the disciplining of adolescent gids and wanted the

supply of women and men graduate teachers to be analyzed separat"lt'o'

the association has evidence which indicates that the presence of these pupils (active

and passive resistors), more commonly girls than boys is acting as a serious obstacle

to the recruitment of women teachers.Sl0

It pointed out also the need for the non-academic 18-20 per cent of pupils to be given

'freedom from the academic syllabus'. They were keen to get these pupils out of the schools

if possible 'to allow them to come to terms with reality'.

On Maori language, the PPTA thought that:

other tasks are considered by many of our teachers to be far too urgent to spend much

time on a subject that will not assist their integration and the placement of Maori

leaders into European working society.-sll

The conflict between the ideology of the two unions was clear at this point and was reaching

a crisis. The more elitist interests of the PPIA supporting differentiation of pupils and

schools, were in conflict with the liberal egalitarian rhetoric of the NZFI.s12 The antipathy

between the two teacher unions presented difficulties for both unions when trying to present

any united front to the Govemment over issues to do with bulk funding of education,

however both unions had strategic advantage in being separate entities. The secondary

unions were able to claim better pay because of the elitist better qualified teachers in their

union, the primary union was able to advance the cause of primary principals, hierarchic

arrangements within the primary service based on grading and had power, emanating from

their larger numbers of members,

509^

510s.9.p.16.

5tts. 8. p, T.

512The NzEf rltas not that liberal- and was for example ambivalent abouL corporal punlshment
probably because the union was led by primary headmasters who st.itl used corporal punisfunenE
extensively. In 1954 at Ehe Mazengarb ComniLtee hearingrs Ehe president of the NZEI, B. C.
Penny, thought that. 'corporal punishment is econornical of time and can in some cases prevent
grealer harm in other directions,. See Simpson, T. l-992 p. 262.
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The well informed opinion on corporal punishment was extensive and clear in its opposition

to its use. The commission did not take decisive action to completely ban corporal

punishment in schools however, in spite of the extensive medical and psychiatric advice it

received.

On the topic of corporal punishment, a lecturer in psychiatry at Otago University, who

incidentally had educated his own children at home noted that:

physical assault by teachers is so much an everyday occurrence in the classroom that

it is an eccentricity to express surprise or disapproval about it.5l3

'A smoke-screen of hypocrisy'exists around this topic, he claims. A physician in a later

submissionsla claimed that colporal punishment was dangerous to mental health

and that schools should be aiming to produce good parents.

Teachers are often faced with an impossible task because of lack of parental co-

operation.sls

He noted that 'nervous disorders.. effect in some degree a large proportion of the community'

and related this to the early experiences of children up to five years of age and the infliction

of harsh punishments.

The Nelson Branch of the Federation of Universitv Women sooke of the reluctant learners:

though small in number these children are lazy, insolent and determined to obstruct in

classes of slow learners and more frequently in girls schools where there is no

corporal punishment,'they create havoc unspeakable'.s I 6

51rs.203. Dr Harold Bourne.

ttns. 214. The Physician had worked au the TavisEock Clinic. London-

51ss. 214 p. 8.

516s - 95.
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They could have taken heart however as they were working in a system that legally allowed
corporal punishment. The education boards not only regulated the size of straps to be used,

but provided straps through the Education Board supply department.stT

As discussed in the chapter on 'discontent', the medical authorities who did write submissions

were unanimous in their condemnation of corporal punishment. S. 320 from Dr Cook of the

Child Health Clinic gave a well informed appraisal of this topic, quoting professor Ashley
Montagu and Ausubel to make the point that 'New Zealanders attitudes to authority, patterns

of conformity and defiance make salutary reading'and refers to chapter 4 of The .Underwood

Report', which notes that 'certain types of parental attitudes which are morbid and potentially
pathogenic are accepted as normal by many citizens'.

corporal punishment he thought was an even bigger problem in the home.

Delinquent attitudes, Iaziness, decadence and poor learning were in the case of a few parents

attributed to teachers laissez-faire attitudes. Mrs Rabone, of Remuerar as a .widowed parent',

presented her submission (with supporting books) as an individual member of the public
(although connected with Gwen Gilbert who had presented a submission and written direcfly
to The Assistant Director of Education, Mr Aiken). She appealed to the commission to:

ask the government to institute a parent poll, or canvass done privately, and

distributed perhaps through the schools, but certainly not collected and assessed by

the schools, or by any interested educational authorities. I think many p:uents, who
most unfortunately have not been canvassed at all and who mostly do not even realise

that they can make individual submissions to the Commission, would respond to this

approach.-sl8

She wanted grammar and parsing enforced. She cant abide laziness eurd bemoans the
'laissez-faire' attitudes of the teachers of her four children:

517s.240 from stafE atpupil contro].

51ss.l-04 c. cornnission
submission clai-ms with her

cant.erbury University, cafled for research intso bet.Eer systems of

on Education. f was able to discuss aspect.s of Mrs Rabone,sdaughEer (now a docLor)
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the roles of teachers and parents have switched .... nowadays, conscientious parents

struggle with arithmetic and grammar, while teachers teach the easier pleasanter

things that children could learn at home or later in life. (Home economics, cooking,
sewing etc.) our civilized level of culture is sliding into decadence.

Another submission in similar vein was from Mrs Alderton of Herne Boytt, who was
'desperate to the point of tears'because her children were allowed to 'fiddle around,all day at

school' Children' she thought, needed routine - not 'the modern teaching methods,. They
need discipline and formal education. To support her views she cites American precedents.

Submission 217, which was from two couples, (possibly parents), complained about the
shortcomings of the post primary schools. Poor accommodation, authoritarian discipline, lack
of consideration for individuals, and punishment regimes detrimental to pupil development.
They comment that schools:

inflict on adolescent boys punishment not used in prisons...to gain a co-operation
based upon fear.

P' Jowett of Gisborne supported corporal punishment and said that 'children love the frequent
canner and straper'.tto 'My wife deeply loathes a teacher who never touched her,.

He claimed that:

the only people who have to do as they are told in our state schools are not the pupils
but the teachers.

W' Paton a retired teacher of Tauranga complained that: 'practically all teachers with high
ratings (grades) are capable caners, but to get the Llpper hand properly, more formidable ca.nes

are essential'.521

51es. 3o?

510s. 316. p 2.

5'ls. 3so
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Mrs Tremaine of Takapuna argued against 'thrashings'and claimed that the highly intelligent

boy was 'badly effected'by the poorer type of teacher 'still too commonly found'.

The Advisory Committee on Marriage Guidance, which was set up in 1960 reported that:

a considerable number of children in New Tnaland are affected bv a lack of familv

security and fail to obtain help and guidance.'s22

Eric Braithwaite-t23 who at that time was classed as 'a social worker'from Auckland wrote

about his serious concem over delinquency in post-primary schools (another of the Currie

topics with great relevance today 1996). He was concemed that pupils left primary schools

with good records and then 'showed an inexplicable deterioration in work and conduct after a

year at post primary school'.'sza This is not so 'inexplicable'today when 'revisionist'

historians and sociologists have clearly demonstrated the mismatch of stated aims and hidden

agendas of schools with the goals and experienced realities of the pupil. The palliative of

school counsellors was recommended. The furore which followed this submission was

recounted to the author by Eric Braithwaite. Accounts appeared in seven regional

newspapers. The New Zealand Herald leader the following day May 5 196l read, 'Poor

Teaching In Many High Schools: Little Done For Truants And Delinquents'. It was also made

clear to the author that the presentation of this submission had repercussions 'the submission

was effectively the end of my career'. He was told by his boss that he 'had seriously

mbarrassed the Director'. During the submission, 'George Currie got to his feet in a rage

demanded to know where these facts had come from and there was uproar'. No trace of

his dissension appears in the records. Keith Sheen had 'immediately demanded to know the

of the pupils who I was referring to and the details of the second-chance class of l7ll8
olds'. Eric had obtained the material from a district psychologist who had earlier been

that it would not have been appropriate for him to make an individual submission.

522 ^

s2lrnterviewed 7 ocEober 1990,

t'ns.306.

Auckland.
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H. Robinson, the Director of the Hutt Valley Youth Club pointed out that 'New Zealand

education fails the non-conformer'and quotes from A E. Manning'The Bodgie'. He saw

schools as 'autocratic institutions trying to teach democracy'.

The rather stretched definition of 'slow learner'was emphasised by the Canterbury Institute of

Educational Research, who quoted one school who had said that they 'had so many slow

learners that the better ones become tailenders in the A forms.' The problem of the Maori is

again seen as a need to change the home background to 'western standards'. The problems in

schools requires:

rapid, practical solutions, not one for leisurely, academic discussion and departmental

consideration'.

This comprehensive list of the submissions that included comment on delinquency can be

compared with chapter 15 of the Currie report, where the commission 'makes no claim to

special knowledge in this field'.s2s The report does however note that 'the school is rarely if
ever, a prime cause of delinquency', although 'poor teaching'sometimes accentuates the

r delinquency through being 'too permissive'and 'too rigidly repressive'. The Report

I considered the school to be 'a "residuary legatee" of the inadequacies of unstable homes and

of the evils in society itself.-526 Many submissions refuted this view.

report also devotes a page to a Harvard Law School study by Professor Glueck & Dr.

Glueck and another text entitled 'The Origins of Crime'by William and Joan McCord,

ither of which is recorded as being discussed in the written records of the commission.

the report acknowledges the crime rate for Maori offender is three and a half times

great as that for Europeans, in its summary of 'A typical delinquent', no mention is made of
52'1

was up to the 'sensitive and well trained teacher'to 'discover those'who have 'early signs

incipient delinquency in them'. Exactly what these signs were is never spelt out. The

ultcornm.
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report also claims that many submissions were received about the valuable work being done

by the visiting teachers. These were not apparent in a re-reading of all the submissions.

The report views the past rather idealistically:

In earlier times, when the number and variety of secondary pupils were fewer

and society less complex in its human and economic problems or less

publicly conscious of them.s28

and although acknowledging that delinquency is somehow related to socioeconomic factors,

always remained convinced that the diffrculties being faced were transient and that they could

be resolved through the Department of Social Welfare, better teachers, and increased

departmental provision of services such as career advisors, and guidance officers in 'at risk'

schools. The report's claim was that:

School is indeed a controlled and strongly moral environment, in which very little

actual delinquent behaviour ever takes place. Deterioration occurs mainly when a

pupil fashions his behaviour on that offered by adults.s2e

I

luuori Educationt-
I
I

lfne commission had not been asked to look at Maori education, in fact as page 695 of the
Ilcommission's report informs us, the Maori primary schools 'are not public schools'and

.'

therefore were not within the terms of reference of the commission. There was no body of

submissions suggesting that Maori education required especial attention. Why then did the

include so many references to this aspect of New T.raland education, and why a

chapter (Chapter EighQ on the position of Maori schools in relation to mainstream

in the eventual report. The only answer must be that the Depaftment of Education

that this was an important area.

tttco**.
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As convener of the sub-committee on Maori education, Sir George Currie asks, 'are there

educational factors visible in the high incidence of Maori crime in the community?'s3o This

question is never answered by the commission. The hnal report is to point directions rather

than answer political, social or economic questions. The Tai Tokerau written submission

(they would not appeer for the oral hearings even after telegrams requesting their

presences3l), opposed the translation of Maori schools to the department or board and put

fonvard several forceful and well reasoned arguments. They complained that:

press reports have indicated that many ill-informed and erroneous submissions

affecting Maori schools have been presented to the commission.s32

This was not generally the case (although there had been biased press reporting of the support

given by Maori to the intended incoqporation of the department controlled Maori schools

within the Education Board system). Maori did not support this change, but as the local and

some national newspapers were essentially regurgitating the Education Board'.s press releases,

it was to be expected. The media had distorted this issue by their non-investigative approach.

The media was often acting as a propaganda arm of the department and boards by only

questioning surface social problems rather than deeper questions of structure and power. It is

interesting to note that at the end of the commission hearings, the press are specifically

thanked by Currie and commended upon their supportive reporting.

The commission has been very pleased and satisfied that the press throughout New

Tnaland has given not only good space but very fair treatment to all the matters that

have been presented before this commission.s33

limited advice from Maori was completely over-ridden in the interest of government pre-

policy initiatives.

5locornrnission on Education.

5llReported at interview wit
eport.s such as Mason.

tt's. 309 .

trlrnt.eruogration 48 c 1.

Sub Committee B. Ilaori Educacion.

h G. Palliser May 1991. Maori.s did not respond to earlier
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Even though the final report talks about 'acknowledging what this service has done, its strong

sense of purpose, and its enlightened attitude', the agenda was clear:

Maori schools have won for themselves secure places in the affection of their districts

and the commission hopes to see the changes that it believes must come to this

service brought about with a minimum of disturbance to what has been already

*on.t'o

The Analysis of the Performance of Some Maori School Certificate Candidates, which was

intended to become Appendix 1144, defined a Maori as 'a person defined as such by the

principal'. Again the department can claim ignorance of the achievement levels of the Maori

student as 'the number of Maori candidates sitting throughout New Zealand is unknown'.s3s

In their summary of conclusions it is noted that 'the pass trend of the Maori differs from that

of all other candidates'. This is not surprising as the armed forces survey had shown, '804o of

all Maori boys leave school with two years of secondary education of less'.

A full understanding of the position of the Maori race is impossible without an understanding

of social and political precedent. The separate development that had occurred in New

T,ealandwas referred to in the submissions. For example Interrogation (16 C 2) informed the

Commission that it was not until 1955 that the frst Maori boy was employed in a bank' That

there was only one Maori member on an education board in New ZnaJand (Hawkes Bay) and

in 1960, 13,000 Maori pupils (l/3 of all Maori pupils) were in Maori schools.s36 Prof. Bailey

reports that the first Polynesian to gain an appointment in a university 'occurred last week in

my department'.s37 Demographically another important consideration was that40Vo of all

Maori pupils were in the Auckland and South Auckland Board areas'

Yet another worrying aspect of the separate Maori schools was that quite a number of them

had a majority of European pupils and one had no Maoris.'538

eracommission on EducaLiod Report. p. 416.

si5 'Analysis of performance of candidates in sample'. Appendix 1/No. 44. p. 3.

qt6- ----rnEerro. r/. r. 1.

srtrnterro. 5- H. 2.

t"rnterro. 14. M. 2
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The records of examination passes were increasingly becoming a matter of public record and

debate facilitated and enhanced by improving techniques both in statistical methods and

electronic storage and retrieval systefirs. Publication of examination results in the media was

widespread. The racial breakdown of the results conflicted with the deparlmental claims of
egalitarianism and fairness. Opotiki College reported to the commission for instanc e that 50Vo

of its roll was Maori but that in 5 years only 6 had passed the School Certificate

examination.-53e

Although not a separate category on the list of topics at the beginning of this chapter and

although not one of the terrns of reference for Cunie, Maori issues were regularly raised at

the Commission hearings and the topic was of special interest to George Currie himself.

Maori issues are relevant to most of the earlier listed categories and topics. The Maori

problem was a problem for Pakeha, not necessarily the Maori community. very few

submissions catne from Maori groups or individuals and those that did were in favour of the

retention of the then existing system of separate Maori schools under Department of
Education control.

On the issue of Maori underachievement, Northland College staffs0 note that integration is a

two way process and that the real problem is the discrimination in the community at large.

The frequent criticisms of Maori children's English ability is explained in their comment that:

the Maori child's standard is no worse than that of a Pakeha child living in the same

conditions.'sal

There seems to be an unwillingness to face up to the claims that children's faults are

emanating from social conditions and environment.

The Department of Maori At-tairs also believed, rather optimistically that:

t'ernt.erro. 
L4 . z. z.

sa.Mr Maitaira a Northland college Eeacher was reported by Lhe Auckland star 4 May 1961,as saying co Lhe commission. 'rre go in Maoris and coie out pikehas,,

5a1s. 205.
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A Maori Education Foundation could transform the scene in ten vears'.'542

They were also aware of 'the current international importance of race relations'. It is

noticeable that the problems facing the Maori in 1960 are very like those expressed today and

the response to them seems to be similar.

The Kaikohe Branch of the United Nations Association of New 7*,alandwanted one

administration for all schools including Maori.

there is no reason why the present 'advantages'of the Maori school should not be

retained.sa3

They thought that increasing Maori studies in all schools would pacifu the Maori and they

thought that Maori had the right to learn and be taught their own language.

The president of the Maori School Committee, Rotorua,Sa4 was concerned about the intention

to 'adapt'the Maori by placing Maori schools into education board control. He stated that:

evidence can be produced to show that many members of Education Boards are

unsympathetic and even antagonistic regarding Maori schools.

those who through ignorance and intolerance just do not like Maori schools.sas

At the time, there were 12,000 pupils in 155 Maori schools. He reported on the 'ease of
staffing Maori schools'and complained that the boards were just 'empire building'.

Statistics were presented on the poor academic results of the Maori population.s46 The

submission saw this as an economic problem which more grants and scholarships would help

rectify. Parents, they thought needed to:

542s. 239- p. 2

5als. 2Bg .

5aas. 346

505s. 345
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have more awaroness of the value of education in respect of their children.

Like many other submittors, they considered schools should socially engineer their pupils.

They also thought that:

prejudices which may be prevalent in the locality should be actively combated in the

schools.

Education Boards and [,oca] ksues

Education has never been other than an area of conflict between centralist and

provincial factions, and sectional interests in relation to the separate organization of
primary, secondary, technical and university education.'547

No Ministry was brave enough to risk the opposition of the board representatives in

Parliament.5aB

It is impossible to view the changes in the relationship of board and department without an

understanding of the historical precedents that had led to the locat versus centralist

arguments. Essentially it revolved around questions of power. Contentious debate revolved

around the relative distribution of power rights amd educational responsibilities in the control

networks of schools. The confrontations between centralists and provincialists which had

accompanied all social reforms in New Ts.aLand from the beginning of state government were

clearly seen in the continuing debates over education in the 1960's. The contentious history

of provincial control of schools is recounted earlier in rhe thesis as an underlying dichotomy

or conflict in New Tnaland education.

5,06^>. ZT I

sarReport of the Par.l-iamentary Recess caruniEt.ee. comrnonry knourn as the ,Agmore reporE..l-930. p. 2. (PeLer Fraser was a memberl. Recommended a Supeiint.endent in each DisErict,consol'idaEion of schools. (esp. rural), unification of coirtror, supported the .Nelson
sysE.em"

sa8comrnission on EducaEion Report 1962. p. 73.
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According to Palliser the arguments among 'the big three'(Education Boards. Technical

Education Association and Post-primary School Boards Association), continued

unremittingly long after the commission had ended.sae

Palliser refers to the meeting of education organization representatives in Wellington 25 May

1964 'which was aftended by a full representation'of the big three:

however no report ofthe conference has ever been released, so far as can be found, so

that the ideas put fonruard there, the clash of opinion, and any conclusion reached will

only be known to those participating.s-s0

Palliser also recounted the important unrecorded meeting of himself and Keith Sheen with

Justice McCarthy in 1962. He felt that this meeting with a Judge connected with the State

Services Commission had great importance for the Currie Report implementation. Palliser

had been involved with the production of the 3000 copies of the report.ssl He thought that

the commission was 'a political exercisen which as 'a minute examination of the status quo,

summarised the svstem as it was'.

Although claiming that they were only suggesting possible changes for the future, the

department can be shown to have sponsored their preferred suggestions. As a govemment

department they were in favour of including local administrators within the Public Service

Commission regulations. The District Councils proposed by the department and the

commission would have resulted in some of the board employees becoming public servants

541'This is well documented in Pa11iser, C. 'Locus of Power in che Educat.ion SysEem'. M.A.
Thesis, WeLlingrton. 1966. p. 253. The chesis was supervised by prof. colin Bailey, who had
been a commissi-oner on the currie Comnissj-on. AlEhough simplistic in iLs interpretation, arld
limiLed to a selecE.ion of administralive reconrnendat.ions, it provides documented evidence of
acc.ivities of 'the blg three' during lhe two years following che conunission. He noted H.c.D.
Somerset as his mentor(p, v). The reporting of their actiwities by the newspapers in relat.ion
Lo the shaping of public opinion is pertinent to this thesis. J. cameron (Conrrnissioner)
provided Palliser with his full seE. of submissions. Palliser had been administrative officer
for the co:runission and lives cl-ose to other Lower Hutt 'educauional names,. (rnLerviewed by
the author 12 May 1991). Pal1iser contiD.ued his association with Sir ceorge Currie long after
the conunission. He reported to the aulhor thaE In Augn-lst L912 ' I visited George in Canbeffa.
Sir Charles Fleming was Ehere'.

ssDibid. paI1iser, c. D. 253.

tutPalliser, G. referred to Frank Cotceral1 in 'school
reporE. He had worked wifh ceorge Francis on ,comparati.ve

publications' drafcing parLs of the
salaries', Appendices B, R, and S.
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controlled from Wellington. McCarthy of the Auckland Board was very much against this

change.

The administration of education in New Tealand, was made an important topic of discussion

in educational circles during 196l and l962,by the many speeches given by Department of

Education representatives, officials of education boards and the representatives of the post-

primary school boards. The media were always kept informed, often by the Education

Boards themselves who had a justified suspicion that their powers were going to be changed

by the recommendations of the commission.

The Education Boards Association,ss2 long before the commencement of the commission,

had gathered their supporters and were already holding meetings to present a united front to

the commission.

The local Education Boards were also acting well in advance of the commission, led by the

Auckland Board, which was the most influential, and the redoubtable Mr L J. McCarthy, the

general manager who had rallied certain other boards (Hawkes Buy,t-t' Taranaki, Wanganui

and Wellington) to his side (with the backing of the Education Boards Association) in a bid to

present the commission with a strong recommendation on one issue, - the need to maintain

the status quo and not accept the idea of district controlling boards which the Department of

Education wanted staffed by civil servants. This short submission was presented as the last of

the written submissions (numbered 409). L.J. McCarthy outlined very real problems that his

board had faced since 1954 when its former territory had been partitioned into South

Auckland and Auckland as separate boards.-ssa The delays in achieving improvements and

obtaining funds for their rapidly expanding building prografirmes were creating serious

problems and many irate complaints from teachers and the general public. The commission

tt'The Mi.rister wrote to the secretary Manager of the Auckland Education Board 14 Juty
1961 saying LhaE 't.he increasing sEature of the EducaEion Boards Association was pleasing,
Auckland Archives Minute Bk. E B -A 1/87.

55rMccarthy wrole to Mr. P. Page (secretary of the Hawkes Bay Education Board on 2f May
1963. 'Dear Phil' and included a ea11y of letters sent to the Regional offj-ce of the
Department l-n NeriimarkeL. (2,800 letters each year 'roughty eguivalent' Lo the incoming
IetE.ers from the Department) - Telegrams ald letters were oft.en exchanged be[ween these two
boards on maLLers of policy. especially with plans for Lhe setfj.ng up of che NorthLand Board
in 1963. Auck. Educ Board. Corun. on Educ. 1962 Files Vol 4 12/1/44. They had. a strong
objection to Lhe 'Ehree tier sysE.em,.

s5aThe Auckland Eoard had requested an invest.igation into 'Lhe administraE.ion of
education' in 1954 (see SamueL Green S. 96). The department had uried Eo abolish the boards
as early as L92'l .
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of enquiry into these matters sought by the Auckland Board in 1954 was studied by a joint

committee, whose report was never published, although McCarthy noted that it was

unanimous in recommending that local authorities be given increased responsibility.sss 'The

citizen'he said (not the parcn$ 'must be given the opportunity of playing a more vital part

than in the past'.ss6 During the hearings, there were no submissions that asked for more

centralization, other than those from the department. The support for decentralization was

much greater and there were many calls for a reduction of departmental powers. The

Auckland Board's frustration with the delays occurring at higher levels of decision making

was clear:

In recent years, education boards and local authorities have found that other central

authorities in Wellington are taking a prominent part in decision making. Treasury

now appears to play a dominant role in all State activities requiring the expenditure of
public funds. Having convinced the department and the Minister of Education that a

certain project is essential to enable the Education Board to provide adequate

educational facilities for the children of its district, rhe board is informed that the

proposal is being analyzed by Treasury. At the same time, the Ministry of Works may

also be called upon to report upon the architectural design and structure of a plan

prepared by the board architect and approved by the Department of Education.ss?

The lobbying of the department by the Education Boards increased after the commission with

the N Z Education Boards'Association composing a report entitled Education in New

ucation Districts. in Seprember 1963. The

constemation that followed Mr. Graham'ss58 speech to the boards association in 1963,

showed the strength of the board position.

5s5Mccarthy, L. ,J. 'Decentralization in Educati.on Administration,. in zi11k,'Decent.ralization of coverrunent AdminisEration,. 1961- . o. 6.1 .

556ibid. Mccarthy, L. J. 'Decent.rallzation in Educat.ion,. .Decentralization
covernment Adminj.stration,. Wellington N.Z.I.p.A., 1961. pps. 12 _ 73.

55trbid. page ?1,

sssl"Ir. Gratram was Department of Education Assistant Dir- of Administration.widely in New zeaLand afler t.he conunission to explain his views Eo Ehe board,s,often different to the Currie recoruflendatrons.

H. et al-.

in New zeaLand

He travelled
wlrich were
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Mr Graham is still convinced the best way of getting financial authority out to the

local authority is to have those authorities staffed under Departmental control. I told

him quite categorically that he had no hope of selling that idea as it had been turned

down from one end of the country to the other, that no Minister , or no Government

would be so bold as to try and implement such a scheme with so much opinion

against it.-55e

It was agreed post-Currie in 1963 that the boards 'should not act independently, nor should

any officer holding an official position attempt to submit the proposals to the Minister, or the

Department'.s60

The Hawkes Bay Board secretary wrote to Amold Campbell saying his Board had:

considered a conference of all primary, post-primary, school committees, P T A,

Kindergarten, N Z E L P P T A, and department representatives, but our experience

shows that it is near impossible to reconcile differences and misunderstandings in

such a large group. Obviously you will be advising the Government on any scheme

we put up and I feel much good would result from the exchange of ideas between us.

I have found the best way to do this is to have private off-the-record talks and I would

like to do this with you.... I am therefore inviting Lindsay and yourself, together with

Phil and l-en, to come up to my bach at Mahia over the weekend. We all know each

other sufficiently well to speak our thoughts without restraint and they would of

course not be repeatable outside....You dont need to bring anything except some old

clothes and I can promise some good fishing and good crayfish.56l

A E. Campbell, in his address to the Education Boards Association during the time of the

commission, noted that there were two main questions overshadowing educational

administration in New Zealand:

sseThomas, J. H. - south AuckLand EducaE.ion Board Eo Board's Association su-b-cotrEflitEee
AuEust. l-963.

s60Auckland EducaEion Board Fi.le 12/L/44. 2 May 1963-

56lAuckLand Education Board File. Commissj-on on Educalj-on. 19 February 1953.

ao
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First, the question of the division of functions and powers between the local boards
and the central Department and, secondly, the question of the administrative division,
at the local level, between primary and post-primary education.-t6t

The education boards were secure in the knowledge that the Dominion Federation of School
committees were in 'a settled relationship'563 with board members. The Ig77 Act had
intended that the school committees would act as a check and balance on the power of
education boards. The reality was that the committees had become aligned with the
boards's@ The contrary opinions and attacks upon all levels of bureaucracy by other parent
groups points to this inteqpretation as being correct.

The Public Expenditure committee565 set up three years after the commission also tackled the
problems of centralization and decentralization in terms of savings on administration. Even
with the powers of a select committee comprising elected members of parliament, they were
unable to produce any definitive statement on this issue. The secondary school boards were
vociferous and politically influential, enabling them to obstruct central attempts to limit their
powers' The general public were 'apathetic'. Apart from a few individuals (who were part of
the educational fraternity), they were simply not interested enough or concemed enough in
the administration to make their views known during or after the commission. The focused
attacks on 'play-way'before the commission had commenced, dissipated and become un-
focused.

In 1965, Palliser could write in relation to his personal knowledge of the commission and his
study of the administrative structure of New 7*alandeducation that:

562carnpbe11, A- E. - N-2. EducaE.ion Boards conference. 26 septenber 1g61. p. 1.
s6lcorunj-ssion on Education Report p. ?3.

55aThe commission noted rhat 'iE. is perhaps a sig', of the root.ed strengEh of locaf feelingin Ehis country thae some of the submisiions receivJd were very much closer t.o the pole of::il:::::"H"$:":5::::"":ii3.ffI"'*'*-Lo iEs opposite.' p. sa- cenrrar co.,iioi-'as o,,ry

565Report of the Pubric E:cpenditure connittee l-965. parliamenEary paper r. 12. pp 39 - 40.
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some single or multiple events or activities would be required to induce a change in

the social climate, to activate the torpidity that might be thought to now reflect public

satisfaction with the status quo.s66

It is important to note that the education boards were not a unified body on all issues although

they allowed the Education Boards Association to speak for them on some central concerns.

There was an element of competition amongst the boards over questions like who was most

efficient, who had the most effective control over schools and teachers, and which of them

was able to exert the greatest conservative force over schooling. There had been constant

disagreement over boundaries in the South Island and over the creation of new education

boards in the North Island. Some boards such as Southland were constantly involved in

submitting to enquiries related to national educational policy and believed that they had

powerful control over the policy formation communitysut. Th"y sent submissions to all

major committees of enquiry, whereas other boards such as Hawkes Bay and Taranaki were

more insular and irregular about participation in national arenas.

Rural Problems

Although lack of support for rural community schools was acknowtedged by the department

to some degtee, and many country areas alluded to the problems associated with being

geographically well away from the decision-making process, it really seemed to be primary

schools under the control of education boards that were suffering the real hardships.568

some rural area secondary school boards thought that they were doing well:

s66op. cit.. PaLliser c. C. .Locus of power in the Educat.ion sysEen., p. 290.

56?The southland board secrer.ary sent. a personal letter to 'Len' Ivtccarthy of Auckla4d
reporting that 'he (Lindsay Graham, assi"sEanL Direct.or of admin. Department of Education) has
little appreciation of t.he sErength of che boards. Wich their school conmitEees and parents
behind them, they can kil1 any scheme'. LeLE.er from Secretary of Southlald Education Board
1-3 .lune L963.- Auckrand Education Board Files commission on Education-

5ut s, 330 wesLern DistricE. school conmieEees wrote in t.o colrect Ehe deparLment,s
submission on transporE. i.e that Eown children do not walk further than "outcry children t.o
school' or bus. Mistakes in department. submissions were quickly taken up to use igaj-nst them.
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there has been considerable advantage to our board as a result of the amicable and co-

operative relationship between department offices and the Board in direct

association.56e

They claimed that no problems with child welfare and delinquency existed in their school.

The Dominion Federation of School Committees Association who were representing'rural'

interests and education boards commented that they had asked for a Commission of Enquiry

into Education in 1955 because they thought the schools were under-emphasising 'the

fundamentals'and complained that 'at the present time parents have very little say as to what

is taught to their children'.s7o They reported the case of the class with 17 teachers in one year

and reported on the poor facilities and school buildings and complained that necessary

educational expenditure was 'subservient to political purposes'(Point 6).

Federated Farmers were having problems keeping farm workers in rural areas and thought

more hostels at schools would assist them. The Country Women's Co-ordinating Comminee

of Federated FarmerssTl thought that teachers should be given'extra training in country life',

which was strange as most teachers were being recruited from country areas. The Southland

Women's Division were antagonistic to social promotion in schools. Their concern was that

housewives were now working in Invercargill to provide extra money'which was once

earned by good capable and conscientious housewives taking in borders's72.

Another Women's Division of Federated Farmers thought that there should be more respect

for teachers and less familiarity. They wanted a return to learning by rote, mandatory

homework, more exarninations, streaming and ranking of pupils by marks. They thought that

the'basics' should be taught and the'fidgets'should be'banished'.573 Interestingly, all the

subjects that are currently included in the Ministry's push towards technology in 1992, were

243. p. 2. South OEago High School Board of covernors.

afo

5115̂. JJZ

tt2s. 344. Tokanui w.D.F.F

57rs. 2i.3.

559^
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regarded by this group as not being suitable for school lessons, Typing, shorthand,

engineering, woodwork, cooking, should, they thought be taught after the school leaving age.

They considered that facts like 'the position of countries' and the Bible are important to learn.

Some books and comics are harmful. Thev claim that:.

in Scandinavia, Russia and Holland, children are expected to work harder and for

longer hours than in New Zealand.sTa

Class-based Education. Formal Methods. Elitism and the Curriculum.

Some submittors clearly felt themselves to be superior to the general mass of people. This

was to have repercussions when promotion, examinations, zoning, standards and private

schooling were under discussion. The 'them' and 'us' syndrome is clear in many

submissions.

The Associated Chambers of Commerce seemed to be in an uncomfortable alliance with the

departnrent, supportive of the character traits often prornulgated by the department and yet

over-emphasising the need for examinations, marks and the 'three R's'. The uneasiness arose

from the Chamber of Commerce being supportive of individuality' and their desire for

promotion in schools to be based upon ability not age. They claimed that it was:

only by adopting the harder methods that sterling attributes of character can be

developed.5Ts

They wished children to develop the traits of 'honesty, sincerity, tolerance, respect, courtesy,

reasonable self-assurance' and 'adaptability' for the 'battle of life', and to increase their worth

as 'prospective employees' for othe requirements of working life'. It is of note that they also

wished tbr greater funds to be given to private schools which are not known for encouraging

the employee ethic. They agreed with the department that New Zealand 'should eliminate the

differences between Maori and Pakeha education'.s76 and were in favour of change in

education.

57{^

ttts. 263.

J. ZOJ

p. 7.

P. J.
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education is not, nor should not and cannot be, static...(sic) there must always be

progress and change as knowledge is develop"d.t"

Supportive of the views of the Chambers of Commerce were the 'New Zealand Institute of

Management', who also wanted better 3 R's skills, more English expression courses,

vocational guidance and the retraining of unskilled people of middle age.

The Riccarton High School Board of Governon were in agteement with Federated Farmers

and the cofilmerce and business associations that 'streaming'was important, 'as the slow

child brings down the bright child more than vice versa'. They too wanted promotion on

ability and increased specialization. These high school board submissions often seem to be a

reflection of the membership of the board rather than a consensus of what the parents or the

teachers at their schools believed.

An example of this would be their attitudes supportive of the freedom to give religious

instruction.

R D. Orange, in supporting S. 71 (Mt Roskill Grammar), argues that 'academic and social

segregation takes place in school through free choice'.s78 The submission was opposed it said

to the P P T A stance on schools ns sssializing agents and opposed to their emphasis on

'uniformity', 'rubbing shoulders with all classes and types and levels'.57e Pupils it stated,

'keep to their own set of similar types'.

Schools are not and should not be asents of social interaction.

The school owes its sporting and cultural life almost entirely to that half of its

members that follow academic courses.

'"s. 263 pps. 6 & 7.

ttBs. 390.

5ttThe PPTA subraission on delinguency (S.8 K) noted bhat 'career and economic factors must
receive major consideraE.ion in posE primary education'. The PPTA were not egalitarian in the
sense of tshe NZEI. There was a noted difference of philosophy as seen bryr a cornparison of the
general submission of ttre PPTA and the more elitist views emanacing from some branches of the
PPTA, which were essentially individual schools such as Selwlm College or Christchurch Girls
High or Papatoetoe High. under the auspices of L.he PFTA. The 4gS4g4g__g!gf reporE.ed 28-6-L960
and the New Zealand llgg]g reported on 29-5-1950 on the ppte sulrniss.ion. fn rhi"h ehey
opposed Eurther;Ia to prlvaLe schools. (see appendices)
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The Commercial Teachers Association, Wellington, provided evidence of the gender

differences in subject choice in New Txaland schools:

30.5Vo out of 37861 girls take commerce.

3.2Vo outof 42ffi7 bovs take commerce.

we recorlmend that a larger proportion of cleverer students take commercial subjects'

(p.s).

The headmaster of Motueka High thought that 'empires (art specialists, nature specialists and

P.E. specialists) should and must fall'. The problems in the post primary school were seen (as

was the view of most post primary principals) as being a problem deriving from the primary

system. The faults of the primers teachers and the inability of primary teachers to teach

reading successfully.

Submission 408 from Taieri High School wanted S.C. core subjects only with an increased

pass mark:

many pupils Ieave our schools quite unable to express their own feelings or opinions

even in the simplest terms, but able to type neatly a letter which they cannot

comprehend or able to turn accurately on a lathe a machine part, which they cannot

describe.5so

To counter this, they considered that a sufficiently 'sound'basic education should be given. It

should also be sufficiently wide so as to create 'responsible citizens'. They were against

vocational training before School Certifi cate.

' The Nelson College Governors wanted the eleven+ examination introduced and attacked the

primary service for causing educational failure.ssl They recorded the movement of power

580s. 4og . p. 3 .

tslother su-bnissions from secondary schools and individual school represenlaEives (e.g.
275) also placed the blame for sctrool difficulries upon noL enough 'academic work ethic, in
the chil-d's earlier school-ln<r.
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away from the governing bodies to central government over many years and wanted a 'hands

off policy (p. l2).

those on the spot are better able to judge relative merits than those exercising remote

but very considerable control.582

A. Baigentss3 was concerned about the wastage of the nation's talent. He had a 'desire to

achieve excellence'and saw a need to develop a system like Russia where 'special

educational attention is given to a selected few'.584 The multi-course school was, he felt,

'developing uniformity'. Tawa School Parent Teachers Association like many other

submissions, also allude to the Russian system. They claimed that the USSR spending on

education 'is a great threat to the free world'. We do not want their system of education, but

their investment in research is instructive'.s8s

Prof. Plan of Otago also thought that 'teachers should not waste their time on feeble talent'

Mrs Donaldss6 thought that there should be more religious education in schools and 'less

sport, less elaborate building, less art'. She thought that there was a need to review the

functions of the education boards and wanted private school subsidies with tax breaks for

parents ofchildren at private schools.

The Auckland City Housewives Association 'like private schools'. They considered that

'deportment and good manners'were more important than 'cooking and sewing'. They

wanted a low school leaving age and as 'city housewives'generously wanted more 'state

housing for country teachers'. They wanted 'character-building'and lessons in 'team spirit'

and 'fair play'. The Howick 'Housewives Association'also wanted more housing provided

for teachers and befter salaries. They also thought 'poise'for self control should be taught.

582s- 27r=276.

ssrHamilton Boys High S. 2'lg-

utos. 304 Mrs Lake, a teacher of French and mothe! of Ehree bad 'left Russia in 1950, and
wrote of the Russian 'rejection of strearning by intelligrence' and about teachers in New
Zealand 'retiring fru,scraced aE their peak,.

585s.25L.

ttus. 3?4
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They were anti 'playcentres'and thought that discipline was the parents duty and should not

be left to the teachers.

The Hastings Housewives Unions8T pointed to the general deterioration in standards of

teaching and learning over the last decade'. They wanted more basics, discipline and rote. A

greater emphasis they thought should be given to 'civic affairs'in social studies. There was

too much expenditure on 'luxurious equipment'as the financial demands upon parents was

too great. An 'undue prominence was given to competitive sport'. They were against

accrediting and wanted more technical schools. Group work they considered led to 'gangs'

and delinquency.

to ordinary average parents, education is simply a ladder of luck by which their

children may climb to a higher social and economic level of security.sss

Mrs Tiller of Wellington who had attended Bedford College London thought there was too

much project work in schools, and wanted more rote and formal instruction. She thought it

was 'far kinder'to leave dull pupils behind for a year. She supported examinations at the end

of primary schooling and merit promotion. The School Certificate should, she thought, be a

certificate of attainment rather than a 507o pass. She noted that the 32 possible School

Certificate subjects were limited to 5 in most schools. There should be 'plenty of hard work

and physical effort in lower streams'.

The submission from Mrs Marinus of Waitoa is missing from the listings of submissions and

cancelled in the archives.s8e She had complained of her daughter not learning English, and

that there were 'too many picnics, sports days, show days, teacher only days and school

visits'. 'I really do think teachers do far too much for the children on a line which is not

theirs. Irt parents take care of entertaining'. She wanted 'tables, sums and maps learnt'.

58Bc ?a1 h /
Pr =-

sseother submissions
RoEorua Girls High Scaff

had been wichdravrn
su-bmiss ion.

Erom Lhe archive records includinq S. 31-- - the
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The New Zealand Herald gave space on l-7-1960 to the Okaihau District High School

submission under the headline 'Too Many Changes'. Their submission had complained that

the best pupils were by-passing this type of school (see appendices No.4).

There were several complaints about the poor standard of teaching and about the courses at

teacher training colleges being 'unstimulating'. This was highlighted by the many requests to

put the training colleges under the auspices of the university or at least conduct part of the

course at university. Advice not followed up by the Government.

The principal of Wellington Teacher Training College, supported the department but was in a

minority as he philosophically supported the liberal trends in schools:

In the cultural as well as the intellectual field equality of educational opportunity does

not mean levelling: It means making the best available to all and helping and training

as many people as possible to understand and enjoy it.5e0

The Principal of Marlborough College presented a submission that epitomised the protestant

view of education. He had previously been the head of Cathedral Grammar school and

wanted some help to private schools but not a 'general hand-out'. He thought that the

Intermediates should be 'encouraged to disappear'. He pushed for the abolition of education

Boards in favour of '2O comprehensive boards'and said that there should be 'different leaving

ages depending on choice and ability'.sel

Slurred Speech. Alcohol and 'Good'English.

The New Tnaland Temperance Alliance stated their clear, unchanging views on the societal

and individual dangers of alcohol:

590b̂. Jf z -

5ers. 354. Also note shuker, R. and Baltersby, D. on the 'Blenheim DebaE,e, .One BesE
System?' p- 225 in relation to this su-bmissioo and the atEempted estabtishment of a mulE.i-
laLeral-, co-educational school in Blenheim.
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alcohol is a deterrent for any form of sustained labour whether mental of manual.

(Quoted in S. 358 and as they themselves note, in 1927 by Inrd Merton in the House

of tnrds).

The international links of their organization are clear from their many references to

temperance in Canada, Australia, and Great Britain. They consider schools should teach

temperance because: 'alcohol is a great creator of avoidable poverty and illness'.se2

The New Tnaland Speech Therapy Association complained that their 'training and practice

was dictated by depanmental officers who can at best have only a superficial knowledge'.

Although 2/3 of their clients for speech therapy were boys, only seven male speech therapists

had been trained in twenty years. Only two worked in New Znaland at the time in the 60

education board clinics. They said they would prefer to be under the control of the

department rather than the education boards. The teaching staff of the 'Sumner School for

the Deaf also recorded their dependence upon female staffing and complained that they

needed more male teachers 'due to the onerous nature of the iob'.

The lecturer in charge of speech therapy in New Tnalandse3 cornments that 'the work done in

schools is offset by poor speech patterns in the home', and 'good homes have speech ruined

by the schools'. The speech therapists declare that 'there is good New Zealand speech and bad

New Zealand speech'5ea Teachers speech it is argued, needs to be improved at refresher

courses.

The faculty of engineering, Auckland University, thought that 'schooling was too narrow in

scope and over-specialized in mathematics and science'. In philosophical frame of mind they

pointed out that a philosopher is 'one who asks whether we know what we all know we

know', and then say that they do not want general ans courses at university level as pafi of the

examinations for getting into the engineering school. In contrast the engineering school

senior lecturer from Canterbury demanded a better standard of English language from his

students and complained that students were being held back by the sixth form year. The

Canterbury University teachers argued for 'speedier passage'for bright children 'through the

358 The New Zeal-and Temperance Al1iance. p.L0.

3,l4

324. p. 3

592 D̂.

\94 -D.
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earlier stages of schoolingrses *4 there was obvious disagreement as to the purposes and the

targeted clientele of 'technical' as opposed to 'technological' educational establishments.

Classroom Promotion on Aee or Abilit-v

It is worth noting that a statement of official policy on age promotion was published in

Education in April l959, It advocated 'flexibility' being built into the system, although

recognising that 'regular progress from class to class with children of about the same age is

the general pattem'.5e6 The advantage of flexibility of interpretation with no hard and fast

rules has advantages for the Deparhnent of Education in the irr&rpretation and practice of
systems and school provision. It also circumvented the major differences of opinion on this

matter that were expressed in the submissions. Also in 1959, the department issued a policy

statement on teacher work plans and school schemes which again emphasised flexibility.seT

Again immediately afterthe commission ended, the department issued regulations, published

in the Education Gazette that'gave legal force to the trend towards flexibility in making

decisions'. these regulations pointed the way in which the syllabus was to be used in

schools.ses These regulations 'Organization and Inspection of schools' issued in April 1963,

nine months after Currie, do little to answer the questions raised in the Intenogations, in fact

they seem to be departmentally led in contradiction to many of the submissions. As an

example of this we can look at'age promotion' which received l5 submissions and was

refbned to regularly in the Interrogations. The Chambers of Commerce wanted 'to promote

ability faster'. The Dominion Federation of School Committees Association, were more

concerned with getting more local and parental control of what was taught to their children

rather than 'age promotion'. G. McNaught, the head of New Plymouth High School, was

concerned at the plight of students of 'superior ability' so was opposed to age promotion.

The N Z Education Boards Association was another group that were not interested in 'age

promotion'. Their interest was clearly in administrative matters of controlling authority and

the balance between central and provincial control.

tn"s. 245

t%Ewing, J. L. 'The Department and Teachers. some notes on the ne!, regulations on schoolorganization,. Education 1.963. p. 14.

se?Education. octobe! 1959,

5eeEducation Gazette. 1 .rune L963.
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The North Taranaki Headmasters Association requested that'the social promotion of children

should not be automatic'Snn. The Otago Institute of Educational Research in their

submission600 advocated the minimum of delayed promotion although allowing for limited

acceleration of pupils. The reason tbr this they claimed was that holding children back led to

mostly boys being retarded. They did however emphasis individual difference were the

norrn. Professor Gray of the Riccarton High School Board of Govemors was definitely

against age promotion and talked about 'low-grade learners' and suggested an'appropriate

kind of teacher for low ability third and tburth forms'. Shirley High School Board of
Governors were more interested in solving the problems of the status of teachers. C.C

Southey of Tauranga and the South Auckland Education Board claimed that 'age promotion

had been carried too far'601. He said that he knew of a girl getting suspended so that she

could attend a better school l2 miles away.u02 The Waikato Diocesan School for Girls, put

forward the view that 'Parkinson's Law seems to be operating perfectly in the department'603

and 'too many educationalists go to the USA to study'. They thought that children should be

held back and supported the idea of a qualifuing test for children to enter post-primary

schools, which would assist teachers by keeping out the 'ignorant'. '[t is time the departrnent

gave serious consideration to those who are intelligent and eager to leam'.604 The Reverend

Callaghan from St. John's College Hastings said that pupils should advance as soon as they

are able. Pupils progress should be based on ability and 'more competition with others is

needed'.605 He wanted more academic and intellectual content for the bright. Mrs Lake the

final submission on this topic was against 'social promotion and streaming'.606 'E Form

classification affects a childs courage and will to learn', she claimed.

599^

600^

60t-

LZO,

119.

234.

uo'Interrogation 15 V

60rsubrnission 22O. oral Sub. 44X2 tal-ked of how action was 'Iimi.ted and restri6rcr{' hu'the wooden building, N.W. corner, top floor' 
er

soasubmission 220. rt is interesting that the Senior rnspector at Hardlton wrote to El"ringthe Chief Inspector at the head office liellington concerning this subrnission (Dept of Educ.files Comm on Educ.). 26 September 1960. It noted that ,Mrs Nelson on behalf of biocesanteachers made some very reactionary statements. Her case was based on qeneraliEies. whenasked for supporting details she was unab]-e to produce any real evidenie and replied that herideas were "intuitive". The general feeling at the meeting was of amusement, foJ,Iowect by asense of pity at the weakness of her deposition. '

"ots. 304
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At times there were outright contradictions between submissions, as for example when

ProfessorFieldhouse of Victoria University pointed out that, 'premature teaching is a prime

cause of failure to learn'; the Canterbury Mathematics Association noted 'many pupils would

profit by an earlier start in mathematics'.

The purpose of listing all the submissions relating to 'age promotion'is to demonstrate the

overriding feeling that age promotion had been canied too far and that ability should be

considered. Almost all the submissions were supporting differentiating children according to

their academic prowess and demanding greater competitiveness within the schools. All of

these submissions were classed as emanating from 'critics of modern methods'in the Cunie

Report which said that these critics:

feared the decline of the austere emphasis on the production of a sound character and

a trained intelligence, which they believed to be the hallmark of the best educational

methods of the past. Age promotion replacing progress by achievement alone, had

resulted, in their opinion, in debasing the coin of education by carrying pupils forward

beyond their capacity.6oT

What the submissions were saylng was that age promotion was retarding those with ability

and the lack of competitiveness was allowing poorer intellects into the secondary schools.

The volume of evidence and opinion of this nature was not corlmensurate with the

public discussion that had preceded it608

claims the report, suggesting that people either had not had the courage to front up at the

hearings or that the media had exaggerated the depth of public opinion on this matter. There

were however as has been shown, many submissions on this topic.

6o?conrniss ion

6l'6commi,ssion

Education Report.

EducaLion Report.

on p. 4.
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Other Complaints

The North Canterbury Primary School Headmasters Association complained about the

primary School English Revision Committee, led by Bill Renwick which they claimed had

only three practising teachers out of twelve members and talked of the 'biases, prejudices,

prognostications, vested interests and small-mindedness' of the system.60e

W J. Scott, (principal), in his submission, said with alliterative aplomb that the Wellington

Teacher's College was 'a sprawling, sub-standard, scholastic slum'.

Contradictions sometimes led to outright accusation of malpractice. The New Zealand

education boards in a classic confrontation with the PPTA accused them of deception in their

attempts to prevent district high schools becoming 'full-post primary'schools, and accused

them of siding with 'vested interests'speaking of 'unnecessary delays through tactics'in the

system.6lo

The NZEI had as a main interest the working conditions of teachers,6ll although it claimed a

wider perspective6''. It i. interesting that talk of 'direct action'had entered the discourse of

the NZEI with the threat that 'teachers withhold services during the month of October 1961'.

In September 196l the NZEI Auckland branch were accusing the Government of

'parliamentary apathy and electorally expedient inactivity'. In October l962The Auckland

branch reported that the 'Minister had given his assurance that he would not continue with

controversial issues without consulting the NZEI'. They were complaining that 'sectional

bodies will do harm if they do not send recommendations through the NZEL'It is interesting

that the NZEI treated the recommendations in the same way as the Director. i.e. classed them

in terms of institute policy as either l. Urgent, 2. Categorical and 3. lnng-term planning.

They then planned a combined meeting with the PPTA, PTA's, Education Boards Association

totrnterrogation lL K 2

610s. 210 a.

6ttAshbridge spoke to Ehe AuckLand NZEI on 16 !{arch 1960 hiqhligbtinq the early
resigmation of many teachers, and advocating unificacion of control of t.he Eeaching service.

.NZEI Minutes 4 1,1.S. 1304 (17) Auckland. NesbitE spoke in Ehe same vein on 14.Tune 196L.
'professional uniEy includes the oneness of Eeaching'

612creg Lee has noEed Ehat the NZEI executive aL Ehe eime of W. La Trobe and T. SErong
'did noE supporE. a coflunon schooling philosophy'. 'From Rhetoric Eo Reality: A History of the
New Zealand Core Curriculum 1900-1945' 1991. p.752. There j-s no reason to believe Ehat this
view changed Later.
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and NZFJ, 'to correlate the points'. The submissions of the NZEI were given full coverage in
the Dominion (20 May 1960).

General Comment

A re-reading of the submissions and their processing suggests that the department wanted to
claim the right to manage and define the scope of education, controlling finance and the

teaching force and yet disclaim the responsibility for inappropriate outcomes.

To do this they needed to justify the school system as being effective in achieving its primary
goetls and yet at the same time claim that they have been unfortunately undermined by forces
outside the system and outside their control.

These social forces surrounding schools could be categorised under the headings ofclass,
race, gender, and religion. Critical ideas related to these categories are spread, according to
the department, by 'popularists'. Those with alternative views are, in the final report,

subsumed under the banner of a 'small well dehned group'and at the hearings are accused by
the conservative preservationists as displaying unhealthy radicalism . An additional
annoyance for the department was that many 'reputable'submissions were attacking the
department's policies. In the final report6l3 it notes:

The commission has been surprised to find many times, in the evidence of witnesses

whom one would expect to be well informed on educational matters, conflicting and

erroneous views upon what are merely matters of fact.

Even though the boards and the department may have strong disagreements, they are united
in their efforts to keep parents on the outer fringes of school management. The Education
Boards Association can claim that:

people blame the education system for delinquency and we accept that in some cases

there has been a deterioration in school discipline but 'primary responsibility, for the

utlcomm. on Educ. Reporc, p. lZ5.
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control of the child rests with the parents. ...the teacher should inJlict punishment for
any misdemeanour committed.6 | a

what then if parents did not want punishment regimes for their child?

Although the Education Boards Association claimed to represent the parents viewpoint, the

teachers viewpoint and the childs'viewpoint, it is difficult to see how this can be, when later

they argue that teachers should work harder and longer, and that:

the status in the community and conditions of service for teachers are reasonable in
relation to other sections of the communitv.6ls

They also recommend that children should be punished, and view some parents as being of
lesser worth than their own board members. It is clear that they are an elitist group in

sentiment.

Their claimed superiority surfaces when they refute the PPTA retaliation to their criticisms.

'We can only assume that the association's representative was innocently ignorant'.

One of the few submissions (claimed as being from a parent without vested interest) was

from Mr D J. Lamont of Invercargill. Not only did he provide a very well reasoned written

submission but also attended the Invercargill hearings to give an oral submission.6t6 At the

oral submissions, he made a point of saying 'I am just a parent. I have no qualifications for
sitting here'. He then presented three pages of his philosophy of education. His argumenr was

that parents should have much more of the say in school organization and curriculum and

that:

the state is under the clear duty to respect the rights of responsible parents.6rT

ttns. 2l-0. p. 76.

6lss' 3l-8 from Auckland Teachers colrege Post primary student,,s union claimed the oppositeof this submission, ie. that 'prospects for teachers are worse Ehan ot.her vocations,.

"r6s.244 and rnterrogatlon 34 T 3.

6ltfnterrogation. 34 T 2.
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He considered it to be dangerous that 'the system was placed in the hands of one man'. (the

director of education). Again the chairman intervenes with the comment that 'children must

be educated for state purposes'.618

The commission spent some time attempting to explain to Mrl,amont the problems they

faced in trying to run a state system of schooling. They do not however seem to convince the

witness who replies by suggesting that:

the ultimate authority in education should be divorced from the government.

At this point the chairman resorts to the time factor:

Unfortunately our time is running very short.6le

Mr Lamont seems from the start to have a clear picture of the boundaries in which the

commission was working. In his written submission he notes that:

this commission has no power to act and its recommendations must run the gauntlet

of the fears, foibles and failings of the politicians before becoming reality.620

Coming from a parent, the submission was lucid and clear in its philosophy which was alien

to the commission's rhetoric if not completely to its own convictions. This provides yet

another example, demonstrating that the commissioners were representing a pre-determined

attitude and were acting in support of the department in spite of some early antipathy during

the oral interrogations from individual commissioners.

As was made clear later in the oral interrogations, some 'deprived'areas in the new urban

estates were suffering real hardships with delinquent behaviour, poor facilities and transient

staffing. The Mana Education Association of wellington complained that:

618sir George currie. 34

stesir ceorge Currie, 34

624s. 244 point 2.

u 1.

u 3.
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the proportion of unstable, maladjusted, insecure, misguided pupils is 2 to 4 times as

great as in longer established communities (and on page 3, that): frustration and

anxiety was present in even the best classrooms. There are a number of children who

are seriously retarded, many due to psychological causes.62l

25Vo of the teachers in their area were relievers.

Phoebe Meikle's submission622, which included an interesting section entitled 'Teachers of

Difficult Classes', also pointed to the very real practical problems that some teachers were

facing in the classrooms (Appendix 5).

The principal of Hamilton Teachers College623 thought that New Znalandwas experiencing

problems because of the speed of change and the partial information of mass communication.

There was, a lack of 'belongingness'in $oups and family life. New Znaland he believed was,

'a democratic society attempting to use collective planning for social betterment'. He quoted

from the 'Beveridge Report'and its reference to the 'freedom from idleness'as well as the

United Nations Atlantic Charter which defined the important freedoms as:

freedom from want, freedom from fear, freedom of speech and freedom of worship.

It is interesting that this teachers college offered a 'Certificate in Religious Education'for one

of its courses.

He may have recognised that it was precisely the freedoms referred to in the United Nations

Charter that many submissions were claiming had been curtailed in New TnaLand.

249

622s- 275. Phoebe Churchill Meikle, an ex pupil of Auckland Girls Grarnmar, \ras to writethe review article 'Auckland Girls Grammar School arld the First Hundred years', 1988.

1? are reporced. See also Openshaw.u! uusrLlLLfrrg sLruggrs wlLlt Lrre EoucaLLon ueparElnenU p.I / are rgported. see also Qpensrraw
R- 'Schooling in rhe 40's ald 50's: An oral HisE.ory'. 1991- -Interview with phoebe l4eikle, p
17. which demonstrat.es her connecEions with the educational curriculum fraternitv durin<r thefi fties

6'rs. 250. Al1an,J. s. principal of Hanilcon Teachers' coll-ege- A percept,ive submission
Ehat took account of the changes j-n curricul-um and leaching practice j.n relaE.ion to
contemporary world trends in social- values.
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The principal of Hamilton Teachers College perceptively noted that before curriculum can be

revised, the outlook of teachers needed to be changed and he quoted Harap's contention that:

regardless of his ability, no teacher can intelligently employ materials of instruction

which have been designed in the service of goals he does not perceive.62o

A view very much in line with the ex-director's thinking.625

He was keen that separate boards for teacher training colleges should be set up to deal directly

with the Minister of Education, rather than them having to go through the local education

boards.

It was apparcnt that conflicts of interest within the groups providing submissions echoed the

conflicts of the state. Tawa school PTA could not come to unanimous agreement on

'religion'or the relative status between 'cultural subjects'and 'basic subjects'. The North

Taranaki School Committee Association wanted 'more basic fonnal grammar and

fundamental arithmetic'. The Christchurch Free Kindergarten Association talked of the 'well

meaning but inept parents'almost in the same breath as they noted 'the fastdisappearing

prerogative of the parent to direct her (or his) child's needs'. Obviously some parents were

considered to be much more satisfactory than others when it comes to decisions on the fate of

their children at school. The NZ Free Kindergarten Association of Rotorua626 which was

aware of the Christchurch Kindergarten submission, pointed out that 25Vo of trained teachers

resigned from kindergartens in the year 1960-1961. They wanted the recommendations of

Campbell's Report of 1951 put into operation i.e that Kindergarten teachers should deal with

theagerange3-7years.

The Tokoroa Primary School Comminee Association, who had staffing and other problems

(the Tokeroa Secondary School in its submissions claimed it did not suffer problems of

staffing or staff qualifications) felt that:

rr24-

625op. ciE,. Beeby, C. E. 'Biography of an Idea.' 1992.

6"s.4oi-
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officers of education departments and education boards engaged in education matters

on a different plane.627

They had seven teachers in one year in one class and they blame the government for having

no forward planning.

The South Auckland Board complained that the Maoris were not sending their children to

school regularly until the seven year old legal limit. They wanted free school milk 'needs

tested'.628 They reported, with portentous ramifications for the eventual demise of the

recommended 'district offices of the department', that the Cabinet Works Committee, the

Treasury and the Ministry of Works reports were against the setting up of these institutions.

They accused the department of being a 'ponderous'machine, which 'grinds very slowly'.

The Rongatai College Board was concerned about unusual intermediate schooV Form one to

seven iurangements in their area. lnterestingly it was pointed out that although most school

committees in the area were in favour of the Evans Bay lntermediate, the majority of parents

were not in favour.

At that time Wellington Tech. was the only co-educational school in Wellington.

The Otago Association for Mental Health (200 members), wanted values, ethics and morality

taught including the nature of right and wrong. Family obligations, the future and

understanding of people elsewhere, were, it was thought, important parts of any syllabus.

An important part of S. 286 with its lucid condemnation of the NEF and 'Playway'and its

account of alleged departmental propaganda is included in the appendices (No. 7). The

62.t d

62eP. Smallfi€l,d Director ceneral of the DeparEment. of AgriculLure (S. 338) spoke aE
length a-bout. school milk. The school milk scheme commenced in 1-93?. The national rnilk scheme
started in 1945 and was originally paid for by ttre Department of HealE.h uncil l-951,. The
Deparlment. of Agriculture paid for milk in schools frorn 1953_(annual cost ?50,000 pounds
sterling). He claimed that the Invercargill milk qualiry was so poor, iE. was nol part of Ehe
scheme.
The New Zealand Mil-k Board also presented a subnission S. 356., supporting the cont.inuat.ion
of free milk in the 3,100 schools that received iL arrd said rhe departmenE. survey of parenLs
favoured retention.
Dr. Neil Begg, (s. 369) paediatrician and Plunket direclor also supported free milk.
Newspaper reports had quescioned the value of free milk. (see appendices. 'Newspaper
colrment.s' ) . Appendix 6
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author is not recorded by name in the report list of submittors. In the submission, charges are

made that the 'New Education'is a major cause of delinquency.

Another submission from a Miss Dobie of Lower Hutt charges that it is Beeby's 'Playway'

that 'has caused the present chaos'. 'Intermediate schools have proved an abomination'. She

considers the schools need 'applied discipline'and to get 'back to examinations and rote

learning'.62e

Submission 305 from the lrvin Parent Group demonstrates the point that the official PTA

was not always representative of many parents. They call their PTA 'a superficial means of

communicating and discussing parent teacher problems'.630

They were against the new progressive concepts of 'Playway', 'age-promotion'and 'character

reports'. They thought it more important to have repetition learning, self-discipline, 'sound

scholastic training'and more discipline. They considered that they had rights and

responsibilities as members of a constitutional democratic community that were being over-

ridden by local PTA'.s. They were suggesting that democracy is fine when it supports their

views but not when it over-rides them.

The Karori West Home and School Association saw most of their time used in raising funds

to 'support the education boards meagre contribution.'

They wanted more publicity to stimulate grcater parental interest. Teacher's salaries needed

to be revised in their estimation. The teachers salary at 19 years of age was, they claimed,

650 pounds sterling, whereas the policeman of the same age received 914 pounds sterling.

The Nelson Education Board supported the submissions of the Otago amd Southland boards.

They essentially wanted more pupils and more schools under their control.

The Post Primary Schools Council of Christchurch speaking for l3 schools, considered they

had been ignored. They emphasised the value of local knowledge in decision-making and the

importance of protecting established principles.

629 Ĵ, J19.

610Ĵ. JU].
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There was a shange conceptual tension in the 'Engineering' submissions. Whereas the

Institute of Engineers wanted university training and were not in favour of techs., the New

ZealandEngineering and Related Industries Association63l wanted 'basics' and 'word and

number ability'. Standards were important they thought and 'education should be judged as a

business undertaking'.

a typical remark (of the 'undisciplined' 'wagging' 'misbehaving apprentice') is oI

didn't understand it at school and I don't understand it now'.

The New Zealand Trade Certificate Board presented a submission condemning the poor

standards in english and mathematics in schools. The submission itself, provided an

excellent example of the poor english which they were condemning.

Their views were anathema to departmental philosophy. The engineers advocated 'discipline,

concentration, tenacity and responsibility'. They were anti 'citizenship' training which they

thought was an 'airy concept'. They wanted the proficiency examination re-intoduced,

because:

in no circumstances should a teacher be responsible tbr setting examinations for the

class he has taueht.632

It was noticeable throughout the submissions that there was a tension between the desires of

employers groups and the liberalism of the department. The New Zealand Electrical Trades

Apprenticeship Committee wanted children to learn the 3 R's and be taught 'how to think'

They thought that education was impaired by 'the phonetic method, radio and visual

entertainments', and believed an examination after two years at post primary school should be

introduced.633 There is no consideration given in any of the vocational representatives to the

thought that schooling should or could be 'enjoyable'. The Protestant work ethic was

uppermost in their minds.

""s. 302

u"s . 302, p.8 ,

of external exams,
Reports. op. cit.

ut'ts. 348.

An English example of this conflict over
is contained in McCull-och's comparison of

internal" assessment and the place
the Spens and the Norwood
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Submission 393 came from the principal of Otorohanga Primary School. (Otorohanga a.rea,

like Marton, made a major contribution to the Commission, possibly due to the fact that one

of the commissioners, Russell Davis, represented that area). This submission, advocates

promotion on merit and has strong views on the causes of child problems. 'Children should

be worked to the limits of their capacity'.

The Rev' Callaghan, whose championing of the Catholic cause has already been mentioned

was a secondary teacher from St John's College Hastings. He thought that educational

changes were like 'communistic changes'. He attacked the 'pragmatic intrumentalism'of

Dewey with its 'materialist shallow learning to do rather than to know'and the 'fetishes'like

'group activity'and noted that the progressive principles of the NEF have official

encouragement. He pointed to 'the harm being done by non-teaching experts on education',

and claimed that educators should have to teach for one to four years in schools at all levels.

He saw a gap between teachers and 'the average family'and viewed teachers as

'representative of adult society'. More competition with others was needed with 'informative'

school reports that included comments like 'failed'and 'lazy' were advocated.

P. Page sent a personal written submission although he was secretary manager of the Hawkes

Bay Education Board. He wanted the supply of more lowly qualified teachers increased.

These teachers could then be used to teach 'reluctant learners'skills such as rules of the road

and driving skills.

The Carnegie Corporation was represented in S. 322.8 by Mr John Gardner who put forward
views on the importance of learning throughout life and the importanee of vocational

programmes.

The Auckland Western Housewives Association who were antagonistic to vocational

specialisation, wanted a 16 year old leaving age in the long term, an increase in teachers

salaries, country service allowances and better equipment for schools. Schools, they thought,

should not have to rely on parental money and they were against further increases in
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Religious Education teaching. They recognised that delinquency was a social product and not

a shortcoming of the school.63a

G. Parkyn who was Director of the NZCER63S reported on the daily requests from teachers

about 'how to deal with classroom problems'. He reported that the NZCER was now 'starting

to respond to the demands of other educational bodies', which supports the claim that they

had up until that point been responding to only one body.

He mentions that w.B Sutch publications are important to take notice of.636

The submission of W B. Sutch, which because of the attention given to it at the time, is of
great importance to this thesis, (it was presented as No. 361), comprised 100 pages of
carefully worded and thoughtful views from 'someone who was listened to by the

department'. His government position as Secretary of Trade and Commerce and his

connections with teaching and teaching administrators, plus his standing in the policy

community allowed him to generalize and broaden the arguments about education in relation

to societal goals for the future. Essentially his views were presented in a liberal progressive

framework with an attack upon the market needs for examinations. His comments upon the

requirement of education for women and 'common core curriculum'in schools relate to

predictions as to how future society would develop from a bureaucratic perspective. He

believed that the expansion required increasing investment, especially in educational

research. He predicted that the population of New Zealand would be well over 5 Million by

the year 2000.637 (Demonstrating the problem of divination) and quotes from Crowther on

the education of 15 - l8 year olds and Unesco reports. He shows his familiarity with the

current debates upon 'the two cultures and the science revolution'.638

Sutch ref'ers to The PPTA and NZI submissions, l,ouise Gardner's submission (Auckland

Girls Grammar),6-te Phoebe Meikle's submission 5.275) (see appendix) , M. Bull's submission

6)4 -b. Jcu -

6rsThe NzcER was
27 years.

6l6succh, w. B.
Industry' 25, cow,t

uttsutch, w. B. ,

u'qsutch, w. B.

establ-ished wit.h a carnegie grant in r.933 and had produced 50 reports in

'Progranme for Growth' 26-2i Gov' t printer 1960 and .Education rorPrint.1960-

S. 361 p. 20.

S. 36L. p. 51

6leMiss Gardner and the AuckLand cirls Granmar brere powerful criLics of the system. shewas exlensively reported- For exarnple in E.he 'Auckland ita.l-oec"*ber g 1960, she ruas quotedas saying 'refuse schooling to rebers who won't be taught, and advoca;ed that schoors should
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(rector Timaru Boys), R. Dickie's S. 84 and the department submissions. (The later

submissions had the advantage, if they were departmentally accessible, of being able to refer

to earlier submissions.) His comment here agrees with S 8C( p.88) that the system produces

'literary and linguistic wives for illiterate scientific husbands'

The ability to present a later submission after access to earlier submissions proved to be a

distinct advantage. The general public would not necessarily have had the time or access to

consider earlier submissions. The department held Sutch in high regard which may explain

why he was so well informed as to the content of earlier prestigious submissions. W. B. Sutch

was privy to high level departmental thinking.

Sutch discussed the 'breakdown, (or more accurately the non acceptance of the Thomas

Report' with great perception.

today the aspirations of the Thomas Committee have been largely unrealized. There

are several reasons. In the curriculum it proposed, the committee itself sowed some

of the seeds which grew to choke its hopes. Social attitudes and institutional barriers

united to block educational change. uot'

He strongly argued against the employers'demands for School Certificate as an employment

criterion and reiterates the views of S. 114, (which as has been already intimated, was one of

the few genuine expressions of Maori grievance). The submission emphasised that the

'Maoris are an educationally depressed racial minority'. He consequently supported the

Maori Affairs belief that schools should combat racial prejudice in the community.6ar The

social reforming tendency that is expressed in this submission is clear when Sutch advocates

the use of TV not only in schools but also 'as an educational medium for the public

generally.'

Much of what he suggests was in line with many of the departmental views current at the

time.

'withdraw Lhe right of being instructed noE to release
was also comprehensively reported in t'he Auckland Star
'BrighEest pupils being retarded, (see appendix).

u'os. 361. sutch, vll. B. p. 43.

tots. 2i9

from Lhe bondage of the school'. She
(30-5-50) where she clairned:
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Professor Holmes of Victoria University Economics Depeulment wrote about 'education as

an investment and a public good'. He reminded the commission of the relativelv slow rate of
growth of New Znaland in the fifties (l.ZVo) and advocated:

a well educated labour force whose skills arc not too narrowly specified.6a2

In line with the evolving market view of education, he saw 'adaptability of labour, as being

the province of school programmes. A page of this submission is included in the appendix g.

It displays the clear economic market view of school pupils as products, which is often

attributed to the 'new right'in current literature.

He reported that New Zealand's spending on education was lower than in Great Britain and

the U.S.A.' As a percentage of gross national product, spending only represented3.4Vo. He

also noted the decline in the staffing ratio of schools with had resulted in two to three

thousand classes with over 40 children.

The education system has he says 'been grudgingly and tardily patched'.

The way in which the best intentions of curriculum planners and centralists are often

dismissed by teachers in classrooms was well demonstrated in S. 363. E.E. Owen criticises

the primary teachers for 'their indifference and neglect of syllabus content'. He claims that

social studies 'floundered in a sea of vague conceptions about 'citizenship', 'democracy'and

'social situations', and that 'The essence of geography and history has been lost,. As evidence

of this he refers to a test in which 58Vo fuledto identify the 'Congo'. It was exactly this sort

of preservationist 'acts and facts'teaching content and method that members of the reformist

department were trying to minimise. The report of the commission was to refer to those

people who wished to 'return to more formal methods of teaching'as 'traditionalist'and the

report attempted to establish a link between those supporting the old methods and those

supporting cost cutting and elitism6a3 by suggesting that this group wished to .reduce the

prograrnme of the secondary schools'.

6a2s- 370. prof. Holmes.

64'corrn, on Educ. Report p.19.

I
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The Auckland Association of Language Teachers represented by Otahuhu College, Mt.
Albert and Auckland Grammar teachers made the point that the 'Core curriculum regulations

of Thomas helped drive two languages out of schools'. Although later they comment that

private schools have kept two languages and the core curriculum. part of this submission is

included in the appendices (S 366), as it demonstrates the efforts that prestigious minority
subject teachers made in the face of the departmental progressives. And the way in which

they viewed departmental officers with conspiratorial unease. (In 1960, 1,560 pupils sat

school certificate tatin. I l8 took latin at university scholarship level).

officers of the department, regard details of scaling as too technical to be the subject

of discussion even amongst teachers and feared uninformed discussion of scaling

would undermine public confidence in the school certificate examination.ffi

They noted that there had been parental pressure on the Minister of education in 1955 (Mr
Algie) due to the low (sOEo) failure rate in L,atin. The review of Latin scaling published in
1957 they point out recommended 'school Certificate Latin marks be raised'. There was, they

claimed, 'much fiercer competition than in other subjects'(p. I l).
The submission recorded that:

ln Auckland, it is normal for newly opened multilateral co-educational post primary

schools to teach Latin as well as French to its most academically able 3rd Form.6a-s

It is revealing to note the response received from the commission on the languages in schools

issue.

ln oral submission 37, the point is discussed:

Chair.- I think the commission understands very clearly that professional training of
professional groups is separate from the scholastic discipline.

when Professor Bailey questions the place of Maori language in schools:

644 -

D.

366. p.9.

356. p.16.
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Mr Wells - I was only talking about foreign language and Maori isnt a foreign

language.

Chair - It is to rur awful lot of New Zealanders.

Mr Wells - A well qualified teacher has a class of two in Latin, another teacher is

teaching a class of forty.

The Christchurch Teacher's College and The IHC were able to send representatives to the

commission who had recent experience of study tours to the USA. The overseas knowledge

seemed to carry significant weight with the commission. The paediatrician of the IHC
highlighted the fact that other countries were achieving much better results with low Ie
people, 'good Mongols and very low IQ imbeciles could do simple manual tasks in other

countries'. He blamed this poor performance on the organization of the system6a6 rather than

the teaching in New Tnaland- Mrs Montgomery Spencer,6aT compared the conditions for 5

year olds in New z,ealand unfavourably with the united states.

I. Salmond, a teacher and tutor at Victoria University outlined some of the problems teachers

faced. Grading was a major issue and he noted that lots of well-qualified teachers were using

their time administrating and inspecting, a point which was made several times during the

Commission. He compared New Zealand and Danish education, pointing out that their

system's later starting age was no deterrent to eventual progress.

There were three submissions directly related to music teachers. These all complained of
lack of avenues for promotion, heavy work loads aurd being under-valued due to music being

a'cinderella' subject.

Two teachers from the United Kingdom judged New 7*alandschools as being too large.

They also thought classes were too large in New Zealand, recommending l:20 as being better

646r comnent elsewhere that the depar.unenE. andby rrained rnedical specialiscs_ This seemed eo beview of the problerns and were prepared to expressfailures hrere precursers E.o school problems,

6a's. 3go

the commission avoided any act.j-on suqgesced
because Ehe medics tended to have a wider
the wj-ew thaE syseenic organizaLj"onal
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for individual attention to pupils. They considered that there was too much inspection of
teachers and that intelligent pupils needed 8 - l0 subjects, not five. Teenagers needed, they

thought, to be treated more as adults and be offered more extra-curricula activities.

we find these children far less mature than United Kingdom children of their age.

They reported that 16 and 17 years olds in New Zealand, were not able to study without

supervision,'we suggest less regimentation,.

The 'New Znaland Travel and Holiday Association'advocated staggered holidays like in
South Africa. They declared that in South Africa 'the bulk of labour is non-white, whereas in
New Zealand both the workers and the executive personnel are Pakeha', a situation thev

seemed to think was rather strange.

The brother of the mayor of Auckland6as complained about the low standards of English
language in modern education. He felt that the younger generation should have 'a proper

pride in the British heritage', especially Shakespeare. Like many other submissions, he

wanted more bibles in schools64e, more formal teaching and less sport. He thought that

thieves should pay double and court sentences for delinquents should include writing the ten

commandments 100 times.

H E. Field' the Professor of Education at Canterbury, centred his submission on the English
concept of institutes of education, which he favoured, and the possibility of the liaison of
Universities and teacher training colleges.

Frank Price, yet another contributor with

of wasting time at school and having .too

Auckland Grammar connections, accused children

many pleasure trips'.

ones.3?? . H, Ash.by

6aeThe Bibre in schools arguments especially in relation to the evolution Eheorj.es were inconstanE. contenE.ion since Darwin. see Mcceorge, C. .Evolution in the New Zealand Curri.culumL900 - 1950" He lefer 'Eo canon carland'" 
"irotir "i-isii,'';he t92B syllabus revision whj.chincluded a reference Eo evoluti-on and the Thomas report which reconunended teacher EexE.s onevol-ution" Each of whj-ch were fiercely conE.esred, rnE.erestingly he notes Ehat. individualslike Milne had an effec! ouE of all proportion to ti"ii-i.pt""ent.ational status.
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D. McKenchie pointed to the anomaly of education board elections, where in the case of his

board, central schools with 381 pupils had 9 votes whereas 13 rural schools with 375 pupils

had 65 votes. The 'regional college'method of voting he said 'makes it a closed affak.'
He appealed for a democratic franchise every 2 -3 years based upon the electoral roll.

The final submission, a late addition, was presented by the Auckland Education Board. (Lrn
McCarthy, the secretary manager had made a private submission earlier). They made it clear

that they were against district councils. They noted that public servants had the .Minister 
as

master'and this could bring about a 'division of loyalties and interests'. They, (pertinently in

relation to points raised in this thesis), highlight the way: 'the department has consistently

dampened down any suggestion of a crises in teacher supply'.

The first major point is that the secondary school boards exerted a major influence on the

commission in terms of numbers of submissions. There were 40 directly from these Boards

and many more from headmasters of post-primary schools spread throughout the numbered

sequence of the submissions. In total the response from this area would represent a quarter of
all submissions. The high school boards were essentially conservative and anti-progressive6s0

and wanted the leaving age fixed at 15 years of age, more English language for Maori
children' and more basics. They viewed problems in the system as emanating from poor
teachers. They also overwhelmed the Catholic response which was delivered through a few
chosen representatives and one large centralized submission. It is important then to note

those rare submissions such as 5.293 which wanted teachers to have some representation on

these governing boards. The absence of submissions from basic level classroom teachers and

the extensive submissions from the school boards, perhaps suggests that the boards took it
upon themselves to represent the schools and may not have given the opportunity to teachers

and parents to make submissions (some individual teachers interviewed by the author
suggested this was the case). The secondary boards were often antagonistic to their teachers.

They stated that they would like three kinds of teacher l. The professional , Z. The technical

u5osee s. 20.
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and 3. teachers of low ability children. In essence the secondary boards wished to categorise

teachers in the same way as they were categorising pupils.

The department, and its supporting research organizations, monopolized much of the

commissionb time and energy through the sheer length of their submissions (for exaunple the

three volumes of initial departmental submissions). The department was invariably assisted

by teams of 'experts'and made great recourse to historical precedent (as defined in earlier

departmental reports)' The other submissions were seen as peripheral interests surrounding

the essential departmental structure, and were spread throughout the 409 submissions over

the two yearperiod.

The department's treatment of new ideas or criticism of established ideas reminds one of
Labaree's comment on new curriculum ideas being:

treated as just another stray that wandered into the schoolhouse: it was neutered and

house broken and assigned a place in the.orner.6r'

Unfonunately for some of the stray submissions they were shown the backdoor. This was

achieved by limiting discussion on certain topics and recommending that individuals should

gain the support of established organizations when presenting their submissions This had the

effect of miking inadmissible, alternative, possibly innovative, ideas.6-t2.

The independent schools which had rTTa of secondary pupils at the time of the

commission6s3 tended to be represented by parents rather than the schools themselves. Other
prestigious schools in the state system were over represented and often had individual parent

and teacher submissions supporting the school board submission.

There seemed to be more agreement between board, teacher and parent in this type of school.

In lower status state schools such as district high schools, and most of the primary schools,

the fbw teachers who did present submissions often complained about the facilities of the

65'Labaree, D- Essay

652op. ciE. Bachrach
aLtempt E.o mobifise bias

-"s. 202.

Review. Hist. of Educ. euarEerly, Vol. 31. No. 4- 1991 p. 52I.

and Baratz. 1970, note that part. of policy processing includesand 'screen out any energet.ic sear.h for innovationi. p. 45--
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schools, the inferior working conditions, and the unfair actions of the department and the

boards.

There were many submissions supporting improved conditions for teachers (mostly from
parents and teachers), with improved salary, smaller classes, better housing and more

promotional opportunities heading the list. The general tenor of comment from the public

was that teachers were not getting a fair go, for example in the many complaints of young

teachers being assigned to teach the difficult, low ability children. Of course the 1964 Act
acted in complete opposition to these submissions by making further in-roads into teacher

autonomy and making the teacher task less professional.

In the primary service, the PTAs of some of the better supported schools also tendered

submissions that expressed similar attitudes to many of the secondary school boards,

(increased discipline, 'back to basics', rote learning, and streaming). Teaching ,desirable

social characteristics'was a common theme. These were supported by many individual

submissions from middle class parents, especially women.

A few parent groups that presented submissions outside PTA's were complaining of the

undemocratic nature of school politics. These submissions were of a quite different nature in
terms of 'child saving'. and often openly attacked the PTA's 65* The secondary school boards

and PTA's were constantly complaining about teachers, pupils and other parents who were

not doing as requested. ln many respects the essential battle of the submissions wils between

the conservatives and the liberals in terms of organizational style, subjects taught, teaching

styles and punishment regimes.

In re-reading all the submissions, the impression is that many of the 'public'submissions

were presented by middle class women.

In many cases the women spoke through 'housewives unions'or'home and school

associations', 'library associations'and 'kindergerten associations'or through the auspices of
the various specialist educational services. Invariably they referred to themselves as .ordinary

average parents'or 'average housewives'. It is remarkable how the average ordinary parent

seemed to invariably have a very conservative view of the purpose of education.

654s. 305. The Levin parent GrouD.
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Research was made more difficult as some submissions were made by people whose

connections with education and their status in wider society was not recorded in the

submissions. These required cross-referencing during the research. (The departmental officers
at the commission would probably have known the background of these people without it
being stated). Some presented submissions prepared by others. Some, like the education

Boards were represented by board mernbers who did not declare their allegiance or if they d;d

then made it clear it was an individual, rather than a board submission. Those individuals

with connections with the elite schools and/or the private school system were precisely those

trying to re-shape the state system of schools. They attacked the 'meritocracy'principle, and

supported English grarnmar, reading, geography and history. They fought for their own

hierarchical structure in the system and they wanted less govemment involvement. The elitist
argument supported the 'weeding out'of pupils and 'streaming'. Even the elite state

secondary schools were arguing this line, to safeguard their own intake qualify. There was a

pursh to remove the 'poor leamers'from the post primary schools.

As said at the beginning of this chapter many submissions were centred upon particular

parochial problems within specific areas of the education system. Znnngfor example only
concerned a few elite city schools. (See Aucklurd Girls Grammar submission). The point is
the submissions were attempts to inflate the specific local problem into national prominence.

Many submissions criticized the government and department system (Subs. 5,7,g, 1g,22,63
A, 69, 80, 128, 130). They complained of the educational administration placing unbearable

pressures upon workers in the system which was 'effecting emotional stability', driving
teachers out of teaching, causing procrastination, draining good teachers out of schools into
the enlarged bureaucracy, taking away parental rights and creating delinquency. Some astute

submissions noted the way in which the department seemed to be muting complaints. The
NZEI were later to complain that on the topic of delinquency, 'several of the Institute
submissions have not been mentioned in the repoft'.

It is important to the understanding of the procedure of the commission that a great show was
rnade of the 'public'nature of the submissions. Currie was not averse to reminding
individuals that their submissions would be tabled for wider reading audiences including the
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media. When it comes to the departmental building prograrnmes however there is a sudden

reversal with Currie's acceptance of the departmental claim for the necessity of secrecy.

As has been shown in the summaries of submissions in this chapter, many submissions were

openly critical of the progressive, liberal tenor of the department and the way that

'progressive"play-way'concepts were filtering down into some schools. The teachers who

actually wrote to the commission did little to dispel this myth as they were generally the

better qualified teachers. Most of them had MA's. or equivalent qualifications.

On controversial issues such as state aid to private schools and the secularity of schools, there

was an equal balance of power on either side, although there were a much greater number of
submissions supporting religion in schools. This could have required the commission to have

interpolated their own decision. tn the event, they allowed the conflict to continue by taking

the non-interference route - the non-decision. The divisive issue of government funding for
private school education (equality, equity and fairness) was never hammered out during the

commission's public hearings.

The emphasis upon basic reading and writing skills with the development of useful social

characteristics was the common theme of employer groups.6ss The farmers wanted .basics,.

Employers wanted moral rectitude and subservience, .less familiaritv'.

Many submissions made uncomplimentary comparisons with other countries - mostly
England, the Soviet Union, Canada and the United States. Very few individual submissions

proclaimed the achievements or successes of the New Zealand education system. In this

regard, the submissions from the public did not support the later claims that were emphasised

in the departmental submissions and in the final report of the commission.

Post primary boards, post primary schools council, elitist parents, elitist teachers and private

schoolers formed 'power blocks', 'communities of interest'. Against these were ranged most
primary school headmasters, most teachers, the department6s6 and many parents, whose

65ssubmission 
L2g

656The PPTA in their subrnission however stated Ehat: .we have accepted the principres ofthe Thomas ReporL of 1942 (sj.c) and have worked in cl-ose harmony wiEh the Educat.ionDepartmenL'. sub. smiLh, N. 'child welfare and Delinquency in wz,. pprA wellington.
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surface dissent was based upon teaching the pupil rather than the subject and an essential

egalitarianism. The two major teachers unions jumped from one side of the fence to the

other' Generally however, the PPTA supported the elitist arguments and the NreI supported

progressive reforms.

Many submissions represented a clique of middle class moralists trying to impose their values

upon an aberrant and wayward class of non-believers. Their opponents thought the .system

had ossified'and schools were not teaching the vocationally useful information. The

education boards can be seen as part ofthis opposition as they thought the 'Treasury had got

the Government by the throat',6-s7 and local input was not being listened to.

The clear evidence from qualified professionals as to the social dangers of corporal

punishment were blurred by the Commission. The PPTA could only comment that:

we find ourselves urged by local critics to impose a harsher discipline (coqporal

punishment), and accused by overseas critics of having corporal punishment at all.658

They, Iike many 'educationalists'noted that:

in some cases the real offenders are conniving parents.

The disparity of views was endemic. Competing concepts of 'citizenship'and social

responsibilities festoon the submissions.

The puqposes and philosophies of education were bound to individual, group and

organizational interests. These were structured upon deeper issues about the value of the

individual and the relationships that were considered necessary to maintain social stabiliry.

The formation of policy within the educational state as McCulloch has emphasised depends

upon the 'competing interests between 'sites and agencies'.65n Th" written submissions attest

to the correctness of this assessment.

611 ŝ. yb, p.5.

658s. B. K. (pprA). p, 3

10 
65eop' cit' Mcculloch, c- 'spens v- Norwood.: contesting Ehe educational staLe?, 1993. p.
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The major topics presented to the commission listed on the right of the following list
can be placed into four categories (A.B.C.D.).

A. Social control of :routh

B. Teacher's work

Social affiliations of
adults

behaviour

delinquency

punishment

artitudes

examinations

supply and direction
methods and subjects

pay and conditions
inspection

religion
censorship

parenting

private education

hierarchical structuring
age promotion

money for schools
rural claims

costs of expansion

C.

D. Finance and bureaucracv

The list contains the main topics that were raised at the hearings and divides these into four
key themes or topics that can in turn provide a clearer interpretation of commission's

activities in relation to the policy process.

These topics (A. B. C. D.) are key concepts with which to link the work of the commission,

to public concerns and teachers work. All the topics can be placed into one or other of these

four categories which are to do with controlling society.

Societal control may be seen as a colrespondence between civil society and state apparatus.

The commission's report and the prior submissions can be seen as concerned with attempting
to define norrns, sponsor conformity and punish the anti-social. These over-riding concerns

are extracted from the contested philosophies, aims, beliefs and goals that are expressed in
the submissions.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Oral Interrogations.66o

'I only want you to know there is a problem'.661

The oral submissions to the commission in 1960 and 1961, (recorded in public record as

'interrogations), were heard at various cities throughout New Zealand, over a total period of
48 days.

In this chapter I attempt by further investigation of primary data to further situate the Currie

Commission on Education in an ideological framework of twentieth century New Zealand

educational history' Secondly I wish to demonstrate the persistent and entrenched nature of
individual and group values and ideals towards educational aims and methods and show how

these are part of a wider philosophy of education and society. Finally the oral submissions

are related to departmental policy discussion in relation to broader political and hegemonic

goals, specifically to show that the department was interested in the airing of alternative

viewpoints whilst wishing to avoid any critical debate.

The chapter identifies specific key areas of educational rhetoric that might benefit from
further investigation' Those chosen for closer examination are 'Teacher Shortage and

wastage'and 'the poor quality and provision of rural education in relation to urban education'.

The f,rrst of these was chosen because the Minister iurd the Department of Education viewed

teacher supply as a topic of major.oncem66t and the Minister had requested the members of
the comrnission, to 'consider urgently the topic of posrprimary staffing and recruitment'.663

As Cumming has already noted66a 'A quarter of the recommendations (of the Currie Report),
related to the recruitment, training and working conditions of teachers'.665 It is also justifiably

66tr----tor an early draft
Submissions,. papers of

66ll,ast quot.ed rrords

of this chapter see, ScoLt, D. 'The Currie Commission _ oralANZHES, Annual Conference, 1990.

from Last submission of Ehe inte-rrogations. prof. page (4g B 1 _ B

u62sheen' K' J' as secretary, presenred. a doclrmenE on the post prirnary teacher shortagethe comnission on 30 June 1950 in one of the 
'nrecorded 

,closed sessions,.
653 rnt.erirn Report. . p. 4 .

66aop. ciL. Cumming, I. and CunmLng, A. 192g. p. 337.

655Bernard Hyams in a paper oo ed.uca.ion in Victoria ingovernmenL conErolled fine_tuning of supply Eo demand, and
t.he sixt.ies has not.ed .Ehe
records that .the matEer of

t_
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important because it was a topic of concern for commissions and reports on education

internationally. The Crowther Report published in 1959 in England for example noted that
'Complaints of lack of teachers and poor teachers are audible enough, but they serve to repel
rather than attract recruits'and there are 'bad areas where inadequate staffing is endemic'.666

Crowther's suggested response was 'to train more and more teachers until men and women

were driven to the (poorer) areas to find employment'.

The second topic was chosen because the recurring theme of inequality'underpinned the

majority of non-departmental oral submissions, especially in relation to the ruraUurban

differences of provision and the philosophical and pragmatic differences between the

established elite schools and the new multicultural, multilateraln 'rainbow66? colleges.

The Currie Commission on Education commenced its frst sitting for public hearings on 4
March 1960 and closed its public oral submissions on 16 June 1961. During that time, the

Commission met in Auckland, Invercargill, Hamilton, Palmerston North, Dunedin,

Christchurch and Wellington. These oral presentations of submissions from various

educational interest groups and professional organizations formed a large part of the two year

intensive appraisal of the New Zealand education svstem.

The point has already been made that it is impossible fully to understand the historical
significance of the report without placing it firnrly in the context of its time both in
educational history and in broader social terms. In this chapter, I will concentrate upon these

particular submissions and aftempt to outline themes of educational development which form
part of the larger thesis.

While the written submissions are also an invaluable source of reference material for students

of New Znaland education, the much more lively and sometimes controversial

sLaffing schools on economical terms and with recruitstook precedence ove.lr consideraE.ions of higher levels offor Australian governmenL schools,. Hyams, B. ,Towards
inferactioD of vested int.eresrs in Viitoria, Ig64- 1972,No. 2 1992. p.48.

655crowther, l_959 p. 438. and p. 444.

- 
66t'Rainbow collegtes. were known as such because ofadopted.

sEeeped in departmental orthodo)q/.
educatsionaf quality anong teachers

Teacher education Autonomy: The
. HisE.ory of Education Revierd, VoI Zl-,

the more colourful- uniforms they
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interrogations66s provide material for a more searching analysis of the process of policy

discussion. They reflect the major themes and controversies that generated the submissions

but which were certainly muffled if not entirely absent in the final report.

The Director of Education, Arnold Campbell, at the commencement of the commission's

hearings declared that the Department of Education did not need a philosophy6un, Hir rather

simplistic claim that 'the Department of Education has no philosophy, nor should it have

one',670 is important in relation to the process and eventual content of the report.

People of widely differing faiths are free to enter the school system and serve in it as

teachers and administrators. Any attempt to impose a particular philosophy would

certainly be strongly resisted, and very rightly so. And any notion that those in

authority in New Zrualarrd education do in fact share the same particular philosophy is

very far from the truth.67l

ln fact there were several competing philosophies; involving contradictory ideals, values and

beliefs and contested power relations. According to Campbell, 'It was found necessary to

'convert'a school system constructed originally on the basis of selection and privilege6Tz

'with officers of the department often initiating the educational changes'.673 In practice it

proved extremely difficult to budge these powerful conservative forces.

6s8guocat.ions from c.he coffinission's verbat.im evidence are known as Ehe 'Interrogatlons'
which are a cwo rnillion words record of the proceedings of t.he connnission, stored in Auckland
Public Library and other major lj.braries. My sources of t.hese records were those sEored in
Ehe Auckland Public Library, the Nalional Archives in Welli.ngton and the Hocken t ibrary,
Dunedin.
The page references are lettered and numbered seguenti-alJ"y from 1 A t to 48 B 1, accordinq to
the day Ehe submission was made- The DirecEor of Education's evidence known as Submission
Number 3 is acgually the firsc public 'fnterrogation'.

66ecampbe1l, A, E. Submission Number J.
Public Hearinqs. p. 22-

6t0ibid. Thi.s importanr introduction by
report. Departmental officers were presenL
New Zealand-

6?1ibid, p- 22-

6?2ibid. p. 3.

5t3ibid. p. 22.

fntroductory remarks eo the Cormnission. Day One.

the Director has strong echoes in the final
at alL Lhe hearings in uhe various cenEres around
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Bureaucratic and political sidestepping had resulted in great differences between schools and

within schools. The deeper reality of class structure still permeated the school system. The

public disquiet concerning social problems which were traced back by many to the school

delinquents and 'reluctant leamers'needed to be addressed. In this respect, the commission

can be seen as a pre-emptive strike to reset the margins and, in a controlled way an attempt to

defuse dissent and establish a working equanimity with educational pressure groups and

hopefully with the general public.

The word 'public'needs to be used with caution as the 'public'hearings were dominated by

those who were intimately involved organizationally and professionally with education.

Towards the end of the hearings,6Ta the chairman bemoans the fact that 'all too few individual
pa-rents have come forward to give evidence'. Those parents who did contribute in most cases

had their children at private schools and were certainly not a representative sample. One

witness claimed that ministers and directors of education were also amongst the parents who

sent their children to private schools, and others who were presenting evidence complained

that the supporters of co-educational schools sent their children to single-sex schools.6?5

Several other witnesses questioned the assumption that a representative cross section of
public opinion was being heard by the commissioners.utu of the 199 oral interrogations, l0
could be classed as from members of the public without direct pecuniary interest in
education.

Lady Bragg,677 who had served on English commissions, spoke privately with members of
the commission, but did not appear officially before the commission. Miss Townsend6Ts .had

o'rrnLerro. 40. p. 2.

6?srnter-ro. 19. A.

6?6A List of submissions is included as Appendix A, p. 765 in the comrnission,s report. 39?alphabetical subnissions are listed in t.he National .t.iri.r"" conrnission fi1es. A morecomprehensiwe list can be found in the Hocken Li-brary. N.z. connission on Education Ml. 595/A'rndex to submissions and verbatim evidence made to ihe wew zeal-and cormnissi.on on Education,1960-1961. '

. 
ut'Lady Gr"/endolen Bragg vras the wife oF sir Lawrence Bragg, scienEisL. rt is recorded EhaLsir l'awrence's correspondences with Rutherford comprisea orrJi 50 letters between l-904-1915.(Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London il,tOg_tgZ_(tSeZ,t. Obit- notices F. RoyaLSoc. 4 : 27'7-3O0.1943.)

c' Bee'by had scrong conneclions with Ehe science frat.ernity in Bri-tain, through theAdvancement of Science Journal, in association wit.h orher Lducar.ionarists inciuainq LadyALbemarle and G'BanLock and H.Dent. !v. L. Renwick informed the author thar Lady Bragg had'meE the werlington based mernbers in the commission's offices. r seem to have a link in nrymind beEween her and Lhe Albermarle Report,. (letter 1j Sept. 1990). Lady Bragg had in factbeen on the corunittee of the Minister tf sducation's aavislry councj.r .Early Leaving. reporE,,pub' 1954' sir Lawrence Bragg F'R's was a menber of che special committee on Hj-gherTechnological Education ,The percy Report, pub. 1945.

I
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a private hour or so with some members of the commission'.67e Evidence not presented and

unrecorded deliberations such as these private conversations and 'closed hearings'had an

important effect upon the commission's findings.680 These private and essentially unrecorded

contributions provide evidence which suggests that a covert process was evolving and that it
was distinct from the offrcial oral submissions.

During its two and a half years of operation, it sat for 103 days, in public and private

session, and held of course, many unchronicled meetings of editorial and other

subcommittees.6sl

The contentious issues that a.re so muted in the submissions and the final report may have

surfaced more in these 'unchronicled meetings'.

Outsiders and businesses had little input, much to the disdain of one commissioner6s2 who
'deplored the fact that only one business organization had made a submission as there had

been many critical public statements made by national organizations,

Those who stayed away included business and industry entrepreneurs, Maori groups, public
servants who had been advised on the inappropriateness of presenting a submission that

might compromise their department; individual practising classroom teachers, and

representatives of political parties. Mr Mills, a teacher from Cambridge, who did make a

rt demonsErates the invo.Lvement of key figmres outside the irunediaLe arnbit of the .surface,policy community. As a conEemporary exampie, during rsgr it,.r;tt sexton, who accordingi !o c.Knight op' ciE. 'had been inst.rlme;Eal in rormutarl.rg rrr"h 
"i ro.y education policy, p. 8.visited New Zealand.

As 'Ji]tr Duffield corunents 'an advisory comrnit.Eee can form a stage upon which legitimatepolicy demands are prayed out, buc uhi production is likely t.o be controlled from behind Ehescenes' Scott.ish Educ. Review Vol 27. No. 1 t4ay 1995. p"g.-Ai.
678Miss Townsend, represent.ed the canterbury hst.iEute of Educational- Research in rnterr.29' K' 2' Miss osborne, senior mistress of a c6-ed scrtooi.o*pr"io"a in the same sub.(submission 29' u' 1.) that 'chat half a d.ozen girls in chrislchurch per year are experred.and Ehat 'there are some very intelligent. girls in this r"l,-trr.v are more of a menace,.

utelnt.erro. 
33 . w. 4 .

680Renwick, w' L. informed the auE.hor by letter thaE the 30 lTune ,closed session, wouldhave 'provided time for Lhe conunission to iind its mini "n arart maLeriar Keith sheen and rhad prepared for iLs consj.deraEion,. (letE.er l-3 Sept. 1990).

68tsheen, K. Introduceion Education 1962- p. 4.

6E2lnterrogatj-ons L-9 Mr. Horlor Monday l-6 l4ay j.960.
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submission was advised by Dr. Sheen to address his complaints through his own teachers

body, the PPTA.683

The NZI thought that their submission to the commission was 'an extremely successful and

worthwhile appearance'. They were well rehearsed with preliminary discussion about the

content of their submissions with Mr Freyberg at Palmerston North University College.68a

this rehearsal was most helpful as many matters discussed among ourselves,

reappeared at the hearing next morning'.68s

The night before the submissions were presented at Palmerston North, there was a Civic

reception for the commission at which the univeruity, training college, Wanganui Education

Board and Palmerston North High School Board were represented. It was not surprising that

the next morning:

It was apparent immediately that the commissioners had made a close study of our

submissions and were au fait with submissions critical of our primary schools.686

The tactical game being played is clear from the NZEI report:

spinners and bodyliners coming thick and fast, all being taken with square bats.....with

the whole team maintaining our lead with the innings. After two and a half hours

captain Sir George declared, with 'surveys'and 'change of school'unplayed.687

The NZEI were thanked by Dr Sheen and Sir George who thought that 'this has been one of

our most useful sessions'. The success of their submission was the result of careful tactical

manoeuvres. [n an office letter of 1960688, they had decided upon 'new tactics'after seeing

t'slrnterrogatj-on 39.

68{These poincs are Eaken from NzEr records: Appendix Lg6L/59 conm. on Educ. Wednesday 24

685MEI records: Appendix 196L/5g Colrm. on Educ. Wednesday 24 ltay.

o€5NzEI records: Appendix 196I/59 Comm. on Educ. Wedrresday 24 May,

ut'NZEI records: Appendix 796L/59 CoNn. on Educ. Wednesday 24 May.

6s8Appendix lg60/72 Office letrer No.19E0/6 N.z.E.I.

page 1.
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the PPTA approach to the commission where 'the commission and the newspapers are being

'conditioned'as to the problems and shortages in that service'. In the same letter the N.Z.E.I

expressed concern that 'the education boards are working quietly towards securing more

power over teachers'.

The Unesco cocktail party at the American Embassy was also reported upon in this office

letter. This was a time when the NZEI official could talk privately with Mr. Nash and where

'Mr Skoglund got me in a corner and asked what I thought about the leading article in the

February issue of the PPTA Journal Gettinq the Teachers'.68e

'Shortly afterwards Mr Skoglund caught my eye again and we repaired to the corner with a

ham sandwich'.

The interest shown and involvement of political figures including the Minister outside of the

commissionb recorded ambit, and during the oral interrogation period, suggests that although

some politicians might have been interested in the findings of the commission, it was more

important as a device to keep education out of politics and politics out of education. Both

major political parties seemed content to shelve the pressing problems of education for two

years while an election was held and a government changed from l-abour to National.

Politically the timing of the commission could be seen as 'stone-walling6e0. Mr. Nash was

able to talk of 'the need for full consideration of state aid by the commission6el and in

Parliament, the Rt. Hon. MrTizard could claim that it would be premature to comment upon

educational issues until the Government had received the commission's report which was still

in the process ofbeing produced.

The Labour Party at the last general election proposed as a major point that a

commission should be established to go into all aspects of education. I am definitely

689office letter LgSO/1 WCOTP Executive

6enop. cit. Bachrach and Baratz. 1970- 'Challenges can also be deflecEed try referring Ehe
demands or issues Eo comnittees or corturnissions for deEailed and prolonged sEudy., p. 45

Eerchapman, R. ,Jackson and l4icchell, 'New zeafand pol-irics in Accion -the 1960 ceneral-
Election'. L962. p. 103.
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opposed to the Bill. t believe the question should be left in abeyance until a final

report is obtained from the commission.6e2

The commissioners were themselves aware of the delay created by the commission's

proceedings. As Mr Cameron, one of the commissioners states: 'leaving it to us - action

could be delayed until the commission's final report whereas immediate action by the

department could get immediate action in the schools'.6e3 To suggest this at such a late stage

in the hearings points to the fact that the often repeated message coming to the commission

that people were not getting satisfaction from the Department of Education had not made

much impression.

Those that did speak up at the hearings were in some cases not the ones who had written the

original submissions,6e4 and the submissions Iost some of their force because of this. Others

claimed that they were concerned about the publicity they might receive leading to personal

attacks and career impairment. Previous criticism, it was claimed was not liked by the

inspectors and 'the feeling amongst parents is that the criticism is watered down before it gets

anywhere'.6tt Still others thought that they had better appear because, as one put it ,How was

I able to condemn the commission's recommendations, if I thought any should be condemned,

if I didnt participate in its work'. This particular witness wanted to have his say concerning

'the secret enclaves on Lambton euay'.6e6

The Director's first presentation of evidence suggests to the commission 'the lines along

which in the department's view solutions might be looked for'.6e? According to the Director,
the Thomas Committee of which A E Campbell was joint secretary, had heralded most of the

changes that had taken place in post primary schools since 1945 and during the interceding 15

6t2parliamentary Debates. FourE.h
Mr C. c. E. Harker (Natlonal) Hawkes

6erlnt.erro. 40 D 1.

''e{rnEerro.2 c 3, & 45,J L

6e5rnEerro- 40 e :.

6t6rnE.erro. 25 B 2.

session 32nd parlianent. l-960 Educalion turendnent Bi1l.
Bay page l-588-1589 Hansard.

6etDirector.s evidence sub 3, Incerrogation 1. p_ 27-
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years 'great progrcss has been made6e8. The incumbent Director, his predecessor C E.Beeby,

the Department of Education and the profession as a whole are presented as a unified body

who share the same aims and have a corrrmon purpose. The Thomas Report, which is quoted

at length by the Director and by many other witnesses, is said by A.E Campbell, not to be an

official statement but 'one that the department has often quoted with approvul'.6ee The wide

body of support and public acceptance noted by the Director was to lead in 1962, to the

mammoth report that hopefully would achieve the 'plain desire to have done with old

controversiestO0 Officially, any dissension was now marginalized. Problems with selection

and differing levels of provision in New Tealandwere however, as in England and other

developed countries, hardy perennials. The incongruent myths and realities of New Tsaland

education steadfastly remained to haunt the best intentioned administrator.Tol

Early on in the hearings the wellington Institute of Educational

firmly support the department, claiming that criticism had been

Research and the NZCER

ill-informed and unjustified:

although there has been considerable leadership offered, considerable direction

foreseen by those who are professionally concerned with education in this country,

those hopes and wishes and we think good judgements have been severely

compromised and handicapped by, to some extent the community, but perhaps

particularly by political governments, have been handicapped and hindered from
developing and making progress in the way that they ought.7oz

The chairman responds to their submission by asking 'How can we best use (your pretty good

submission) apart from having it in our records aurd having read it?/03

6esThe Director, campbell, A, E-

6eesub, l, p. 9

'fntroduction to the Commission,. Submission 3- p. T.

?0ocommission on Education Report p. 3

701op' cit' Mcculloch, 9- h"" hiqhlighced Ehe 'liberar-progressive assumpE.i.ons associaEedwich currie' in 'From currie co pic6t: ii=toty, rdeorogry and policy in New zealand Education,Access' vor' 7, Auckland-uniwersity 1988, He especi,arly notes the E.hree important. t.hemes ofcurrj'e' 1' That there existed a cenEral aspiration t"i-.q.r"iicv of opport.uniEy. 2. ThaceducaLion was progressing steadiry towards the reali.zation of this principle and 3. thatst.aL.e accivity was benevolent.

to'rnEerro. G z 4-

torrnterro. 44 x r.
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The direction of New Tnaland education as expounded in the departmental annual report of
1957 and the widely quoted statement on Sstandards in Education. Today and TomorrowT0a

are both quoted at length to the commission and two years later endorsed in the frnal Report

as part of the evolutionary progress of educational reform. Criticism of the primary school

system as Mr Ewing points out in a departmental submission,T0s 'has come rather from

individuals and institutions that are not so closely connected with the schools....it comes from

business institutions and organizations'. This is the view put forward by the department,

which as Mr EwingTffi points out 'has not introduced any new subject since 1878'.707 The

submissions from businesses and industry tended to support the school system and had only

minor criticism of teachers: The criticism usually related to there not being enough 'basics'or

the importance of encouraging submissive attitudes towards superiors. Complaints about

spelling, and handwriting were as Miss May pointed out, the claim of the chambers of
commerce in 1911 and to which Sir George Currie adds the cornment that it was probably the

same complaint that the Pharaohs made about the hieroglyphics in Egypt.

Federated Farmers admit that in an organization such as theirs 'it is exceedingly difficult to
get a common idea on a subject like education/08 but that if they have to suggest subjects to

be studied at school are in favour of 'an ordinary classical academic education, rather than

have a subject like agriculture introduced'.?0e

Although they have difficulty getting consensus, it seems that those who approached the

commission as spokesmen for Federated Farmers were expressing a traditionatist viewpoint

in assuming that an 'ordinary'education was classical or particularly academic.

The English Ministry of Education document 'suggestions for the Consideration of Teachers

[r]is quoted at length in A E Campbell's

tn4Mason, H. G. R. .EducaE.ion Today and tomorrow, 1944.

to5rnterro. 2L P 3- This oral submission notes 'a whore week will be devoted EoDeparEmeneal evidence' .

?o6rnterro. 20 s 2.

-^.^totllt" Thomas ReporE 1959 reprint. p. EL t.ells us however thar Hurnan Biolog,y wa.s added in1949, ElecErici-ty as a subject was aaaea in 195G u"o prl.i".-in l-956. Also to be consideredSocial- Studies-

tosrnterrog. 26 R 1.

toernterro- 26 R L.
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submissionTl0 to demonstrate New Zealand's compatibility with overseas 'progressive'ideas.

Perhaps not so surprisingly it notes that 'the (English) Ministry's volume of suggestions

contains statements that are surprisingly similar to our own'(p.15). The influence of overseas

developments became an important part of the commission's deliberations and were a

justification for sending research officers 'to examine at first handtl l, the settlements and

initiatives in other countries.

An important part of their investigations was in the area of curriculum change.

The major discussion on curriculum during the commission hearings was carried out in

closed sessions and in sub-committee, which took place during the oral interrogations and

later. There is a significant gap in our knowledge here as important schooling matters that

might have answered some parental submissions was discussed behind closed doors and the

records were not frled with the National Archives Commission records. From the recorded

minutes of some sub-committees that were kept by individual commissioners,Tl2 it appears

that the areas requiring investigation were:

age promotion.

individual differences.

standards.

discipline.

curriculum development.

the provisions for gifted children

the problem of slow learners.

the school certificate examination.

university entrance.

the'overcrowded curriculum'.

post-primary methods and techniques.

Tl0Director of Educalion. Inaugral address to corunission. D. 13.

Tllconsnission of EducaLion Report, P. 841. w, Renwj,ck the research officer and K. sheenthe secrecary both tvent overseas to sEudy developments in oEher countries- Both later becameDirectors of EducaEion.

?l?Murlel May retained some of lhe sub-cormit,tee ninutes, which are now archiweal ac the
Hocken library, Dunedin. Incomplete records of subconrnitEees are available at National,Archives, wellington. Mrs M. Mackenzie papers. arnotated sub-commiEt.ees on Maori Educ.,Admin', teacher training, teaching servi-ce and st.aL.us, t.echnical education, org. and scope ofschool system, airns and purposes. delinguency, and rural education E 50 32/6
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During the Interrogation sub-committee on curriculum, the members were reminded of the

philosophy in which New Zealand education had developed. They were reminded of l.

Fraser's 1939 summation of educational opportunity . 2. the importance of a richer and

balanced education. 3. the improved personal relationships within classrooms. and 4. the

'world demands' of education.

In reference to individual complaint such as that from Miss Newton, a degree of linguistic

sarcasm creeps into the discussion. It was claimed that, 'the nub of her philippic'is that the

three P's Psychology, Physical Education and Playway - had replaced the 3 R's.713 (A number

of commentators consider that the 'Playway'controversy was a root cause of the setting up of

the Currie Commission.Tla 'Play-way'was the media term for what teachers called 'activity

methodsl.

Miss Gilbert complained that she was only given a fortnight notice to appear before the

commission, however she does manage to put some ideas across that oppose the conventional

wisdom to which Sir George responds:

thank you for putting a point of view which is rather optimistic of democracy.Tl-s

At the cornmencement of the 'Interrogations'there is a sense of purposeful questioning on the

part of those members of the commission who were to some degree 'relative outsiders'.

On the matter of recruitment, and after being asked by one commissioner why more teachers

were not being imported from overseas, the information was given by the director that:

It depends upon gentleman's agreements among members of the Commonwealth, for

example, there are certain understandings about the efforts that one member of the

commonwealth may make to recruit people for certain purposes from another

?llconnnission on Educat.ion. Sub-comrniE.tee A - curriculun.

Tlaopenshaw, R' 'upholding basic values: A case sr.udy of a conservative pressure group..
'Political Issues in New zealand Educat.ion'. John codd, Ri.chard Harker and Roy Nash (eds.)
1987. p.245.

tlslnterrogaEions. 47 D Z.
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member, when that latter member is trying to build up its population by

immigration.Tl6

Mr Horlor returns to this point nvo pages later with:

I am quite satisfied with the statement the Director made, gentleman's agreements and

what not, but we are charged with the responsibility of recruitment. we should look at

that here.7l7.

Also on the 28th of November 1960, reference is made to the national gentleman's

agrcements on religious education. The problem was that those who were being most

affected by these gentleman's agreements were the ones suffering the consequences of them.

Already at the first sitting, the parameters of action were firmly circumscribed.

The introduction to the first Interrogation of the Commission on Education, given by the

Director of Education, outlines a New Tnaland Education system that has through 80 years

been politically held in check by the central government who have taken it upon themselves

to guard against provincialism, parochialism, materialism, and privatization,

The Director of Education, informed the commission on l6 May 1960 that: 'Comparatively

speaking, the evenness and the completeness of the education system (in New Zealand), is a

remarkable feature of our education system'.7l8 Interestingly later the department argues that

it is not possible to compare our educational standards with those of Great Britain and other

countries because of the differing basis of each countries statistics.

The chairman, defended the work of the Department of Education and the efforts of Dr.

Beeby during the preceding 15 years. When Auckland teacher training lecturers comment on

the 'irresponsible criticism that comes out everyday from leading citizens'Sir George feels

tl6rnterrogations. u. l-.

tttibid. rnterrogations.

?tBInterro. sub. secE.ion B- l.
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compelled to say that 'nowhere have we had any evidence to suggest there is unwarranted

[sic] criticism of any person who has been closely associated with education for the last 15

years'.719

Mr Bartley (who died during the commission on 2l April 1962), Mr Horlor, Mr Bolt and Mr

Davis were not happy with the way things were proceeding during the early stages. They were

still under the impression that they would, through the commission, have a say in the

development of the education system of New Zeal'nd.7z0 Initially they assumed that the

commission was to be a forum of complaint and a plafform for change. The Director's

summation of the optimal state of education that existed in New Tnaland in his opening

address72l, in which he spends much time emphasising the rational progress and 'evenness'of

schooling, did not match up with their notions and personal experiences. They were well

aware of the criticism that had been aimed at 'Beebyism', poor school facilities and varying

levels of provision (racially, socially and geographically).

After the presentation of the Director's introductory submission Currie reports 'all members

of the commission have read this statement'. 'No we havent'quickly retorts Mr Bartlef22

When questions are attempted after the Director has completed his speech, the chairman

informs the commissioners that there will be no questions, as 'this document was not

intended to be one on which individual questions concerning policy should be discussed'.

Often, in his role as chairman, Sir George limits discussion and questioning on the pretext of

relevance or lack of time - often however, discussion is terminated when real dissent or

contradictory evidence is submitted. As the hearings progress fewer questions are generated

around controversial statements and 'rogue'submissions are treated with silence. During the

last public hearing for example, when evidence is presented concerning the sheer poverty of

?1eInterro.39. p.2.

'20The interchange in Interr. 8 R 1 illustrates this early
talks of the 'apathy of the auEhorities,.

Mr BolE,, 'JusC who is referred Lo as the authorit.ies?
policicians?'
Espiner (NZPPTA) ,It was a blankeE. term of discretion,
Currie' Indiscret.ion' .

mi-Id dissension when Espiner

The department, the board, the

'zrMj.nuLes of Inaugral address, held in offices of Ehe UniversiEy of New zealand onFriday, 4 March 1950. At this meeting t.he advanced state of preparacion tryr Ehe DeparEmenc, bras
noEed on p- 4 where iE is reported EhaE. Ehe DepartmenE of Education had further .dissecE.ed
Lhe Eerms of reference' copies of which would be supplied to alr members.

t'2rnt.erro. A. 1. D. r
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schools in Porirua and in the Mana Association's submission when real problems of

inequality surfaced, questioning is limited and inaction excused.

Mr l,amond a school principal, pointed out that 'In our submissions to the commission we

have been very guarded in some of the statements we have made'because publicity gives 'a

stigma of an undesirable nature'. Yet even in these circumstances, he is able to bring the

commission's attention to the problems of his school: 'there is hardly a blade of grass and

there is a shocking provision of facilities, no halls, playing fields, no library (in his school or

in the area)'and he says he 'has to scrounge most school materials'.tt3 Th" chairman informs

him in reply that 'any urgent action is not within our compress'and that the commission's

recommendations are 'long term on-ly'.72a

When Mr Davis refers to the teacher shortage problem in country areas which has been

continually cited as a reason for school problems during the two years of hearings, Mr
Lamond who has insider practical experience of schools in the Wellington province (rare

evidence not gained through the department or board), can inform the commission that in

actual fact, the only shortage is in three country schools which equates with one full-time

town teacher shortage in the whole of Wellington province. The PPTA reports that 'primary

teacher needs are levelling off.725 The survey questionnaire sent out to 15 Intermediate

schools by the commission research officer in October 1961, (long after the oral

interrogations had ended) resulted in comments from head teachers saying 'staffing

satisfactory (equal numbers of men and women)', 'Had the same staff for five years', .Full

permanent staff of good keen teachers', 'satisfactory staffing - all certificated and

permanent'.726

tzll'4ana Association submission (Mr Lamond, headmasE.er) (45 E 1) subnission No 249. This infacr' was the onLy teacber-Ied suhnission recording substantial complaints that were groundedin personal school experience in lower socio-economic areas.During lhe werlj-ngton rnstiEuEe of EducaE.ional Research submission, it. was pointed out.that a local school in lrlerlington had children sEudyj"ngr in a corridot rith . 
"*oiy 

keroseneheater and some classes had 20-30 teachers a year. (10 D 2).
?24At various times. lu1ine Ehe hearings, evidence is hrithhetd or passed directry Eo Keithsheen without being tabled.- The point is ofLen made thae ihese are pubLic documenE.s andfreely availabre Eo the press. The threat of press coverage La po=iilre personalrecriminations are shown for example in Ehe Gibson smich iubrnission when t.he chalrmancormlent.s 'you are aE liberty to say what. you wish, but it is at your own risk, _ ,iE isprobably wiser not, (6 S 2).

?z5Int.errogations 1 B 3.

t26'The organization of schools survey,. p. 5. october r,961- commission papers.
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The motives of publicizing 'teacher shortage'require further study in view of the fact that it

has been used as an excuse for poor schooling for the last eighty years in New Zealand,7z7 and

other countries.7z8

It is a key issue, even though down-played in the report, as it strikes at the heart of capitalist

enterprise. On the one hand the Government sees itself as being required to provide child care

and a basic education for societal betterment in the liberal democratic tradition and on the

other hand the size of the wage bill is a major drain on resources, increases taxation and

effects labour supply. This explains the importance the department placed upon the unions

and the training colleges which were the two sites that controlled supply and wages. It is not

surprising that the college boards and education boards, the employers of teachers viewed

'quality'teachers as young, low paid females. Older women, married women, older men and

overseas recruits were all seen as of poorer quality during the submissions.

The definition of 'quality teachers'for the secondary service expressed through the ppTA was

essentially a product of the number of degrees held, even though it was becoming recognised

by some principals in the newer co-educational multi-lateral schools that were huniedly being

built, (71 new secondary schools were established between 1960-1970) that primary teachers

had a part to play in teaching the more difficult children especially in the third forms.

Women relievers, who were not married or superannuated, were regarded as the worst

teachers (9 3 .4Vo are con s idered i nadequ ate) .7 
2e

7z7Ewingr, .f. L. 'The Development. of the New Zeal-and primary school curriculum rg77- .g7',NzcER 1970, demonstrates Ehe way curriculum developrnent. was retarded by E.eacher shorcage.'counLry schools in parEicular were poorry sLaffed. They were very often i.n charge of men whohad failed at other occupaE,ions and had tiken on teachiig as a last resort. p. sI.Renwick, w. L- in 'Governing views on public Education. p. s of 'The currie i.port, Acritique' 1"964, reports 'Ehe shortage of staff leads E.o problems ot behaviour in thecbildren'' There are numerous Nz examples of ehis line oi reasoning even in recent theses oneducation.

- -t"9"" for example the 'caneron Report' in canada 1"959 and the ,crowther Report, inEngland.

T2erneerim ReporL. p. g?.
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The value judgements made about the relative value of teachers and the connection of this

with the reported shortage are important considerations. The October 1961, survey made by

the commissionT3o noted it was:

very unfortunate for a school to have a 'hierarchy of superior teachers'which happens

if some teachers teach top classes year after year - generally speaking a good teacher

of low ability children can also handle successfully a high ability class.73l

This evidence with is claims of adequate staffing, was however compiled too late for any real

consideration of its import to have been discussed by the full commission.

The oral evidence to the commission also provided a different view of teacher shortage as the

following comments testifu :

'I doubt whether there are many co-ed schools that are suffering seriously from stafFrng

shortages'.732

'the situation we have here is a normal one, and we havent had a lack of teachers to

complicate it'.733

'staffrng shortage has not hit cities like Christchurch to anv extent at all'.734

'In Taranaki...they dont have any great problem staffing the country positions'73s.

'We have found no difficulty with staffing'.736

7lo'commission on EducaEion. Schoor orgrani-zation and prornocion policy, - ocEober 1961-. p.10.

tttibid' The survey also noE.ed that atL the rntemediate schoors were ,streamed onability' . p. 2-

71237. K- 2. W. Anstice. principal of otahuhu College.

trsp-T.A Tawa school 45 F z.

tsolnterro 5. c. 2. NZppTA

t35rnterro- 41 F 1. HeadmasEer of Hawera D.H.s. and rntermediate"

'36Interrog. 8. H. l. Dept. of Educ. Maori advisory officer.
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After Mr Robertson, (a recently retired officer from the Maori section of the Education

Department) makes this comment, it is significant that Mr Campbell intemrpts the evidence

to add the comment 'I think perhaps what Mr Robertson has at the back of his mind, of

course, is better staffing helps every school'.737

The Tokeroa Secondary School, a notoriously difficult area to staff, reported that not only

were they fully staffed but also fully qualified.

It is interesting that at the inaugural meeting of the commission some members referred to

'the danger of short-term decisions without calling evidence'. They were evidently mollified

by the promise of allowing almost two months for the collation of written evidence from the

two teacher unions and the results of the research officers questionnaire to schools. There

would, it was claimed be no oral evidence on this topic, because of 'lack of time'.738

Because of the time limitation, only an 'assessment of the problem and an indication of the

areas in which the Department of Education itself might seek a solution',7" was possible.

The department blamed the Government of 1950 for the current shortage because it only

allowed 150 bursary awards when the department had asked for 300.

The employers (the education boards for primary teachers), the union NnD, and the high

school boards have been the strongest claimants for there being a teacher shortage. The

hearings are full of evidence that there was no shortage apafi from in two or three new

housing areas and two schools in the backblocks of Southland and South Auckland, even the

President of the PPTA admits 'we havent had great difficulty in recruiting full-time stadaO.

The department is concerned at 'the criticisms made by the PPTA of some of the statistical

procedures adopted for forecasting the shortage'.74| The Post Primary Teachers Association

trtrnterrogaLion 8 H 1. The commission undertook it.s own survey of the staffi.ng situation
in Post Prjfiary schools - Table 1 X 'Teacher Demand and Supply. Post trimary Schedule for
1950-196?' prin!.ed in october 1959 (before the commission sat) and revised in,fune 1950 in
which 1t forecast tsoo many t.eachers in 1966 and 1967.

?38rnaugral MeeEing of conmission 4 March 1960, p, 5

Tlernaugral Cornmission meeE.ing. Minutes, p. 4.

?4ornterro. 4L K 3-

3 p. 32.
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were concemed that married women were not classed as permanent teachers and were

therefore listed as part of the shortage figures. Miss Balkind of Christchurch Girls High

School accused the department of causing the shortage by refusing work to married women

and not training any women teachers in 1934-1935.742 
743 1y L. Renwick, writing rwo years

after the report says:

There has been much public comment and criticism. And both branches of the

teaching service have operated for many years under the handicap of a serious

shortage of teachers - resulting in instability of staffing and some lowering of

professional standards.Ta

In fact 'both branches of the service', did not agree upon this issue at all when one reads the

submissions. Also the blame for the 'shortage'is assigned to the department by the PPTA,

whereas it is assigned to the govemment by the NreI.

Teacher shortage and the 'recruitment and training of teachers'according to the report 'stood

out as the most claimant problem of all those placed before the commission'.74s Further

investigation needs to be made concerning the origin of these claims.Ta6 There was certainly

sufficient in the hearings to suggest an economic, social and geographic imbalance of

teaching positions but no real evidence of 'absolute shortage'.747 Correlating the number of

teachers in New Znalandwith the number of pupils is difficult in the report. The department

at any given moment was not sure of these figures itself and it is significant that the last

Tn2rnterro. 11 D 3.

t{rThe total number of vacancies for teachers in New zealand in 1950 was quoted as 134-99p. 87 of the hEerim Report.

7aaop. cit. Renwick- w. L. .The currie ReporE: A Critigue,. 1964. p. 7.

'ra5commission on Education Report. p. 6,

?{6co.l-in shrosbree (1988), writing on Ehe Clarendon Conrnission, has made a strong poinc
a-bout the claims of teacher shortage in England l-20 years ago. 'In the twenty years before
C.l-arendon Lhere was an a.bundance of science Leachers had Ehe public schools chosen to employ
lhern. The science teachers who were rare were Ehose who had been educated aL public schoo]sor at t.he Uni.versities of oxford and Cambridge' page 51- As in 1960 in New Zealand it was the
Ll4)e of teacher that was important. and was the cruci-al factor thaE. came rhrough the informed
submissions. It was not the guanLity-

?{?rn Lhe PPTA Journal September 1960, the Minj.ster reporLed that in 1959 there had been
90,000 pupiJ"s, 47?0 teachers and 91 vacant positions as relief teachers were not lncluded in'ceaching strengEh'. The recenL recruitmenE. campaign (1959) in the UK had ted t.o 2000enquiries and 571 applications.
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words of the repoft748 are 'that a system be introduced whereby boards report their staffing

position to the department more frequently than at present'.

A 1989 thesis on New TsalandEducational HistoryTae has noted that in 1963 an Auckland

principal received 85 applicants for 4 positions and a Thames school having 8 applicants for

3 positions.

For the most part, the new schools had little difficulty attracting staff.7so

In 1960 there were six hundred relief teachers employed in secondary schools,

(approximately l/8 of permanent school staffing), many of whom were attempting to secure

permanent positions.Ts' The real problem with teacher shortage was teacher wastage and as

G. Marshall records:

throughout the decade, retaining existing teachers proved to be almost as difficult as

recruiting new ones. Dissatisfaction with the salaries they received, resentment that

over-large classes persisted, and impatience with the lack of progress in improving

conditions of work.7s2

Rangiora in 1965 had 2 vacancies which was a 'not out of the ordinary situation', again

demonstrating the divergence of opinion on the claimed shortage. There were no overseas

recruitment schemes in 1964 or 1968, and yet the PPTA at its annual conference 196l

unanimously approved 'a vigorous campaign to inform the people of New Znalandof the

serious shortage of qualified teaching staff.T-s3 Between 1959-1960 there had been 'a

decrease in the roll increase of the previous year'.7s4

7{ERecornmendation LB (b) p. 761

7aeop. cit. Marshall. G. N. 'The Development of secondary Education in New Zealand 1935-
197Q'. Ph.D. Waikar.o. 1989.

?soi-bid. p.223/224.

tttE. 1 Reports. 'secondary School Staffing and Recruitment. 1960 - 19?0,.

752op. cit. MarshaLl, c. D. 491.

turP.,l. oct. l-95L p. 4.

?5acommission on Education Report. Appendix s. p. 828. From Ehis tabre it can be seen t.hacthe role increases had been much greater in 1953 and 1954.
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The commission was diverted from its main taskby the Minister, IVIr. Skoglund, from 4

March to 2 May 1960, before the interrogations proper beg*, so as to produce an Interim

Report on Post Primary Staffing and Recruitment,T'5s which received submissions from 45

teachers, ex-teachers, boards and other educational organizationsTs6. Recommendation 6 was

that 100 Primary teachers should be recruited from the United Kingdom to solve the

secondary school crises in New Znaland. The Director had already been attacked in Great

Britain for recruiting teachers for New TnaIand.

My strongest defence was to put forward before him the tribulations of a public

servant who has to obey the dictates of his government. (A E. Campbell75?1

The interpretation that the shortage of teachers was due to teacher disenchantment rather than

lack of numbers of qualified teachers is echoed in the English context by the comments of

David Eccles, Minister of Education in the U.K. at the time who wanted more monev 'to

bring the missing 50,000 back to teaching'.7s8

The short duration for submissions to the 1960 Currie Interim Report (because it was acting

under ministerial urgency) could also be viewed as a sidelining of an important issue away

from the central discussions on the Currie Report proper and a strategic control measure by

the department. This was not to be one of the crises which drove the main report, although it

was categorised as a crises by the department.Tse The short time allowed for general

submissions to the interim report (4 March- 2May), the requirement for 30 copies of each

submission to be presented, and the short public discussion time (Auckland2T June - 1 July),

support this view. The lack of definite shortage figures for post primary schools (650 staffing

shortage" 200 actual vacancies, and a 134 teacher shortage are all quoted in the same

7s5'Interim Report on Post Primary SEaffinq ancl Recruiement'. Commission on Education rn
zealand. Wellinqton Governmene Print Ju1y 1960. rn whlch although post, primary scaffingits term of reference, primary teachers were also incLuded. pps. l_4-L9

New
was

?s6There were
submission had t-o
4 March 1950.

tsTrnEerro- I

tssReported in

?seThe details
E.his thesis.

no submissions from the general pu.b1ic, possibly because 30 copies of each
be suhni-tE,ed by 2 May. when the first meeting of Ehe commission was held on

H 3. Campbell, A. E.

Auckland SEar December 7 !960.

of this are fu1ly discussed in the chapEer concerning teacher shortage in
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report)?60 and the constant reference to the situation in 'primary'schools rather than 'post-

primary'in the Interim Report, also supports this interpretation. Keith Sheen presented a

document to the commission on the 30 June on post primary shortage but this was a 'closed

session'and records of the meeting are unavailable. Mr. Utting, who was the recruitment

officer sent to England reported to the commission that his job would have been easier if
there had been more vacancies.

More vacancies would have helped.T6l

Teachers conditions of work and salaries were not given any real consideration at the

Commission hearingsT62 and when salary increases were suggested by one commissioner, the

feeling of the chairman was that it was not a wofthwhile incentive, as 'this is not the time to

introduce measures whose success is so debatable'.763 The department considered that the

period of stress that the post primary schools were passing through was a period of transition,

'during which recruitment to the service moves from a mainly unplanned to a mainly planned

statet6a. The officialese used in the report did not poftray the extremes of problems being

taced in the schools. Professor Smithels of Otago University reported that the conditions in

many schools in New Trcaland are some of the womt I have seen'.765

M Riske reported that :

Our post primary schools particularly are dismal, nothing short of dismally lacking -

repositories of medieval scholasticism.T66

t60on page 43 of the rnterim Reporg Lhere seems to be a confusion over stafflng shorEage,
and acEual vacancies, The actual vacancies for Ehe whole of New Zealand are quoted asprobabJ.y going E.o rise to 200 p. 43 but caLculaLions from the tabl-es on p. al suggrests they
were only 134 Leachers short.

t6lMr utting, recruitment officer to the department, Submission g H 3.

?62The topic of E.eacher's working conditions is also considered in the chapE.er .oral
submissions' in this thesis.

?6r'rnL.erim Report of conmission on Education, 1960 o. j2.

t64ibid. p. 7o.

tssfneerro, i-B V 2.

tt6Interro. 25 B 2.
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Mrs Rae, an ex-teacher, reported having 58 children in her class and that 'some new teachers

have over 60 in their class'.767

The N7.E[, who obtained their information from the education boards survey of school

grading reported 'three classes over 55, ..two Maori schools, strangely enough sir.r68

When specific schools or towns are mentioned that have problems, these are removed from

the records, for example during Professor Page's hearing,T6e the chairman orders 'excise the

names of towns, this is a public place'. There was a concern that the media who had access to

the minutes and could attend the public sittings should not be given sensationalist

information. The difficulties of staffing in rural areas were overestimated by the department

judged by an analysis of the submissions, whereas the difhculties being faced by some of the

more prestigious city single sex schools were underestimated. Most rural schools were well

staffed, whereas there was great difficulf obtaining female science teachers in city schools

for girls. The commission realised that the truth behind the issues on this topic was potential

media fodder. Throughout the hearings there is an indecisiveness about whether specific

derogatory information should be expunged from the text. It often seems to depend upon who

says it, rather than the nature of the content. For example the unions can criticise the state of

some schools but individuals cannot. The point is, the commission was viewed from the start

as a vent for unions and power brokers in education, rather than as a complaints mechanism

for aggrieved parents of teachers.

The problem of obtaining reliable statistical information was a constant theme, as all

quantitative figures came through the department, which in turn were reliant upon the

education boards. The latter, often resented the encroachment of central control into their

affairs. Even in reporting its staffing survey, the department talks about 'the necessarily

subjective nature of certain figures'.770

?6?Renwick, W, L- as research officer
40 had been increasing during t.he last 12

'68rnterro. 4I w 2.

't6ernEerro. 
4B B l-

?tornt.erim Report p. 34.

to E}te comrnission, point.ed out that classes of over
years. 2 NI t-
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In the same way as the department wants to keep some aspects of its operations away from

the possible controversy engendered through publicity ('last years building prograrnme'28){

2 for example), so too the education boards are not prepared to divulge too much information.

The Otago Board representative, who had been a member of the standing committee set up

in 1958 to investigate the administrative costs of education boards, evades detailing board

finances with the statement:

as I was a member of that sub-committee and the information we obtained was

confidential to the sub-committee, I am afraid I cannot say very much about that

particular aspect.

But he does go on to admit that Otago is 'making a surplus'. The commission itself is not

absolved from claiming this sort of privacyTTl with many closed hearings, private discussions

with those about to make submissions, personal encouragement for certain people to make

submissions, social gatherings where commission business is discussed but not recorded and

the filing of certain evidence with the secretary that was not to be publicly released. These

procedures were all evident during the two years the commission sat.

This selective secrecy enabled contentious issues to be down-played in public. It

demonstrates that the commission had a definite agenda and was using the resources

embedded into its structure and rationale to enhance its own view of the educational system

and divert attention away from those areas that were politically volatile. By their very nature

the 'closed hearings'of which there were many, are difficult to research as no complete

records exist in the main archives, however it is a fair assumption to suggest that important

topics were discussed. Evidence to support this conclusion would be in the few private

archives kept by individual commissioners for example Miss May, and evidence from the

hearings themselves when topics changed following departmental briefings. For example, the

discussions on the building programme. Where the commission had private meetings it
seemed to effect the focus of the proceedings for example after the Palmerston North evening

meetings and the private words of Mrs Bragg.

??top. cit. John Martin who was himself part of
Slatecraft.?' - 'politicians too, I believe, should
of policy t.o a prurient public'. p. 4'l

the bureaucracy writes in .A professj-on of
be wary of exposing the int.imat.e pracE.ices
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When headmasters and first assistants spoke of staffing problems, they were much more

tikely to talk about teacher wastage,772 the wear and tear on teachers'emotions and the

unacceptable conditions in which teachers had to work. These conditions were causing

teacher burnout and, it was suggested, making it even more difficult to counter-act the

predisposing and precipitating causes of delinquency which six years earlier had been

controversially discussed in the Mazengarb Report.Ti3 The Mazengarb Report was often

referred to in the submissions, for example S. 320 noted that 'it blamed the increased use of

contraceptives, the easy divorce laws, pre-marital sex and the spread of new psychological

ideas.'saying that these were the cause of delinquency (conclusion 24).

Teacher shortage, it was claimed in the l95l report of the 'Consultative Committee on the

Recruitment, Education and Training of Teachers', led to 'dilution'and lack of teacher

guidance. Staff shortages were used to explain the inadequacies that were arising in the

system. The logic ran: behavioural problems in classrooms - inadequacies of teachers - more

teacher guidance needed - more departmental provision of guidance personal and courses.

The structural problems epitomised in the reported resource and staffinequalities, were, in

this way, completely avoided.

In contrast to this, Miss Newton, a history teacher, suggests to the commission that the best

thing to do to help with proclaimed staff shortages is to:

bring into schools, most if not all of the vocational guidance officers, the adult

education tutors and the great army of specialists who spend such a lot of time on the

road travelling, and decrease the numbers of inspectors."o

tt2The NzEr informed the corunission thac the E,eacher wastage in Britain was 6t whereas in
New zealand it was 10t with wornen only lastinq Ehree years on average in the t.eachingprofession in New Zealand-

1137 . lq. 1. Mr N. Blake.
The Mazengarb Report was pubJ.ished in 1954 and its findings on juvenile delinquency sent.to every household in New Zealand.

op- cit. Soler, J. 'Drifting Towards Moral Chaos'. L988 Massey university M.phi1. thesis.presents an jlceresting iqeerpretation of Moral Panics of the fifties in N.Z. also openshaw,R. 'Hooligans ac Hastinq=' i? History of educat.ion Review 1989 No. 2, voL 1g. presencs arecentint'erpretaE'ionofcopica@whichhasmuchreIevancetot'he
commission' s hearings.

tt4lnlerro. 43 c 2.
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The obvious need to place a limit on class size in specific schools was eventually interpreted

as a 'progressive reduction'with 'modified staffing schedules until 1975' over the whole of

the primary service. Again, the shortage of teachers, it was claimed, would prevent the

immediate implementation of reduced class size.775

In an apparent contradiction concerning the great shortage of staff, the interim report stated

that since 1956, the marked increase in the number of applicants for teacher training:

has made it possible not only to fill the annual quotas but also to reject candidates of a

type that had perforce been admitted in the previous years.776

Another presumption made in many submissions (farmers'wives, women's organizations and

the Department of Education in particular), wa^s that country schools provided an inferior

standard of education because of poorly qualified staff and the creaming off of private school

children along with the suggestion that well-placed families sent their children to full 1-7

secondary schools. The large input from district high school headmasters and governors

wanted the commission to redress this problem. Professor Bailey, one of the commissioners

(an old boy of a DHS), was able to say however, that in an analysis of his students of

education at Victoria University College, he found invariably that the best students were

precisely the students from these country schools. Like the problems of staffing, the

country/urban distinction needs much more analysis, especially in relation to boarding

arrangements, scholarships, social class distinctions and teaching quality. The continual

efforts by the department and successive Ministers to provide schools in rural districts that

were believably providing as good an education as the ones in the city, has been well

documented.TTT The perceptions of the public and teachers did not however conform to

departmental wishes. This was clear in the submissions. District high schools were regarded

as being inferior because of their limited sixth form studies, and their less qualified staff. The

elite families of rural society were by-passing them, (prefening to use the private school

7?5conrnission on EducaE.ion Report 1960 p. 531.

tt6rnterim Report- p. 17.

?t?Nash, R. 'Schoolj"ng in Rural societies'. 1980. Lee, c. d.iscusses the conlinual- attempLsof Lhe Goverrunent to jrpose core curriculum initiaLives. He also percepr.ively notes that .the
best inLentions of the Thomas commit.tee and progressive ed.ucators, were subverted by'conservative public percepLions,. (p.rc<vii) . .From RheEoric to Reality. phD. thesr.s, etaqo.199r
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system and the urban grammars). These families were able to make use of the primary

schools because of their links with and often control of the primary school education board

svstem.

The other important issue which had been looked at by various commissions of enquiry,

throughout the century and which had been a political thorn-in-the-flesh especially following

the major petitions in the 1960's, was the issue of religion in schools. This was a popular

topic for written submissions as has already been noted in the previous chapter.

The controversy was vented again throughout the commission hearings with all the old

arguments that led to our secular form of education and the peculiarly New Zealand

compromise of 'the Nelson System'. Suffice it to say that the status quo was justified by the

commission, in the face of particularly strong and well argued opposition voiced in the

Catholic submissions and many individual submissions.

Other important topics which were considered by the commission included zoning,

Intermediate schools, technical education, single sex schools and co-education. What was not

discussed included any major change to the established system; the criteria for selecting

teachers for ftaining; ways of equalizing the educational provision in deprived schools; real

alternatives to the eristing forms of local and central control; unification of the primary and

secondary service; and the underlying social causes of the problems that were creating the

pressures in the schools.

It is the last of these that I will now address in my concluding remarks for rhis chapter and

which concern the education ,yrt.rn and governmental commissions in terms of hegemony,

class and power within society.

The Department of Education was charged, according to the Director, with 'the legitimate

encouragement of progressive developments'.778 The source of this legitimation and

departmental rights to this function were being challenged during the time of the commission.

The department was responding to the crises using a powerful bureaucratic device to re-

establish their rights of control. During the course of the commission's two year deliberations,

??sDirector's evidence to the conunission p.23.
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support was maintained for key policy makers of the past and present and although the

evidence sometimes concerned the philosophy of education and educational policy, key

policy makers were not present for questioning at the hearings. They did however still exert a

profound influence. The key figures of international educational leadership and policy

initiatives were able to pllrsue their societal goals for two years unhindered by direct personal

criticism. The internationalism of education had far more effect upon New Te,aland schools

than did the efforts of the commission.TTe Interchange of ideas between countries and the

individuals who initiated policy were far more influential than those who implemented the

policy.780 The direct influence upon education policy by key figures, in Scotland has been

fully explored recently and has important relevance to New Zealand.?81 In no way should we

lose sight of or denigrate these wider and more influential policy considerations by reference

solely to the micro analysis in this chapter. The concern has been simply to look at one small

aspect of a bureaucratic process which has provided hegemonic support for policy makers

and which demonstrates the parallel process of micro and macro policy.

In one sense then, the commission's public hearings were an occasion for re-establishing the

precedence of Department of Education leadership against the increasingly disparate interests

of media and pressure grcups. The dissatisfaction with schooling as expressed by articulate

groups with politically sensitive claims, had to be addressed. The commission was to prove

that the department was acting in good faith to balance the competing demands of these

multifarious groups and to show that the criticism was unfair when placed alongside the

social, political and economic realities of power inequalities and scarce resources. The

concern to 'adjust'pupils, teachers and parents to reduce problems of dissent and to convince

the education 'consumers'that the department was acting in their best interests developed

alongside their recognition of the need to appease their political and economic masters. The

attempt to prove that education was helping to maintain and enlarge capital interests as well

??eThere were slrong preceden!.s for this. In 1930, 'ALmore, reporLed chat it .had beforeit authoritaEive reports upon mod.ern educational developments oveiseas and part.icularly in
Great Britain, to whictr it had attached qreat weight, p. 3

?80op- cit. Duffield, ,f. has researched the Fyfe and Wlmdham enquiries and the importanceof key people in Inlernational education policy comnuniEies in 'Independent Advice: acornparative study of secondary educational policy making: ScoEland and New south wales L943 -L957'- unpublished M.Ed dissertaEion. UniversiEy of Edinburgh- j.990.

The recent artsicles on Ehe Carnegie Education TrusL and their 1at.est. report .Turning poinE.s,
in Journal of Education pol-i.cy vol. 5 No. 3 l-990, adds Lo our understanding of internaEionalinrffitries and key decision rnakers.

781op- cit- McPherson, A. and Raab, c- 'Governing Educacion. A sociol-ogfy of policy since1,945'. Edinburgh University press 1988.
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as senring tbe best intEr-ests of the geperal publla w'as an impossible task. T oral

gubrnissiots to the eommission werc asite of hegemonic mainlernance, aplace to r€-cstablish

the right of the bureaucrae,trr to act. There could be no answers only questions; there,aould lie

no consensus onlymultiple qmions aud there would be no zuccinct statement of the purpose

or Xfiilosophy o.f education, only a thousand page repoft which attempted to aBpease

evm1fuody, and which toda;y collects dust on a fernr library shelves and is read only by

edtrcational historians.
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CHAPTER TWELVE.

Constructine the Aeenda and Shapins the Lannage of Consensus

Another important site of contestation where the Department of Education had managed to

maintain control was in the area of language and in particular - 'definition'. The definition

and acceptability of a topic; the allowable area of discourse; the decision as to a subjects

educational relevance, and the specific manipulation of language were important control

measures used by departmental officers. Ianguage as a medium was crucial in producing and

shaping the agendas of the commission and for making 'obvious'the particular problems

chosen for investigation. Other power groups and individuals outside of the Department of

Education were also attempting definitional manoeuures.Ts2

The original terms of reference were used as a loose basis of categorization during the

hearings and submissions were made to fit the terms of reference. To achieve this they were

stretched as the commission progressed to allow for the large number of submissions on

specific topics not directly stated in the terms of reference. As an example of this although

there were no submissions on the original categories of 'technical education', 'the school

day', 'schools as community centres'or post - primary standards of work'and only one on

'school inspectiont*', there were 16 submissions on 'age promotion', 56 submissions on

'aims of the curricular',45 on 'activity methods'and74 on 'revision on curriculum'.

Not only were the topics used as a control mechanism, but the language in which complaints

were framed was inhibiting. The imprecision of terms such as 'Play-way', 'activity method',

'discipline', 'religious'and 'delinquency'led to confusion and pre-empted rational debate to a

large degree.

- 
tu'|. 273 argued t,he cas€ for changing E.he terrninotogy from .scat.e, or 'Nationat'education co 'Public' education. Another suhnission asxea crrac the Minister of Education andDi.rector of Education be re-named the MinisEer of Schools and the Direct.or of schools.The union submission alterat.ion E.o draft copi-es can be looked at. in the sarne way. For examplea paragraph from Ehe NZEI draft. submission has 'control, and .exhaustion' replaced by'educate' and'strain'. p. 4 'consequenEial reduced efficiency of the schools' is crossectout. et.c.

t.rlisted under 1.0 in ehe atphabetical index of Terms of Reference, l.
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Gerald Grace in a recent pap"r78o notes how discourse in public policy shapes belief and

values. He gives the recent example of how the term 'vested interest' gives an impression

that public service professionals, including teachers are primarily conservative and self-

seeking agents.

Olssen785 has emphasised the inherent intemal contradictions of much policy discor:rse and

the way that'value-stretch' gives oan emptiness of the concepts' that'gives them an elasticity

of meaning by which a phoney consensus between divergent social groups is forged.' This he

feels is part of the construction of 'the niceness ideology'.786 In a recent paper, Cohen,787

discusses the 'irreducible rhetorical or poetic nature of historical discourse' and the way that

language is produced, diffirsed and appropriated over time by various users. This, he believes,

should be the central concem of the historian and Pocock788 has emphasised the polyvalency

of language with its 'essentially contested concepts and propositions'. Certainly the Cunie

Report lends itself to these sorts of analysis, for not only are the topics covered by the report a

reflection of a particular way of thinking, they also demonstrate the shaping of the 'poetic'

nature of discourse and the literary and rhetorical determinants of what is written in the text.

Discourses, according to Codd:

mask conhadictions and incoherences of the ideology... embodies incoherences,

distortions, structured omissions and negations which in tum expose the inability of

the language of ideology to produce coherent meaning'.78e

tsnctace, G' 'Labour and Education: The crises and settlements of ed.ucational Dolicv,Note 1l . l.990.

t"OIssen, M. 'Idealist fmpulses
Proposa]s'. in 'pol-itical fssues In
Nash. eds. J-990. p. 161.

t"uibid. olssen, M p. 155.

Structuralist Imperatives of educational policy
zeal-and Educationr. Second Edition. Codd, Harker,

and
New

t"cohen, SoI. 'The Linguistic Turn: The Absent Text of Educatj.onal Historiography,.Historical studies in Education. Revue Dtnistoi.re De L'Education, vol. 3 No. 2 ra:-t issf. p.

?88Pocock, J. G, A. 'Virtue, conunerce and History - Essays on pol-j.tical Thought'. 19g5.* lO

?8qop. clt. Codd, J. p. 74'l also codd, ,J. 'The construction and deconstruction ofEducatlonal Policy Documentsr. Journal of Educationar polic pps, 235-247.
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The analytic study of language manipulation and 'meaning stretch'is crucial to the

understanding of cunent theories of historical interpretation. The application of language and

meaning theories to primary historical data, has been a neglected area although it has recently

been applied to some current managerial attempts at changing education systemsTe0. The

political and social patronage of meaning stems from the dialectical relationship of power

groups in society.

PocockTer, in his discussion of the relationship of historiography and political thought, has

commented upon the theoretical move away from the history of thought to the history of

discourse; what he terms 'the recoverable history of argument'and the 'philosophy of

language encounters'. He goes on to suggest that:

the historian therefore expects the relation betrveen language and experience to be

diachronous, ambivalent and problematic.Te2

I lotrn Codd has recently drawn attention to this aspect of policy document analysis.Te3

The aim of discourse analysis is not to prove which of these readings are correct, but

to consider them all as evidence of the text's inherent ideological ambiguities,

distortions and absences. In this way, it is possible to penetrate the ideology of

official policy documents and expose the real conflicts of interest within the social

world which they claim to represent.

Policy documents are 'ideological texts which have been constructed in particular historical

and political contexts'(p 1a0) ..... 'language serves a political purpose, constructing particular

meanings and signs that work to mask social conflict and foster commitment to the notion of

a universal public interest'.7e4

toocrlrndy, s.'Beyond
Aust. Jour. of Educ. Vol.

tetibid.. J. pocock. p. zg.

?slcodd., .f . 'pori.ry Doclrnents
Issues In New Zea]and EducaE.ion,

te4ibid. codd, J. 1990 p. j.35

cuaranteed OuEcomes: creauing Discourse for Educat.ional praxis,
36, No. 2, 1,992 pp 1,57-169

ielPocock, J' G. A. 'VirEue, comnerce and Hist.ory - Essays on political ThoughE,. 1985.

and Che
Second

Official Discourse of the Slate,. in .po1it.ica1
edition. L990. p. 1-47.
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This function of the discourse control and agenda construction process is most clearly seen in

the stated terms of reference, the debate and departmental contributions to the oral hearings

and the writing up of the Currie Report itself. Not only was the language moulded to

incorporate social problems into the then current educational discourse but omissions became

as pertinent as what was included in the text. Language as a technology of control has been

recognised by Foucault. He commented that:

the formation of discourses and the genealogy of knowledge needs to be analyzed, not

in terms of types of consciousness, modes of perception and forms of ideology, but in

terms of tactics and strategies of power. Tactics and strategies deployed through

implantation, distributions, demarcations, control of territories and organization of

domains'.7es

Who in fact is permitted to speak, the domains into which the speaker is allowed access and

the receptivity of listeners to the message.

In this section I wish to emphasis the degree to which laurguage and forms of expression were

used in the writing up of the commission's findings, as an exercise in the tactics and strategy

of control of territories and domains through the manipulation of discourse which tended to

minimise the force of recommendations and to lead to a restatement of the submissions and

findings of the commission in ways that were more palatable to the department. For this

analysis, the initial draft of the introduction to the Currie Report written by the research

officers and which was annotated by the Director of Education was contrasted with the final

report.Te6 The changes made to the original text by A. E. Campbell are revealing. In an

attempt to avoid the pitfall faced by many documentary readers of 'taking a detour around the

text', a materialist historical interpretation of the discourse of the Currie Commission would

emphasis not so much the positive exposition of political intention as the ideological shaping

rgsFoucault, M. 'Pohrer and Xnowledge' . p- 'l't

t'6with the LerminaLion of the DepartmenE of Education and education boards much
documentary evidence was sorted and dj-scarded. The A.E. campbell original drafE copy frad been
in a bottom drawer since 1,962.
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of the readers consciousness and what Codd terms 'its discursive effects'.7nt This ean be

done by way of a dialectical wrestle, weaving and moving in and out of the text.

texts produced by agents of the state', which are, capable of being decoded in different

ways depending upon the contexts in which they are being read.7e8

There is no one 'grand theory'that can be used to encompass language use. Foucauldian

perspectives are invaluable for looking at the 'rules of the rules'of language, the social

dynamics of meaning construction and usage. However to relate this to any individual or

particular group seems to require an understanding of practical strategies, an interpretation of

power relationships in terms of capital formation, and intent acknowledging both structure

and agency.te' Added to this must be some conceptual understandings of unintentional

consequences of language generation. Finally some consideration of Saussaurian levels of

discourse analysis including surface and deep structure and the more recent politicaylinguistic

theorising of Noam Chomsky is relevant. All that can be achieved in terms of an analysis of

Currie, for the purposes of this thesis, is an application of some of the main themes from

these differing theories to the language text of the primary research documents. How

meaning was generated. How discourse was circumscribed and how rhetoric evolved in a

calculated way to fashion social meaning and form discourse patterns. The ways in which the

competing power factions attempted to disorganise old discourses and substitute new

understandings into educational discourse through the struggles of entrenched interest $oups

and the resistance to this process can be seen by a study of the primary documents.

This type of deconstruction of text can be an enlightening process because, as Codd has

written:

texts contain within themselves an implicit critique of their own values (p. la6).

'etibid. p. 148.

798^^ 
^i ts a^AAvy. u-! J. p. 133.

?eeSee for example Harker and May.
t4, 2; L993.

'Code and Habitus' Brit. Jour. of soc. of Education,
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A democratic state makes it incumbent upon administrators to account for their legal

regulatory changes and makes it important for them to maintain a base of general agreement

by carefully circulating their ideas to gain the tacit support of real and potential antagonists.

Language can then be seen as an important tool in the setting of social agendas. Who can

speak about what, where and when. The setting of social norms through implicit and explicit

legitimating activities.

agents of the state produce particular forms of discourse in order to carry out their

administrative, legal and ideological fu nctions (p. 1 35).8m

As Beilharz has emphasised:

problems are not given but constructed, agendas are not self-evident but are produced

as though they were; policy making is an instrumental exercise which necessarily fails

to see itself as such. Metaphor frames such thinking by generating solutions to

obvious or culturally persuasive'problems'.801

The challenge of hermeneutics involves shifting analysis from author to text, 'from

intentionality to discourse' to a level that allows comprehension of the text beyond the limits

of the author's intentions:

seeking to understand policy better than its authors, to locate and identify the

meanings in the text, in its language or perspective rather than in its (often

instrumentall intentions.so2

In his debate on the influences of structuralism and hermeneutics upon linguistic

interpretation, Beilharz has noted the importance of Freud, and l.evi-Strauss upon the

understanding of binaries or dualism in language and thought. The linguistic act of creating

800op. cit.. codd, .f. 'Policy docunent.s and the official discourse of Ehe state,. political
fssues in New Zealand EducaE,ion.

80rBeilharz, P. 'Readingr Politics: social ?heory and Social poJ"iry,. ANz Journal ofSociology Vol. 23, No. 3 198?.

'otibid. Beilharz, P. 'Reading Politics: Social Theory and social- policy,, vol. 23, No. 3,Nov. 1987, p. 393.
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binaries is well demonstrated in the writing up of the Currie Report. Along with this is the

tagging of the binaries with value judgements: Debatable interpretations are artificially linked

with claims of common-sense or obvious unassailable truth. ln terms of metaphors used for

example, implicit and often insidious 'natural solutions'are embedded in the language.

The submissions are of two distinct types or categories. Although the written submissions

were presented in their true style of formal structure, the oral transcriptions are examples of a

much less formal style. The informality and spontaneity of much of the interrogation

discourse, simply because it was less guarded and less considered, was conducive to a clearer

interpretation and deconstruction of mean ing.

The final written report which displayed a consistent and formal style, presents further

interesting material for linguistic analysis. As Beilharz has shown with the Australian

'Accord'documents, the language of policy documents is 'directive, interventionist,

regulative and playing on the binary opposition planning/chaosso' (a finding consistent with

this Currie analysis).

The first point to be noted is that most of the Report of the Commission was written up by

two people, the secretary and the research officer. The short sections written by Colin Bailey

and Muriel May were a very small part of the final report. Sir George Currie did not choose to

write out the recommendations although they would have been discussed in his presence in

private, especially the section on Maori education. None of the recommendations are

mentioned at the public hearings to which we have a written record. It was left for the

secretary to write up the recommendations, and in fact this was very much a one-man

effort.soa There seemed to be divergence of opinion as to who had actually written the Currie

Report. The task of writing would certainly not have tallen to Sir George Currie. The

Secretary at the time, Keith Sheen and the research officer reported that various contributors

had written the report, others reported that it had been a one man effort. Overall research

suggests that the research officer and the secretary together sorted the material and wrote the

to3ibid. BeiIharz, P. p. 395.

toalt is int.eresting to noLe that. a newspaper report by Francis Janes on ehe concurrent
V{yndhan ReporE in New South Wales suggested inter alia 'it is guite obvious from the ineernal
evidence that the writing must have been one man's work (and he) obviously int.ended the
general public to read it.' 'That man of course. hras HaroLd ttyndhan' . quoted by Kevin SniLh,
'PoliE.ical- fnfLuences Behind the Delayed Implementation of the Wyndhan Report in New South
Wa1es. ' ]-982
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text of the repon. The written material of Muriel May and Professor Bailey was rewritten

with alterations into the final text. Fortunately Muriel May kept written records which can

be compared with the final report.s0s Also the ideas of Professor Bailey can be compared

with the draft copy and the final report text on 'research'. The language of the report is

'official'in tone, carefully ambiguous in parts and laborious in expression. The Reverend

Easton in a criticism of the report accused them of writing 'some of the dreariest prose it has

been my misfortune to encounter'.806

When we study the records of the initial proofs of the report in hand wriffen form, it is clear

that key phrases are changed, omitted or added to and the overall effect and the importance

this has upon the final report becomes apparent.807

In the interests of clarity, it is worth an analysis of some actual changes made in the first

proofs of the report. These proofs were the property of the Director of Education, A E

Campbell and were annotated in 1962. The re-phrasing of expression and consequent

changes of meaning are revealing.tot A selection of proof changes can be seen in appendix 13

of this thesis. The Director's changes which were made to the final draft were a continuation

of the mellowing process that had occuned in the first fuafts. They essentially reformulated
*strong'language of dissent into a milder expression of discontent. This included single word

changes such as 'educational opportunity implies'in place of 'educational opportunity

conceals', and whole phrases such as 'does not appear to be markedly inferior'becomes

'compares favourably with'.

The department, in committee briefings, reports:

scsHocken Library. Dunedin. Muriel May. deposit.ed mosE of her jottings and annotaced cexLon Ehe work of her sub^conunirtee with her personal papers.

806op. ci.t. 'The Currie Report: A Critrque., Lg64. p. 33.

so"For Ehis secLion. reference is made to the originaL proofs of the .rntroductlon' (D-R.5 confidential - now released from E.he 25 year secrecy limitation) - Nat.ional Archives of
New zealand AAAD 982/1 A. Commission on Educat.ion 1960-1962 and Department of EducationFiles, Commission on EducaLion.

EosThis original sigmed by A.
officer before the Department of

E. Campbell was given Lo the aut.hor tryr a departmenlal
Education was disestablished.
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we have seen the end of the conflicts which have absorbed too much of the time and

energy of administration in the past'.Soe

The reshaping of the language and control of the forms of expression formed a major part of

this attempt to reduce conflict for the department. The departmental view was 'all progress

must necessarily be evolutionary*l0 and the myth that it was perpetuating was that the system

was basically sound with only minor alterations needed to fine-tune the machinery.

Underlying the departments view is their belief that there is a universal and generally agreed

end-result of policy process.

Key words in current educational debate (for example 'accountability', 'choice', 'parent

empowering', 'markets', 'inputs and outputs', 'efficiency', 'deregulation"bulk funding), show

a marked change from the key words of the sixties. These appeared frequently in the

discussion and in the text of the report and include, 'liaison', 'participation', 'public

discussion', 'tradition', 'co-operation', 'growth', 'communication', 'modern methods'and

'educational priorities' amongst others.

The act of putting words onto a page, tends to endow the words with a greater meaning and

force and the continual use of certain words redefines their meaning in relation to each new

context.

A corpus of specifically 'education'words, shapes the thought and possible interpretations of

reality. In this respect, word usage and word avoidance were important aspects of the

finished report as it approached publication.

The Cunie Report as an historical text is usefully viewed in this, its 'performative

dimension'.8!1 This thesis adopts the view that texts can be interpreted in many ways and in

line with this thinking, seeks to provide a different way of analyzing the Currie Report and in

so doing, presenting an alternative view of the past.

s0ecommiE.tee briefinqs of the Cornmj-ssion on EducaLion- National Archives reference
A.A.A.D. 981 a and e.

810op. cit.. Part. six of Conrnittee briefinqs.

81rop. ci.E. cohen, S. p. 244.
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As an historical document the Currie Report exhibits, as do all historical documents, a

particular interpretation of history for a specific audience. The audience is a 'community of

discourse', 'a systemic community' those who share cotrunon assumptions and very often

similar ideological aims and is closely a-ssociated with the notion of a policy community. The

production, appropriation, legitimation and diffusion of language and meaning is a central

concern of policy makers and consequently of historical analysts.

Histories are structured for purposes of persuading readers that one version of the past

is truer or more correct or more objective than another one and thus to persuade

readers to assume a particular attitude towards the past and thus towards present

reality.sl2

Donald Schon8l3, has discussed the mediating 'stories'that are constructed to describe

troublesome situations, the controlled framing of problems and the task of 'problem-setting'

which he sees as being as important as 'problem solving'. The text can be usefully viewed

from the perspective of problem formulation. As Schon comments:

the participants in the debate bring different and conflicting frames, generated by

different and conflicting metaphors. Such conflicts are often not resolvable by

recourse to the facts - by technological (sic) fixes, by trade-offanalyses, orby reliance

on institutionalized forms of social choice.8la

The developmental process that is involved in the merking of generative metaphor is

interesting, in terms of the efforts that have been made to define and delineate problems

selectively extracted from the complexities of living experiences ('frame re-structuring).

F12ibid. p.239

Etlschon, D. 'GeneraLive MeLaphor; 'A perspect.ive on problem setting in social policy. in
Andrew Ortony ed' 'Metaphor and Thought.' Cambridge Univeisity press, 1979. pps. 254-2g3. Hisinleresting discussion of Ehe 'unhealthy' terminologry, rneEaphoricafly linkeh- go soclalconditions and the perceived need for 'experts' to cure the problen is relevarrL. to this
sEudy.

81aop. ciE. Schon, D. p.256.
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Approaching the report from the perspective of discourse construction, presents the

possibility of greater dialectic analysis. The rhetorical devices that have been deployed

become more apparent, together with their relationship to the liberal consensus of the time.

How language relates to the framework of existing bureaucratic mechanisms and the political

settlement, assumes gteater significance.

Working Within the Confines of an Agenda. Ordering the Submissions into Predetermined

Topics

The Department of Education was clearly in control. Not only was the language manipulated

during the writing up of the report, it was also controlled by the process of pre-emption of

subject matter both during the hearings of the commission and in the categorisation of topics

as they surfaced at the oral interrogations. The career bureaucrat, seen in a Weberrian

context, through social conditioning and a sixth sense of correct 'publicese', knowingly or

perhaps unwittingly, pigeon holes ideas into departmental schemata. By categorising,

selecting and grouping topics, certain meanings ane attributed to discourse that make it

'acceptable'to the depafiment, the public and/or the government.

It is noticeable that the terms of reference which 'framed'the discourses were being refined

during the hearings. This seemed to be a result of departmental input and the quantity of

submissions on certain topics. What effect did this have upon group perceptions? The

alphabetical lndex issued to commission members used abbreviated topic headings. It soon

became apparent that certain sub-topics were receiving more responses than others. These

included, l. Curriculum aims and the revision of these, 2. Activity methods, 3. Standards

of work, 4. Post primary examinations, 5. The intermediate school, 6. Teacher training, 7.

Staff,rng schools and recruitment, 8. Teacher's salaries and conditions of work, 9. The

physical facilities of schools, 10. Delinquency, I l. Assistance to private schools and by far

the biggest concern, as expressed in the written submissions - 12. The Nelson system and

religious education. Sub sections were then created.
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The list contained in appendix 11, contains those topics where little or no interest was shown

by those making submissions to the commission. The topics followed bV (0) had no

submissions. The topics that generated little interest, in the departrnental index, included, the

school day, inspection, educational testing, guidance, trade examinations, special education,

the school and community, new housing areas, technical education both schools and colleges,

finance and expenditure and administative liaison.

The appendices list the topics and sub-groupings of the major terms of reference into which

the secretariat of the Currie Commission placed the various submissions. The departnrent

submitted 102 submissions on the list.

The number in brackets is the total number of submissions or parts of submission on the

topic.srs and the topics marked with an asterisk received only a Department of Education

submission. Departmental interest in topics in relation to total topics in each category are

shown under each of the terms of reference as a percentage.

The importance of this list lies in the fact that it represents the secretariat's categorization of
the incoming submissions in the format of the 'Terms Of Reference'. It can be immediately

noted that some of the categories received no submissions, others had submissions only from

the department itself and yet others were inundated with submissions. It should also be noted

that one individual submission could appear in many categories of the terms of reference.

and it is apparent that the number of categories under each broad heading differs greatly. (76

urder the 'School Curricular and Intemal Organization' category as compared with only one

under 'Assistance to Private Schools' or four under 'Religious Education'). The number of
submissions on any one point bears no correspondence w'ith the number of categories. (The

130 submissions on 'Religious Education' in four sub-categories compares with 138

submissions in 30 sub-categories for'The organization of the School system'.)

Topics that received no submissions, according to the departmental index, included:

School Day (1.1.6 b)

Schools as Community Centres. (1.6.1)

Tenns of Reference (0.3)

Technical Education ( l. I 0)

tl5These alphabetical Ilstings of topics under
Hocken Library Dunedin. Archives and manuscripts.
Terms of Reference. Supplement Number 2 is signed

key Terms of reference are avaj,lable at the
MS 595 A, NZ CoNrlission on education.
K. J. Sheen and daled 4.5.60.
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The Technical High School Evening Classes (2.5.1)

Senior Technical Colleges. Training of Technicians (2.9.2)

Senior Technical Colleges. Training of Technologists (2.9.3)

Liaison. Secondary School - Technical College (2.10.1)

N.Z. Cetificate of Engineering (2.19)

Technical Correspondence School. (2.2O)

Teachers (3.6)

Free Places (4.3)

Present Policy of Subsidy - Teaching Aids.(5.2.1)

It is noticeable that some areas where little or no interest was shown in the public

submissions, still appear two years later in the index of the report itself. The school 'day',

'inspection', 'guidance', 'special education', 'new housing areas', 'technical education'and

'hnance and expenditure'are examples of this.

The sub-topics must have pre-dated the actual submissions and represent departmental

discourse agendas and topics of special interest to the department. They are a reflection of

the topics on which the department would have expected or welcomed submissions.

Thirteen topics received submissions only from the department. These were:

Special education.

School Roll.

Technical.

Present Irvels of Expenditure. Kindergartens.

Present lrvels of Expenditure. Physical Education.

Present lrvels of Expenditure. Arts and Craft.

Present Irvels of Expenditure. Teaching Aids.

Present lrvels of Expenditure. Intermediate Schools.

Present Policy on Subsidy. School Equipment.

Present Policy on Subsidy. School Baths.

Present Policy on Subsidy. Primary School Assembly Halls.

Part-time Class Fees.
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ltOu.ution Board Staff. Control.

I
I
/ fn" inference here is that the department were much more concerned with levels of

/ 
"*p"nditure 

than were the other submittors and the emphasis upon expenditure rather than

income is also revealing.

If we place the terms of reference in the order of departmental contributions as a percentage

of sub-categories we find that departmental interest, analyzed in these terms, produces the

following list in descending order. i.e. the top item has the grcatest Department of Education

interest and the last item the least.

Financial Assistance to Private Schools.

The Distribution of Public Expenditure.

lncreased Use of School Buildings.

The Place of private Contributions.

The Status of the Teaching Profession.

Religious Teaching in State Schools./Education General.

The Aims and Purposes of the Curricular....

Administration.

The Organization and Scope of the School system.

Child Welfare and Delinquency.

If the departmental contribution in terms of submission items is correlated with total

submission items under each of the terms of reference, this list of rank order is produced:

Education General. (20Vo)

The Distribution of Public Expenditure (18.27Vo)

The Place of Private Contributions (I6.25Vo)

Increased Use of School Buildings (6.89qo)

Admi ni stra tion (6.3 Vo)

The Aims and Purposes of the Curricular (4.94Vo)

The Status of the Teaching Profession (4.79Vo)

Financial Assistance to Private Schools. (Z.94Vo)
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I
/The Organization and Scope of the School System (2.17%)
I
/ nefgious Teaching in State Schools (1.53%)t-
i Cnita Welfare and Delinquency (0%)
I
l

We can note that child welfare and delinquency were last on both lists, which suggests that

there was more willingness to confront the problem outside the Departrnent than inside. This

concem would also be supported by noting the quantity of written submissions in relation to

the other terms of reference. If we look at the above list in reverse order, it could represent

non-departrnental interest. ln other words, religious teaching in schools had a non-

department submission rate of 65 to L This was a very popular topic for submissions. The

low percentage at the bottom of the list displays two functions. One, it demonstrates where

non-departmental contributions were great, and two, it highlights areas where the departrnent

had little interest in submitting its views. This interpretation was reinforced by Keith Sheen's

comments two years later in the 'critique' of the report, which recorded that he usually

avoided' religious education, delinquency and examinations'.8 I 6

It is clear that the major areas judged on total submissions were:

School curricular and intemal organization. (627) and

The teaching service and its status (688).

These were precisely those areas in which the Minister had first requested investigations.

Sub-topics that received the greatest number of zubmissions were: Religious education (74),

the Nelson System (55), assistance to private schools (34), salaries of teachers (32), teacher

housing (2a) and delinquency (20).

It becomes clear that the departrnent and the administration were interested in one set of

objectives and wished debate to coalesce around certain topics. Some topics in which the

department had no wish to become embroiled were carefully avoided by the department. On

the other hand there were others beyond the immediate controlling authorities who had their

own agendas and were attempting to get their point of view into the commission's report.

8r6op. ci-t. 'The culrie report: A Critigue,. p. 36.
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the department was concerned with overarching issues that were part of its daily

concem, other interest groups and individuals had specific issues that occupied the tenitory

outside of the curent status quo. Religion and private schooling being major elements of this

disputed territory. The departmental references showed little interest in whether the

submissions on any topic were'pro' or oanti'. Their concem was not so much with what was

said but 'how much it was said' and 'who said it'.

The submissions coming to the commission can therefore be seen to have been incorporated

into the confines of an established agenda. This presented difFrculties in the case of a topic

like 'Maori education', which was omitted from the terms of reference, but which was made

a concem of the department and the media. This topic was spread in the Commissioner's

index into various sub-topics and appeared in'suspension and expulsion of pupils',

'education of Maori children', 'Maori schools', 'The Maori language', 'Maori cultule',

'bursaries and allowances' all of which were subsumed under'school Curricular and Internal

Organization'.

'Maori Schools' also appears subsumed under'The Organization of the School System'. also

'Maori schools' are subsumed underthe main heading 'Administration', and again'Maori

schools' are subsumed under'Religious Education'. This stategy of spreading the

submissions into different terms of reference tended to dissipate the force of the few

submissions on this topic.

ln a similar way'The Aims and Purposes of the Curricular' a topic which received strong,

forceful and plentiful submissions was lost to a degree in the welter of other sub-topics, many

presented by the eepartment itself, that were included in the same term of reference. The

welter of sub-sections within this term of reference tended to result in the reader losing sight

of the essential points being made.

In the case of the second term of reference:

The organization and scope of the school system, and the relationship between the

post-primary schools and the university and other forms of further education.'
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many of the submissions and the sub-headings were concemed with pre-school education, the

primary service, the intermediate schools, co-education, and the school leaving age. Only one

submission was received from a university authority (Otago) which basically argued in

support of the Hughes Parry Repoft recommendations and wanted more money for education

in general. (a few individual lecturers wrote in support of Parry). The point here is that

although it was one of the major terms of reference, (No. 2), the publie and interest groups

judging by the numbers of submissions, were just not interested in the relationship between

post-primary schools and universities. The commission and the department did not wish to

discuss this issue and early on in the proceedings, argued that because ofthe recently

completed Hughes Parry Report on the New Zealand University, questions and discussion in

that area should be avoided.

Term of reference (3) 'The status of the teaching profession and its conditions of service, the

recruitment and training of teachers (including in-service training), the staffing of schools and

their physical facilities'was a major topic judged by the number of submissions. However it

is clear from analysis that the views expressed were lucid contributions from a literate

professional group. The staff of the training colleges themselves providing the major 'write-

ins'. This area was the best orchestrated and showed the greatest awareness of the function of

the Commission on Education, together with an obvious understanding of pressure group

tactics. All colleges, principals, staff and students were represented.

As a strong power group, the teachers'colleges held a privileged position, in that they were

linked both to the education boards financially and in their planning as well as being linked

with the Government in terms of capital works, teacher supply and curriculum design. They

were represented by teachers who had practical experience of the schools and had strong links

with unions and the inspectorate. The largest number of submissions came from people in

this area which is to be expected from this widely networked body. (The post primary school

boards provided the biggest group of individuarl submissions).

It must be emphasised that the department's control of the definition of what were to count as

legitimate concems operated principally within the confines of the commission and within its

own structure. Media interpretation of public concerns had to be continually rationalized.

The media coverage of delinquency in the fifties required gentle handling by the departmental
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officers to keep the problem in proportion to their other concems. The Family Planning

Association for example, informed the commission that the need for good sex education in

schools was 'self evident', because of 'the divorce rate, the abortion rate, the rate of

unmarried mothers, and the number of children conceived before marriage'8It. Th" media

was highlighting these problems and making them political issues.

The commission's task seemed to be one ofplacing the higruighted social injustices and

media inflamed social breakdowns, back into the wider canvas of departrnental education

concems. Creating a perspective in line with established educational practice required

calculated manipulation both of public awareness and pressure goup activity. These findings

clearly support the theory that education process is a site of hegemonic struggle. It suggests

that the department functioned as a pacifring force in this struggle and hence, to a degree,

acted as a servant of the status quo power groups of the time.

The departrnent were processing dissent within the parameters of the language and meanings

that they already accepted. In specific instances the department was able to bend language

meaning to conform to their preconceived notions of what education should be. (for example

in the definition of 'delinquency', 'literacyo, 'skills' ocommon core' 'underachievement',

' tradition'' opportunity' and' secondary schools' ).

The process of 'meaning stretch' was on-going and pervasive. If we look at the 1964

Education Act, it is clear that this process continued to the final stages of the Cunie

recommendations. The 'consolidations and amendments' are described early in the

explanatory notes to the Act. They are, it is claimed, needed because 'the meaning is wider'

and terms used now have 'somewhat different meanings'

These changes result from those made in defining the field of education. 818

It also makes clear that those issues related to administration and training colleges which

received so many of the submissions to Currie were now regarded as having:

uttrnterr. 30 c 1.

sleEducation Act 1964. Education Bill Explanatory Note p.ii
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not yet resulted in the measure of agreement among the interested parties that is

desirable before legislation is introduced'.

This phrase is the clearest government statement of its disregard of the commission on

Education's recommendations when faced with the spectre of other 'interested parties'

Within the realm of discourse control, the new term 'Composite Schoolssle was introduced.

The confusion still reigned over the renaming of post-primary as secondary schools. The

definitions of 'pre-school education', 'special education', 'continuing education'and 'further

education'we are told are 'new terms or developments of existing terms'. 'Gross inefficiency'

was now to be added to the legal grounds for dismissing a teacher and separate registers were

to be kept for teachers in the different areas of the teaching service. (Two important changes

in relation to the current educational reforms). The breaking down of the unified categories

of 'registered teacher'and the introduction of 'efficiency'terminology were portentous

expedients. With the meaning shift of the key terms comes 'a shift in the distribution of the

redescribed functions of initiative and control'.82O The accentuation of a particular problem or

aspect of a problem entails readjustments to power relationships, knowledge and control. It

was not so much a matter of which terms were used but more importantly who used the terms

and who controlled the defrnition and context.

The report would in its final form, enhance and endorse the department, justi$ the course that

was being followed by the educational officials and government, and hopefully provide the

power to act. The competing interests were to be pacified and the mythical natures2l of

consensual progress was to be even more ideologically entrenched. The control of discourse

was an essential part of this process.

8leEducaEion Act 195c,
education could be seE up

82oop. cit. schon, D.

82top. ciL. Beeby, c.
Novernber 1986.

Clause 85. Composite
at E.he discret.ion of

p. 279.

E. 'The P]ace Of MyE.h

schools, providing primary and secondary
the Minister.

In Educat.ional Ctlange'. N-2. Lisleqer, I
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SECTION FOUR: OUTCOMES

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Commentaries on the Currie Report During the Following Decade. The Report the

1964 Act and Further Deliberations.

The commentaries tbllowing the publication of Cunie are important because they

demonstrate the attempts that were made to keep the report in the minds of the educational

community.ttt Th"y also empha.sis, the gradual and contested process of historical change,

demonstrating as the department later claimed 'a healthy reluctance to regard the Report with

completely uncritical acceptance'.823 Departmentally sponsored commentaries, accepted the

organizational boundaries of the field of education as given and accepted that those in

authority were presenting a balanced, self-critical and non-partisan view point. Others

challenged this view with varying levels of critical understanding.

The portrayal of the department as neutral and trustworthy was clearly a part of the policy

community agenda.

The first major account of the commission'.s work presented as l5 individual viewpoints, was

contained in the School Publications Bulletin of 1962 Education and was titled 'First

Impressions of the Report'. It ignored important and controversial topics raised by the

commission: Private education, standards, discipline, religion and teachers colleges and

instead presented the views of L2 people who had been directly involved in the submissions

to the report. Why these particular contributors were chosen is interesting as they had all been

given good hearings at the public interrogations. The publication was the first of the

departmental publicity drives to emphasise the parts of the report that were in line with their

own thinking. The introduction was written by Keith Sheen who saw the commission as 'a

forum of public opinion beyond Parliament or press'(p.3). It proceeds to situate the Currie

commission in the line of Government commissions beeinnins with the Cohen Commission

822The Department of Educat.ion lhrough its schools publication branch (1962 and 19?2) and
the Assocj-acion for the study of childhood (1963) comp.iled special reports on Ehe conunission.

8?r'First Impressions of the Report'. Education Bulletin 1962. Schoo] F'u-b1icat.j.ons Branch.
DeparLment of Education. Preface
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of 1912 which sat for a little over two months to produce a20 page report and the

Parliamentary Recess Committee on Education 1930 which is commonly referred to as the

Atmore Report.

Sheen also refers to the sorting and sifting process of the commission's deliberations:

the sifting out of the urgent, the relevant and the true, the abandonment of many

topics important enough in their way but suitable only for a more specialised

commission to deal with.82a

The task of 'sorting, considering, drafting, redrafting, checking and approving' was crucial to

the publication of the final report and this process has already been investigated in relation to

A E. Campbell's priorities in the chapter on language and topic control.

The two contributors who had no direct input into the commission are included in the 'First

Impressions' it appears, to show that there was some dissension. F. Wood, Professor of

Historv at Victoria makes the comment that:

The possibility that fully developed human beings might normally prove prickly

rebels or even violently selfish individualists is not discussed and dismissed (by the

report)

and he claims the report calls for someone else to act as a watchdog over:

the great, many headed slow moving hound of public opinion with its massive

pressures towards conformity and the acceptance of established orthodoxies.s2s

E W. Mills (principal of the Cental Institute of Technology) another contributor to the

bulletin, claims that in his area of technical education,

t'nSheen, K. rntroduction

8'5ibid. wood, F. 'First

to 'First Impressions of

Impressions of the Reportl

. Education J.962. p. 5.the Reportr

Education l-962. pp. 9 & 10.
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'there is little that has not been said before'there should therefore 'be general

agreement with its recommendations, reinforcing as they do the thinking and the

representations over many years of various interested organizations'.826

W. H. Cooper, the headmaster of Auckland Grammar School, who had recently visited

Britain, felt that the commission had been given a well-nigh impossible assignment as it had

inherited 'several thorny educational problems for years skilfully sidestepped by those in

authority'. He also points out (interestingly in relation to the cross-fertilization of educational

idea^s) that:

the Nuffield Foundation is currently sponsoring a 250,000 pound project to improve

the teaching of science and mathematics. The sections chosen as starting points

correspond almost exactly with those recommended by the commission.s2T

T. Durrant, chairman of the South Auckland Education Board expressed surprise that the

Commission claimed that everyone is happy to leave the system of local control as it is and

that 'no submissions were made asking for the extension of local powers into the professional

field'.828 The boards knew that power would accrue to them by default and through the many

submissions advocating decentralization. The report leaves the impression that there was

public support for central control, however a reading of the submissions reveals that most of

the few parents who advanced as far as the interrogations were more concemed about what

and how their children were being taught and seeking more local input into professional

matters. These parents, as has been pointed out in the chapter on the oral submissions, were

advised by the chairman to become part of a larger association to present their views, or risk

the possibility of being treated as misguided individuals and effectively ignored. The

contradictions in the repofi recommendations on locaVcentral control is further highlighted

when it is commented that:

82tibid. Mills, E. 'First rmpression of che Report' Educarion p- 16

tttibid- cooper, W. 'First rmpressions of the Report'. Education 1962 p. 19.

"2sibid. Col. T. DurranE. 'First rmpressions of Ehe Report' p.22.
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it is not so easy to understand why the commission should be disquieted by the

proliferation of something it admits to be successful, or why it has seen fit to

recommend the imposition of a district secondary school board, for which no one

directly concerned with posrprimary education feels the slightest need.82e

Mrs Rae, representing school committees and almost incidentally the Canterbury Education

Board found it disturbing that the report had recorded 'no contrary opinion on any item'and

says that the:

rapid growth of the department in the last twenty years, with too few obvious

advantages and many weaknesses and omissions at school level must make the

layman hesitate to acquiesce in further increases.830

The report seems not to have altered the intransigence of the key power brokers. Mrs Rae in

advocating greater local control, noted that school committees were one of the first to ask for

an enquiry. Jean Ballard, another contributor, thought that the recommendations were not

'far-reaching'or 'enterprising'enough and expressed concern for the mental health of those

pupils who until recently 'never found their way into secondary schools'. Again by venting

this 'healthy'contrary opinion, the fundamental structure of educational provision is not

seriously threatened. The concem she shows is in how to assist with the pupils 'adjustment to

leaming'.

George Parkyn, who presented influential material to the commission and was director of the

New Zealand Council of Educational Research is obviously satisfled with the results of the

/l
commi ssion which s u pports hif 'y{dene ndent eval uation' of the policy, organization,

administration and practice of education. He astutely and perhaps generously comments that

the commission has:

withstood the temptation to produce solutions....that have little prospect of proving

acceptable enough to the contending parties to have much chance of being put into

practice.s3l

'--a_bacl- T. DLrrrant. 'First fmpressions

Mrs M. Rae 'FirsL Impressions

Report' L962. p. 25.

Report' 1962. p- 2'7

of the

of Lhe
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The NZCER according to George Parkyn, had a desire to assist with the placing of

standudized tests in the schools although 'we would have to adapt or construct tests'as 'no

I tests would be suitable as they stand', which can be seen as an obvious manoeuvre which

I would both, increase the power, influence and independence of his own organization, whilst

I undermining the validity of other testing authorities.

The commission itself only authorised research through sub-committees. Questions which

were asked of the commission and the few which the commissioners themselves asked, were

t diverted to the department for answers.

The commentator on 'Maori education'was William Parker, who had served the department

as assistant Maori schools officer for ten years. His view on the transference of Maori

schools to board control even at this late stage was that:

unless it can be shown conclusively that the transfer of control is in the best interests

of the Maori children and positively aids professional practice, there should be a stay

of execution83z

The last commentary in First Impressions of the Report, was by Professor Winterbourn,

Professor of Education at Auckland. He had turned down an offered place on the

commission, but was willing in this article to comment upon 'special education and

supporting services'and makes the plea that:

whatever may be implemented, adequate training and supervisory services should first

be assured. Too often in the history of education in this and other countries good

paper schemes have failed or gone off 'at half-cock'because inadequate attention had

been given to this all important step.833

t"ibid. Parkyn, c. 'First. Irnpressions of the Report.. 1962. p. 49.

trzibid. Parker, w. 'FirsE rmpressions of the Report, I}GZ. p- 5?.

ttribid. lrlinterbourn, R. 'First. Impressions of the Report, 1962. p. 63.
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The First Impressions of the Report, which was printed particularly for teachers, could be

seen as a carefully selected group of essays which although presenting some qualifying

remarks about the findings of the report, were in general, supportive of and sympathetic to,

the basic premises under which the commissioners were operating. The contributors, as part

of the system themselves, may have been unable or unwilling to see the wider departrnental

strategy involved in airing their consistent responses to particular ,Ispects of the commission's

findings.

The 'First lmpressions'did nothing to undermine the basic tenor and foundations of the

report. The few points that challenged the commission recommendations and those that were

ambivalent towards them, were precisely those where the department themselves would have

shown criticism or ambivalence. K J. Sheen, in his opening paper to this schools publication

noted that commissions have 'a recognised role today as part of the machinery of

governments3a and noted that the setting up of a commission was 'not a remarkable event'-

The whole tenor of his reporting seems to undermine the potential power that might have

been wielded by the commission, i.e by noting that its members were 'part-time'and that

'among the pupils in the classroom and the teachers who taught them it found at times better

witnesses than those who came before its official hearings in their namess3-t He endorsed the

view that the commission was operating within the ambit of the departmental system and

claimed that 'the commission exhibited, behind the scenes, a friendliness and a sweet

reasonableness to gladden any Secretary's or administrator's heart'.836

The First Impressions of the Report'was then a departmental bulletin that sought to re-air

views already well presented at the commission. Departmentally chosen respondents

presented a healthy non-threatening criticism that reminded teachers and others who might

read the education bulletin that the department was still considering the commission's report

which had not it seems resolved certain areas of dispute.

8r4ibid. Sheen, K. 'First rmpressions of the Report' p. 3

835ibid. Sheen, I(. 'First impressions of the Report'- p. 4.

8l6ibid. sheen, K. 'FirsL impressions of the Report" p- 5.
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A study of the lnterrogations and the background material behind the report exhumes

alternative interpretations that show much greater contestation and disagreement than is

acknowledged in the Cunie Report and in departmental interpretations of it.

The second widely published commentary on the report was the 1963 Winter lrcture of the

Association for the Study of Childhood. Their publication was entitled The Currie Report: A

Critique and was published 'as without a continuing public interest and involvement in the

issues raised by the commission there will be little chance of the report having its fullest

effect'.837 This booklet was arranged in six chapters each divided into two parts and included

the lectures of 12 individuals who were well-known to, or part of, the departmental policy

group.838 The president of the association, R. E. Stroobant wrote the foreword. He had earlier

presented a submission at the Intenogations to the Currie Commission with Professor

Fieldhouse representing the Wellington Institute for Educational Research.s3e

tn his foreword,sao Stroobant, is concerned that 'little public evaluation'has taken place since

the report's publication and sees the lack of public interest as a danger for 'the process of

change and reform'. This view of the Wellington lnstitute of Educational Research typifies

the approach of the NAI and NZCER who constantly argue that they have the greatest

professional insight and most comprehensive and enlightened perspective regarding the

development of education in the future. What they interpret as sound philosophy should they

believe be guiding the system. The Minister and politicians are seen as the natural enemy.

Newspapers they believed should support the work in schools as they needed public interest

and public scrutiny 'to snpport the department against politicians and ministerssot. They

would ideally have preferred the situation where the Minister provided the money and the

department controlled the spending. Mr Davis, a commissioner, with tongue-in-cheek, had

earlier responded at the hearings, to their ideas with his own comment that 'perhaps the

8l?,The Currie reports: a critique' l96f lecE.ures. The Assoc. for the Study of chi-ldhood'
(Foretrord p. i) .

sr8Renwick, W. SuLch, W. Fieldhouse, A. Easton, R. Sheen, K. Parl(yn. G. Thonpson' N'
MeikLe, P. Mctaren, f. Edwards, D. Ricchie, .f- Schwinuner, E'

83gl.tcerto g z 4.

saosrroobant, R. .The Currie Report.: A critigue'. Assoc. for the Study of Childhood. 1953
p.j.

s4tlnterro 10 F 2.
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solution would be for the Minister to pick his directors each time'.842 It is clear also that

Stroobant and Fieldhouse were aware and concemed about the 'concealed' area of public

administration, especially the 'letters from the deparbnent to the Minister'. They want 'to

throw the responsibility for failure into the proper place'. e.g. the government of the duy'.to'

Everyone seems content to pass the blame for the poor conditions in some schools onto other

authorities W L. Renwick the author of Chapter One of the Critique" reiterates the point often

made that the report was 'unanimous' and that it had'five laymen' as commissioners and a

,la).man' chairman. This thesis makes it clear that the term 'layman' is stretched to its limit

with this usage. Also the unanimity was correct only if refening to the fact that a general

acceptance of the report was adhered to by the commissioners. If the commission had been

split as Renwick quite rightly points out, 'it would have been forced to justi0 its

assumptions'.844

Perhaps there could be a negotiated truce on the 'function and general spirit that should

animate public education'845 as suggested by Renwick but there would not be complete

agreement upon the means by which that generalised principle would be implemented.

Nothing that was said or written in evidence before the commission gave any grounds

for believing that there is in the community any large body of opinion opposed to the

policy of equal educational opportunity for all-846

In fact there was much that was said about unequal education at the hearings. Many

submissions clearly supported different schooling for different pupils. The calls for religious

diflerentiation of schools, private school autonomy, the stratification of knowledge within

schools and the calls for streaming and 'eleven-plus' type examinations recur throughout the

hearings and tellingly, the greater number of submissions favoured these already existing

unequal types of education. The support in the written submissions for religion to be taught

84:rnterro. l0 tt 2.

"{lrnterro. l0 F 2.

eaoop. cl-t. Renwick. V,l. L. 'The Currie Report. A critigue'' p' 3'

u"tibid. Renwick. !lI. 'The currie Report. A Cr.itique' p. 2.

tnuibj-d. Renwick, W. L. 'The currie Report. A critique' p. 4. This quotation is similar to
the wording on page 11 of the Currie nepoit. 'opinion' has replaced 'sentimentr and 'the
ideas of Mr Fxaser' is repl-aced with 'tne poticy of equal educational opportunity for allr.
Apart from this the quote is identicaf'
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in schools, was also overwhelming.saT The different personal circumstances of parents

including their ability or inability to buy superior forms of education than that provided in the

State Schools and the'zoning out' of culturally or economically disadvantaged parents

maintained inequality within the state system. (None of this was altered in the 1964 Act).

'De-zoning'would not necessarily however, have altered this situation.

Although the Department of Education claimed to be creating an equal and fair system, they

were contradicted by the reality in schools and the trnfair distribution of educational

resources. The secondary schools reflected not only 'divisions of opinion' as pointed out by

Renwick. They also reflected deep social inequities and systemised inequality. This was the

system that the department wished to 'preserve' and 'strengthen'. The success of the

departrnent, through the commission, in maintaining their prerogative on educational

provision was a masterly exercise in the face of the dissenting submissions. In this respecl

the maintenance of the egalitarian myth is an example of the exercise of bureaucratic power

and control par excellence.

Renwick points out, 'the education of boys and girls in primary schools has been seriously

affected by the post-war shortage of teachers'.80* Ho*"'t 
"t 

it is difficult to see how the

remedies of the commission as summarized by Renwick could address this basic problem.

The recommendations for higher initial qualifications, longer course of training, greater

provision of in-service training, more specialists and advisors would all tend to reduce the

numbers of teachers in classrooms. The obvious answer of increasing salaries, employing

more teachers and reducing all of the above was not considered to be worthy of full

consideration. There was no recommendation agreed by the commissioners during the

submissions to improve the working conditions of teachers or increase their salaries, although

the Depanment statistics showed the comparative pay disadvantage that some teachers were

experiencing and many references were made to the impoverished conditions in some

schools. Some parents wanted beffer housing to attract teachers to unattractive schools, but

84tMcceorge, C 'Evolution and the Nz Primary School- Curriculum i"900-1950' Hist. of Educ.
Vol 21. L992. records how representatives of religious denornj.nations had written to Beeby in
May 1947 and exerted pressure to prevent 'evolution'being taught in schools, eventually
Ieading to Prof. James Shel-ley, Director of Broadcasting banning Ehe broadcasts of 'How

things began'. Professor Bailey had written to question this action and the Advlsory
corutrittee on School Broadcasting agleed that future broadcasts shou.Id be vetted by A- E.
Campbell of the NZCER and Prof. Richardson of victoria University. It is pointed out by
Mcceolge that this type of moral pressure is often exercised by a very smalL but vociferous
group. It is notable that Prof, James Shelley and C,Beeby had earlier connections. They had
together established an experirnental psychological laboratcrry at Canterbury University 1933.

ea" op cit. Renwick, w. L. P. 8.
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overall these considerations were a minor part of the records of the commission hearings.

The documents outlined above point to the labour/capital contested nature of teachers

employment. The fundamental demand and supply functions of economic theory and the

exigencies of the labour market can be seen as compelling the ameliorative initiatives

suggested at the commission. Fundamental causes of social and labour problems were

avoided.

W B Sutch (permanent head, Department of lndustries and Commerce), also contributed to

the critique of the report, strangely however, without reference to the report itself. He

advocated a return to the tenets of the Thomas Report which he says 'has never been put into

effect'. The importance of a common core of basic subjects was, he believed, more important

than vocational education which should be left to the tertiary level institutions.sae He also

criticises the current examination system which he says is a product of an educational system

that 'reflects New Zsaland's lack of philosophy and the influence of tradition'.8sO lNot

surprisingly in view of his earlier comments and his government position he accused the state

as having no philosophy rather than the department of education).

Professor Fieldhouse 'acquaints'the reader with chapter 16 of the Report on Relisious

Teachine In State Schools. and says 'my brief was not to evaluate or debate'.85l Apart from

an account of the report's recommendations in relation to the Nelson System, he highlights

the important point that the commission recommended that parents be required to contract

into the system whereas subsequent legislation by the government reversed the

recommendation and made it obligatory upon parents to contract out. He also mentions the

fact that on the very controversial issue of teachers giving religious education lessons, the

commission had adopted the NreI submission'.s recommendation which was antithetical to

class teachers giving religious instruction. However in the commission deliberations, there

were a greater number of submissions advocating that class teachers should have this right. In

essence the commission was trying to obtain the best compromise in line with their own

thinking, which in effect was that the system should be secular in name and yet allow

religious instruction in practice. The commission's recommendations as Professor Fieldhouse

f,{elee. G. 'From RheLoric To Reality'. PhD. - 'Politicians and educatsors viewed the
comrnon-core as being the ideaL repository for their favouriEe dogrmas'.

t5oop. cit. suEch, W. 'The currie ReporL: A CritigLre'. p. 15.

*5til:id. Professor Fieldhouse. 'Religious teaching in sE.ate schools'.p. 25.
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notes ohas now been rejected and its reverse embodied in legislation'.852 The effect of the

recommendations in this chapter were to ratiff the existing system and legalise the then

current status of the Nelson Svstem.

The Reverend Easton, the vicar of Northland in Wellington, considered that the

commission's views were those of:

authorities appointed by the state to tell us what we should think about education.

Partly they are the views of nine more or less elderly gentlemen and two middle aged

ladies who were closeted for a long time in a house in Kelburn Parade.ss3

and says a criticism of the report is that it is strong on the adminishative side, the how of

education, it is weak on the why, the philosophy. He wonders in relation to religion and

secularity, why'adult and comparatively liberal people (the commissioners), behave in this

way' and can only assume that:

the commission shares the national horror of doctrinal disagreement, particularly if it

leads to open misbehaviourssa.

Parents he says are more interested in the character formation side of school life than they are

with the intellectual. If their child is happy at school, he says that parents say 'my child is

getting on well at school'. The Reverend Easton also comments upon the 'ponderous' nature

of the language in the report and quotes half the section of the report on 'Religious

Observances' (page 691). The commission he feels;

discuss the morning devotions at some primary schools as if they were describing

some queer ritual in a primitive Papuan village.8ss

ss?ibj-d. 'The Currj-e Report: A critique'. 1964 . p. 25.

tt'ibid. 'The currie report: A critique', p, 28

8t4ibid. 'The currie report: A Critique' L964 p. 30.

ess'The Currie Report: A critiquet 7964. p. 34.
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Easton concludes cynically, that the commission states 'that it is for intellectual purposes we

have schools'and finds that in his opinion, 'the Commission on Education.-... failed to

understand the issues involved'.

Chapter three of the Critique written by Dr. K. Sheen, was concerned with 'certificates and

examinations', Dr. Sheen sees his role as simply putting forward 'the main ideas and

recommendations of the commission'.

I am not here tonight to give the department's views: as far as we are concerned, these

matters are still under general discussion. The other (point), is not to confuse me, as

the former secreta.ry with the commission itself. I know the report intimately, that's

true but I dont subscribe to everything in it.8s6

He also comments that there are three topics associated with the report that he usually avoids

'religious education', 'delinquency'and 'examinations'and then goes on to argue that teachers

and later, that pupils, need to be examined. [n contrast, the commission had the view, he

says, that there was no place for an external examination at the end of the primary system.

there is no selective system of secondary schooling for which an examination at this

point could act as an intellectual sieve, on the model of the I l-plus exam. in

England.s-57

The examinations recommended by the commission would be 'standardized, objective tests'

that would act as checkpoints for standards of achievement (an interesting phrase when

compared with recent attempts to impose regular testing procedures on the schools in the

nineteen nineties). 'These tests would be of use for the controlling department'and were seen

as sarnpling specific schools in the basic subjects at five yearly intervals. He goes on to infer

that the teachers 'isolated in their classrooms'do not have as accurate an understanding of

their pupils attainments as 'check-point tests'could give them.

8s6Dr. K. Sheen. 'The Currie Report.: A Critique' p. 36.

'utibid. p. 38.
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The temptation to concentrate upon the 'testable and the measurable as witnessed in many

submissions' was a'danger' which:

The commission believed only the professional good sense of the department (could)

guard against.sss

(There were many submissions during the commission, arguing against this type of internal

departmental testing. Parents, at the hearings favoured external examinations that potentially

gave entry to high level jobs and tests that had broader significance rather than those that

merely provided departmental statistics).

Later Sheen admits that the School Certificate 'has been enormously successful with the lay

person'although he qualifies this with the comment that 'the Maori people do not look upon

the certificate as a norm of achievement'(The failure ascribed to Maori was a direct result of

them and others looking upon the certificate as the norm) and it is, he suggests, more

important for boys than for girls. The initial claim of the School Certificate being

'enormously successful'later in the paper becomes 'by and large, it is well accepted', another

example of mollifying 'officialese'common in departmental recording. The rigid scaling of

the examination which was to be based upon the English GCE Examination pattern was a

problem for the department and a question on which Dr. Sheen 'parted company'with the

commission. He preferred 'a varied level of syllabus and a variety of programmes', and

referred to the Beloe Report in England which recommended a certificate of secondary

education below GCE.

The commission he says 'agreed with the views expressed in Mr. Parkyn's Report'and in so

doing would not please the 'zealots for pure accrediting'or the 'zealots for purely external

examinationr'.8-5e Who then are not zealots?

G. W. Parkyn as Director of the NZ Council for Educational Research presented the second

critique on this topic of examinations, and immediately set out to criticize some of the

t5'ibid. p.40.

85tibid. p.43
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findings of the report, more especially the view that external examinations are important to

the educational process, a concept with which he does not agree.

Phoebe Meikle, ex Auckland Girls Grammar,*uo (u close acquaintance of Muriel May), who

presented a rationally argued submission to the commission, contributed to the 'critique' by

reference to the topics of 'co-education', 'school discipline' and 'pupil responsibility'. She

claimed that 'the old frames of reference have been cracked or split apart for many people'.

In her submission she had claimed that'a strategic attempt at a public relations campaign is

essential' and suggested that approaches should be made to the Chambers of Commerce,

business associations, radio and television, to firy to 'sell the idea of the value of a good

education system'861. She had seen Thomas 'mutilated in the carrying-out' because of this

failure to prime public opinion to accept new proposals. George Currie's astute response,

which caused laughter amongst the commission members, wzrs that 'you think we would need

this before we put in our report'.862

Phoebe Meikle's paper in the Critique contains an account of a refresher course for teachers

which she attended where tales were recounted about men teachers 'who had whacked their

way to stardom in the seryice'. This, however, did not appear in her commission statements,

which suggests either the material was cut from the submissions or that she felt better able to

express more controversial topics outside the commission's ambit.

Phoebe Meikle also notes that the commission gave only one page to the topic of co-

education" This was because the commission believed that 'the matter is of much less

ultimate importance than would sometimes appear from the debate upon it'. In itself this is

interesting, as it demonstrates the commission's ability to decide on the relative importance

of issues without recourse to the strength of public opinion and indeed often to be able to fly

in the face of the public opinion which they professed to be considering.

860Phoebe Meikle claimed at the sitting on 1 May 1951 38 y 2., that her 'ex pupils had
been a good source of information. They are scattered through a number of schoolsi. she alsorefers to 'a Part of her subralssion that had to be cut' 39 A 1., which was coDcerned with theemotional damage of Schoo.l- certlficate. Teachers should be educated not to refer to sl-ow
l"earners as 'drongoes'. 39 A 2.

tttrnterro 39 E l.

tu'sub, 39 E 1
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In our'so-called egalitarian society' of the sixties she claims that'we have an

unacknowledged hierarchy ranged in this order : pakeha meq pakeha women, pakeha

adolescents (whose order is boys then girls), Maoris' and she asseverates some of the inherent

contradictions in the report regarding corporal punishment, classroom control and egalitarian

myths. The claims of fairness she says are challenged by her report of 'a third form boy being

thrashed seventeen times for forgetting his books before the principal intervened'.863

Chapter five ofthe critique was written by I. Mclaren, lecturer in education at Victoria

University, who was concemed about the co-ordination of primary and secondary education.

He claimed that New Zealand was out of step with England, Wales, U.S.A and Russia in not

having secondary education commencing at age eleven or twelve. The commission did

support the idea of secondary education from form one, but this was one of the many

important recommendations that was not taken up by the Govemment and which thirty years

later was still unchanged. D G. Edwards in the second part of the section on co-education,

points out that Rongatai College which was already a one to seven college was to be

disbanded in 1964 completely against the recommendations of the Currie Commission.

Rongatai had, according to Edwards, 'always been viewed with suspicion by primary

inspectors and the department'. Frank Combs, was headmaster of one of the primary schools

in the area, which awkwardly were left with mostly grls in their standard six classes. (OnlV

boys attended Rongatai college). Rongatai was an interesting case because Professor Bailey

and Jack Shallcrass both taught there. The influence of these individuals, who both attained

powerfi.rl policy making positions is relevant to our understanding of the educational process

both in terms of 'networking' and with regard to the effects of individuals upon policy.8ff The

peripheral networks that were concemed with specific areas of education such as curriculum

are essentially outside of the key policy process network. The commission was a place where

some individuals were able to express peripheral network views within a more general arena

without necessarily committing the central bureaucracy to act.

uu''The Currie Report: A critique' p, 68,

85aop. cit, Lee, c, 'From Rhetoric To Real,ity' op. cit., notes the
individuals in the poricy formation of a core curriiu]um. tMiss Allan(O.B.H.S), Miss King, Tibbs (Auckland Grammar) Hogben, Miss Marchant,
continuous infl-uence of prestigious post-primary schools.

vital jrportance of
(O.G.H.S. ), Morrell
Frank Milner.) and the
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James Ritchie, of Victoria University, contributed to the critique in the area of Maori

children's education. He noted the paradox of the national policy of integration existing

alongside a belief that Maoris should be different. He pertinently noted that the terms of

reference of the commission did not include any reference to the education of Maori children,

although as already noted, the commission itself spent some considerable time discussing the

'Maori problem'and eventually produced a full chapter on Maori education (Chapter 8,

Commission on Education Report). As 'Maori education'was not included in the

Government's terms of reference for the commission and was not brought up as an issue by

the witnesses at the hearings, we can only assume that the topic was introduced by the

department and as has been mentioned, it was certainly a favourite topic of the chairman Sir

George Currie.

Having taken up the ball it is regrettable that they fumble it from the outset. The

repolt states (p aOl) that the business of the commission is education and not

sociology or cultural anthropology. What follows is equivocal; seventeen pages of

sociology; sixteen of education; no cultural anthropology; two and a half pages of

recommendations, many of which merely tidy up existing confusions, few of which it

seems to me, are likely to make any major difference. What we have in essence is a

sufirmary of the difficulties ahead, an acknowledgement that education is a beach-

head from which to assault many problems, but no understanding of the troops, the

territory, or the strategy for the campaign.865

Overall, Ritchie sees the report as having no fundamentarl proposals for change and with

tongue in cheek, coflrments that lts authors are not to be accused of any excesses'.866

E G. Schwimmer, the editor of Education contributed an article from his personal experience

of the Whangaruru area on the East coast of the North Island where the district high school

established in 1953 'had put one Maori pupil through School Certificate by l96l'. He points

out the differences in discipline regimes in the Maori community as a contrast to European

school disciplinary methods. He also comments that in that area, 73Vo of the Maori

t6sRitchie, J. 'Educarion of Maori Children. 'Two peoples - one oaEion - but.. .The currieReport: A Critique' p. 82.

8u6ibid. Richie, .T. p. g5.
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community are Mormon. This was a point left unconsidered by the commission both in their

chapters on religion and Maori. In Whangaruru 'the farmers are the ruling caste, who may

accept the head teacher as an equal by favour, not right. The Maoris, irespective of age,

tribal rank and even wealth, are the lowest caste867 and he notes that most of the experienced

teachers seem to have responded to the problem by giving in and teaching in very ritualistic

fashion, drilling in facts and concentrating on notebooks'. This information was not made

clear in the written records of the commission. It is clear that when comment is received

from those most experienced in the reality of school environments, the full extent of

problems marginalized by the commission become complex and wide-reaching. The

simplistic answers provided in the commission's recommendations could in no way have

altered the underlying complexities of the social inequalities and differences that the school

system was more and more being asked to address.

The third publication that relates directly to the Currie Report and the last extensive

publication of the topic, was published in Education in 1972 (No.6) and was entitled 'The

Currie Report ten years later'. This was written by Dr John Ewing868 and published by the

school publications branch of the Department of Education. Ewing expressed concern about

the 'many other recommendations'that had not been acted upon. It represented the final

unsuccessful attempt to revive the mana and myth of the Currie Report (the purpose of which

it was claimed was 'to prevent tension degenerating into conflict'.86e)

Ewing commented that:

it seems to be the fate of the findings of special enquiries into education to enjoy a

brief, exhilarating period in the spotlight of publicity and action - and then to drop out

of sight.87o

867ixi.r rrv.irim'aeru. urrullu€'. p. 96. A sigm that Maori people were developing self-he1p progmammes
was Lhe Maori EducaEion Foundation fund-raisilg in 1962 lvhich raised 155,000 pounds sEerling
with 'the biggest contribution coming fron t.he Ngati - fuwhareroa cribe,. Auck. Alchives E B
- A \/87 MinuEe Book 4 March.

B68Ewing, ,J. was ln L972, Senior Lecturer in EducaE.ion at victoria university. He had
formerly been chj-ef rnspect.or of Primary schools and was an author of historical works on the
Prirnary School Curriculum-

tt'Ewing, p. L7 and also p. 94 of Ehe Currie Report,

EtoEwing:. J. 'The Currie Report ten years laLer' Educaeion No. 6 1,972. DeparcmenE of
education.
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Like the Cohen Commission (1912) and the Atmore Committee (1930), the Cunie

Commission, he suggests, had its origins in community dissatisfaction with 'some features of

school work, combined with the desire for changes in the education system which had

'manifested itself each thirty or forty years since 1877'.871

the disquiet in the minds of some parents about the quality of primary schooling

during a time of serious shortages of qualified teachers was one of the reasons that led

to the setting up of the Currie Commission8T2

This is clearly an example of an attempt to maintain the myth of ten years earlier. It

demonstrates the avoidance ofjustified complaints concerning secondary education, over

which the Department of Education had little control and transference of blame onto poor

teacher qualifications aurd supply. He notes that the conrmission took it upon itself to look at

pre-school education even though this topic was not in the terms of reference.tt' M-y
lengthy submissions were received from influential people interested in pre-school education

and this would have accounted for this change in stated objectives.

Ewing viewed the Currie commissioners as deciding arnongst themselves 'eight areas of

concem'. A reading of the verbatim evidence shows that this did not happen if he is referring

to the ten terms of reference (although it could have occurred during the private meetings

which were left unrecorded). The public contribution however, did not conelate with these

'areas of concem'. For example, the major topic of teacher training was of no concem to

private individuals unless they were part of the teacher training system. l.aymen did not really

expect to be involved with the 'control and management of schools'which was another

identified 'area of concern'. Maori education received very few submissions at all and yet

8tlEwing, J. 'The Currie Reports t.en years later. p. 2.

Itzibid. Ewing, J. p. 26. A more recen! inE.erpretaE.ion by Codd, suggests that the ,sense
of urgency' of the Currie Report was a result of 'their technological imperatives of a
plarrned economy'. Although valid for other countries, it. was nots so applicable !o Ehe New
Zealand conditions of the tjre. The'technocratic image of schooling'was, it is clear from
analysis of the sutxnissions, a departmental view on1y. A 'bureaucratic imperative, is perhaps
more easily argued.

BTlDr c. E. Beeby and his wife had strong interests in thj.s area. c.E. Beeqr records 'Eheplaycentre movenent had its birth in our living room' ,The Biography of an ldea, 1992 p.
149. SignificanE.ly, Mrs Beeby and Gwen Somerset were bot.h intimat.eJ"y involved wiEh chis
aspecL of Ehe education system.
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was viewed as an 'afea of concem' and received extensive recommendations in the final

Currie Commission Report. Parents were not interested in a system ofnational checks and

assessment which was yet another delineated'area of concern'. We must assume in the

absence of contrary evidence that the 'areas of concem' were those of the Deparftnent of

Education rather than the parents of children in the schools. The parents who responded to the

Commission, seemed more concerned about corporal punishmen! poor standards, the poor

levels of achievement amongst the brightest pupils, rural school disadvantage, and the

financial inequalities and inequities within the school system. Even the 'playway' criticisms

tended to come from institutions rather than individuals. The New Zealand Education Board

Association for example, noted:

the association understands that the Govemment decision to set up a commission

arose in the main from public criticism of the methods of teaching (commonly

referred to as the 'play-way').874

Very few of the 'public' gave subrnissions. The real criticism was generated in middle class

institutions and educational organizations and was further incited by media sensationalism.

Ewing was concemed to emphasise the unanimity of the commission, the problems as he saw

them were ones of poor communication rather than structural deficiencies. Problems in

schools are seen as being related to individual teacher problems and deficiencies, which better

supply and training will eradicate. The Government were happy to reinforce this view of

teacher fault in the 1964 Act, but responded punitively rather than positively in flagrant

disregard of the Cunie Report recommendations.

Ewing shrewdly acknowledges that one of the main recommendations which was to set up

Institutes of Education, 'was an attempt to translate into New Zealand a type of organization

that had been operating with some success in England'. Also he perceives that the

recommendation of a Cuniculum Development Unit'was undoubtedly inlluenced by the

creation in the Minisby of Education in England early in 1962 of aCurriculum Study Group'.

Senior technical work changes and a raised school leaving age were also related to changes in

other countries. Raising the school leaving age to sixteen had been advocated in the Crowther

"osrrb. 210. cofiun on Educ.
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Report submitted in July 1959 in Britain. The Crowther Report however, stipulated that the

change must be accompanied by a teacher pupil ratio of l-19, an idea certainly not I

recommended or adopted in New ZnaJand.

The commission's modest proposal that pupils be obliged to remain at school until the

end of the school term during which they reach the age of 15, met opposition and was

not pursued.8Ts

The nature of the opposition is not pursued by Ewing and was not appafent during the

commission.

The recommendations for district education councils, institutes of education and secondary

education fronr form one were not taken up whereas the second group of recommendations

which according to Ewing were those that supported those 'changes already initiated or being

planned', were eventually adopted. According to Ewing, the department had indexed the

commission'.s recommendations and were reviewing them up until at least 1971'

The recommendation that a (seven man) standing advisory committee be set up to revalue the

salaries of teacherssT6 similar to the Coleraine and Bumham committees in Britain, (which

was a topic carefully skirted by Cunie himself), was not adopted.

Ewing argues effectively however, that 'The commissionb support of these important

changes was undoubtedly a major factor in securing approval of them'.877

perceptively he claimed, certain principles embedded in New Tnaland education over the

previous eighty years, 'could not be ignored in any re-planning'. These were that:

local interest in education should be preserved and strengthened; that central

financing of education should continue; that a balance should be kept between local

8ttop. cit. Ewing, ,J- p. 15

8'€Commission on Education ReporE 1962. Recomnendation 12l2'

8ttop. cit.. Ewing, J. P.16.
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and central power and that there should be as much delegation as possible to district

and local institutions as is consistent with central financing.878

The commission's recommendations had received an unenthusiastic response, says Ewing

because 'there was no strong public demand for change'. There was even less demand from

the Public Expenditure Committee.

In 1966 a sub-committee of the Public Expenditure Committee made its own

enquiries within the education service during parliamentary recess and found little

support for, and some resistance to, the commission's proposals. It recommended to

the Government that they not be proceeded with.87e

The recommendation to form an Education District Boundaries Commission was however

adopted and in 1964 submitted a report. The Public Expenditure Committee was only

prepared to recommend one of the recommendations of that committee. This one

recommendation was very much a fait accompli as demographic changes and pre-planning by

the Auckland board had made the Northland separation inevitable.

The recommendation that Maori schools be incorporated into education boards control over

ten years was achieved in six years, whereas the creation of Maori service schools was not

achieved.

As Ewing points out, (even though the recommendation was not officially adopted), 'Maori

children needing help have in practice received and are continuing to receive the kind of

assistance the commission recommended'.

Another committee in 1963 consisting of teaching professionals modified the commission's

proposals on testing by suggesting that they should not be compulsory. Again the commission

was thwarted.8S0 However the recommendations on religious instruction were adopted by

the Government with almost indecent haste. In l962,The Religious Instruction and

st8ibid. Ewing, ,r. p. l8,

8te'The Currie Report. Ten years Later, p. 19

saoEducation. oct.ober 1963.
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Observances in Public Schools Act was passed. The Nelson system was legalised allowing

children to be withdrawn by their parents from Religious lnstruction classes rather than

'contracting in'as the commission recommended. Teachers had the choice whether to take

part in religious instruction and the secular principle was re-affirmed.

On the question of funding private education from government funds, the commission

recommended no chaurge as it involved problems of ethics and values that were it was

claimed, 'beyond pure logic or educational theory'.8t' During the ten years following the

report, state aid to private schools increased.

Of the nine recommendations concerning school libraries, six were implemented in full. The

remuneration recommendations were however avoided.

In his concluding remarks, Ewing notes 134 of the recommendations had been implemented

fully after ten years and 194 were modified or rejected. Importantly, the ones advising

administrative changes 'have not gained general support'. 'On the whole'says Ewing 'the

Currie Commission endeavoured to build on to the living amd growing systemst2 - with no

pruning.

The recommendations that had the potential to lead to greater equality were the most difficult

to implement.883 and acknowledging that it is difficult to know precisely which policies will

lead to greater equality in practice, it can be noted that the recommendations supporting

equality of opportunity were few.

George Psacharopoulos has commented that:

The reason that most educational policies are not implemented is that they are vaguely

stated and the financing implications are not always worked out. Another reason for

sElCorrnission on Education Report p. 59g. and Ehring. J. p. 3g.

882op. ciE. Ewing, J. p. 48,

8B3The Report and the Act had very little direct concern with fj.nance and economic
i:nplicacions -
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failure is that the content of a policy is based on an empirically unsustained theoretical

relationship between instruments and outcomes.s8a

There is a degree of truth in the above statement. However it omits the important

consideration made clear by the Currie process that effective social and economic forces

over-ride the best intentions of commissions of enquiry- These would need to be

acknowledged early in the process of any commission that purported to investigate and

prognosticate on systems, social control mechanisms or future bureaucratic planning in

education.

In the arena of 'high policy', recommendations tend to consolidate bureaucratic power and in

the case of the Currie Report and the subsequent Education Act, concurrently expose teachers

to increasing work pressures.

Ewing's views were consistent with departmental thinking. He develops the eight areas of

interest which he claims are the commissions and which differ significantly from the terms of

reference. Maori education and the training and quality of teachers taking on extra emphasis

in contrast to the terms of reference emphasis upon child welfare and delinquency, public

expenditure and aims and purposes of the curricula. Published a decade after Currie it

attempts to use the currie f,ndings to further sponsor the departmental view.

The published accounts of the report were essentially justifying the official response. The frst
commentary in 'Education'provided further channels of publicity for those who had already

contributed to Currie. The 'critique'continued in the same vein, allowing the educational

establishment who held fast to irreconcilable views to continue to express some divergent but

non-threatening opinion. ln 'The Currie Report, Ten Years Later'after the storms had died,

Ewing could consolidate the departmental view and rationalize the Cunie findings by

accepting the report as an accurate record of the commission and draw the threads of

departmental policy back together confirming the sageness of departmental reasoning. K-

Sheen,885 who followed A E. Campbell as director-general could ten years after Campbell's

opening speech to the commission refer back to the continuing efforts to keep education 'up-

t8{Psacharopoulos, G, 'Why educat.ion reforms fail'. rnternaE.ional Review of Education.\/dl 'lE \rn ? laao h 1?o

sBssheerr, K. 'Education in t.he Sixties' L970 speech in D. Horlor papers in author,spossession.
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to.date and mee-tnew edirsational demandsland achowle{ges the 'general p,roblem of

diraction ,and guidanee as secn fibm the point of v,iew of the coffrolling depaihenttru. Tlne

Advisory Cornmittee'sn &lucational Planning 'is about to begin its work on a ta$k which

bears nan), points of sirnilarity to the task of the Cousrission on Edusation'.8e lfhe

publication of '&lucatisn'bulletirs through tho schoolp.ublicuions cfuinnel, clearly assisted

the department in naintaining and disseminating managed contuoversies that wqe acceptable

to the deparFnental ethig.

885dbi.d. She@, K .Eilucatlon ln the,sixt{es, 1970. p, 1.

Etolbtdl. S.heen, K. lEdlreat.ion ia tbe Sd.xties', 1,92.0 p. X.
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CHAPTER 14

Minimisine the Disquiet:

Departmental Processing of Policv Recommendations

As was noted in the chapter conceming public discontent, the Department of Education had

control of the high ground early in the commission's setting up process. The avoidance of any

investigation or recommendations on curriculum matters was a major shift from the

Minister's initial call for a commission to investigate all aspects of the curriculum and the

general publicity about the decline in subject teaching and standards was sidestepped.

Maintaining the issue of administration as the most important consideration, allowed the

department to demonstrate its area of expertise without tackling the major issue about which

many teachers and parents were most concerned, the unsatisfactory programmes and

outcomes within the schools.888 Containing the problems of schools and society by gradual

administrative adjustments provided the raison d'etre of the department's work and justified

its continuing existence. The department's subrnissions were in effect a sunmary of their

modus operandi with no suggestions for real systemic change. Unfortunately three

Department of Education files which could have contained further information were not

traceable at the National Archives.t*n As has been pointed out in terms of the influence of

specific individuals on the findings, some important policy decisions were being made or had

already been made privately by a 'closed group'. An example of tactical consultation was the

address given to the PPTA by the Director of Education in August lg62,where it was

claimed no fuither action would be taken until full discussions had taken place with the

unions and other interest groups,se0

I have informed the Minister, that on very many matters, major and minor, the

department will not be in a position to define its own atritude firmly and in detail until

*88The department often expressed its frustratj,on hriEh parents, especial,ly in regards totheir obduracy in choosing academic courses for their children. rn the curriE Report. theconunission co[unented 'pa-rents and Ehe second,ary school authorit.ies resisted obdu]atery allattempts to adapt the education sysEem to reali.Lies' o. 79.

88el.4issing f iles S. 79 c, ) and q.

8e0A recent M-P-',s.attitude t.o pressure groups may reflect on simitar strateg-ies at thetime of Currie- 'By giving them nationwide exposure, in a sense, we put. them on publi.c Erial.under such a spotlight Lhey had enough sense t.o realise that if they persisted iir seekingtheir or'm selfish, short-term int.eresE at the expense of t.he wider communj-ry, then they woul"dinsLantry lose the support of the public, R. Douglas Nz Herald. 30 March rsgr.
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we have had very full discussions with other bodies, particularly the teacher's

organizations.sel

Tellingly, a pre-publication 'summary of recommendations'of the commission was already

circulating in the department in June 1962. Its front page was labelled with a signed note

from A E. Cnmpbell:

IMPORTANT. Until it is published in printed form, this report is very strictly

confidential to the officers who have been given copies. Special care must be taken to

see that other people do not get access to the report, and that no part of its contents is

divulged to others, directly or by inference.

Why did the recommendations of a 'public'enquiry require secrecy?

It is clear that A. E. Campbell thought that the contents were potentially controversial and

only suitable for selected officers to see. This suggests a privileged policy community within

the department.

ln order to 'ground'the research, a detailed exploration of the Director-General's draft copy of
the commission's recommendations is compared with the final report noting where

departmental action or inaction is recommended. ln A E. Campbell's copy, each

recommendation had already been categorised as being important, needing examination in the

short term or on the long term list.8e2 Some recommendations e.g. those concerning religion

in schools and internal changes in secondary schools were left without comment. Some, such

as the recommendation that School Certificate be moved to a later date (912) were classed

immediately as 'Not possible'. Other recommendations were noted as already completed or

'being done', and others were 'opposed in principle by the department for example 5l2l that:

BerDirector's address t.o the Post Prinary Teachers Associat.ion Augnrst 1962. Speech Notesp- 72.

8e2rt is inE.ereseing t.o note Ehat the NzEr had a similar breakdown of reconmendat.ions inboA' rrunediate action- B. Less urgeni. arrd c- For long Lerm consideration. These were recordedin iEs minutes of 1'962. Ewing, wallis and Campbell at.E.ended the NZEI meeting of 23 Augnrst1962- A draft memo was senE to the Ministen setting out priorities for inpllnencing urereport (Appendix 1962/ L65. I
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the Department of Education assume full responsibility for the training of pre-school

teachers and supervisors, and that administrative assistance be available on request,

from district education offices for the benefit of local pre-school associations.se3

Recommendation 5123 in the final report which obligates pupils to 'remain at school until the

end of the school term during which he (sic) reaches the age of fifteen years', is classed as

short term policy for 1962 but with a note voicing concem over'public reaction'. The

department did not consider that the commission, by issuing these recommendations in

accordance with departmental thinking would make it easier to institute changes to policy

where that policy had a direct bearing upon individual public preferences, especially in

relation to changes which had not been debated publicly at the two year interrogations of the

commission. (For example teacher salaries and grading scales, which miraculously appeared

in the final report page 588, where it was reported that the Commission 'could not feel

justified in recommending large increases in initial salaries). The draft document outlining

departmental attitudes and the relative importance it placed upon the various

recommendations of the commission was in circulation at the head office of the department

two months before the PPTA meeting and one complete month before the commission's

report was published on 12 July 1962.

The four principles that the commission accepted 'as valid for the administration of education

in this count4r'and which have long formed a part of the official rhetoric concerning New

Z'ealand education are ticked as being correct in Arnold Campbellls draft copy, and are:

That education should continue to be centrally financed.

That local interest in education should be preserved and strengthened by the further

development of local institutions.

That a balance should be kept between local and central power and

That delegation of authority to the local institutions should be as great as is possible

under a system of central funding.

l.

2.

3.

4.

serThis recorunendation was rrumbered 4/2L in the draft copy of Ehe reconunendaeions.
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Other individual recommendations are also marked as already being part of department policy

and writing them up as recomrnendations became necessarily a consolidation of that policy.

The Director saw the role of the department in relation to the commission's findings mainly as

one of consultation and further examination of the recommendations. It is noticeable that

some chapters of the report received much greater attention from the department and are

correspondingly given most of the 'short term'and 'immediate action'tags. Chapter three on

the administration of education (67-133) contains recommendations that are mostly

considered to be 'long term'actions. Of the 27 recommendations only five are considered

'short term'or 'immediate'. These are:

3110. That special attention be given to the possibility of increasing the delegation of

administrative powers relating to transport, bursaries and boarding

allowances, and school buildings to the District Primary School Board.

3/25. That a section for publicity and information be set up at head office directly

responsible to the Director or an assistant director.

3119. That the dispersal of head office, Wellington through 20 separate buildings be ended

at the earliest possible moment.

3112. That a joint committee which might include representatives of the Department of

Education, the New ZndlandEducation Boards Association, the New Tnaland

Secondary School Boards Association, and the Technical Education

Association, be set up for the purpose of exploring the details of the

administrative amalgamation proposed and of preparing a joint report for

official guidance in carrying through the proposals 3/l -3ll l.

and,

3113. That headteachers of primary schools should be present as of right at all meetings of

school committees.

The major recommendations are to be left to a joint committee that the department is to set up

and are marked in the draft copy as 'long term'.
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Chapter four on educational finance has only four long term recommendations and

emphasises the need to obtain 'fuller statistics of educational expenditure'Recommendations

(4lI). 412,413 ,414,418,4/9,411O. are included in the 1962 initiatives and the rest are long

term policy.

Chapter five on the organization of the school system has four short term initiatives and

twenty-four long term. The department is opposed to 5l2l where pre-schools might become

the responsibility of the department. This was the only proposal of the commission to be

opposed by the department outright.

Chapter six which has a massive 63 recommendations on 'the work of the schools'has only

six long tern recommendations. Here the recommendations are either under way 'short

term'or already a part of policy.

6/8 That in the operation of age promotion, total retardation of the slow leamer should

not as a general rule exceed one year at the end of primary schooling and the total

acceleration of the fast learner should as a general rule not exceed one year.

Again the department records that this is already policy (in the margin notes.) It was also the

stated policy of the NZEI. In effect it is saying that as a general rule, all school children,

should, at the end of primary schooling, be in one broad band of proficiency and ability. The

egalitarian philosophy espoused in this recommendation forms part of the mixed messages of

educational philosophy emanating from the department. The equality message is strangely

quaint in the current educational climate, and in view of ministerial encouragement of the

private school system.

In the chapter on the 'work of the schools' (Ch. 6), recommend ation 6t2z states:

That a permanent group of officers be established within the Department of Education

whose major responsibility would be to organise the preparation, coordination, and

revision of curricula and syllabuses from the infant department to form VI, with the

assistance of field officers to supervise their execution.
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this is noted as 'short term'policy and is closely related to 3123.

That a group of officers be appointed to the head office staff under the Assistant

Directors (professional) with responsibility for forward professional planning over a

wide field, with particular emphasis upon curricula development and coordination.

Curriculum development and coordination is obviously viewed by the Department as being

one of the important areas of interest which they should control and even though this area was

one which was not fully discussed by the commission at public hearings, it is the area where

the greatest number of recommendations were made. The department considers urgent

change is needed amd correspondingly it becomes an area in which the possibility of short

term solutions are seen.

It is worth noting the recommendations which are considered short term by the Director.

Recommendation 6/l: That the length of the secondary school year be increased to 390 half

days and that the first and second term vacations be each of two weeks.

Recommendations 6lll,6l12,6113,6114,6l15,6/16,6117 and,6/18, which are to do with the

establishment of checkpoints. (The changes recommended in Picot under the labour

Government of David Lange, Government echoed these particular recommendations). All

the curriculum orientated changes are viewed as short term, suggesting the department

wished to gain more immediate influence over the syllabus and curriculum of schools. They

state in 6117 and 6/18 that the social studies syllabus will have 'a substantial content that is

explicitly stated and common to all pupils'. and that primary arithmetic and mathematics will

incorporate the content and method in line with international changes. (This was in direct

opposition to the numerous submissions for a return to history and geography as separate

disciplines at the commission hearings).

Recommendation6125 - That the present complete permissiveness of the primary homework

system be reviewed in order to establish a uniform policy to be applied to all schools, 6/26

that homework be a formal requirement for all pupils at no later than the beginning of form
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two and 6127 that satisfactory and profitable use of homework be ensured by careful

supervision within the school and by clarification of requirements to parents, were all

classifred as 'short term'recommendations. The recommendations on corporal punishment in

6/30 and 6/31 were also seen as requiring implementation in the short term.

It appears that the recommendations that were really only directives on procedural policy

which in practice the department had very little effective control over were seen as short term.

Those recommendations that required policy change by the department itself or

administrative alterations to the established working arrangements of the department, were

seen as long term. The short term recornmendation that:

very serious consideration be given to the banning of corporal punishment in infant

classes and in fifth and sixth form classes.

is an example of a recommendation that as stated in its muted form i.e stopping short of

banning corporal punishment, actually had the effect of allowing corporal punishment in

infant classes to continue. It acknowledges that corporal punishment is carried out on young

children of this age and lets the onus of considering the banning of such punishment rest with

the schools, demonstrating the way in which the department was able to sidestep contentious

issues. Where decisive action could have been taken, the debate was allowed to continue and

corporal punishment in New Tnaland schools continued through the following twenty five

years. 'Homework'and 'punishment'were passed back to the NZEI, the education boards

and the Inspectors, without the impediment of prescriptive policy. It was politically

expedient to pass anything that was even slightly controveruial back to the professional

organizations most directly involved. These professional organizations then acted as a buffer

between public discontent and the government bureaucracy. This wirs a key element of

departmental policy process at the time.

Chapter 7 on Technical Education was bereft of comment in the first initial printed draft

except for 713 which was 'already policy and being carried out' and 7 f7 wtuch concerned the

establishment of a hostel at the Central Institute of Technology which was already approved

in principle andT/2 which was 'done in part'.
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Chapter 8 on the topic of Maori education had 23 recommendations, six and a half of which

were considered 'short term'. These were, a) getting Maori parents onto school committees

(first half of 8/5); b) transferring the Auckland power base of Maori schools administration

eurd inspectors to district control; c) obtaining more finance for the NZCER for research into

social, linguistic and pedagogical aspects of Maori education;(8/7); d) suggesting that forms

one and two in Maori service schools be consolidated upon existing schools 8/12; e) that

teachers leam more Maori language (8/15); f) that better training be provided for visiting

teachers who work in Maori schools 8/17 and g) that Maori scholarships for gifted pupils be

increased.

Rural and Agricultural Education (Chapter 9) contained twenty recommendations. Bursary

changes were already under-way or completed. (9114,9i l5 and 9l16). Residential courses for

correspondence pupils were to be encouraged. Merit awards were to be proceeded with and

transport arrangements were to be updated. Other recommendations, (for example9/Z0)

required further discussion with the Department of Agriculture before action could be taken.

Chapter 10 'Education for the Handicapped'produced nine recommendations, the first seven

of which were considered short term and the last two long term. More advisors, supervisors

and senior positions should, they thought, be created. and more in-service training given. The

appointment of itinerant reading advisors and overseas exchanges (10/8 and 9) would be long

term strategy.

Chapter I I - The pre-service and in-service training of teachers was the second largest

chapter in terms of number of recommendations (36 recommendations). As in chapter six,

most of the recommendations were considered short term. Manv were classed as 'immediate'

(l l/3 -l ll7, LlllZ,l l/15,1Ll29 - I li31 and lll34).

One recommendation was deleted in this section. The original 5/8 (which would have been

I l/8) was left out of the final report and was to do with the lower sixth students and 'division

A'. - a matter of teacher supply.

It is interesting that the order of chapters was changed fiom the first printed copy which had

chapter I I as chapter 5 and therefore originally had the two chapters with the most urgent and
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with the largest number of recommendations next to each other. The 'work in schools'and

'the training of teachers'were the areas where most change as expressed in recommendations

was thought necessary. This supports the argument that the prime purpose of the commission

was to alter the conditions of teachers work in schools rather than to alter the administration

system or the department itself. Judging by the number of recommendations and the

department's response to them, it seems the department accepted the premise that there was

something wrong with some teachers in some schools and a sense that the programmes that

the teachers were following needed bringing into line. They were keen to portray teacher

problems as professional rather than economic or political. We have already seen that there is

no clear understanding in the departmental reports or in the commissions work as to who arc

the 'aberrant'teachers. There is conflicting and contrary evidence. At some points, as in the

Nelson College submissions, the problems are with 'the young inexperienced teachers'.

It was not uncommon, in the sixties for Head of Department's to have to 'nurse along'

untrained staff recruits for weeks on end, writing out all their lessons for them and

trying to show them how to get on top of their discipline problems'.8e4

At other times, it is manied women teachers, or the teachers who are not specialists in their

teaching subject although well qualified. At other times, it is the older teachers who have not

changed with the times and who still adopt practices that are too conseryative or

authoritarian. At no point in eury of the submissions or recomrnendation is there a statement

defining the qualities of a 'good teacher'.8es There seems to be an assumption that there is

such a person, but the platonic vision of the qualities that make up this hypothetical figure

seem to depend more upon who is using the image or which organization wishes to forward

its particular philosophy of what education should be.

It is interesting that although the majority of the report is to do with administration and the

largest and longest submissions were in this area, the greatest number of rerommendations

were in the area of school practice and control of teachers. only 1/3 rd of the

recommendations of this chapter on teacher training aurd control were noted as 'long term

8eaop. ciE.. Marshall. c. guoting O. Deaker p. g36.

B-'lRenwick, W. L. 'The currie Report: A c!:iE.ique' 1,954. p. 7. 'a nunber of teachers - hownany it would be hard to discover - have only a partial r:nderstanding of modern ideas and
modern methods in educat.ion,.
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policy'. These were to do with the use of TV in the training of teachers and all those

recommendations that actually stipulated a completion date in the wording of the

recommendation. The other three recommendations that did not fit this category and were

considered 'long term'are interesting. I l/l which recommended the setting up of a statutory

body as a National Advisory Council on the Training of Teachers for the purpose of advising

the Minister, was considered by the Director as 'long term', so too the setting up of institutes

of education (Ill2) and the invitation to universities to ulssume responsibility for the training

of teachers. Recommendations lll32 and ll/33, even though recommending that 'at an early

date'in-service training centres be established for teachers, was noted as a 'long term'

recommendation. The final recommendation for'more adequate accommodation at teacher's

colleges', was added to the list of official report recommendations after the June printed copy.

Chapter l2 on 'The Teaching Profession'also had 36 recommendations, mostly

recommended as 'short term'initiatives. Again, the first recommendations i.e that continued

attempts be made to recruit teachers from overseas and I2l2;

that a standing advisory committee be set up, in the manner proposed in this report, to

make full investigations and recommendations for the initial revaluation of the

salaries of teachers, and later to keep them under regular review.

were left as 'long term'policy. The report had in mind here rhe establishment of a standing

committee on the lines of the Burnham Committee in Great Britain. Many of the 'short term'

changes recommended in this chapter were controls placed upon the staff of teachers colleges

through salary structures and seniority grading rearrangements.

L2/26 'That the classes of probationary assistants in their first year of teaching be limited in

size'was already a part of departmental policy. There was also an attempt to move part of the

teacher selection process into central hands. This was timidly introduced in 12135 where it

was recommended that the final selection of division A candidates with ratings between 12

and 14 should be made centrallv.

Chapter 13 on 'Research in Education'was mostly the handiwork of Professor Bailey and

arrived at ten recommendations which emphasised the need to expand the base of educational
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research. However the departmental comments in the frst printed draft categorise all the

NZCER and department expansions as 'short term'as compared with those concerning the

university, the proposed institutes of education, the New Zealand Council for Technical

Education and the National Advisory Council on the Training of Teachers, which were

placed in the 'long term'tray.

The final recommendation (13/10) was added just before the final Report was published and

concerned the setting up of some NZCER,IER and MEC based research on the link between

educational expenditure and New Zealand's economic productivity.

lt is clear from what has been noted in this chapter that the department were inclined to

sponsor the research of the NZCER rather than the wide base of educational research that

Colin Bailey had intended.

The words of Professor Bailey as recorded in the report that:

the general need, as it sees it, for strengthening national facilities for research in

education, without, however, nominating specific projects that should be

undertaken.se6

are indistinct in the final recommendations.

The succinct five pages of this section with its ten recommendations contrasts sharply with

chapter two, for example, with only one recommendation for its ten pages of discussion.

'Pure research'says Professor Bailey 'may bring about advances in education far more

profound than those resulting from research with a more immediate practical value:8e7 He

believes that 'The natural as well as the ideal organization to engage in fundamental research

is the university with its preoccupation with basic principles and its traditions of autonomy'.

These important points are blurred in the final recommendations, which as mentioned

*e6Chapter 13 'Research in Education' p. 621, Corunission on Education Report. 1962.

t"ibid. com. on Educ. ReDort D. 625.
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already, emphasise the work of the New Zealand Council of Educational Research, with its

'independence, quality of its professional officers and the soundness of its research

policies'8e8

The commission believes 'incontrovertibly' however, that 'the proper place for

administrative research in education is the Department of Education itself .8ee

The section on the NZCER includes a comment concerning witnesses wishing to expand

NZCER into 'a large state Departrnent of Educational Research'.eo0 The author could find no

references to these submissions from any independent body at the hearings. The effort to

prove the independence of the NZCER which is the constant claim of the repor! does not

really ring true as it was through'the stong support of the department that it was set up' in

1934, following its previous affiliation to the Camegie Trust. As a research body'neuftal,

neither apologist nor opponent',e0l the NZCER could alternatively be seen as a convenient,

non-controversial research establishment owing direct allegiance to the Deparhnent of

Education. We are told on page 627 of the report that the NZCER 'helped prepare the way for

the acceptance of the Thomas Report'. The Council's'very small research staffof wo

professional officers' (page 629). appear to have achieved herculean tasks when one ponders

the listed page of publications and research documents that have been so important in New

Zealand education, and which are quoted in the body of the report on page 627 and 628.

Chapter 14, Part Five. on 'School Buildings' has somehow found a place in the report as part

of the last section which includes 'Delinquency', 'State Aid to Private Schools' and

'Religious Teaching'. As a natural part of the administration and provision of school

facilities it has strange bedfellows here. Like the other deparrnental and board

recommendations, very few are classed as urgent apart from the 'review of the White Lines

policyeo2 (1415),building houses according to the needs of schools (14/lg),suggesting that

ttuibid. comn. on Educ. Report p. 627

"e"ibid. cornm. on Educ. ReDort p. 626.

"ooibid. conm. on Educ. Retrort D. 62i

eoribid. comr, on Educ. Report p. 62?.

lozThe 'white Lines' policy was essential-ry an econoruic rationale for school buildilg. see
Appendix to the Journals of the House of Replesentatives, 1955, E - 1, pp 15-24. Ie had been
a spur to secondary school building in the nineteen fifties.
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group act as advisor to communities over school building being used by the public (14/13),

and the provision of extra storage space, and staff toilets. (l4lll). All the other 15

recommendations are not considered to be on the 'short term'agenda.

Chapter 15 - 'Delinquency and the Schools'has nine recommendations that are noted as

'short term'or 'immediate and the other seven were either 'long term'or in the cases of l5/9

and 15/l l without cornment. Long term action included 15/16:

that a full inquiry be held into the provision of youth services in this country.

and presents a good example of the strategy of setting up one inquiry to follow another.

The three major recommendations l5ll,2 and 3 which concerned methods of getting more

teachers into the areas with delinquency problems, were all seen as 'short term'. 15/12 was

seen as short terrn and immediate:

That publicityeo3 be given through repeated notices in the Education Gazette and by

other means to the preventive function of the child welfare division.

Recommendation l5/14 which concerned the placing of early leavers under the 'preventive

supervision'of the child welfare officer was, as noted, already being done. ln this respect it

was just an endorsement of policy that was already in existence and as such the commission

could be seen as supporting a policy which was contentious in the community. There had

been no real debate of this policy at the open hearings of the commission.

Chapter l6 on 'Religious Teaching in State Schools', provided nine recommendations which

endorsed the secular nature of New 7n'alandprimary schools and tacitly accepted the Nelson

system of voluntary religious teaching outside the official curriculum by non teachers. The

parent was to be given the right to opt in or opt out their own child, by signing a form at

enrolment. (ln effect the pupil was expected to 'opt in'and where no choice was made, the

pupil took part). The 1964 Act differed here with the recommendations of the commission.

e0rMiss McNaughton, a t.eacher who worked wiLh Miss Adams asked tbe
L.hought abouE. the possibility of having some of Ehe maEerial published
to 'spread the news of possibilities'. Interrogation. 38 D 3.

conunission if they had
in Education in order
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There was plenty of debate on the Nelson system which was already historically entrenched

in many schools and continued to operate in many schools during the commission. (In fact it

was the biggest single issue discussed by private contributors to the hearings even though

there were only nine recommendations). Teachers were however, given permission to teach

religious history in primary and secondary social studies lessons.( 16180)

The report negotiates this minefield of internecine strife by stating that:

The ethical values and attitudes of what is best in our society are for the most part

identical with the ethical values and attitudes of Christianitv.eM

and goes on to express its concern that:

religion would soon become that element in the curriculum which would alone

possess a divine sanction and could not be exposed to discussion, argument, research,

criticism and free inquiry.eos

The report's suggested amendment to clause 56 (4) of the Education Act was adopted in the

1964 Bill with the addition that school committees were required to consult with the

headmaster.

The Currie Report eventually recommended that 'no state primary teacher be permined to

give religious instruction on school premises to school children during the school week'. (It

has already been noted that one teacher training college was offering a course in religion,

many school teacherc were imparting religious tenets during the school day, and Maori

schools were able to give religious studies lessons with impunity as they were not public

schools as defined by the Act).

Parents, according to the report recommendations, would be required to declare whether or

not they wished their child to partake of religious instruction. The eventual Act was to make

it mandatory on the parents to opt their child out of religious instruction if they opposed

religion in schools and allowed teachers to continue imparting religious instruction to pupils

eonconun. on Educ. Report p. 683.

easibid. corun. on Educ. Report p. 686
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in school, which is essentially the same position as existed before the commission

comrnenced its deliberations.

The chapter of the report on 'State Aid to Private Schools'(Chapter 17) had only three

recommendations.

That no change be made to the present public policy. (l7ll)

To allow children to be carried on school buses past the nearest state school. (1712)

And to increase facilities for manual training for private schools through public funds. (1713)

The Appendices and Index filled the last 121 pages of the report.

The Prioritizine of the Recommendations

The department's influence upon the commission was paramount. Wholesale quotes from

their submissions were included in the reporte06 and it is their perspective that underlies the

Currie Commission. Reports of the commission's activities were sent back to the central

department regularly, when sittings were being held at other centres.eoT

The conclusions that can be deduced from a study of these recommendations, are that the

department is involved in an end-game of policy formation. The final recommendations of

the commission which were written up by department officers, were next categorised

according to their practicability and urgency by the department. The recommendations that

are seen as 'short term'were precisely those closest to the original submissions of the

department. It is precisely those that most easily mesh with the policy and practice of the

Department of Education that are seen as being most easily implemented.

eo6commission on Educat.ion Report. p 80, p 100. p IL7, p 1?0....

so?The senior inspector, education office t{amilton $rrote Lo ghe chief inspect.or wellington
informing him of the conunission's activities. (Depc. of Educ. Records wellington. cortroission
on EducaEion)
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The actions of the department in selecting policy in this way could be seen as an attempt to

bind closer with the expertise of the NZI and the NZCER at the end of an era during the

sixties when the consultation process was being overridden due to more strident teacher

militancy over working conditions in the schools.eOs The emphasis upon, and the greater

number of recommendations that reflect classroom practice, led to recommendations for

changes in teachers conditions of employment. These were carried even further in the 1964

Act. The short term recommendations are generally those that most directly effected

teachers, whether it is appointment and promotion schemes (12119), the teaching of religion

(16ll), the direction of teachers into delinquency areas (15/l), salaries (1214), or compulsory

attendance at in-service courses (l l/30). On 16 August, 1960 the NZ Herald reported that the

department authorised 35 Maori women to attend a refresher course at 'Walters'House

Auckland who would then become relieving teachers, which again demonstrates that the

commission's recommendations were being pre-empted. The theme that often comes through

in the public hearings is that the teachers are doing excellent work in spite of the conditions

under which many of them operate. This theme is lost in the recommendations at this

stage.e0e The criticism of the departmental organization which also surfaced at the hearings is

also laundered out. The department proceeds to consolidate its role as prime mover in the

policy process; to appoint assistant planners under the assistant directors control (3123); to set

up an Education Districts Boundary Commission (312); delegate administrative powers for

contentious issues such as transport bursaries and boarding allowances and school buildings

to district primary school boards. (3/10); to consolidate and uni$ head office (3119) and set

up a publicity and information office directly responsible to the Director. (3125). Ultimately

the department accepts little blame for any failure in the system and maintains an ethos that

only minor adjustment and fine-tuning within the departmental structure is required to

reinforce the view that more of the same will bring about a steady improvement. The

department, it contends, is doing an admirable job in a tricky and trying situation.

e0tcomm. on. Educ. Report. 'by creating in Lhe teacher's organization a powerful voice
whose influence politically was in the sarne direct.ion as the department,s,. p. ?4.

eoert is worth nocinq thaE the N.z.E.r. E.ended Eo discuss eeachers as a unitary work force
i-n a macro-educat.ional conLext, whereas teacher employers (educaLion boards and secondary
school boards) viewed teachers as differing and needing individual ev-aluaEion and grridance. A
part of this view was that many teachers were under-performing. The general public wasgenerally support.ive of teachers effort.s and btamed Ehe conditions under which the Leachers
worked for the 'problems' in the system.
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there is a plain desire to have done with old controversieselO

and have a look at: present achievements and future prospects.ell

The department's claim is that they have optimally managed the quantitative growth and

expansion of the education system with fairness and distributive justice. In the process they

created a bureaucratic archeffi, the sociological genesis and development of which have

been well explicated by Weber and Mannheim amongst others.elz

As well as sending out emissaries, the department sponsored articles supporting its aims. J.L.

Ewing for example, discussed departmental policy on Educationel3 noting the department's

aimnlo was to promote children 'from class to class with children of about the same age'.ets

The lengthy deliberations and the process of slow, considered adaptation continued. Even

recent attempts at more rapid system-wide change demonstrate a continuity of philosophy and

policy, which is easily demonstrated by a comparison of the recent 'contracts'legislatively

required between schools and the Ministry in the 1990s, with statements in Education pre-

Currie.

Basically the school scheme would be a statement about how a particular school plans

to build up a good school life for its pupils, to cover the work prescribed in the

official syllabus, to attack any special problem it has, and to capitalise on any

oppoflunities presented by special features of the local community.el6

er ocommission

el lconunission

Education Report p. 3.

EducaEion Report p. 5.

erzMarinheim, K. 'Diagnosis of our Time'. (Kegan,paul,Trubner tondon 1943). in which he
discusses 'the del-iberaEe avoidance of every opportunity which rnight. lead to clear staterenE
of Lhe issues at slake' and 'Ehe methods of neutralizing Ehe genuine in problems and in the
possibl-e ansrrers Eo them. p. 65/66.
and Web€r. I'1. 'The ProEesEant. Et.hic and the Spirit of Capitalism' t.rans. TalcotL parsons.
Unwin 1930, (1971- edition).

ellop. cit, Ewing, ,f- 1,. 'some NoEes on the New ReqLllacions. The DeparEmenE arrd Teachers'
Education Vol. 10 1963.
John Ewing lvas a respecE.ed Departmental comnentator on educaEional matters. He had aE. the
beginning of the fj-fLies carried out research on comics and their effeccs on delinguency. See
Tony Simpson, 1992. p. 2'70. for more details of tl'-is earl-ier .moral panic,.

elaNew Reg"ulations. Education GazeE.te l June j-963,

915^h 
^i 

| ft.ri n--..-..y, J. L. p. 14.

o'uEqgg.liot, october 1959.
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The system, as recorded in the report 'reflects credit upon those who have contributed to its

development'(page 6). This may have been so, but it would have proved difficult to come to

any other conclusion given the convoluted policy process mechanism through which contrary

opinion needed to pass.

The process of report construction is intimately linked to social, political and economic

history. Which specific individuals became associated with the report is important in terms

of 'what'the report recorded and 'how'it was recorded.

Although the report pays 'lip-service'to consultation with experts, a closer reading reveals

that the 'experts'are selected from a narrow group. The Wellington Institute of Educational

Research is given much credence in the report (pp.293, 676,683,712) and yet the quatified

and experienced medical psychiatrists who all pointed out the devastating effects of physical

punishment in schools were side-lined. The report allowed the continuance of corporal

punishment, while maintaining the main thrust of the report's argument that schools are not

to blame for problem children.

The treatment of Maori 'problems'was however 'top-down'and pragmatic. The belief in the

consolidation of the Maori schools was essentially economic and social rationalization.elT and

the commission's comments are essentially idealistic, showing slight regard for historical

evidence. Their claim that the problems of social discord are a recent phenomenon, echoes

the comment that for 'the fust half of the century Maori and Pakeha lived on the whole

tranquilly together'.e|8 It idealises 'earlier times when the number and variety of secondary

pupils were fewer and society less complex in its human and economic problems'.ele

elTop c5-t. Kyle. N.
supporE.ing services
also 'worthwhi,le on

6 tr1

are
the

ttBcorlm. on Educ. Report

eltconun. on Educ. ReporL

justified on p. 563
grounds of econorny'

p.401.

p. 667.

of che report. as being noL onl"y humanitarian
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Maori iue seen as being 'at a critical stage of their development'.e2o The report refers to the

Maori leaders informing the commission in Rotorua that 'without education their people

would be driven back to a position as a depressed minority'.e'' There is no record of these

Maori leaders in the submission records. As with the prejudged selection of who would be

listened to amongst the psychological and medical advisors, so too, the dehnition of who was

considered to be a Maori leader is also worth further investigation.

Essentially, as the commission itself acknowledges, their 'business is education, and not

sociology or cultural anthropology'.e22 This convenient distinction enables them to

marginalise many of the real issues behind Maori 'problems'. We can argue then that it is not

only 'recent developments in sociology'that have challenged many ideological assumptions.

The Currie Report itself and the submissions made to it, contain documentary evidence that

these assumptions were being challenged in 1960.

The department attempted to coalesce discussion around less highly-charged and less

emotional topics such as population growth statistics, buildings schedules, technical training,

scholarships. and research. This can be seen in their 'weak'approach to 'delinquency'and

'religious education', two areas that generated large numbers of submissions.e23 Essentially

the report views the problem of delinquency as the result of poor parenting as they emphasise

that schools 'are rarely, if ever, the prime cause of delinquency'.

This means that the school as one of the "residuary legatees" of the inadequacies of

unstable homes and of the evils of society, itself must accept its share of the remedial

work.e2a

e2ocomm. on Educ. Report p. 434.

n"Comm. on Educ. Report p. 4O2.

n"conun, on Educ. Report p. 401.

e23fn chapter 15, acl@owledg,emenE. is given Eo .experLs in
from 'overseas reports,. (Notably Crowther and Albermarle).

ezacornrnission on Education Report. p. 655.

the department' and Lhe input
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The commission's thinking on this issue, seems to be strongly influenced by the United States

texts of Glueck and McCorde25, which apportion blame to 'passive or neglecting mothers,

passive or neglecting fathers'.

On page 659, the report presents a child study of a 'typical delinquent'. The long descriptive

portrait includes no reference to Maori pupils in spite of the fact that two pages earlier the

report had commented upon the 'difference in European and Maori offenders'cited in the

Hunn Report.

They do note that it is important to 'discover those who may have early signs of insecurity or

even of incipient delinquency in them'.et6 This however they feel could be difficult due to the

'limitations in the personality of particular teachers'.e27

Much of the chapter on delinquency is devoted to an outline of how the various guidance

services should relate to each other and the schools and the social work role of school

psychologists, careers advisors, vocationarl guidance officers, pupil counsellors, visiting

teachers and the Child Welfare Division is emphasised. The general type of teacher who

should fill these positions is alluded to and their socially conceived importance in helping

'family solidarity and stability', is stressed.

About twenty pages each are devoted to 'Maori education', 'delinquency'and 'religious

teaching in state schools'in the 885 pages of the Currie Report. The size of chapter sixteen

(Religious Teaching in State Schools), bears little relation to the many pages of 'very many

and very lengthyp2s submissions on this topic. Using a highly selective historical,

comparative,"n *d legal approach, the commission's report claims to legalise the Nelson

system and at the same time seeks to maintain the rhetoric of secularity in New Zealand's

schools. ln practice it did neither. It does not wish to 'impose a secular clause upon

ezsclueck, S & E. 'Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency' Harvard Univ. Press L950 anat McCorCI,
G & J. 'The origins of Crime. Colurnbia Univ. Press 1959. (see p. 656 Comm. Report.) Corments
upon these EexEs guoLed werbaEim in the reporE, do noL appear in the submissions.

n"comm. on Education Report p. 660.

ez?Conun. on EducaLion Report- p. 661.

t"Comn. on Educati-on ReDorL D. 6?6.

e2especial recognition was given to the Victorian Education Act of 1950, which aLso
'legalised religi.ous instruct.ion wiLhin a secular sysLem' p. 689.
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secondary schools'which it feels would 'disturb a satisfactory present adjustment'.e3o The

reality was that they had no power to do this. They were outgunned by the private schools and

the elite grammius.

In conclusion, the evidence of the first half of this chapter, alongside the arguments recounted

in the second half, suggest a pattern of departmental response. The Department of Education

were satisfying their own agenda and supporting a philosophy which is often clearly stated

and referred to by the policy elite. The philosophy was part of the liberal egalitarian myth of

the post-war years. In large pafi the reactions to crises were rhetorically supportive of this

myth and hence often internally contradictory. Social forces driving an elitist view were

however persistently demanding more from the policy community of the time. The

department was required to do a careful balancing act to maintain their myth whilst not

alienating powerful pressure groups who were essentially elitist and non-egalitarian. The

Currie Commission was a response to this continuing conflict.

t'oconun. on Educ. Report p. 686.
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CHAPTER 15

Summarv and Conclusions.

What is the legacy of the Commission on Education 1962? Minor adjustments to the 1914

Education Act (in the 1964 Act), an extensive, well circulated, short lived and little-read

report, and a few report commentaries published by the policy community during the

following decade. Many of the institutions and groups that the report sponsored have been

steadily attacked in the intervening years. Some teachers colleges have been closed, research

organizations have been made more accountable, teachers have poorer conditions of service,

parents have greater responsibility for the achievement levels and physical resources in

schools, great disparity befween schools still exists, religion in schools is still a contentious

issue, and schools continue to be top-down hierarchical institutions, with key decision

making still emanating from the central government. The issues that the Currie Commission

attempted to resolve are still contentious. Most teachers, and educationalists have little

knowledge of the report's recommendations today (over thirty years later). Fewer still have

read, or have any inclination to read, the complete report.

The thesis argues that the commission was a structural mechanism designed to support the

dominant 'policy community'of its time and the departmental agenda. Issues of social

inequality were translated into administrative adjustments within the structural boundaries of

existing educational provision. The poor were subsumed in categories such as 'early leavers',

'Maori non-attenders', 'delinquents', 'the handicapped', and 'slow learners'. Poverfy was

I never a considered category. The wealthy of New Tnaland were also under-represented in

I the report and at the hearings. Elite private schools and zoning strategies that acted as class
I

I selectors were essentially ignored. Clearly, gradual system adjustment along the lines of
I

I already existing patterns and incolporating existing educational change mechanisms were to

be the longer term legacy. Radical readjustment, demanded by some submittors, was

effectively curtailed by the report. In this sense the Currie Report was consistent with earlier

attempts at educational change from within.
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The 'policy scholarshipp3l of this thesis has demonstrated the impossibility of separating the

organizational strategies and the eventual recommendations of the Currie Commission on

Education from the intricate yet consistent historical developmental patterns of New Tnaland

educational policy process.

The thesis reflects the past through the continuity of underlying themes. The basic

dichotomies of interest groups outlined in chapter one of this thesis, echo society's class,

cultural and religious differences. The commission, as departmentally appointed referee of

the struggle between various opposing viewpoints, can be seen as a continuation of the

prolonged departmental efforts to manufacture some form of social democratic consensus in a

divided and hierarchical society and in this respect the recommendations can be seen as a

continuing departmental desire to have flexibility within the system, to decentralize the

worrying aspects of school and society interactions and to maintain for themselves the sole

right to administer the key structural and economic areas of policy. These were teaching

supply and conditions of work, financial disbursements to educational providers and the core

curriculum. The innate conflicts within and between these areas provided the department with

its continuing challenge, one response to which was the Currie Report.

Like government departmental reports before and after Currie, the emphasis gravitated to the

administration functions and management strategy, leaving what happens in classrooms and

the processes of education relatively untouched.es2

This thesis has presented an account of the educational policy process in New Z,ealand and a

comprehensive study of the organization of a government commission. [t has sought to shed

further light upon the beliefs and attitudes of those who were influential in the strategic

manoeuvring of policy within the Currie Commission it has clarified the difiiculties faced by

a hierarchical elite seeking to change a system from within. The thesis demonstrates that

attempts by the central Department of Education to influence the school and administrative

system were, and are, constantly frustrated both from above and below, i.e. by wider

errcrace, c. 'Education Policy Studies: development.s in BriEain in the 1970's and 1980's'
NZ Jour. of Educ. Studs., Vo!. 24, No. 1, 1989.

tttMcceorgre, c. has recenEly recorded thar. 'syllabus staLemenEs and apparenEly successful
proEests in the 1"940's' in New Zealand made liLtle appreciable difference to the way in which
science and nature sEudy were taught in New Zealand schools'. 'Evo-luEion and t.he New Zealand
Prinary School Curriculurn L900 - 1950'. Hist.. of Educ., 1992, Vol. 21 No.2. p. 205.
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government concerns with national and international matters and pressure group activity

emanating from those people within society, who have a particular concern with schools and

other educational activitv.

Certain topics that came before the commission were historically contentious and prone to

polarise opinion. The commission and the report tended to rationalize and minimise any

clash of these incipient educational ideals. Full discussion of some of the more contentious

topics were avoided at the open hearings, so circumventing confrontation topics.

The contentious issues of religion in schools allied with fears of moral decay, the dual system

of elite and state schooling, teacher under-supply, and the increasing influence of educational

'experts', were discussed without reference to underlying social differences and economic

causes which have their roots in the unequal distribution of wealth and poverty in New

Z,e.aland, hence any change recommended by the commission could only be short term and

ameliorative rather than structural. The central Department of Education sought to maintain

its power base and attempted to prolong the 'myth of equality of educational opportunity'

against the obvious pressures towards elitism expressed in many of the submissions.

The Department of Education policy proposals, and the department's belief in a idealistic

consensus in the community, were constantly challenged by powerful political groups. The

idealism as expressed by the Department of Education was apparent in the report's many

references to a collaborative, participatory democracy and constant references to 'the

community'and 'the nation'allied with the belief in a one best teaching method.e33 In support

of its own argument, the department refened to selected overseas evidence,(notably Canadian

and English reports and commissions) and used international precedent to justify intended

changes. The department could also refer to individual authorities and experts with overseas

experience to support their case. ('Gentlemen's agreements'as referred to at the

corrlmencement of the interrogations in the chapter on the Oral Submissions were to curtail

some of the possible alternatives to the existing system. The authority of these 'gentleman's

agreements', were challenged in the media and at the initial Currie hearings but were left

unquestioned and consequentially unanswered later in the proceedings).

e13'The commissi"on is satisfied
body of educaEional theory thaL is
p. 32

that. underlying primary teaching method there is
firmLy based and consistenL'. - The Coirm on Educ.

now a
Report.
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The key members of the commission secretariat were departrnental insiders, whereas the

lower assistant research offrcers were temporary appointments of limited duration. Neither

the commissioners or the key departrnent officials were appointed from outside the existent

policy community. Where expert evidence was given at the interrogations by people who

were outside the educational policy community, (for example psychiatrists), the evidence was

essentially passed over in the report's recommendations.

The department was gathering evidence about what was already known (The statistical

sunmary of which appears in the appendices to the report). The knowledge it required which

was owned by the reduction boards and high school boards i.e.. on teacher supply, pupil

absenteeism, and local differences between schools was more difficult to obtain. The

provincial education boards for example operated a system of transferable teacher trainee

quotas, which was essentially an inequitable system and the high school boards were

appointing teachers on criteria that were not fully understood by many people. (including the

teachers who complained to the commission). The financial arrangements ofthe education

boards were also difficult for the department to ascertain. The commission was unable to

obtain reliable statistical information in these areas.

The impression was created in press handouts and general media coverage that an impartial

review of education in New Zealand was under way and that something was being done in

answer to the many criticisms that had plagued the department during the late forties and

fifties. However there was an ambivalence about the role and powers of the commission

expressed both by the submittors and the commissioners themselves, as regards their valid

areas of enguiry, which was never really clarified. At times Sir George Currie claimed that

they had the power'to look into' matters, at other times he acknowledged areas such as

university education and teachers' pay that were, according to Sir George, 'outside their

compress'. The ex-Director of Education, C E. Beeby, having left for France at the

commencement of the commission deprived the commission of an interview with the most

important policy individual in New Zealand education during the previous twenty years and

the person around whom much of the public and media criticism had centred. He was

unavailable to answer his critics. After the commission. the department could respond to

complaints by asking why the complainant had not appealed through the proper channel of
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the commission, yet at the commission hearings, some individuals were advised to complain

through larger organizations and not as individuals.

Diverse philosophies and ideals led people to take sides in sponsoring or attacking the

education system through the commission. The problem for this thesis (because of the large

quantity of primary evidence) was to extract the essential processes and themes from the

Report and from the submissions and respond to what was recorded as well as to what was

omitted. The legacy of the commission's report was essentially to provide the continuing

authority over the next decade to preserve and encourage the expansion of an important arca

of central government activity in a planned and gradual way.

The New Znaland Government speaking through the Minister of Education, was aware of

developments and changes involving social reforms in the developed nations of the world,

but these were mediated by specifically New Zealand customs, institutions, assumptions,

historical precedents and treasury economies. The differing rates of social political and

economic developments for instance, compromised the wholesale emulation of other

systems. The Government was concerned more with finance and meuragement than with

social issues and any professed progressive reforms which might have been part of

Department of Education policy planning, (such as increased vocational education, extended

schooling, co-education, and later the many ethnic minority interventions); these had more to

do with the legitimation of the established structures of social relations, than with egalitarian

principles. The Government was more concerned with a macro policy of which education

was only a part.The Minister of Education was noticeably absent from the commission.

Apart from Skoglund's initial welcome to the commissioners and the brief comments by the

incoming Minister during the commission, there is no record of the Minister offering any

direction to the department or commissioners. The policy process continued regardless of

who held the treasury benches and regardless of who was Minister.

Because of its legislated responsibility to the Minister and government in general, the

Department of Education did not assume the role of unbiased omnipotent observer. It acted

with definite policies for change within the schools using established educational control

mechanisms. The department operated from a specific philosophical base, 'broadly defined'

aurd 'broadly liberal'according to the Director of Education. The Director espoused a belief
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in the existence of a 'general will of society'for a 'richer, better balanced educatione3o It was

still possible in the sixties to adhere to the myth of the 'meritocratic equation'- the belief that

a combination of IQ plus effort would bring rewards of success and justice to the individual

pupil regardless of their 'cultural capital'. To have explicitly exposed this belief to deeper

questioning, by clearly stating a departmental philosophy, entailed the possibiliry of even

greater controversy in a society, many of the leaders of which had a personal history of

schooling in academic, elite, single-sex institutions.

A government appointed and 'neutral'commission had the potential to add credibility to

departmental plans, to 'give the weight of government approval to the general direction of

educational change'.e3s The attempted reforms instigated by C E. Beeby and the strong

critical reactions by pressure groups and media during the sixties with derogatory comments

about 'Playway'and 'Beebyism'is an example of the difficulties that immediately confronted

bureaucrats when change was attempted. A sympathetic government report would increase

the department's ability to answer its critics.

It was essential then that the commission was philosophically in tune with the department.

The selection of the commissioners and secretariat was very important in this regard as has

been shown in earlier chapters of this thesis.

Although the claim was made by A E. Campbell that the department paradoxically had both

'no philosophy'and 'many philosophies'this thesis supports the view that there were

competing philosophies of education in society, and because power relationships determined

which of these belief systems were paramount, the overarching ideals were departmental.

They did indeed have a clear philosophy. A clue to the intended ethos that was expected to

unite the commissioners lies in an realization that certain groups were not represenied

amongst the chosen eleven commissioners. Politicians, business leaders, manufacturers,

trade union leaderu, religious leaders, civic leaders, practising teachers, working class mothers

and Maori were all under- represented or absent. This was to be a commission of insiders'.

o" Sub. 3.b. Direccor's Introduction Eo the Commi.ssion, p. 2-

ertop. cit. Beeby, c. E. 'Biography of an ldea' ti-gg2l, p. 20L. On page 193, Beeby
acknowledges that the Currie Commission Report, 'endorsed the genelal direction in which the
systen had moved'.
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The control exercised by the department over the commission's activities was clear. The

commission was conducted with great precision right down to the minute details of planning

and execution. The departmental officers on the secretariat were proud of the fact that it had

been so predictable Jasting exactly the time allowed and following exactly the pattern set out

for it, in costing, visits, travel rurangements and meetings.esu The last cup of tea was

accurately accounted for in advance.esT

More insidious was the control exercised over the information presented to the commission,

through the supply of reading materials, the invited experts who spoke to the commissioners,

and the departmental control of the submission process.

The overarching belief held by the department and many New Zealanders that schooling was

good and more schooling was better, combined with the departmental preference for

compromise and at least an appearance of democratic decision making, resulted in a report

full of hedging and copious rhetoric. The Report of the Commission was to act as a

handbook of suggestions for future developments in the New Zealand education system, - a

list of priorities. Unfortunately for the public it was too longwinded for the average reader

and presented no radical structural changes that might possibly have answered some of the

complaints that were made to the commission. The commission provided the basis for a

record of how departmental branches and sub-groupings were working. It also provided a

directory of the role and relative influence that non-governmental organizations exerted

between 1960 and 1962. The department's beliefs, were furtherrnore closely aligned to NffiI
policy recommendations and NZCER statements, as has been outlined in chapters eight and

thirteen of this thesis.

The contrary submissions from those marginalized (or those who considered themselves

marginalized) by the dominant policy community, involve clashes of interest and criticism

emanating from those who had influence outside of the central policy community and who

were currenfly alienated to varying degrees by departmental manoeuvring. Those on the

ei€Guy Palliser emphasised Ehis point at inEerview. Also the Auckland star 5 May L961
quoted Currie as saying 'the final reporE should be ready by April.... the Lask of writing
Ehe report...probably by one person' He was already planning his trip back t.o Canberra for
the folfowing May.

e"G- c. Palliser. rnterview notes - adrninistrative officer.
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margins, included Maori groups, certain religious groups, teacher trainers, high school

boards, education boards, pre-school educators, PTA's and to some extent the PPTA. Any

radical ideas emanating from individuals who were in other respects 'safe'were also

marginalized (Cunieb views on university accnediting come into this category).e38 It was in

terms of the different priorities put forward by some of these groups and individuals that

departmental leadership was questioned. The challenge did not come from the wider public.

Some issues that appear very important may not have had the widespread support suggested

by the number of submissions put forward. Examples of this would be the religion in schools

and punishment issues. The difficulty the commission had in facing such problems is shown

in the arguments grven to support their recommendation to adopt the 'Nelson system'. The

direct contradiction of the professed secularity of the system and the overwhelming support

shown in the large quantity of submissions supporting religion in schools led to the adoption

of the 'Nelson system', which allowed for the continuing monitoring of school religion by

departmental officers. The road to the legalization of the Nelson System has a long history in

New Zealand education stretching back to the provincial battles in Nelson during the 1860's.

The regulation of religious controversy in schools was consolidated in the 1964 Education

Act by making it the responsibility of parents to actively opt their children out of religious

lessons, whilst still claiming the Government wa; operating a 'secular'system. Teachers

were not obliged to take part in religious instruction, also the private schools were carefully

omitted from any of the regulations in regard to religion. The Auckland Star and the New

Zealand Herald (June 29 and 30 1960) both gave coverage to the Gibson Smith submissions

on secular education, which argued against the weight of evidence at the hearings which

supported religion in schools and hence, providing support for the commission's eventual

recommendation.

Closely linked with the religious teaching in schools issue was the continuance of a dual

system of private and state schools. The terms of reference had asked the commission to look

erBBeeby, C. E. had an earlier clash with George currie in l-953 at the first annual,
conference of Lhe PPTA. Currie spoke in favour of abolishing accrediting. but Beeby was ableco carry the day. see NZppTA.rournal-, 2 (Zl, 195j, pp. 24-26. The philosophy behind theseconEradictory argiuments has great relevance for the Currie hearings senen y-ars later. G.Parlqm's NzcER research in 1959 helped lay Ehe ground work for E.he corunission in Ehis area.
'The major disadvantages' p, 221 ehaE. the connnission saw in all oEher syst.ems was a compLete
about. face by George Currie-
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at private contributions to education so avoiding the direct investigation of private schools

and their philosophical, social and cultural significance. Although l/6 of New Znaland

secondary schoolchildren were at private schools in 1960,e3e there is a noticeable absence of

debate on this issue during the commission hearings.

Private schooling was allowed to continue and be reinforced because a more powerful social

network was beyond the reach of the department and commission. The boundaries were

clearly delineated and any encroachment upon preserved territory was met with unassailable

resistance. The commission in this instance could therefore be seen to be re-establishing the

boundaries of influence and re-emphasising the parameters of state education within a given

power structu.re.

The structure and management of the commission proceedings favoured organizations and

group response rather than individuals. For example powerful educational lobbies, such as

the teacher unions, research organizations and the Department of Education, could make

many submissions at many of the different venues throughout New Zealand, providing these

particular organizations with a larger platform for media coverage and an enhanced ability to

spread propaganda. They also absorbed much of the time of the commission due to the

length of their contributions, their rebuttals of contrary submissions and their follow-up

submissions.

The chairman was aware of the relative importance and status of various submittors, as was

made clear for example in Interrogation 39 U I, where he responds (in the final year of the

commission) to the submission of the Dunedin Youth Organization with:

we have quite a number from Christchurch witnesses and from University of Otago

witnesses, so we will not be short of reading matter in the next year or two if we read

them all. Some of them are more important than others and we have had indications

of which are essential to the understanding of the problem.

'lecommissj.on on Education Report., LisE B p. 700
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This recalls similar statements at the time of 'Atmore'. The Atmore comment had been that

more reliance was placed 'upon the evidence of some witnesses than others'.ea0 The basis of

this selection seems to have been to a large degree expected and predetermined. What is clear

though is that the genuinely dis-empowered did not write to, or appear at the commission.

The submissions were valued according to the already understood social and political

educational 'clout'of those making the submissions. Groups, such as the 'Wellington lnstitute

of Educational Researcnl'*rar*{LuA, of other government departments and individuals

associated with these groups werc given full lengthy hearings. Mrs Rabone, an individual

parent, who made valid but controversial comments about the practices of New Zealand

schools and wanted 'practical common sense in educational theory'criticising teacher

standards and objecting to 'the Nelson system'had her submission 'Read by Title'with the

cofilment made that 'this is a long essay on something like adventures of the mind'.eal

The inferred self-inflicted nature of social and economic impoverishment was used to

marginalize the plight of the poor. Poverry was not to be a diversion from the main thrust of

departmental policy initiative. The department had an underlying belief that parents needed

guidance by educationalists and also a fundamental belief that there were at least two major

social divisions in society, often referred to in the submissions as 'laymen'and 'experts'or

'highly gifted'and 'those with vocational and commercial aspirations'.

Many submissions exhibited a prejudice towards those whom they viewed as the

irresponsible 'low IQ'people in the community:

people of this kind of personality, inepr socially aurd in orher ways ....(they were

defined as coming from) ...careless homes, careless child training, children crossing

streets without due care, people who live through a series of crises which makes them

a little less careful, people, in fact, who dont care.....they react to school teachers with

hostility and suspicion.no'

e4oALmore Report 1930. p. 2,

e4llnterrog:ations 40 c 1.

ea2lnterrogaEion 39 U L- LevetE., A. E. (Kensi-ngton youth centre Dunedin). He noted in the
submission that 'Mr Armstrong of this conrnission has helped us,.
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The commission sponsored those recommendations that addressed departmental concerns

over possible central bureaucratic contraction (i.e advocating government officers in local

areas and recommending district authorities rather than elected education boards.) and moved

to enhance control over future expansion. At the sarne time, they preserved the department's

boundaries of infl uence.

Admitting the failure of 'Beebyism'or 'centralism'had the potential of leading to a

contraction of government financial provision or a diminution of central bureaucratic power.

Hogan'sea3 arguments have relevance here. He argues, that as a consequence of the existence

of communities of interests, it becomes important for administrators to underplay the

structural difficulties within the system, and deflect any blame that might be placed upon

bureaucratic arrangements to wider factors of labour (poor teachers) and capital (under-

financing by the Government). This was constantly attempted during the commission

hearings.

Neither the schools nor the department were equipped to deal with the social problems of

society. At best they could only ameliorate those problems, which, in effect tended to

highlight the social and economic divisions within society. The notion that schools act as

social reformatories was consequently never substantiated during the commission. Many of

the submissions were from those who had only experienced the traditional elite academic

courses of the single sex, 'English Grammar school tradition'in New Zealand. The liberal

tendency of the department was never fully taken-up by the commissioners. This was

primarily due to the views of the chairman, Sir George Currie, who was himself a product of

the Scottish 'lad o parts'tradition. That 'egalitarian'model gave a few clever lower class

pupils a chance to enter the higher professions through academic excellence, good luck,

clever judgement and family connections as he himself had done. Sir George Currie, as

witnessed by many of his comments during the commission hearings, still viewed the

Scottish system as useful for New Zealand.

earop. cit. Hoqran, D. ,J. 'C1ass and Reform, l-985. p. 50.
Hogan has clained thaL 'lhe hearc of progressivism (or at least Lhe United States
interpretation of progressivisn), is the ambitj.on of the new middle class t.o fulfil ics
destiny through bureaucratic means'. In t.his sense they acE as 'a cofiununity of interesr.s'
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The commissioners, had an inherent faith in the value of the school system and generally

subscribed to the theory of innate differences in children. The Department of Education also

saw schools as moderators of difference. Social adjustments were seen by both the

commission and the department as being concomitant with increasing the educational

abilities and attitudes of pupils.

When Professor Bailey and Dr Davidge discuss this issue, Bailey says:

I suspect this is an area in which the philosophy that everything that is leamable is

teachable obviously.(sic) of course is very arguable indeed.e4

Dr Davidgeeas argues that:

the school can help children unlearn wrong attitudes that they are gaining from other

pressures, both at home and outside agencies; that the school could, to some extent,

counteract those wrong attitudes.

The main pe{petrators of these problems were seen as 'the film world, and the salacious

literature' and ill-i nformed and u ncarin g parents.

The attack upon the schools for not inculcating a specific set of values, represents a constant

theme of those often religious complainants and moralists who were objecting to what they

saw as falling values and standards. It was claimed by them that schools were responsible for

this unwanted change and moral decay.

The department and the commission agreed with this interpretation but differed in their

response to it. Moral rectitude and school intervention for social improvement required more

money. The department was the paymaster and so had to temper its idealism with financial

reality. Having no local properry rate for education, unlike Britain, the New Znaland

eaarnEerrogaL.ion 40 B 2.

en5lt is inEeresting Ehat Dr Davidge clairns rhat 'I did!'t actually write this nyself.
Prof. carey hadmore to do with it than I did,. fnterroqation 40 B 2-
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department had the task of central finance distribution without the constant monitoring of
local authorities earlier in the policy process.

The perennial clash of local and parochial interests therefore became more strident and

urgent. This constantly challenged the cenfralist autonomy of the departrnent. The strong

class distinction and elite separatism, clear in many of the submissions, challenged the

universality and liberalism which at least had the rhetorical sponsorship of the deparhnent,

although it could be argued from what was said at the commission and the recommendations,

that the commission was elitist and separatist itself.ea6 The NZEI thought so, for example the

comment by the commission on page 180 of the report that primary or intermediate teachers

could be suitable for less able children in secondary schools, was attacked in the NZEI report

on the commission's work.eaT

The suggestion that intermediate or primary teachers would be specially fitted to deal

with pupils of low attainment or intelligence smacks of intellectual separatism or

snobbery of the worst kind (p.2).

Tinkering with the intemal workings of the system often only delays or temporarily defuses

schooling problems or altematively subsumes the problem under the name of higher ideals

and social goals. The inability of the commission to change the basic system of schooling in

New Zealand or alter any of the underlying inequalities of opportunity suggests that

paternalist reaction (often myopic complacency) was not an adequate response to political

and ideologically perpetuated inequalities.

Barbara Finkelsteinea8 has recently commented in a similar vein in relation to the

development of U.S. education that:

e{6The conflicts between the powerful Provinces of the south rslaDd and the central
government's attempts to control and unify the state has been a consistent theme of New
zealand develoPment. The way that this has been associated with the separatist. arguments of
elite propertied classes has been clearly demonstraLed by Stevan Eldred-GriSg. 'A Southeln
Gentryr 1980. The South rsland precedence as a ratio ot population and numbers on the l-960
Commission has been noted in this thesis.
The continued sponsorship of private schooling, different schooling quality for differentpupils and the existing zoning arrangements perpetuated segmentation of school provision.

e{?NzEI, Conunission on Education Report. chapman-Cohen. {App 1962/112). Wellington. He also
noted 'the ci-eavage between the rival philosophies ot egal-itarianism and selective
educational opportunities'. p. 4

easEinkel-stein, B. 'Do.llars and Dreams: Cl,assrooms as Fj.ctitj-ous Message systems, 1,790 -
1930' Hj.storv of Education QuarlerLv Winter 199l. Vol.31^. No.4. p. 481
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Americans continue to sustain commitments to schools as panaceas for an array of

social problems. Like our predecessors, we have turned to schools to solve social

problems that originate in the market place, the polling place and the family. Like our

progenitorc, we have constituted an educational blueprint to rescue a nation at risk.

And like generations of reformers before us, we are bound to be disappointed, for the

ills of the nation are neither created or solved in schools, but in the public spaces

within which diverse groups of people somehow hnd the means to do justice with and

for one another directlv.

She perceptively comments that core curriculums and standardized test accountability are

'new symbols on which to graft social dreams and aspirations'and that 'their ineffectiveness

in addressing social inequality is debatable'. Grafting social dreams and aspirations onto new

symbols, resembles the process of myth creation as discussed by W. Renwick and C. Beeby.

The Currie Commission was expounding on the liberal ethos of its time: - Co-operation,

democratic process, expansionism, Beebyism, egalitarianism and citizenship, which sound

strangely archaic today.

The myths based upon these symbols can often disguise the conflicts of power that drive the

system. The role and importance of myth in the New Tnalandcontext was fully discussed in

chapter five.

This analysis of the Currie Report, has made it clear that the policy process involves a

'weeding out'or 'cooling out'of divergent opinion where the medium limits the message.

The 'softening'process which desensitizes emotive issues has been noted in the recent reports

such as Picot. This softening is inherent in the structures and mechanisms of government

enquiries as well as in the people chosen to conduct them. Dalee4e has commented that:

eaeDale, R. 'NaLional Reform, Economic Crises and 'New RiqhE' Theory: A New zealand
perspective' 1992 p. 11
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! the process of turning the Picot proposals into legislation, they were considerably
fl

p6ftened'under the influence of the implementation groups that contained significant

minorities of professionals.

Although not a necessary or inevitable sequence, a similar process did occur with the Cunie

Report.

The few structural changes that eventually navigated their way downstream for two years

were not acted upon.

The recomrnendations that were not acted upon on,eso were:

l. Restructuring education at the district level.

2. Providing secondary education from form one level. (the NZEI opposed this)

3. The conversion of schools with a high percentage of Maori pupils into Maori service

schools.

4. Raising the school leavingage to 16 in 1973.

5. Conducting teacher training in university institutes of education.

It is interesting to note that all of the above entail some form of increased empowerment for

groups not currently part of the established system of control, a point often missed by

commentators.

Roger Openshaw has noted the increasing power of professionals to dictate the course of

educational development during the sixties.

Six years before, the Mazengarb committee was able to over-ride the opinions of the

'experts'. In 1960, despite the prominence accorded by the press to those seeking a

e5oop. ciE.. Marshall, c. p.4?O
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retum to stricter discipline in home and school, or the 'Christian'values, the

professionals did not lose out as they had in 1954, and the decade was to see the

increasing employment of 'the expert', especially in education and in child welfare'.esl

One legacy of the Currie Commission was its important ratification of the increasing power

of 'selected experts'to voice opinion.

What then, were the key issues taken up by the Government?

The Erosion of Teacher's Working Conditions.

As shown in the chapter on the 'Oral Submissions'many submissions were in essence

concemed with control of the 'workplace'. The importance attached to this aspect of the

deliberations is shown by the Govemment's request for an Interim Report on Teacher Supply,

which was completed in the frst two months of the commission's term.

The number and intensity of written submissions relating to teacher exhaustion and oupil

discipline problems was not reflected in the final report. Also the requests and references

made concerning the need to separate the statistics for the male and female teacher workforce

in calculating shonages of labour was not acted upon. The evidence pointed to a 'retention'

problem and a geographical imbalance of teachers rather than an absolute lack of teachers.

The labour demand seemed to be for women teachers as the average career of female teachers

at the time of the commission was reported as being three years and there was an

acknowledged shortage of female science teachers. Other submissions subjectively reported

on the excess numbers of male primary teachers in the systernes2 The alarm over insufficient

teachers for the schools was essentially a labour/capital struggle. (this was seen in the

attitudes towards class size, teacher pay scales, female staffing numbers, length of training,

length of schooling, types of schooling, and the annoyance that board employers felt over

male teachers competing for more pay and career positions in intermediates and as heads of

primary schools and the annoyance felt by secondary school boards that male teachers were

951^- ^ i tsvy. uru. vyerrorrd.w, R. p.41.

eszThe Minisler wrote in 1963, that the situation as regards teacher supply was one which
'would enabLe us to be sornewha!. more selective,. ppTA, Jour. Oct. L963 o. 21.
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primary schools and the annoyance felt by secondary school boards that male teachers were

using co-ed schools as career stepping stones for positions in elite single sex schools). The

threat of the Auckland Board to bring in6-12 Filipino teachers 'on contact'inNovember

1961, and (the quickly by-passed suggestion early in the interrogations that more and cheaper

teachers be brought in from Asia as well as Europe) to increase supply, (which was quickly

declined by the Minister and Sir George), can be viewed in this light. The historical record of

inequalities, low teacher pay and the poor working conditions inflicted upon teachers by most

boards during the 'Provincial Period'. of local control suggest strong in the control of the

teaching labour force and the positioning of the school site as workplace in a capitalist state.

Teachers were to be the ones most effected by the new Act which tended to erode their

working conditions as laid down in the l9l4 act.es3 There were now to be disciplinary

actions against any teacher who 'by word or conduct displays insubordination'.es4 New

disciplinary methods were introduced. Any person wilfully disturbing any school, or 'who

upbraids, insults or abuses any teacher' in the hearing or presence of pupils shall be liable for

'a fine of up to ten pounds'. The teaching service was to be compartmentalised in the register.

The New Zealand teacher was to 'make and subscribe to an oath of affirmation of allegiance,

'not to be disloyal to Her Majesty'.e5s The major emphasis upon wage indexation, comparing

the wages of teachers with other groups of workers (Currie Report, appendix M) gives a clue

as to the underlying ethos of the report. It was clearly about hegemonic control and the

centralization of control over public assets and expenditure. Capital and labour relations and

more specifically, the controlling of the supply of wage labour in the 'education market',

were key issues. It was precisely on this issue that the report, the department, the boards and

the unions were in disagreement. The NZEI for example strongly disagreed with the 12/19

recommendation on teachers' academic qualifications being given a higher priority and

opposed 'university institutes' training teachers (ll23) They were opposed to the one year

course for mature students. All these issues involved post-primary schools and the general

95]'Pho rr.^o.^., ^+-. the fncerim Report because of claimed staff shortages, was not seen that
way by the Govrt. The major Recomnendation No. 2, which vroul-d have created greater
differentiation amongst teachers and increased their salaries, was, complai;ed the ppTA, 'not
impl-emented'. p. 5. PPTA Annual Report i.961.

e5{Education Act 1964. p. 101.

"tThese concepts mesh with Foucauldian ideas of 'power being exercised,, and the move
towards 'bettert punishments. See Barrett, M. 'The Politics of Truth. From Marx toFoucault.' 1991 p. 136
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supply of teachers. The institute supported the principle of non-selectivity...'allowing as

much freedom as possible to parents in choosing secondary schools for their children.e56

The conclusions drawn here would agree with Hogan'ses7 interpretation of political class and

reform in American education early this century which centred upon constant readjustments

of teachers working conditions by employers. He notes that reforms effected teachers'

professional conditions of entry, certification requirements, relievers pensions, and job

security. Hogan noted that in America, the power of teachers was circumscribed and a labour

aristocracy within the teaching force was created. Attacks were launched at working class

culture, greater supervision and inspections were introduced and unionism was weakened in

the name of educational efficiency. All of this is apparent in the Currie deliberations and

Post-Currie events. The division and segmentation of the teaching force was highly

developed by 1960 in New Znaland and in some ways this could be seen a*s a precursor to the

deskilling of teachers later in the century.e58

The Government was able to ignore much of the report when it came to the writing of the

1964 Act and was able to add its own priorities, even when these had formed no part of the

Currie discussions. (For example, the exemption of 'educational authorities'from payments

of fees, taxes and rates). The Act of 1964 was to be only a slight re-adjustment of the 1914

Act, with the added punitive measures of teacher discipline and control, which contradicted

the suggestions of many of the submissions to Currie and served to aggravate and inflame the

complaints on this issue. As has been shown in the chapter on the 'Written Submissions',

most parents who did respond to the commission were sympathetic to the teachers and

wanted teachers conditions of work improved. The expansive and high-minded liberalism of

the Currie Report seems noticeably absent in the Act. Important recommendations were not

taken further.e5e

t56op. cit. NZEI. Resolutions on Currie and Reconnendation 5/25, 5/26. Currie Reoorc. D.

es?op. cit. I{ogan, D. J. 'Class and Reform, 1gB5 - D. 92.

es8Apple, M. 'rdeoLogfy, Equality and t.he New Right'. Delt!! No. 1 p. 5 on Ehe recent,
actempts t.o de-skiIl teachers by exact secEorial job descriptions and new teclnologj.es.

, "'Tn" PPTA complalned thaL t.he L964 AcE. is 'anti-quat.ed. as it was based on the primary
education principles of 1914 AcE.'. They were not happy with the disciplining of teachers
aspecE. of the l-964 Act and not.ed LhaE there had been, 'Iitt.le real progress towards E.hereal-izatj.on of one of t.he commission's mosc important series of reconrnendatj.ons.,(Form L-6
schools) p. 9. PPTA Annual ReporL.
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The important paragraph206 gave the Governor-General the right to make regulations

'providing for the organization and management of the department'and gave the right to

'define courses of study'. When the 1964 Act was read in Parliament, the Hon. A H.

Nordmeyer asked what had been done about the govemment of secondary schools, to which

Kinsella replied:

I have had some discussions with education boards and post-primary school boards

but we have not been able to reach agreement on a scheme.

He also noted there were provisions for grants to private schools, 'such as were made last

year'.

In reference to the commission he stated:

certain things that have been introduced as a result of the Report of the Commission

on Education, are not very extensive because most of the commission's suggestions

have been dealt with administratively and do not require legislation.e6o

If the written submissions had been equally valued and taken as the basis of public disquiet

then the discussion of the commission would have revolved around quite different topics.e6!

Realization of the above makes it clear why the commission and the depanment which had

significantly different sets of criteria and priorities between themselves and in relation to

many of the submittors, needed to design their own agenda to a large degree. The department

tried to discredit the submissions which demarnded a return to more formurl types of

educational method. The department saw itself as representing middle New Zealand, the

parent of the average child, or the silent majority, who they assumed would, or should,

support a liberal progressive view, They may have been correct in this assumption as the

majority of submissions only represent the views of a select few voicing mostly minority

e60Educat.ion Bill. 9 Sept 1964. Hon A.E. Kinsella.

96la^-Fi 6,,i r,, ^€vvrrurraqauJ -- issues are demonstraE.ed in
under lhe currenE. English reforms towards local
collect.ive worship, local managemene of schools
338 -

Ehe key interesE areas discussed most. by
school leve1 cont.rol - 'sex educaEion,
and charging'. See Brehony, K. Deem, R.
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opinions. The satisfied clients do not write to, or speak at commissions, which by their nature

invite expressions of grievance from those powerful or influential enough to air them. The

department was trying to demonstrate that the 'sectorial pressure gloups'were not

rcpresentative of parents. A problem for them seemed to be locating who exactly were the

non sectorial parents. In the report it is acknowledged that they are experiencing diffrculty

with:

those pressures that we earlier described as endeavouring to enter the school and

widen the content of education. These are on the whole sectional pressures,

advocating one reform or another, pressing the claims of the child of high

intelligence, or the child of less than average ability, or of the potential delinquent, or

of the potential technicians, and of many others groups'n6t

When the sectoral groups as listed in various parts of the report are combined, the percentage

of school children remaining outside of these grcups would be very small indeed'

The Divergence of Elite Policy and Public lnterests.

The discussion topics of interest if based numerically on their occurrence in the submissions

would have been:

l. The place of religion in schooling. The vast majority of submissions favoured

Religious Instruction in schools.

Z. The importance of developing children's attitudes and the inculcation of

conservative moral values.

3. The poor working conditions of teachers. The submissions suggested more

perrnanence of employment was needed and relief from pupil disciplinary

problems.

4. A discussion of curriculum standards with support for the 'basics'and the 3

R's being taught.

5. euestioning the balance of power between the high school boards, parents and

the department with the support being for more local control.

tt'comm. on Educ. Reports, P.32-
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The hierarchic nature of schools. Great support was expressed for 'streaming'

children.

Discussion on the 'ownership of the child', State or parent.

How education was to be paid for.

The departmental submissions and those from established institutions were expected by their

mind-wearying length and 'reasonableness'to outweigh the numerically greater number of

contrary submissions. The coordinated ranks of liberal progressives were able to fight off the

disorganized skirmishes on their borders. There were signs though that the numbers and

organization of the rebels were increasing and that they were coordinating their attacks on

specific issues. The portent for continuing conflicts in the future was clear. The department

realized this before the setting up of the commission. The objectors were well known to the

department and were expected to lobby the commission, hence the 'pre-emptive strike'or

'anticipatory retaliation'. The newspapers were clearly part of the armoury as all the major

educational groups were given wide media coverage during 1960. The NZF.I, PPTA.,

Technical Education Association, Wellington and Canterbury Educational Research

Associations, and the N Z Secondary School Boards Association had their views well

broadcast as too did some individual submissions of a more controversial nature. The Cunie

Commission was a response to this welter of ideological attacks from many sides. The

commission could potentially support a department under increasing pressure. In playing for

time, they surveyed the enemy, judged the relative strength of the opposition, and marshalled

their own forces.

The 'big three'power groups (education boards. Post Primary Boards Association, and the

department) re-entered the fray after the commission was over and as was shown in chapters

thirteen, fourteen and fifteen of this thesis, effectively destroyed all the commission's

suggested changes in power relationships.e63

The necessity for policy conrol seems to be generated through the bureaucracy which can, if
supported by powerful sponsors within the educational fraternity, evolve into a ordered crises

e6lPa1liser, G. 'Locus of Power in the Education System'. 1966. pp 200 - 2gA. tn which he
demonstrates Ehe extensive newspaper reports and ediEorial comnentary on the stat.emenE.s nad.e
by these powerful lobby groups in Etre Ewo years afEer the Commission. He also suggests that.
Lhe 'technical educat.ionalists' were anoEher imporEanC, power group-

6.

7.

8.
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which may or may not be representative of existing injustices in the wider community. The

crises, for example 'teacher shortage'is crystallised by the media, who selectively disentangle

single contentious issues from a wider general sense of anomie felt by disenchanted members

of the public. By politicising the issue, the central Department of Education can then react to

its own complaints and direct media pressure by attempting to monopolize the complaints

mechanism. ln doing so, the department can ratify their own objectives. (The Cunie

Commission was a major hegemonic tool in this respect). Within this mechanism, the terms

of debate are defined and refined. Agendas are clarihed within existing policy and fed back to

the public via media bulletins and placating statements. In this way the mechanism

perpetuates system stability. It is no coincidence that the Currie Report is an 'emotionless'

document. It is full of 'ambiguity, synonymy, lexical gaps and linguistic traps'. As Ortonyes

notes, it is the way the 'eliciting situation is construed'that determines the nature of peoples

reactions to events. Representing the views of the dominant policy community, the Currie

Report sponsored its own interpretation of events into the realm of public criticism and in this

respect it was noticeable that most of the newspaper commentary during the early part of

1960 was fed directly as press handouts to the newspapers. Slightly more controversy entered

the reporting later in the commission hearings, as the media latched onto the 'emotionally

charged'topics of Maoris, religion, standards and money.

The report did not consider the financial aspects of their recommendations in any detail and

there was no evidence that any real consideration had been given to this aspect of their

planning either in the recorded minutes or at sub-committee level. As the Herald was to

comment in an editorial later:

The Royal (sic) Commission protects itself. It confesses that it cannot precisely assess

the cost of its recommendations as a whole, nor can it lay down a timetable in most

cases for their execution. The fact of the matter seems to be that the commission has

not bothered itself unduly with what is strictly practicable in the realms of finance.e6s

e64orEony, A. ed. 'l'letaphor and Thoughc., LgTg p- 1j

tttNeld_leglgttd_Heretd. 23 July 1962
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Final Comment

What was the department hoping to gain from a commission? The airing of criticism had the

potential to be 'explosive'. The department faced the possibility of being censured by the

public and the Government. Their ability to exercise control as an authority with authority

over the system might possibly have been impaired. In agreeing to sponsor, support, and

facilitate the commission, the departrnent must have been secure in the knowledge that they

would manage to control the continuing pressure of dissent. The risks were totally

manageable. The comnrission withstood the temptation to produce solutions.e66 What then

did the department have to gain? The answer seems to be 'increased control' over key power

areas, including gains in relation to the education boards. They were able to use their powers

in league with their'expefis' to assume greater authority over a system that continued to be

problematic yet govemable..

The thesis evidence suggests that important departmental aims were the unification of the

school system by bringing the post-primary school boards to heel and secondly to

circumscribe the functions of the provincial education boards. (The fear of this occurring was

very real for the boards as recounted in chapter 10.) This centralist afiempt to 'standardise'

and 'organise' the schools within a coherent, predictable structure was carried out under the

guise of a progressive liberal drive for greater equality and egalitarianism as witnessed in the

text of the Currie Report itself. The recommendation to introduce district councils under the

control of 'the district superintendent and his two principal inspectors', was a key strategy to

achieve this aim in the long term. The department's historical and political natural opponents

(Those quasi educational policy groups and entrenched 'outsider' interest groups, beyond the

fraternal insider network) were quick to realise this and even before the commission

commenced, were preparing contingency plans. As recent skucfural change is again

demonstating, attempts at political and social engineering and pragmatic interventions are

always faced with a finely balanced network of competing forces which tend, often

frustratingly for the refonner, to create equal and opposite forces towards equilibrium. The

aftempt to by-pass the education boards by creating district councils failed, but the pattem of
change was consistent with previous attempts to eradicate the provincial boards. It was to be

30 years before the cycle was completed and the boards were eventually abolished. The

e66op. cit. parkyn 'Critiques of the Report,
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forces that procreated the education boards and the high school boards however still exist.

Only their form and their era has changed. The Ministry may face similar conflicts to those

that have challenged the eepartment for a century. Ultimately, there may be surface changes

in the administrative structures and power distributions of the education system. This does

not mean that there will be any conesponding changes in the schools themselves or any

fundamental change within the power elite. Classrooms and schools are more difficult to

manipulate. As Katz has noted:

Both historical and contemporary social research show that attempts to change or

radically improve the quality of schooling by system-wide directives almost always

fail. Reform from the top down simply does not work very well. What does work

sometimes, as the effective school movement reveals, is reform undertaken at the

Ievel of the individual school. Change, many educators have begun to realize,

proceeds best on a school-by-school basis, initiated by strong and effective principals,

supported by teachers, parents and students.e6T

McCulloch, has noted in relation to British Ministry of Education attempts to shape and

direct the school system, that:

The Ministry is not able to ensure full implementation of its policies in spite of its

many avenues of influence.e68

Public compliance to an imposed regime in an hierarchical system is fragile. Genuine public

acceptance will depend upon the acceptance of a new myth, a recognition of 'fairness'and an

acquiescence on the part ofthe general public and individual school staff, to a new benign

authority.

Compliance however is only part of the policy process. As Duffield has warned us it is the

relationship of the bureaucracy to the commission that is the salient factor and as she

cornments in relation to Wvndham: .

e"Kat", M. 'Reconscructing American Education,. o. 134.

e6"op. ciE. Mcculloch, c. .The Secondary Technical School, p. 1g3.
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neither politicians nor professionals could bring to bear sufficient influence to shape

education policy unless their aims coincided with those of key sections of the civil

service.e6e

The Currie Report viewed in historical perspective, appears as just one of a number of

attempts by the Government and the Department of Education during the twentieth century,

to rationalize the bureaucratic structure, and to legitimate top-down authorify. Altemative

motives to those stated by the department were understood by some, even in 1960. What

became clear in the 1964 Act was that generative motives for the Govemment were the

curtailment of teacher autonomy, political delay and the diversion of complaint to other

agencies' For the department, the maintenance of existing power and influence was essential.

This entailed providing safety valves for some of the more stridently acknowledged pressures

of demographic change and economic necessity,nto driu"n by the underlying repositioning of
capital accumulation and social amelioration. The pretence of school and child improvement

that entered the debate during the Cunie hearings, was an ideological manoeuvre and a trade-

off, that tended to disguise these other important strategic objectives. The Currie Report is

then a model of bureaucratic legitimation through state intervention. Within its pages are

recorded the perennial confrontations of a diverse society. In this respect it is timeless, yet in

its record of the dilemmas of demographic social and economic change, it is a lasting and

important record of New Tnalandeducation in 1960.

nul'Duffield, ,J. .Advice on Educational policv

erolowe, R. .Educat.ion in the posE.-war years,
ecouornic arld cultuia.l forces driving educational
p- 9-19).

Making' 1995 p. 37.

1-988, has noted similar demographic,
change in Brieain during chis period. (esp.
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^!.^r'+ | !<IVVUU 4lr.

The conr,lealon eontlnuee to be nct only e. hardworkrng bocy
!yt.".bocy ilit!-r rhon 1t ls a pleasure tc esio"r*te. The r:ewl-ir:1ster speni ?.:r hour. erid, a !:a1f wlit th: jcnn1ss.j.or. ri-priiateeessj.orr ihe oihe:.. i.:.y -lust io :ecotre scqual:iei r.r:ci he uesobr'1c'*sly well 'crlefel but just Rs oi:vtduei! fJ:sonally interesteaand- apprec.tatlve of the epp6:.r-tnent cf the connlsslo!: ana lteuork up to the present. --

iJe nay be r:rltlng tc ycu shcrtly on F.notll€rth:e treantlne have tresilly prepe-red thl" noi" 
-i;Jr

f .!.1e.

Beeby,

Prlvete enil Conflclentlal

trniurrritg of !{ro ZrrbnD

Onr. lourn & frluhreg Fta.
frllingrton, @.!, ![.e

15th Febrr.rary l9bt.

catter tui 1n
your prlve.Le

Klndest pereonal regaros -,,o

4.-
,/

Bestrlce and yourself,

.ez*a,r+' lL*" a-^'(-.' '

S(r, ., , '1r.. H.

..(2 ,-
3?.{7"? A (J/<"7-''4



Appendix 3.

Auckland Star and New Zealand Herald articles .State Aid'

,- " H u,o\l q 
^) 

b nqY at'/ -''/ lr['
I

or
seen os dsngerous

,-Culstlntial ddditional -Stgte aid To privete schools
would inpty a-.weakening_ of the State schbol cystem-8;d
consequently invglv_e_a_threat to itj continuarice on the
present basie, said I-[" W.itr-. Edwards, in presentini ifiepostprinsry teaeherq] subr\lssions to the itucaUon-com-
misgion.'' ' . 

'-
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NewsDaner report tToo Manv Changest.
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Appendix 5.

Extract from Phoebe Meikle's Submission.

@i'dlrti-.. -,'.

Inlargeschro.J.sthatworlctoErthlrty-flveperlod.week'
the senlor mtsdress sh'Jul'd not have' t' feach more Ehan

fourteen per.ioas a weck- Ii' se'nlcr mlstressLls (ul9-
flrst asslst.:nl"l'*."J gfu*n unough tltns to cope wlth- 

.

thelr dutlcs aJcquagc1Vl thc' tonu cf most schools would
Ue mucfr lmprrvcd, U*ftavj'cur prcbltms eut, and some

members cf t te siaf'f - lncludlng scnlor mlstresses -
retalned lon.3er.

(") The Status ':rf Sentcr Asslsta.nt l4lstre'sses

Thegenlore:slstantmlstrestJcarrledvt:rylarge
"o"po.,JfUff:.irfes 

cf 
'cvery-klnd I'or cne-6aif of the school'

She shculd r.rnk as tle'put!-princrpat. It 1s unJust
that Jhe shoull autome.illaify rank below the flrst
asslstan! houcvcr ycun*, in.';Cperrcnced or lmcompetent
ne may-6u; rnd havfng'-'iwc ttbisscsft to consrrlt cver her
work is time-wastlng Ind frusLraulng. Thg clear da1ly
..vfAence oi rer lnfljrlorlty 'rf status ls also bad for
staff rclatl,rns anci bad t'or tne g1nls and boys of the
school. *

(2) Teachers of Dlff.lcult Classcs:

Today,post-prlm,rryteachenslivelntwoworlds:theworld
of ihe men and w,>m6n who Leach thc'upper or m1dd1e Etreams
1n the }ower sch,>cl, end, 1n uhe uppcr schcol-, subJects
such as Phys1cs.. Ch6mlsiiy ap'J Fr'.:nch- whlch tn*e more
academlc"iiy-if i-,ed pupf li te'nd to tek'-, and that^of t'he
me.n and womln-whc teicir ttre lowt:st str=a-ms ln the lower
schcbt, and" 1n :he upper school, sub.it"cts such as
Oeografhy, Comme'-.clal ?r,act1c..' an<l Btology whlch thc less
glfteci Pup1ls take.

The work of the llrst group :1' tc.achu'rs ls rewandlng,
exld-ra:rating and relatlvcly r:'aslr' The seccnd grcup of
teschers woiX ultlsl. a- straln gleater tlra.n any but the
strongest., mcst ,:e.pabl.c and most p1ac1d can stand up to.
They Eav* a consianb sbrr"rgglu i,;':r nttriuLaln ordur and tc
eoax or coercrs puplls inLc prtylttgg ilttt'ttllon Lo oral ]essons
and clolng some ilrttten work and ti;m"w'-rrlt. Some of the leas
expc.rlcnced and lsss $klllcd tcacllers (anct-_Lhe:9 a5e the
ones who are mog: oftc'n glvun the most dlfftcult classes)
almost every day have to-pgt up wlth grosu dls';bedlence
and rudenesi.**- Teacherb whc would glve admlrable servlce
as one-ton brldg,:s naturally t'a1] when thls flve-ton load
1s put cn them.

* In many schools the sen Lor asslstent mlstrcss 1s consldered
incapal,fe even of tak1n15 a school assembly. Ir' both head master
and ilrst assletant are away, thls duty works lts way down the
male nembers of the gta.lf.

*r In prcportlon to tha rumbers of
school.s far more wemen than men
classes.

mc-n and wcmen 1n ce-educatlonal
arc given the reallY dlfflcult
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( I ) A far more generr)us !1me allcr . tc senl-or eeslsbent
mlstresses and f:-r'st e.sslstanu, ro-r thls pa.rt.rf thelr

. work.

(2) The appolntmcnt of tralned,-wls,-. counsulLors. (t nrpe to
say morc cn these.polnts la-tur rn a gubmlsslon to Number !cf thu' tc.rms cf' refcrcncc,. )

Summlng Up.

f have ne.med what f bcllcve to bc. Ehi: chlu.f weaknesses 1n
2 ct)t pcst-prlmary systc.m cI' educatlon; and suggested ways

1n whlch some cf thcse wealcnesses mlght be. cr:mbatted. f
have also stnessed t;he fact that nc attack cn the.m can be
cffectlve unless th 1s 1ed by good teachers. BJt I heve notyet ccrne rlght bo the root of the questbn.

A state system ct' edueatlcn ln whlch state-e.ducated and
state-tralned teachers teach aLmost e.11 the nallonts young
pc'op1e rmsb reflecl, ne.tlonal e-ttitrrdes. Thc' weaknesses I
have out11nc.d are l.hereforc. et bcttom, due tc genenal
soclal attltudes 1rr New Zealend (wh1ch a.re, naturally, shared
by many teachers). The redlcal chani4u.s nee.ded 1n oui post-
prtnary schools c&r come only as e risult of radlcal changes ln
adult oplnlcn.

ff, for exemple, adult Ncw Zealanders can bc brcught to
regard lntellectual br.l1l1ance and lnd1v1duai1ty wlth
satlsfactlon lnstecd oi dlsEa.ste; if they can Learn tc take
a wlder and lcss utlllbarlan vlc.rv cf thc purposes of educat-
1on and to look upcn schcols and echocl-tuachers as second
1n lmportance only to homas nnd parc.nts; lf they can learn
to aceept the fact tlrat thcr!., 1rr an encrrncusly wlde range of
lntellectual ab1l1ty among ptst-prlmary pup1ls and that
glvlng young peoplc c'qual r:ducatlonel chences doce not mean
g1v1ng them thc sane klnd of cducation; and 1f, above a1l,
they can cease tc ccnf\ree tnteltectual capaclty wlth hunan
worth, then our post-prlmary schoclli can be unormously
lmpncved. If adult cplnlcn cannot be changed 1n these waya,
then, however enllghtenr:d a report thc C:mmlsslon cn
Educatlon may draw up; o.nd hcwcver rnrch de'tcrnlnatlon and
gooct-w1J.1 makers of aducatlone-l pc11cy may show 1n embcdylng
1ts rcccmmendatlons 1n statutt, and reguletlon, they w111 lnpractlce be grlevcusly dlstortud or nuLl1t'l..d by the pressure
of publlc ettltudes and dc.mands.

It would be agrrlr,ebl.e to bellcvc that ihc- necessary changes
1n adult attltudus could bc effuctud sclcly by appeale of an
1deal1st1c k1nd. But, 1n fact, thry cunnot. Sornu' people
w111, lndccd, ruspcnd bc such eppeale lrut, I'or most peoplL.
ldeaLlsm needs rclr.forclng by sclf-lnterest.

f therefcre belleve 1t 1s esscnttal. tc conduct a dellberate
skllf\rl, nationwlde campalgn tc h''lp pccplc. to see thepractlcal "use" of thc Ie'ss obvlcusly utllltarlan elements
ln a flrst-rate systcm of post-prlmary sducatlon. Many
pecple fnom whom ta.lk of |tth. gocd llfeil, cr the development
of the lndtvldual to thc ftrltest flrrrits rf hls potcntlalltles
woul-d ev:)ke lncomprehcnsion or hcsLll1ty, rnlglrt - 1f approaohed
the rlglrt wsy - bc. brought to scr:, fo:.' r.,xofiplu, the practlcal
use of an Arts de.gt'ce I'or a person holdlng an exe'cutlve
posltlon; and the lmperatlvL, comnsrolal and polltlcal
necesslty tn a shru'.nken, lnter-depende'nt worLd and a nuclear
age, cf under"standing other peoplesr l_anguages anrl lmowlng
and respuctlng thcir ways, as wull as matching thelr
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Appendix 6.

Newspaper article'Free Milkt
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Appendix 7.

Submission 286 on the topic'Playway'
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Appendix 8.

Extract from Prof. Hohnes' submission.

-u-
process of raclico-L i-4lroverxrnt of ttreir ecluca.ticnal stnrctures, in ttre

knowled.ge ttrat ttris rrill invoLve 3iI increase in the pencentage of ttreir

national resources rl'evoted' to education" '' If Ner Zealard sel:ves notice

to its able young people that it is goi,ng b be satisfied with mec!'iocrrity

in its echrcational senrices, it shorrld, not be srlrisecl if an increasing

proportion of ttrem look elsewhere for a nore ccngenial clirnate for thensehres

and, especially, their dril-itren.

TLre cnrx of the netter is that ltlew Zealarrl- nust be pncpared, to place

.lcre errphasis tftan it has j-n the Po-=@fficiency - onrrtlre

prrsuit of excellenceil as the Rockefeller report lns terlneA it. I4rovement
.1orffiystera has s. vitel part to play in ttre achiev€nent of

these objectives.

The renarlcs m.rde by the RockefeLler Comaittee on ttre prcblenr of
finencing education in America are alypropriate to olr circumstances in Nes

ZeaIanl.

ttOur natiorraJ- leaders rri11.,... have tc grasp the true scoPe of the

task, Pc.rhaps ttre greatest prrbler, facingo.. .. . cclucation is the wiilely
he1d. view that all we req,rire are a ferr roore ter-chers, & ferr nore buildifts,
a'little morc nbney.'- such an approo.* tott_!a-WA:' TIe are rcving

-into the most clernard.ing erc. in our hi-story. ;.1 ed.ucetional systen

gnrdgingly end. tartlily patched. to raeet the neecls of the roonent viIl be

perpetual-Iy out of clate. l7e nnrst buiLd for the f\rturc in eclucatj.on as

d.aringly and aggressivel-y as ve have built other aspects of our nationa-l

Iife in $re past.rt

L5th June, 196L.
C>'---

./ - i L/&4J47pr4"
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Appendix 9.

Submission 366. Auckland Assoc. of Lansuaee Teachers.

tho offcct of scaling."
v

ttre reprt of thls 1956 Courj.ttee was reteasX by thU Minlster in

195? and rro iloubt has been or 1111 be stutllcil by raembero of the

Its flniUngs on the position of Istin are not by any neans rtrolly

to orr oase; but teachersi of Istin are agr.eed, that nothing hae yet

ibne to renovo ttre bagic oause of their cliscontent, via., the lowness of the

rar*s in the Scttool Certifloate Exanination. ltre Comnltteers recoomendatlon

for the setttng r4l of an Exanination Board anil advisory stanalards conrd.ttee!

prtlorlar strbJcts coukl ultLoately reeult in the reclress of our grlenrance;

lltcrc reoonnendations have mt yet been adopteil, and re wculit not llke an

Eoard to decitle our case solely on the prlnciplee set forth in the

of the 1955 Connittee.

ltre Comlesion riII expect us to Justifaorr" cLj.seatisfaction wtth t*re

of the 1956 CoEnlttee. lVe thinlc that the Coranittee faileil to get proporly:

S{pr rlth the Ia'tln Lssue because of the ray in which its peroonnel va6 con-

rtd beoauso of ttto way in rhtqh lts 0rdsr of Refcr,:nce yras deflneil anil

Senior offlcers of the Departnent of Ertucation had alrea{y given a ,

aga'hst special soa}tng of School Certificate Latin Earks in 'l tl'| , antl

rculil naturally have boen reluctant to have tdut ilecision reviened, by a

consisttag uainly of their orn subordlnate officers and. their cmrr

: ln arry oaee they woulat at leagt have felt that it vrag a wagte of tiae

25 people to be occupied for a week on a questlon of narcw soope tbat hacl

boon ileteroinedl.At arl'.qFontrr thry tlecl<Ieil that the Cornoittee shouldl dlig-

r11 tlte uajor problog tlnt hadl ar{sen in connerion vrith the School Certlfl-

Eulnation, and seLeoteil lts personnel with ttris general surtrey of School

in ninil rather than the special position of Latin. A oajortty of d*re

therefore consigteal of people with little or no interest in ttre positlon

tut a ver'y keen interest ln otlrer aspects of thc School Certificate Dcant-

They could only see argr prolonged consiileration of the position of Iatin
paeJuiltclal to thetr own chanoes of grintling their own special ares.

Ie contcntl tlat thie questLon can be tlecideil Justly onJ.y by an inilepentlent

rttt the rtecessary echrcatiorral and. adrninlstrative ercperJ,ence. Fe hope
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Appendix 10.

Photosraph of the Commission membens.

When the plevious I\'Iinister of Education,
r. Skogluntl, named the members of the
mmission, lte exllresscil satisfaction that
containecl "such a good balance betrveen
lse who have a dctailecl professional knorv-

of vnrious brancltes of eclueation ancl
who can be regnlcled as generally re-

tive of the pul:lic." IIe added that

THE COIIIIIISSION on Education: .Open-rlg
Sessiorr with thc ltliuistcr of &lucatio-tr,--nlr'
Sliust,li a, .l \fctiinstor ol ltarch 4 tjln0' Ilack
i'i.,n; l;?i lo iist,t,'i?. Davies, D. F. Horlor,J'
W. Arnrstronc, O-D.D., J' L. Catttcroll'-K'--lY'
cumbqirnrth,'b. r'. Itoit, c.rI.G-, G. F Bartlcy'
Front row: I'rofessor C. L. Bailey, nlr6'-iuary
iflacl(enzie, ItIr. Skoglund, Sir Geotge--Cu-r-rie'
;h;i;;i;;i of tl,e Corni'itissiotr, and illiss trl. ilIav'

lil
\..

l;
t"l
tI: .
:z
1',..

l*
:t
*
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Appendix I l.

Department of Education qrounine of submissions bv topic

0 Reference Code.

Education (general) (4)
Commissions Overseas ( I )
Tenns of Reference (0)

Total subs. 5
50%

I Reference Code.

Organization (l)
Intemal School Organization (8)
Age Promotion (15)
Class Organization Including Ability Groupings. (14)
Age Of Enty (6)
Discipline (4)
Sshool Year (I)
School Day (0)
Aims Of The Cuniculum (37)
a Primary (l l)
b Post Primary (8)
Activity Methods (28)
aPrimary (l l)
b Post Primary (6)
Standards of Work (19)
a Primary (13)
b Post Primary (l)
Programmes For Bright And Slow Children (30)
a Primary (7)
b Post Primary (7)
Evaluation (8)
a Primary (5)
b Post Primary (l)
Revision Of Curriculum (61)
a Primary (10)
b post Primary (3)
Post Primary Examinations (52)
lnspection Of Schools (l)
School Discipline (15)
Susporsion And Expulsion Of Pupils (3)
Experimentation (7)
Text Books (5)
Common Core (12)
Leaving Certificates (3)

L
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Non Teaching Duties (1)
Educational Testing (2)
Homework (4)
Guidance (3)
Specialization (3)
School Health (7)
Standards of Attainment Trade Examinations (l)
Special Education (1)*
Physical (6)
Mental (6)
The Education of the Country Child (4)
The Rural primary School (3)
The District Hig.h School (8)
The Correspondence School (4)
Bursaries (8)
Boarding Allowances (6)
Hostels (l l)
Consolidation (2)
Transport of Pupils (7)
Agricultural Education (5)
Education of Maori Children (3)
Maori Schools (10)
Staffing and Control (8)
The Maori language (7)
Maori Culture (9)
English (10)
Bursaries and Allowances (2)
Welfare OfEcers (2)
The School and the Community (l)
Home and School Relations (14)
Sehools as Community Centes (0)
Schools and Business Community (5)
Careers Teaching (2)
NewHousingAreas (l)
Continuity of Education (1)
Primary and Post Primary Liaison (19)
Post Primary Schools and University Liaison (13)
Pre-school Liaison (3)
Vocational Guidance Services (9)
Military Training (l)
Technical Education (0)

Total submissions 627
40.8%

2. Reference Code

The Organization of the School System (4)
Pre-school Education (3)
Length of Prim-ary School Course (7)
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The Intermediate School (23)
Length of Post Primary Course (10)
The Technical High School (l)
The Technical high School Evening Classes (0)
Co-educational Schools (10)
Single -sex Schools (4)
The School Leaving Age (16)
Senior Technical Colleges (3)
Senior Technical Colleges. Training of Apprentices (4)
Senior Technical Colleges. Training of Technicians (0)
Senior Technical Colleges. Training of Technologists (0)
Liaison (2)
Liaison Secondary School -Technical College (0)
Liaison Technical College - University (3)
Liaison Secondary School -University (10) (see Post Primary- University liaison.)
Liaison. Secondary School -Adult Education (10)
Liaison New Zealand and Overseas (l)
Multilateral Schools (4)
Auxiliary Services (2)
Maori Schools (2)
Size Of Schools (12)
The District High Schools (3)
Dental clinics (l)
Zonrng(2)
School Roll (1)*
N.Z. Certificate in Engineering (0)
Technical Correspondence School (0)

Total submissions 138

t0%

3. Reference Code

The Teaching Service and its Status (l)
Method of Selection (27)
Method of Selection. Post-primary Teacher Studentship (l l)
Teacher Training Course (13)
Teacher Training Course Teachers Colleges (25)
Teacher Training Course. Organizatio n (22)
Teacher Training Course. Staffrng (24)
Teacher Training Course. Training of Graduates (28)
Teacher Training Course. The University & Teacher Training (24)
Teacher Training Course. The Training ofNon Graduates (34)
Teacher Training Course. Hostels (10)
Teacher Training course Division U (8)
Teacher Training Course. Normal Schools (2)
In-service Training (l l)
ln-service Training Refresher Courses (10)
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ln-service Training residential Courses (5)
ln-service Training. Itinerant Specialists (l l)
ln-service Training Inducements for Teachers to Gain Additional
ln-service Training in Schools. (5)
In-service Training Study Leave.(9)
ln-service Training. Exchange of Teachers (l)
In-service Training. Training Colleges (l)
Staffing of Schools (5)
Staffing of schools. Pupil Teacher Ratio. (1 1)

Staffing of Schools. Size of Classes (13)
Staffi ng of schools. Extra-cunicular Activities. (7)
Staffing of Schools. non Teaching Staff. (28)
Staffing of Schools. Relieving Teachers (5)
Staffing of Schools. Part-time Teachen (6)
Stafifing of schools. Specialist Teachers (12)
Staffing of Schools Problem Areas (2)
Technical (l)*
Technical. Recruitnent of Teehnical Teachers (l)
Technical. Training of Technical Teachers ( I )
Teachers (0)
Teachers. Inspection of Teachen (10)
Teachers. Assessment of Teachers (15)
Teachers. Salaries of Teachers.(32)
Teachers. Status ofTeachers (16)
Teachers. Superannuation (5)
Teachers. Country Service. (29)
Teachers.Appointnent of Teachers. ( I 5)
Teachers Qualifications ( I 0)
Teachers. Recruitment (24)
Teachers Recruitment. Housing (24)
Teachers Recruitnent. Women Teachers (17)
Teacher Recruitment. Working Conditions (10)
Teacher Recruitment. Transfers (l 3)
Teacher Recruitrnent. taxation (l)
Physical Facilities. (2)
Physical Facilities. Buildings (2 I )
Physical Facilities. StaffRoom, etc. (6)
Physical Facilities. Classroom Equipment (7)
Physical Facilities. Grounds (7)
Physical Facilities. Equipment General (13)
Physical Facilities. Libraries ( l3)
Physical Facilities. Halls (4)
Physical Facilities. Gymnasia (4)
Physical Facilities. Sites. (3)

Total submissions 688
56%

Qualifications. (13)
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4. Reference Code

Finance (l)
Technical Education Development ( I )
Present Levels of Expenditure.(6)

Kindergartens (l)*
Primary Schools (10)
Post-primary (10)
AdultEducation (5)
Physical Education (l )*
Arts and Crafts (l)*
Teaching Aids (1)*
Teacher Training (2)
School Transport (5)
Libraries (6)
Hostels (6)
Technical Education (2)
Disbict High Schools (4)
lntermediate Schools ( I )*

Free Places (0)
Free Places. Bumaries (6)
Free Places. Board Allowance (6)
University Bursaries (3)
Educational Research (4)
Total submissions 82
68%

5 Reference Code.

Private Contributions (3)
Method of Contribution (1)
Method of Contribution. Fees. (4)
Method of Conhibution. Subsidized Contributions (6)
Method of Contribution. Gifts or Endowments (14)
Present Policy of Subsidy (3)

Teaching Aids (0)
School Equipment (l)*
School Baths (l)*
Primary School Assembly Halls (l)*

Part-time Class Fees (l)*
Death duty and Tru<ation Laws (8)

Total submissions 43
58%

6. Reference Code
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Administation (2)
Department of Education (15)

Inspectorate (2)
EducationBoards. (17)
School Committees (4)
Post-primary School Councils (10)
Secondary School Boards (12)
Technical School Boards (2)
Administrative Liaison (3 )

Deparfrnent and Boards (14)
Department and Teachers (l)
Boards and Teachers (2)
Boards and School Committees (2)

Education Board staffs (l)
Appointnent (2)
Control (l)*

Size of Education Board Dishicts. (7)

Extension of Board Functions (6)
Post-primary zoning (3)
Maori Schools (5)

Totalsubmissions lll
35%

7. Reference code

Use of School Buildings and Facilities (6)
School Buildings (15)
School Facilities (8)

Total submissions 29
67%

L Reference Code

Religious Education (3 I )
Nelson System (55)
Post-primary System. (43)
Maori Schools (1)

Total submissions 130

50%
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9. Reference Code

Child Welfare and Delinquency (3)
Child Welfare Services (10)
Delinquency and the Schools. (20)

Total submissions 33
0%

10. Reference Code

Assistance to Private Schools (34)

Total submissions 34
1000
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Appendix 12

Biosranhies of the Members of the Commission on Education.

James Walter Armstrong Esq. O.B.E.., M.A. Dip.Ed. He was bom in Northumberland
England in 1900. Educated at Otago Boys High, he became a teacher and later Vice-principal
of Duredin training college in 1936 and Principal from 1950. The status of teachers colleges
being such an important consideration of the commission, he was well suited to express their
viewpoint. He was President of the Otago NZEI and had been president of the Otago New
Education Fellowship in 1947, which had such an important public impact. In 1950 he had
been the chairman of the Education Committee on Vocational Guidance and in 1951joined
the New Zealand Council of educational Research. A South-lslander with English roots he

had expertise in an area the Department wished to develop. He had graduated from Otago
university with a history degree.

Professor Colin Lennie Bailey. M.A. Dip. Ed., was born in Christchurch 1906 and the
University of Victoria and would be responsible for the research aspects of the Commission's
work. He was the Chairman of the Central Advisory Committee on Grading and
Appointment and the Chairman of the NZCER. He was aware for example that the
Accrediting Investigation Committee established in May 1949 'did little to placate critics'.e7r
He had been a primary teacher and therefore had a useful understanding of teachers and

classrooms, especially in relation to the inspectorate and the selection process. He also
possessed an up-to-date knowledge of educational theory. He had been the selected nominee
of Hawkins, the Dominion President of the NZEI. A particular concern of Prof. Bailey like
G. Currie and C. E. Beeby was the relationship of secondary schools and university.

Prof. Bailey had also been chairman on the Consultative Committee on Preschool
Educational Services (lg4Te72 and was the acknowledged expert on New Zealand education
and the politicalllegal side of education. As such he was the source of wisdom at many points
during the hearings. As Chairman of the New Zealand Council of Educational Research,eT3

he had strong links with other researchers, the Department and with Beeby and Campbell in
particular. Colin Bailey wrote the original short chapter (chapter 13) of the Report, on
'Research in Education'.

George Frederick Bartlev. J.P. was bom in Australia 1897 and educated at Auckland
Grammar School. He was Deputy chairman of the Auckland Hospital Board and a governor
of the Foundation for the Blind. He had a special interest in the education of the
handicapped. He worked as a pharmacist in Green Lane Auckland. Unfornrnately, he died
during the hearings (July 1962). Others on the Commission felt that he was older than the
rest and that he was the odd man out. In fact he was a year younger than George Cunie. The

ttrReference to c. Bailey in Leer H.'The creclentia]-led Society, ph.D Thesis, Otago, l99l
p. 625.

tt'This had been at the instigation of Mason after the 1944 Christchurch conference.
(letter from Dr. Beeby to author)

nt3Parkyn, who presented an important submission, (Sub,343) and Interrogatlon (43 Q 1) was
Dilector of N.Z.C.E.R.
John Watson, another N.Z.C,E,R, researcher, presented his research into Intermediate Schools.
(43 Y 3)
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administrative officer for the Commission informed me during an interview that Mr. Bartley
had been 'a god-fearing man who Currie called the devil's advocate'. He was against public
money being used for private education. According to Guy Palliser,eTa Bartley along with
Horlor and Bolt, were 'outsiders'.
George Thomas Bolt. CMG. J.P. was also bom in England in 1900 and educated at
Wellington College. He trained as an accountant at Victoria College. His importance to the
Commission was that he had been a member of the Public Service Commission from 1946-
1953 and Chairman from 1953-1958. He had overseas experience and had recently organized
a journey through Spain.e7s In the absence of Currie, he actually presented the report to the
new Minister. (Blair Terurent)

According to Sheen: 'George Bolt was'a bit of a character',

He used to add up all the submissions. He had been chairman of the State Services
Commission and Chairman of Waitaki. He liked taking people to town. Any member
of the Commission could ask any question they liked. He'd say 'You've got the list
of figures on page 4 of the submission. [t doesn't add up. (laugh). He was quite a
useful man. They had different sbengths. His was dealing with finance.e76

George Bolt was well known in the public service. Sid Holland had written to ask him to
conduct a National Library enquiry in 1954. He was involved with the Public service
Consultative Committee under Fraser 1945, and had conducted the Tongan Salaries
RevieweTT and the Mental Hospilql StaffRetention Enquiry. He was described by Hunn as 'a
living institution in the service'.e78 After 42 years in the service, 'he knew the deparhnents
inside out and most of their staffs personally'n 'he was wise and loyal to the point of bearing
the blame deserved by others'.o"

Jack Lawrence Cameron" M.A.e80 was a South Islander educated at Southland Boys High
School. He was a Secondary school teacher at the same school from 19l8-1943 when he was
appointed to the inspectorate and from 1950-1955 was District Senior Inspector of Post
Primary schools for the South island. He had studied languages and history at University.
Interestingly, he had inspected Keith Sheen as a teacher at Otago Boys College in earlier
days. When asked at interview who he considered himself to be representing on the
Commission, he replied, 'the inspectorate and the Department'. oWe all got on very well
together, we had an excellent chairman'.

eT4lnterviewed by author, May 1991.

e?5cornments from Cameron Notes, 23 ,Ianuary 1990.

ttusheen, K. Interview, Dunedin Jan 1990.

ettceorge Bol-t is often

n'8ibid p. ?5

eTeibid p. 56.

e"or was abl-e to have an
home in christchurch. At 91
Comrdssion's activities and

extensive interview with Laurie
years of age he still retained a
the characters involved.

Caneron in January 1990 at
good recollection of the

mentioned in Hunnrs autobiography for instancef see p. 122

his
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Ronald W' Cumberworth. M.A. was educated at Palmerston North Boys High School and
Victoria University College 1920-1922. He then taught at his old school palmerston North
boys,'"' from I 923-1939 where the Minister of education at the time of Currie also taught.
He became Principal of the Technical Correspondence school from l95l-1960. He was the
author of 'Logarithms and practical trigonometry' and was on several mathematical review
committees. He was primarily on the Commission as a representative of the technical
education sector, and tended to ask questions on this area at the interrogations.

Lawrence Camerones2 remembered him as 'a senior correspondence school teacher,. The
Secretaryes3 saw his shength as 'dealing with techs'.

Russell T. Davis was born in Waverley in 1908 and worked the family farm till 1933 at
Wanganui and Otorohanga. He was chairman of the NZ Pig Producers Council and
Chairman of the Board of Govemors of Otorohanga college and, importantly as far as the
Commission was concemed, a member of the South Auckland Educaiion Board. He was a
member of the Waitomo power board and the trustee of several farms. He was still a person
of note in the same district until his death in 1989. Unfortunately he died before I could
€urange an interview with him. During the hearings, he was called 'the country rep' (18 p 2).
Lawrence Cameron remembered him as having an understanding of the schools and their
needs in South Auckland. Cameron said that he was not ofticially appointed but I could find
no other reference to this.

David F. Horlor lived in Nelson. I{is father had been an important Labour party member in
England. At the time of the Commission, Mr Horlor owned a building and contracting firm.
He was president of the New Zealand General Contractors Federation and had been a
govemor of Nelson Colleges for 22 years, a member of a primary school committee for 12
years and a representative on an Intermediate school committee for 7 years. Importantly for
his Commission work he had been a member of the Nelson Education Board toi lZ years.esa
His wife recalled during an interviewess thut he had a life-long interest in education and that itowas his one and only hobby'. He died in 1989.

Mrs Mary Elizabeth Mackenzie. M.A. Dip. Ed. was an arts graduate in English and French.
She taught at Hutt Valley High School and lectured in Drama for the W.E.A. She was a
member of the National Council of Adult Education and President of the New Zealand
Drama Council. She was a member of the State Literary Fund Advisory Committee and the
Drama Bursary Advisory Committee. During the Commission hearings Mary Mackenzie
was expected to contribute to the section on Special Education. She lives two doors away
frorn Guy Palliser who was administrative ofiicer for the Commission and one srreet away
from Walter Nash with whom she travelled into Wellington regularly. Around the comer
lived the chief stenographer. Muriel McBride, Mary Mackenzie's husband Craig Mackenzie

tt1A, E. Carnpbell, had also attended this school.

tsrrnterview in christchurch with L. cameron, 23 Januarv 1990.

"83Dr. K. Sheen interview, Dunedin, Januarv 1990.

"B4He was quoted i1 the ppTA journal of Sept. 1960 as reportingteacher in Nelson as _being the highest profesiional salary ,itn tn"superintendent of a fairly targe hospital.
!8slnterview with Mrs, Horlor, Nelson, sept,ember 1990

the saLary of a Grade five
exception of the medical
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an ex 'all black', was an Inspector of Schools in the Central region. I was able to hold an
extensive interview with Mary and her husband during 1990.

Miss Muriel May. M.A. Dip.Ed. bom in 1887 in Dunedin was a very well known figure in
educational circles in New Zealand. She had been educated at Otago Girls High School
where she later taught and Otago Univqrjity. Muriel May, a communicant Angiican, was
Principal of Southland Girls High Schooles6 for I5 years (I941-l956) and was apost primary
lnspector (English specialist). She was a member of the Otago University Council and on the
Board of govemors of St. Hilda's Collegiate private school Dunedin. Muriel May, according
to Bill Renwick, was involved in editing the report. As a retired Principal, she had the time to
make notes on the progress of the Commission and placed a full set of submissions with
some cornments in the University Hocken Library Leith Street Archives in Dunedin. Her
book, Freshly Remembered, contains a small reference to her time on the Commission.

At the last session of the commission she passed around the following verse.

The sequel of today unsolders all. The^goodliest fellowship of noble knights (and
ladies) of which this world holds record.esT

She had taught at Palmerston North Boys High school in common with the Minister of
education, P. Skoglund, and A.E. Campbell.

e86One of the school- buildings is named afte! Miss Muriel
e8rMuriel May, 'Freshly Remenibered, 1973. On page 144 sherecords the Commission on Education. She says there were 5a3organizatj_ons and in the two and a half years there was .Not

May -

rernembers Currj-e and Chapter J.3
submi-ssions from 409
a single snag or wet blanket'.
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Appendix 13.

Page eight - 'parentsn from whom the impulse to education obviously frst arose, may claim
education as provided by the state as their children's right' has the words .from.......arose,
crossed out of the final version. (Suggesting uncertainty as to where the 'impulse' first arose.
It may have dawned that society might have been a first 'impulse').

'Past history of efforts to achieve this in New Zealand' loses 'efforts to achieve this'.
(avoiding the taint of struggle).

'Non-academic children' is crossed out and replaced with .slow learners'.

'Society has a concem in the mental health of future citizens' becomes 'society has an interest
in...'.

'Secondary' and 'post-primary' are interchangeable in the report, even though it is declared at
the Commission that 'secondary' is the correct expression to use. On pug. 12 of the proofs,
'Post primary is crossed out and replaced, showing that the author was still confused over
these terms. In fact both terms are used in the final report.

After 'cosmetic'e88 surgery, 'Some critics with other opinions' (page 2l) becomes .certain
critics with doubts'. The important linguistic difference between opinions and doubts and
their linguistic valency should be clear to the reader from the works of Bemstein, Chomsky,
Halliday and Saussure - writers in the field of linguistic theory, and discourse analysis, * *"tt
as in the philosophical writings on deconstnrction and the'manufacture' of tmthe89.

Page23 erases the whole phrase 'for the majority of public critics,.

Page 24 originally as written 'head mistresses, visiting inspectors and specialists, if they are
doing their job properly will ....' loses 'if they are doing theirjob properly'. This tidying up of

n"watson, J. uses this expression in his rntroduction to'poricies for participation,p.
3 when he vier"rs his task of editing as a'matter of cosmetics'-

esePatti Lather in her recent work onj.s inextricably bound to the social- and
construction of kno$rledqe.
Janes MarshalL.'Foucaui.E's Technoloqies
university 1989.
Antonio Negri 'The Poritics of subversj.on. A Manifesto for the Twenty-First century, pol-ityPress and Basil BlackwelI 1990.

deconstruction emphasises the way in which -language
the ideological' and how social rel_ations mediate the

of Power: implicati-ons for education' AuckLand
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expression where there is any reference to problems in the system, is a most important part of
the maintenance of encowaging hegemonic belief in the unsullied nature of bureaucracy.

Page 3l informs us that:

the school is not fulfilling the basic intellectual task confided to it. Something must be
done to allay this anxiety and the Commission has sought means of doing this.

In the proof read version, the word 'allay' is changed to 'remove' and then the complete
sentence is removed.

On page 39 'change and ferment in the primary school' becomes 'curriculum change in
primary schools.

On school certificate Gage 38) the phrase 'school certificate imposing itself upon parcnts as a
desired qualification, becomes 'school certificate established itself with parents as a desired
qualification.' The change in emphasis is obvious and its implications are clear in the light of
Department thinking.

Any doubt or signs that the Deparhnent is not clear in its approach are removed from the final
script:

partial success in school certificate can be recorded and are designed to meet this
criticism, but it is doubtful how effective they will be (p. 40).

has the last nine words erased. Also on the same page 'area of warfare' becomes 'area of
friction', 'age promotion for reluctant leamers' becomes 'revised promotional practices for
reluctant leamers'.

some very telling sentences are completely crossed out. For example pagezT

No end can be seen to present confusion and distrust as between teachers and the
public and between school and school.

and on page29

the doubt and mistrust of the schools that were brought to its notice from some
quarters will be dissipated.

and on page 30

standardized test results set up by Boards and the New Zealand Council of
Educational Research proved inconclusive.

These were erased from the text.
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Appendix 14.
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Appendix 15.

Sir George Currie presentine the ,Interim Report' 1960.

INTERNU BEPORT PRESENTED TO MB SKOGLUND.-ThC
chairman of the Commission on .Dilueation, Sir GeorgcCunie (right) presenting thc interim ieport on poat-prlmaiy
sta!flng and recruitment to the Ministir of Dducation, MrSkoglund,inhisoftce. , I r ,,
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